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Since the turn of the millennium, participatory designers have increasingly begun to en-
gage in collaborative research processes in the so-called Global South, targeting sustain-
able development. The quest is to take on the larger challenges through cooperative work, 
and such a research context is here referred to as Global North–South cooperation. This 
research explores how participatory design and designers can contribute to sustainable 
development targeting the UN’s SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals. 

The transdisciplinary research process has involved multiple and diverse actors, both 
researchers and practitioners, from Sweden and Kenya. It is significant for this research 
that a participant belonging to the user group in focus, the Jua Kali, a local community of 
practice in Kenya, has been involved in the whole design process, including the reflection 
phase. Several frugal constraints challenge the Jua Kali and their practice. The research, 
which takes an agency-oriented view, aims to make a transformative change for this user 
group by creating agency in terms of capabilities. A central aspect is that the designer 
acts to support others to act, serving as a catalyst who supports the Jua Kali practitioners. 

The discussion pivots around four design issues—diversity, context, reflexivity, and 
time—that I have identified as key issues to consider when designing together in such a 
design context. To grasp and deal with them, I have explored a methodology that contains 
a set of conflicting elements: actor-network theory (ANT), the capability approach (CA), 
co-craft (CoC), and co-writing (CoW). While ANT provides an analytical tool for investi-
gating how agency is created, CA acts as a moral compass and framework for discussing 
what agency should be created in terms of capabilities. While CoC helps contextualize 
design, creating a linkage to the local design practice, CoW provides a space for shared 
reflection, giving the Jua Kali a formal voice. 

The joint explorations in the frugal context, combined with joint reflection and sup-
port from conflicting theories, have helped create a more nuanced understanding of how 
design contributes to sustainable development. In this way, the research brings new per-
spectives and vocabularies to participatory design research.
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Prologue





3

Reflective co-creation across 
disciplines and at local and 
global levels is our way of work-
ing. When researchers and 
practitioners from different dis-
ciplines work together in dif-
ferent research projects, we are 
convinced that we can find  
new critical insights and locally 
appropriate outcomes.1

1 Mistra Urban Futures (n.d). Vision and Mission. Retrieved 2021-05-10 from  
https://www.mistraurbanfutures.org/en/how-we-work/vision
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Image 1. The Invasive Water Hyacinth Plant. A freshly harvested water hyacinth plant, a 
green threat that became an essential trigger for the research process. March 2011.
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(i) A Trip to Kisumu

In March 2011, I traveled with two teacher colleagues from the Academy 
of Design and Crafts at Gothenburg University (HDK)2 to Kisumu in 
Kenya for ten days of fieldwork. It was the first time I visited Africa, and 
the travel was part of the school’s globalization strategies. The aim was 
to see current development activities in Kisumu linked to the Reality 
Studio (RS), an educational platform and concept based at Chalmers 
University of Technology (n.d.). RS is a seven-week field-based course 
developed in the 1990s by Maria Nyström Reuterswärd, who had re-
cently become a professor in design and sustainability at HDK. Since 
2005 it has been based in Kisumu, Kenya. The trip, which was insti-
gated by Nyström Reuterswärd, was intended to identify possible proj-
ect partners for future development work, searching for international 
cooperation between universities in Sweden, Kenya, and Tanzania.

In addition to being a teacher in design, I was working as an indus-
trial designer, having studied at the Umeå Institute of Design between 
1994 and 1998 (Umeå University, n.d.). My education was based on 
principles that can be referred to as participatory design, central to which 
is the idea that “those affected by a design should have a say in the de-
sign process” (Björgvinsson et al., 2012, p. 102). Combined with the 
teaching, I had been working for about ten years as a design consultant. 
Together with other designers, I ran my design agencies with a focus 
on strategic design work. Over the years, I had become more and more 
involved in activities that aimed to develop places and platforms for 
collaboration in the public realm. This work also included the devel-
opment of spaces for play in the city, which I had explored primarily 
as a teacher of design at HDK, and the master’s program Child Culture 
Design, CCD (University of Gothenburg, n.d.), which I helped start in 
2010. At CCD, a key concern was integrating the child’s perspective 
and culture of play into the design process and ensuring that children, 
i.e. citizens under the age of eighteen (OHCHR, n.d), could have a say 
in design processes that would affect them. Another area of   interest, 
which can be seen as contradictory to my industrial design practice, was 
traditional handicrafts in Sweden, or slöjd (c.f. Johansson, 2019). Since 
the end of the 1990s, I had engaged in various such craft activities, first 
on a practical and personal level, later strategically as a professional 

2 In January 2020 the name was changed to the HDK-Valand Academy of Art and Design.  
See https://www.gu.se/en/hdk-valand
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Image 2. Water Hyacinth in Lake Victoria. Tour guides in Dunga Beach trying to access 
the lake with their boats, hindered by the invasive water hyacinth plant. March 2011.
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designer. For example, I had worked as a design consultant, thereby 
supporting experienced artisans in the development of their businesses. 
The skill sets and experience I brought “in my backpack” when I first 
visited Kisumu were a mix of design practices that cross-fertilized stra-
tegic design and crafts, which were later highly useful. At the same time, 
I had no previous experience of working in any African design context. 
Therefore, in different ways I lacked basic knowledge about the local 
context and its conditions. I soon realized that the Kenyan design con-
text and its challenges were far more complex than I was used to as a 
Swedish designer, since in many ways I represented another worldview 
and different design culture.

One of the significant and concrete challenges that I encountered 
during my fieldwork was the invasive water hyacinth plant, Eichhornia 
crassipes (Herfjord et al., 1994), a seasonal, floating green threat that 
grows in Lake Victoria (Images 1–2). I was told how the plant, which 
originated in the Amazon basin, had been introduced into the lake by 
accident in the 1980s. Since then, it had spread invasively. I was also 
told that the hyacinth damaged the natural ecosystem of the lake, and 
it had become a breeding ground for dangerous animals, such as ma-
larial mosquitoes, snakes, crocodiles, and hippopotamuses. Although 
several government-led activities aimed at solving the problem, none 
had proven effective. I could see how the plant affected the inhabitants’ 
daily life activities. For example, the fishermen’s ability to fish in the 
lake was hindered by the plant, which grew in thick mats. My curiosity 
was raised when I observed that people had started to take the hyacinth 
into their own hands. During my stay, we visited several people who 
were using the hyacinth as a resource in crafts production. I could fol-
low how the plant fiber was harvested and turned into ropes by hand 
(Images 3–4) for weaving baskets and other craft items such as furni-
ture. The green threat was thereby transformed into a valuable material 
resource by local innovators.

One such local initiative that creatively used the hyacinth in crafts 
production was Zingira Nyanza Community Crafts,3 a craft organiza-
tion located in central Kisumu. Zingira means environment in Swahili, 
and the name highlights the organization’s efforts to work sustainably. 
The organization was formally established in 2005, founded by Evance 
Odhiambo and Apollesto Nyakwar (Images 7–8), two school friends 

3 Read about Zingira at https://www.facebook.com/Zingira-Community-Crafts- 
56439371402/
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Images 3–4. The Processing of Water Hyacinth. At left, how the hyacinth stems are twined 
into strings by hand. At right, the finished ropes ready for use in crafts production. Photo: 
Helena Hansson, March 2011, and Apollesto Nyakwar, 2021.
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Images 5–6. Jua Kali Workers in Their Frugal Workshops. Above, a Jua Kali worker at Kibuye 
Market, Kisumu, making one of Zingira’s products. Below, artisans working in Zingira’s 
outdoor workshop, located in the shade of a tree. March 2011.
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that had seen opportunities in the green threat. Their idea was to use 
and reuse local “waste” materials, like the water hyacinth as well as 
other easily accessible and affordable local materials such as scrap metal 
and plastic waste. Using simple means and essential craft technologies 
learned in school, such as rope making, weaving, and papermaking, they 
were transforming waste materials into attractive products. I learned 
that Zingira was one of the pioneers in Kisumu to utilize water hyacinth 
in crafts production, first making paper and later baskets and furniture. 
Zingira’s manual “factory” was strategically located near Kibuye Mar-
ket, one of the most essential and vibrant marketplaces in Kisumu. Here 
Zingira could buy the materials needed for their crafts production, such 
as wire and recycled metal. They could also purchase sub-contracting 
services such as welding and metalwork (Image 5).

During the visit, I also learned that Zingira represents the local inno-
vation culture in Kenya, known as Jua Kali. The phrase, which means 
“under the hot sun” (King, 2009) in Swahili, reflects the outdoor nature 
of the work and the spartan conditions that affect the Jua Kali way of 
working. This kind of design practice could be called frugal, or “char-
acterized by or reflecting economy in the use of resources” (Merriam 
Webster, 2021). In the Zingira case, the frugal conditions, for example, 
meant that their crafts workshop was located in the shade of a tree (Im-
age 6). It also meant that only simple tools and equipment were used 
to shape the objects without access to electricity. Although the work 
conditions were spartan and the resources scarce, I was fascinated by 
Zingira’s work and what they had achieved. My interest was piqued even 
further when Odhiambo, Zingira’s lead coordinator, told me about their 
signature product, a basket made from water hyacinth, and how an in-
tricate network of actors had been created around it.

The original basket (Image 7) had been developed in 2003 by Zingira, 
the result of an experiment in which the leftover material from paper 
production, the stems from the hyacinth plant, were twined by hand to 
make ropes. These ropes were later used to weave baskets using a tech-
nique that Odhiambo and Apollesto had learned in school, and which 
was now being used by many artisans in the Lake Victoria region (see 
Images 3–4). The local market4 had welcomed the new product, and 
an upscaling process had begun. Zingira had first trained a group of 

4 Local market here means when products are locally produced and are targeted for local 
buyers who live and work in Kisumu. However, the buyers can also be international tourists 
and development workers who, like myself, are visiting Kisumu and the local marketplaces.
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Images 7–8. The Key Players. Above, one of the founders of Zingira, Apollesto Nyakwar, 
holding a hyacinth basket, Zingira’s signature product. Below, Evance Odhiambo, the lead 
coordinator at Zingira, who became one of the key actors in the research process. The bas-
ket and the lead coordinator came to play central roles in the research project. March 2011.
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rope makers living in the rural areas by the shoreline, close to the lake’s 
source. After that, individuals had been trained in weaving baskets from 
the hyacinth ropes. Over time, an entire knowledge network had been 
built up around the basket, which activated a chain of Jua Kali workers. 
The system created around the basket can be seen as an informal edu-
cational structure based on apprenticeship, “an arrangement in which 
someone learns an art, trade, or job under another” (Merriam Webster 
Dictionary, n.d.). By knowledge transfer, the hyacinth basket had in 
time become a typical local product characteristic of the Jua Kali. Since 
many Jua Kali workers produced similar baskets made in the same kind 
of technique, the local market to a certain extent became saturated.

Before leaving Zingira, I had an in-depth conversation with Odhi-
ambo, the organization’s co-founder and lead coordinator (Image 8). 
Zingira later became a crucial player in the forthcoming research project. 
We talked about the challenges Odhiambo perceived, which he meant 
were essential obstacles for the organization to grow and develop. One 
frugal constraint he articulated that was concrete and visible for me as a 
newly arrived designer was the lack of material resources, quality tools, 
and equipment. The lead coordinator told me how the lack of proper 
tools and equipment made it difficult to produce the quality work that 
sometimes was requested by clients. A more abstract challenge, which 
was not so easy for me to grasp as an outsider, was that the Jua Kali are 
a marginalized societal group outside the formal Governmental system 
in Kenya. According to Odhiambo, this frugal constraint meant that 
their organization lacked access to support structures such as a formal 
health care system, economic funds, etc., which Odhiambo said hin-
dered their further development. Another challenge he highlighted was 
the lack of academic education, which he argued negatively affected the 
Jua Kali, who were seen as “uneducated.” Even if I could see that Jua 
Kali had its own informal educational system based on apprenticeship, 
the lack of formal legitimation seemed to be a critical issue. It both 
hindered further development opportunities, such as partnering with 
more prominent institutions, and hindered participation in larger de-
velopment projects that could improve people’s life situations, both on 
a personal and a policy level.

During the conversation, Odhiambo also articulated some wishes and 
thoughts about the future. One desire was to access the international 
market, which the people at Zingira saw as an upscaling opportunity. 
Zingira was therefore looking for alternative development structures that 
could help them to grow as actors. One of the perceived opportunities 
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was cooperation with international actors like us, teachers at a design 
school in Sweden. As a practicing industrial designer educated at a uni-
versity in Sweden, the design context in Kenya was indeed different from 
my design practice. Although I saw similarities to the Swedish craft cul-
ture of slöjd, which I was familiar with through my earlier design work, 
the challenges faced by crafts producers in Kenya were far more com-
plex than I could imagine, which almost became overwhelming. At the 
same time, the visit to Kisumu and meeting the people at Zingira also 
became a great inspiration, which made me want to engage in their on-
going development. My thoughts revolved around what it would mean to 
design in such a frugal context and how I could contribute as a designer.

The potential I saw, based on my existing knowledge and experience, 
was to start a collaboration. The basis for that collaboration would be 
for Zingira, who would be most affected by a change, to be actively in-
volved in the design process from the start instead of being a passive 
aid recipient. Such a design approach refers to ideas of participatory 
design, which I had increasingly become interested in during my de-
sign education in Umeå. As a designer, I was fond of working closely 
with product users and my clients. The potential I saw, in this case, 
was to start in small on something that already existed, such as the 
basket made of the invasive hyacinth plant. One identified value was 
the existing structure created around the hyacinth basket, a knowledge 
network that involved several local Jua Kali actors. I also saw the po-
tential to further develop the links to academia, like HDK or Chalm-
ers’s Reality Studio, which had been working with Zingira since 2005. 
By nurturing such relationships, knowledge could be exchanged and 
shared. Thus, design could be an empowering force, creating new op-
portunities so Zingira and other Jua Kali workers could further con-
cretize their visions for change. Hopefully, such change activities could 
also make it possible to explore new markets, as was articulated by 
the lead coordinator at Zingira. These basic ideas and thoughts about 
the contribution of design created the basis for my research project, in 
which Zingira later became a partner and co-producer. Its lead coordi-
nator, Odhiambo, became the lead coordinator in this collaboration as 
well, and the hyacinth basket became one of the connecting elements.
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(ii) The Transdisciplinary Research Project

About a year after the visit to Kisumu, I was contacted by Professor 
Nyström Reuterswärd. She told me about an upcoming doctoral position 
in the area of design that would be partly funded by SIDA, the Swedish 
Development Cooperation Agency (n.d.). The research position was linked 
to a recently started international research platform, Mistra Urban Fu-
tures (MUF),5 which was aiming to target sustainable development and 
complex urban challenges. The base was in Gothenburg, Sweden, but 
the venue had local nodes in different parts of the world, so-called Local 
Interactive Platforms (LIPs). One of the local nodes was based in Kisumu, 
the Kisumu Local Interactive Platform (KLIP), while the one situated in 
Gothenburg was named the Gothenburg Local Interactive Platform (GO-
LIP). Three universities were involved in the process: Jaramogi Oginga 
Odinga University of Science and Technology (JOOUST) and Maseno 
University (MU), both in Kisumu, and the University of Gothenburg.  
A formalized collaboration was established between the two LIPS in 
Gothenburg and Kisumu (GOLIP-KLIP), later transformed into the 
Sweden–Kenya Interactive Learning Labs (SKILLs) program. The basic 
idea was to bring together doctoral students from Swedish and Kenyan uni-
versities with teachers and supervisors, as well as other societal actors such 
as business and larger organizations. Thus, a collaborative research environ-
ment could be created that brought various actors and activities together.

As stated by MUF on its web page (see below), with this kind of 
transdisciplinary (TD) research approach we hoped to generate and 
implement new knowledge for promoting sustainable development, 
hence targeting the more prominent challenges through cooperative 
work among diverse actors.

Reflective co-creation across disciplines and at local and global lev-
els is our way of working. When researchers and practitioners from 
different disciplines work together in different research projects, we 
are convinced that we can find new critical insights and locally ap-
propriate outcomes. (Mistra Urban Futures, n.d.)

5 The research platform Mistra Urban Futures was established in 2010 and lasted until 
December 2019. The platform came to interconnect six cities: Gothenburg, Kisumu, Cape 
Town, Sheffield-Manchester, and later Buenos Aires, Malmö, Stockholm, and Shimla in 
India. The information about MUF is collected from their website (Mistra Urban Futures, 
n.d.), where the different subthemes mentioned above are presented.
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Image 9. The Formation of the Core Group. The core group members, PhD students from Swe-
den and Kenya, gathered to identify a common framing for the joint work. September 2012.
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As a designer and teacher of design, I found this opportunity thrilling. 
I saw the potential to reconnect to Zingira. I also saw the possibility of 
working together with other players, researchers, and practitioners to 
take on the most important societal challenges. I applied for one of the 
positions and was accepted. In September 2012, I started as a doctoral 
student in design, and six other PhD students from Sweden and Kenya 
were organized to form a “Core Group” (Image 9). Three of us were part 
of the GOLIP platform, and four were linked to the KLIP platform. Two 
themes were developed within the SKILLs program: Ecotourism and Mar-
ketplaces, and together with two PhD students from Maseno University, 
Franklin Mwango and Jennipher Otieno, I came to belong to the latter.

Within the Marketplace theme, several projects were established, and 
I was involved in two of them: The Playground Project and the Basket 
Project. The first project was initiated by us, the PhD students in the 
Marketplace group, and Mwango was my closest research partner. In 
the other project, which was externally created and hosted by a devel-
opment aid organization, I came to collaborate with multiple actors, 
including Odhiambo, the lead coordinator at Zingira, who became my 
closest practitioner partner. A set of prototypes were developed within 
these projects: the co-crafted playground, the rope-making machine, and 
the hyacinth basket, but also the conversation tool, which came to form 
the basis for the appended papers in this compilation thesis. Two of the 
papers are co-written with the researchers in the Marketplace group 
(Paper I and Paper III), and one is co-written with the lead coordinator 
(Paper IV). As FIgure 1 shows on page 19, the research work has thus 
been conducted within a large and complex structure, which also estab-
lishes the framing for this thesis.
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FIgure 1. The Research Context. The overall structure of the transdisciplinary research project.
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1.  

Introduction 
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Design is becoming less confined  
to the design studio with well- 
identified stakeholders. It takes  
new forms as public interven- 
tions and as explorations “in the 
wild.” This means that it be- 
comes more difficult to under- 
stand the scope and limits of  
design interventions, and there- 
fore design research needs new  
tools to address and reflect these 
changes.6

6 Storni et al. (2015). Designing things together: intersections of co-design and Actor–
Network theory. International Journal of CoCreation in Design and the Arts, 11(3–4), 149–51.
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Image 10. A Participatory Design Activity. A snapshot from a participatory design activity in 
Dunga Beach, a community of place where the research initially started. November 2012.







271. Introduction  

In the last decades, society has been changing radically, which in turn 
affects the designer’s role and the way we work (Westerlund & Wetter-Ed-
man, 2017). According to Storni et al. (2015), design researchers, there-
fore, “need new tools to address and reflect these changes” (p. 149). Since 
the turn of the millennium, participatory designers have increasingly be-
gun to engage in collaborative research processes in the so-called Global 
South, targeting global sustainable development. In the 2010s, several 
academic centers and industrial consortia were established in different 
parts of the world that aimed to interlink actors in the Global North and 
South, both researchers and practitioners (Radjou & Prabhu, 2015). The 
goal is to co-produce knowledge to take on the more immense societal 
challenges, as articulated recently in Agenda 2030 and the Sustainable 
Development Goals (UN, n.d.). Such a collaborative research context is 
referred to in this thesis as Global North–South cooperation (GN–SC). 
The research is based on a field study conducted in such a research 
context through the Mistra Urban Futures platform and the SKILLs 
program. The research project, which lasted between September 2012 
and November 2017, encouraged participation between researchers and 
practitioners (so-called transdisciplinary research, or TD) from Sweden 
(in the Global North) and Kenya (in the Global South). Designing to-
gether in such a research context has provided a complex but exciting 
opportunity for me as a participatory designer to explore new ways of 
working. The title Designing Together reflects my ambition to work in 
partnership with many towards sustainable global development. The 
methodological exploration is also the project’s knowledge contribution.

Design is becoming less confined to the design studio with well-iden-
tified stakeholders. It takes new forms as public interventions and as 
explorations “in the wild.” This means that it becomes more difficult to 
understand the scope and limits of design interventions, and therefore 
design research needs new tools to address and reflect these changes. 
(Storni et al., 2015, p. 149)

As the visualization on page 28 shows (FIgure 2), my research is posi-
tioned in the area of participatory design (PD), and it is to this area the 
project aims at making a knowledge contribution. The research investi-
gates how participatory design and designers can contribute to sustain-
able development when acting in a GN–SC context, primarily targeting 
SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals. The aim is to explore a methodology 
that addresses a set of participatory issues and shows how participatory 
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design practices can shape sustainable development in new ways. The 
methodology explored in this study is intended to support transformative 
change for a specific target user group, the Jua Kali, a local community 
of practice in Kenya that belongs to the informal sector/economy. As in-
troduced in the Prologue, Jua Kali workers face several frugal constraints 
that hinder their development. The subtitle, A Frugal Design Approach, 
reflects that the entry point is the frugal context and the Jua Kali workers, 
who have greatly inspired and informed this research. The knowledge 
contribution concerns the contextual aspects of participatory design 
in this specific research context. The frugal context and the users thus 
need to be taken into consideration when forming the research method-
ology. However, the goal is to produce generalizable results and create 
knowledge that can be applied in other research and design contexts

FIgure 2. The Research Positioning. Diagram of where the research is positioned, what 
context it acts in, the targeted user group, and its goal and contribution.

It is significant for this research that I have collaborated with multiple and 
diverse stakeholders, researchers, and practitioners. My closest collabo-
rating practitioner partner in the project, Odhiambo, is a representative 
for Zingira, a Jua Kali crafts organization in Kisumu. As a participant 
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and co-producing partner, he has been actively involved in the whole 
research process, from planning and making to co-authoring one of the 
appended articles (Paper IV). According to Sherry Arnstein’s “ladder 
of citizen participation” (1969),7 a partnership approach means that the 
citizens are involved in negotiations with traditional power holders. In 
this case, the power holders are development organizations, companies, 
and researchers like myself who belong to the formal sector/economy. 
While the Jua Kali belong to the informal sector/economy, the aim has 
been to try to balance the power relations that exist in such collaborative 
contexts, making the Jua Kali grow in terms of agency and capabilities, 
giving them a formal voice. The title will be further unpacked in the rest 
of this chapter, which introduces thefrugal context, participatory design 
research and the design issues.

The methodological framework, shown in the model on page 30 
(FIgure 3), is a significant knowledge contribution. We find a concep-
tual framework on the vertical axis, consisting of the theoretical perspec-
tives actor-network theory (ANT) and the capability approach (CA). The 
horizontal axis contains the practical framework, consisting of two par-
ticipatory design methods: co-craft (CoC) and co-writing (CoW). These 
four elements complement one another but are also in conflict with one 
another. One source of friction is that ANT represents a non-normative 
approach, studying how actors and their agencies are created, while CA 
represents a normative approach that studies what agency that should be 
created in terms of capabilities. Another tension between the elements 
in the research methodology is that CoC is a material-based method 
that concretizes change, while CoW is a text-based design method that 
encourages abstract reflection. Although there is friction and contra-
diction between the elements, I see them as complementary. They also 
somehow capture the essence of this work: that diverse perspectives 
are needed to help implement sustainable development in practice. 
The methodological framework is further explained in Chapter 2 and 
is discussed in the coming chapters.

7 In 1969, Sherry Arnstein developed a “ladder of citizen participation” that defines 
participation ranging from high (8) to low (1). Partnership is on the sixth rung of the lad-
der. Partnership means that power is “redistributed through negotiation between citizens 
and power holders.” It also means that “planning and decision-making responsibilities 
are shared e.g., through joint committees.” See Arnstein, S. (1969).
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FIgure 3. The Research Methodology. The knowledge contribution is a research method-
ology that includes a conceptual framework (ANT and CA) and a practical framework 
(CoC and CoW).

1.1 Definitions

To place the research in a larger context, I start by defining and unpacking 
a set of keywords that are fundamental for understanding the research.

Goal: Sustainable Development

The term sustainable development was coined in the World Commission on 
Environment and Development Report, commonly known as “The Brundt-
land Commission Report” (1987). This report defines sustainable de-
velopment as “development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” 
(p. 41). The report views sustainability from economic, environmen-
tal, and social perspectives. It brings forward two key concepts: (i) the 
concept of needs, in which a priority should be the needs of the world’s 
“poor,” and (ii) the idea of limitations concerning the environment’s 
ability to meet present and future needs. According to United Nations 
(n.d.) SDG 1, around 734 million people live in extreme poverty—that is 
10% of the world’s population living on less than $1.90 a day. A majority 
live in sub-Saharan Africa. However, as stated by the Office of the High 
Commissioner for Human Rights (UN Human Rights, n.d.), poverty 
entails more dimensions than the lack of income. For people living in 
poverty, many human rights may be out of reach. For example, there 
may be limited access to education and a lack of voice in decision mak-
ing (ibid.). These aspects of poverty highlight the social dimensions of 
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sustainable development, which are the focus of this study. Since 2016, 
the typical framing for sustainable development activities is Agenda 2030, 
where a central guide is the Sustainable Development Goals, or the SDGs, 
see page 32 (Image 11). These seventeen goals were adopted at a United 
Nations summit in 2015 and came into force in January 2016 (UN, n.d.). 
Thus, the SDGs replaced the earlier Millennium Development Goals 
(the MDGs), which were eight in number and lasted between 2000 and 
2015 (UN, n.d.). The SDGs are not only many but also prominent in 
scope, and many of them overlap. According to the UN, cooperation is 
the foundation for reaching all the other goals, which is also why SDG 
17: Partnership for the Goals is the main target for this study (UN, 
n.d.). As the quote below highlights, sustainable development requires 
global, regional, national, and local partnerships (UN, n.d.). Thus, SDG 
17 connects to how this research has been organized as a transdisci-
plinary and participatory design practice based in the context of GN–SC.

A successful sustainable development agenda requires partnerships 
between governments, the private sector, and civil society. These inclu-
sive partnerships built upon principles and values, a shared vision, and 
shared goals that place people and the planet at the center are needed 
at the global, regional, national, and local level. (United Nations, n.d.)

Research Approach: Transdisciplinary (TD)

Transdisciplinary research (TD) can be explained as a collaborative devel-
opment activity that “transgresses and transcends disciplinary bound-
aries” (Russel et al., 2008, p. 461). Since it is based on the participation 
of multiple stakeholders, it is argued to be the most sustainable research 
approach (Polk, 2016). TD as a research approach emerged at the begin-
ning of the 2000s, initially responding to changes in educational funding 
systems (Nowotny, 2001). TD research aims to co-produce knowledge 
that can result in “socially accountable policies and practices” (p. 131), so 
its research strategies and decision-making must be exposed to feedback 
from the key stakeholders. While traditional research refers to Mode 1, 
which is weakly contextualized and can be viewed as an “autonomic sci-
ence” (ibid.), TD refers to Mode 2, which is highly contextualized. It is 
notable that this study refers to Mode 3, which emphasizes collaboration 
among “government, academia, industry, and civil society” (Carayannis 
& Campbell, 2010, pp. 51–52). The core characteristic of TD research is 
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Image 11. The Sustainable Development Goals. Chart of the UN’s seventeen Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), of which 17: Partnerships for the Goals is the targeted here. 
United Nations. (n.d.). The Global Goals for Sustainable Development: Resources. Retrieved 
21-05-08 from https://www.globalgoals.org/resources
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that the knowledge production is public-led and implication-centered, 
and thus highly contextualized. As addressed by Nyström (2007), this 
change of focus can also be seen as a movement from “monodisciplinary” 
research to “transdisciplinary” research (p. 116). Compared with other 
collaborative research activities such as “interdisciplinary research” and 
“multidisciplinary research,” the significance for TD is that cooperation 
occurs among researchers and practitioners (Mobjörk, 2010, p. 868).

Research Context: Global North–South Cooperation (GN–SC)

As made clear previously, addressing global issues requires cooperation 
among diverse actors located in different parts of the globe. A TD re-
search process that transcends national, socio-economic, and political 
boundaries and takes place between countries based on the Northern 
and Southern side of the equator is referred to here as Global North–
South cooperation. Cooperation can be defined as “an exchange in which 
the participants benefit from the encounter” (Sennett, 2012, p. 5) and, 
according to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and De-
velopment (OECD, 2005), the benefit of cooperation is that different 
knowledge perspectives can be merged. As “partners learn from each 
other” (p. 80), a mutual learning situation can occur, resulting in syn-
ergies. The idea of dividing the world into North and South emerged 
during the cold war in the 1960s (Dados & Connell, 2012). However, 
as reflected by the UN’s Department of Economic and Social Affairs 
(2019), the division is not primarily a geographical divide between coun-
tries that are located north and south of the equator. Instead, it refers 
to the socio-economic and political differences between so-called “de-
veloped countries” (North) and “developing countries” (South). As 
Mohanty critically asserts (2003), the division highlights an unequal 
power balance between “rich” and “poor” countries and communities. 
The division can partly be traced back to the colonizing years, which 
in Kenya lasted between 1888 and 1962. Since the countries that be-
long to the Global North are the ones who most often initiate and fi-
nance the cooperative work, the risk is that cooperation becomes a po-
litical power play that reinforces patterns from the colonial past. Koski 
(2019), a member of the SDG Knowledge Hub, argues that “inclusive 
and equitable public participation is the key” for implementing the 
SDGs in practice. The quotation calls for in-depth participation, which 
is why participatory design can play a central role in such collaborative 
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processes. Investigating participatory design in this specific context is 
hence found highly relevant. In the section below, I introduce my view 
of design, and participatory design, which I explain as agency-oriented.

View of Participatory Design (PD): Agency-Oriented

Design as a notion has many different meanings and can be both a verb 
and a noun. The verb design stems from the fourteenth century, meaning 
“to indicate with a distinctive mark, sign, or name” (Merriam Webster 
Dictionary, n.d.). The noun design derives from the sixteenth century, 
meaning “a particular purpose or intention held in view by an individ-
ual or group.” For me, design as a notion points to the latter, strategic 
aspect, here defined as “a plan or protocol for carrying out or accom-
plishing something” (ibid.).

My professional background is in industrial design (ID), which has 
informed my design research. ID is a three-dimensional and product-ori-
ented work practice, with roots in producing material goods (Koski-
nen, 2011). In the narrowest sense, ID can be seen as “applied art,” 
which is about “shaping products” (Vetenskapsrådet, 2015, p. 194). 
However, unlike many industrial designers, I have come to broaden 
my scope, taking a more critical role that investigates “design as an ac-
tion and a craft in relation to given contexts” (ibid.). I am engaged in 
artistic research and what today is defined as participatory design (PD), 
which has become a large area in design research. The word participa-
tion is here defined as “the act of taking part in an activity or event” 
(Oxford Learners Dictionaries, n.d.). As in industrial design, the “us-
ers” and their needs play a central role. Still, one difference is that 
PD is more process-oriented, with users at the core: “those affected 
by a design should have a say in the design process” (Björgvinsson 
et al., 2012, p. 102). Since the user is deeply involved in the design 
process, the traditional role of the designer is challenged and blurred  
in PD (von Busch, 2008).

Informed by the context in which this research acts, my view of de-
sign has come to drift. I see participatory design as “a social and polit-
ical activity playing a vital role in the shaping of our societies” (Storni 
et al., 2015, p. 149). A key source of inspiration is Emeritus Profes-
sor Nabeel Hamdi (2004), who describes the role of designers/archi-
tects as someone who is “acting to induce others to act” (p. x). Such a 
view of design, in which the designer has an empowering role, is here 
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referred to as an agency-oriented (AO) view. According to philosopher 
Bruno Latour (2005), “agencies are always presented in an account as 
doing something, that is, making some difference to a state of affairs” 
(p. 52). Rather than focusing on the shaping of objects as solutions to 
a well-defined problem, my concern is what design can do in terms of 
creating agencies and capabilities, where capabilities can be defined as 
“the freedom that people have to do or be certain things” (Robeyns & 
Fibieger Byskov, 2020). Hence, the designer’s role is to act so the users, 
in this case the Jua Kali, have opportunities to act if they want. Even if 
the focus in my case is not primarily the creation and study of objects, 
objects play a central role as “catalysts for change” (Hamdi, 2004)—i.e., 
they are the means through which the designer acts to effect change.

Such an empowering role, in which the designer works to allow peo-
ple to act and speak, refers to actor-network theory (ANT) and the ca-
pability approach (CA), two theoretical perspectives that underpin this 
research, where the key references are Bruno Latour (2005) and Martha 
C. Nussbaum (2011). The view of agency in ANT and CA differs, and 
the view I refer to belongs to CA, as “desires, emotions, and intentions” 
are given more space in the inquiry, which Waelbers (2011) explains as 
“moral agency” (p. 8). Nevertheless, ANT is still the theoretical founda-
tion for my work. Both CA and ANT have highly influenced my design 
explorations, which in this study concentrate on practices of co-craft-
ing (CoC) and co-writing (CoW). How such agency-oriented views are 
conducted and implemented in theory and practice, and how they can 
make a contribution, is introduced in Chapters 2 and 3.

[Frugal:] “economical in use,” 1590s, from French frugal, from Latin 
frugalis, from undeclined adjective frugi “useful, proper, worthy, hon-
est; temperate, economical,” originally dative of frux (plural fruges) 
“fruit, produce,” figuratively “value, result, success,” from PIE root 
*bhrug “to enjoy,” with derivatives referring to agricultural products. 
Sense evolved in Latin from “useful” to “profitable” to “economical.” 
Related: Frugally. (Online Etymology Dictionary, n.d.)

Entry Point: A Frugal Design Approach

Before I outline the research area and literature on participatory de-
sign, I will explain the point of departure for my study by unpacking 
the subtitle A Frugal Design Approach. The word frugal originates from 
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the 1590s and stems from French frugal and Latin frugalis (Online Ety-
mology Dictionary, n.d.). The term means “economical in use” but 
also “value, result, success” or “useful” (ibid.). Originally the term re-
lated to products used in agriculture, but since the 2010s, the notion 
of frugal is more generally used in the innovation literature. Frugal in-
novations are designed to be economically affordable yet high in per-
formance, to be perceived as valuable by users, i.e. “to do more with 
less” (Woolridge, 2010; Bhatti & Ventresca, 2013; Radjou and Prabhu, 
2015; Leadbeater, 2014; Pesa, 2015; Lillo, 2020). Initially the frugal 
innovation area focused on the needs of the world’s poor, particularly 
people living below the poverty line in the Global South. However, 
today frugal innovation has also gained attention for implementation 
in the context of the Global North (Bahtti & Ventresca, 2013; Radjou 
and Prabhu, 2015; Leadbeater, 2015). The reason is that the frugal as-
pects can bring in new and valuable perspective to innovation from a 
sustainability perspective, which can also be traced in Bansal’s (2014) 
definition of frugal innovation below:

[Frugal innovations are] affordable, sustainable, lightweight, and rug-
ged. Wherever possible, they should be made locally with renewable 
materials. Perhaps most important, they should be developed with 
the end-user in mind. (Bansal, 2014)

It should be noted that this study is not about frugal innovation but 
about participatory design. My interest is the frugal innovators in Kenya, 
the Jua Kali, and their sparse work conditions, explained here as a frugal 
context. As described in the next section, a frugal context is challenged 
by several constraints, which I argue we designers need to consider when 
working with collaborations involving the Jua Kali. However, in the 
term frugal are also embedded specific values that are highlighted and 
used as a source of inspiration in this study. A Frugal Design Approach 
is not a research methodology, but rather an attempt “to come near or 
nearer to something” (Cambridge English Dictionary, n.d.), as in the 
next section when I zoom in to the local context in Kisumu, getting to 
know the Jua Kali innovators of Kenya. I acknowledge the frugal inno-
vators in Kenya, the Jua Kali, who have greatly informed and inspired 
this research and their material, social, and historical context.
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1.2 The Frugal Context: The Jua Kali and Their  
Working Conditions

As George et al., (2012) suggest, each context carries unique features 
that might require adaption and modification. This section aims to raise 
awareness of the “frugal context” to understand how it has influenced 
my research. It highlights constraints but also possible future potential-
ities. Since it is impossible to capture all perspectives, I will particularly 
highlight the Jua Kali innovators in Kisumu, the target user group for 
this research, and their working conditions.

Kenya is one of fifty-four countries in Africa, which the second largest 
and the second-most populous continent globally. According to the World 
Bank (n.d.), Kenya had a population of approximately 52.5 million in 
2019. It is considered the central economic and transport hub of East 
Africa, with a growing entrepreneurial middle class, and recent statistics 
from USAID (n.d.) show that Kenya before the COVID-19 pandemic 
had an annual average growth of 5.9% (ibid.). Kisumu town, the capital 
city of Kisumu County, is the former capital of Nyanza Province (Mistra 
Urban Futures, n.d.). In the local language, kisuma means “a place of 
barter trade.” The name highlights the city’s importance as a historical 
marketplace and harbor city, and the port was established in 1901 (ibid.). 
Kisumu is still a substantial commercial, industrial, and transportation 
center in western Kenya today. Nevertheless, two-thirds of the Kenyan 
population lives in poverty, earning less than $3.20 per day (USAID, 
n.d.). According to the development aid organization Diakonia (2014), 
the people along the shores of Lake Victoria where Kisumu is situated 
are among the poorest in Kenya, particularly those involved in the fish-
ing trade. Approximately 30 million people in the Lake Victoria region 
depend on the lake for their livelihoods (ibid.). Due to inadequate fish-
ing methods, pollution, the growth of water hyacinth plants in the lake, 
and other social issues such as low levels of democratic participation and 
high levels of gender inequality, the people of Kisumu face complex and 
challenging living conditions socially, environmentally, and economically.

Many people in Kenya have come to seek livelihoods in the informal 
sector, which is referred to today as the informal economy, to move out of 
poverty. The “informal sector” concept was developed in 1972 as part of 
a World Employment Program mission (King, 1996, p. xiii). Since 2015, 
the more common term is “informal economy” (OECD/ILO, 2019). It 
refers to “all economic activities by workers and economic units that 
are—in law or practice—not covered or insufficiently covered by formal 
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arrangements” (ibid.). Jua Kali, which is here explained as a local commu-
nity of practice, belongs to the informal sector/economy. The Jua Kali work 
practice is characterized by an approach of “making do with less” (Bhatti 
& Ventresca, 2013, pp. 16–17). The core is to use and reuse local material 
resources, transforming them into new user values. Similar forms of frugal 
design cultures exist or have existed in different parts of the world, such 
as the Jugaad in India, Gambiarra in Brazil, and Zizu Chuagxin in China 
(Leadbeater, 2014, pp. 52–53), or slöjd in Sweden (Palmsköld, 2013). Jua 
Kali workers can be seen as a mix of innovators, entrepreneurs, design-
ers, and salespeople who work in geospatial clusters gathered around a 
shared work practice (McCormick, 1998). Such an informal knowledge 
cluster can be explained as a community of practice, here defined as “a 
group of people sharing a profession” who are “hold together by explicit 
and implicit elements such as values, techniques, beliefs, etc.” (Seravalli, 
2016, p. 170, based on Lave & Wenger, 1991 and Wenger, 1998). Accord-
ing to Wenger-Trayner and Wenger-Trayner (2015), the structures within 
a “community of practice” are defined by “engagement in practice and 
the informal learning that comes with it” (p. 3). In the Jua Kali case, 
knowledge about the practice is shared through apprenticeship as an 
informal learning system rather than through formal education at a uni-
versity. It is also important to note that the Jua Kali, as a community of 
practice, are gathered for survival rather than for pleasure or recreation.

There exist both urban and rural Jua Kali communities of practice. 
Since there is no formal waste management and recycling system in 
Kisumu, the materials within the urban Jua Kali community of prac-
tice are often bought from informal “waste pickers” (c.f. Gutberlet et 
al., 2017). The waste materials are then transformed into new products. 
Typical local materials used by the Jua Kali in Kisumu include defec-
tive printed metal sheets, plastic bottles, and reused spray cans. Their 
typical products include cooking and frying pans, oil lamps, and stoves 
made from recycled materials and clay (Images 12–15). There are also 
rural Jua Kali communities of practice that use locally grown materials 
such as papyrus, cane, sisal, and water hyacinth. Typical rural products 
include furniture and baskets to be used for storage and cages for keep-
ing chickens (Images 16–19). According to Statista (2020), roughly 
15 million individuals were engaged in the informal sector/economy 
in Kenya as of 2019. Jua Kali is hence a large community of practice 
that creates job opportunities for many through self-employment. As 
Mukami (2012) articulates, the handicrafts business in Kenya is rec-
ognized as an opportunity to economically empower women in rural 
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Images 12–19. The Material Culture of Jua Kali. Examples of the materials used and prod-
ucts made within the urban and rural Jua Kali community practice in the Kisumu environs.  
November 2011.
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areas (Image 20). Even if so, Jua Kali workers face a challenging life 
situation that hinders their development as individuals and as a group.

Bhatti and Ventresca (2013), who have studied frugal innovation in 
India, have defined three constraints that characterize a frugal envi-
ronment, and these are also relevant for this study. The most obvious 
constraint is “resource scarcity” (p. 13), which means there is a lack of 
access to certain kinds of material, tools, and equipment. Another fru-
gal complexity is “institutional voids and complexities” (p. 14), which 
in this case refers to the fact that the Jua Kali stand outside the gov-
ernmental system (King, 1996, p. xiii). Since the actors in the informal 
sector/economy have little or no contact with the government, the eco-
nomic activities conducted in the informal sector are not regulated by 
laws, such as environmental, labor, or tax laws (ibid.). There is also a 
lack of formal structures to support development and upscaling, such as 
financial support systems. The third frugal complexity is “affordability 
constraints”: Bhatti and Ventresca (2013) refer to people who lack the 
means for purchasing as financially constrained. I prefer to view frugal 
constraints as the lack of agency and capabilities since these combined 
constraints hinder people from acting and developing. For example, as a 
marginalized group belonging to the informal sector/economy, Jua Kali 
workers lack a formal voice and are often hindered from pursuing devel-
opment activities that concern themselves. As a result, their enterprises 
are most often based on individual ownership and small-scale operation 
with a limited financial capital base (Mukami, 2012; Kinyanjui, 2008). 
Thus, frugal constraints hinder the Jua Kali from taking advantage of 
existing opportunities such as accessing the global market (Mukami, 
2012). It is notable that the frugal challenges people in Kenya and 
Kisumu are facing do not exist a priori but are partly consequences of 
a postcolonial past and globalization, which is briefly elaborated below.

Between 1888 and 1962, Kenya was colonized by the British, and the 
local people were often viewed as “second class labor” (King & McGrath, 
1999), thus being marginalized. After independence, a new national 
government was established, and indigenous capacity emerged in the 
informal sector/economy. The formal sector was built up in parallel, dom-
inated mainly by Indian entrepreneurs (ibid.). Since the 1970s, Kenya 
has been dependent on external aid, with most development activities 
channeled through development projects. During the 1980s and early 
90s, barriers to international trade were lowered in an era of globaliza-
tion. Capital and goods were allowed to move freely into the country, 
weakening the local industry (ibid.). As the local attempts often failed 
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Image 20. Jua Kali Workers in a Rural Context. A group of women in Osiri, a rural area 
outside Kisumu, using water hyacinth as a material resource to create job opportunities. 
March 2011.
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Image 21. Local and Global Designs. Local designs, such as the traditional chair on the 
left, have often been replaced by imported global designs developed elsewhere, like the 
one on the right. March 2011.
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to compete with imported goods on price and quality (Naumu, 2005), 
the local production was often replaced by externally developed prod-
ucts and innovations (Image 21). In many ways, both colonization and 
globalization have led to a form of cultural destruction (Maathai, 2010). 
Further threatened by weak governance, poverty, and unemployment, 
the frugal context provides a complex design situation. At the same 
time, there are values embedded in the frugal design practice, such as 
doing more with less, working in local clusters, and the opportunity for 
self-employment. To unleash the potential of Jua Kali, and to develop 
new opportunities, Kinyanjui (2008, 2010) emphasizes the importance of 
cooperation. Participatory design and Global North–South cooperation 
can thus be a future opportunity. However, to support the Jua Kali to 
grow sustainably, the contextual aspects need to be considered carefully 
and act as an entry point. As Kinyanjui stresses (2010), Jua Kali as an 
informal knowledge cluster should be acknowledged “without making 
them lose their identity and strengths” (p. 33).

1.3 Participatory Design in the Context of Global  
North–South Cooperation

This section gives a brief overview of current state of research within 
the area of participatory design (PD) based in a Global North–South 
cooperation context (GN–SC). It should be noted that the overview 
highlights a few selected references that are found particularly inter-
esting for this work. It is also notable that it includes references to 
participatory design work conducted in the Global North, since I am 
interested in finding interconnected themes that are relevant to both 
contexts. However, the key references act in the context of the Global 
South. I start by presenting how PD emerged in a Northern design 
context. After that, current PD research conducted in the context of the 
Global South is presented. Four design issues are highlighted, and the 
section ends with a discussion that guides the problem formulation. It 
should be noted that the literature has a more general focus on partic-
ipatory design in a GN–SC context. The reason is that even if there is 
some design- related literature focusing on the Jua Kali and their work 
conditions (c.f. King, 1996; Kinyanjui 2008, 2010; Daniels, 2010; Lillo, 
2020), design studies with a focus on participatory design, conducted in 
cooperation with this specific user group, are lacking. I have also added 
a few references from transdisciplinary research. Thus, the literature 
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review aims to outline a more general view of problematic issues in 
collaborative research processes within this particular research context.

Participatory Design in the Global North

Participatory design (PD) emerged in Scandinavia in the 1970s. Accord-
ing to Binder et al. (2011), PD “emphasizes democratic values” (p. 4), 
and it was intended to bring improvements to people’s physical work 
environments. In the 1980s, when new technologies entered the scene, 
PD also developed the digital work environment, focusing on “human–
computer interaction” (HCI) (Ehn, 1988). This development continued 
in the 1990s, when the integration of IT technologies was used to increase 
the users’ participation (c.f. Bødker et al., 1995). This change points 
out how PD transformed, moving from the material world towards the 
digital and immaterial world. Today this kind of participatory design is 
often referred to as user experience design (c.f. Schmidt & Etcher, 2014). 
Another closely linked concept is co-design, which emerged in the US at 
the beginning of the 2000s. Co-design can be defined as “the creativity 
of designers and people not trained in design working together in the 
design development process” (Sanders & Stappers, 2008, p. 6). Accord-
ing to Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004), who are often given credit for 
coining the term co-design, such a co-creative process allows the cus-
tomer to “co-construct the service experience to suit their context” (p. 
8). The term co-design is often associated with design thinking (Brown, 
2009) and service design (Wetter-Edman, 2014), other areas that have 
emerged from PD and co-design. A central aspect of all the activities 
mentioned above is user involvement for value creation. It is significant 
that the design process makes it possible for non-designers to engage, 
which means a shift of perspective in terms of the role and positioning 
of design, which today are blurred (von Busch, 2008). A difference be-
tween co-design and PD is that co-design primarily concerns the value 
creation and interaction between the company and the customer. On 
the other hand, PD has a more profound political underpinning which 
originally related to improvements of people’s working conditions, as 
this research does. Below, I highlight a set of crucial PD references rel-
evant to this work based in the GN–SC context.
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Participatory Design in the Global South

During the 1970s, the idea of PD traveled to be implemented in the 
Global South. One of the pioneers was Victor Papanek (1923–98), a de-
signer and educator who is often referred to as “the father of sustainable 
design” (Gowan, 2015). Papanek advocated for the social and environ-
mental aspects of design and paid particular attention to marginalized 
groups, such as people living in developing countries, children, and 
the elderly (ibid.). An essential reference in this study, and a pioneer of 
practicing participatory design in the context of Global North–South 
cooperation, is Nabeel Hamdi, a professor of architecture born in North 
Africa. Over the years, Hamdi has been involved in various communi-
ty-building and site-specific development activities in the Global South, 
including working for UN-Habitat and large development organizations. 
In his widely read book Small Change (2004), Hamdi summarizes his 
experiences as a development practitioner. Four vital points can be iden-
tified: diversity, context, reflexivity, and time—all aspects this thesis also 
highlights, making Hamdi (2004) an essential reference for this study. A 
central feature of the Small Change approach is adapting to and building 
on what already exists instead of creating something new. This feature 
also forms the basis of the frugal design approach I am advocating. What 
differentiates Hamdi’s work from mine is that I have not primarily been 
working site-specifically, developing a community of place, but rather with 
what can be described as a community of practice conducted in networks.

Another essential reference is Eva-Maria Jernsand (2016) and Hel-
ena Kraff (2018), who, like myself, have been practicing participatory 
design research in a Kenyan design context. The two Swedish design-
ers have belonged to the same platform (MUF) and research program 
(SKILLs). We share many similar ideas, and our work is based on the 
concept of transdisciplinary research. Like Hamdi (2004), Jernsand 
(2016) and Kraff (2018) also highlight the importance of developing a 
context-based design to encourage reflexivity and acknowledge time as 
a design aspect. However, although there are many similarities between 
their research and mine, there are also several differences. While Jern-
sand (2016) and Kraff (2016) have been working within the theme of 
Ecotourism together with a team of local tour guides in the small village 
of Dunga Beach, my research has been in the Marketplace theme and 
focuses on job development with the Jua Kali as the targeted user group. 
Since Jua Kali as a work practice is craft-based, co-craft activities (CoC) 
became significant for this work. Another difference is that I have worked 
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with multiple stakeholders based in different locations, which means the 
research is not site-specific but rather concerns developing a “glocal” 
community of practice (Palmsköld, 2012) in which local-to-local network 
activities and inter-actor movement are considerable. Such ideas refer to 
actor-network theory (ANT), which is further discussed in Chapter 2.

A third essential reference in the area of design and participation that 
has profoundly influenced this work is Ilse Oosterlaken (2009, 2013), 
a Dutch design researcher with a background in development ethics. 
Oosterlaken (2009), who has worked in Ghana, for example, argues 
that a “capability sensitive design” (p. 97) is central when designing in 
“poor contexts” (p. 91). Her research builds on the capability approach 
(CA), a theoretical perspective that Amartya Sen initially developed in 
the 1980s and one of the theoretical frameworks that have influenced 
this research. An important factor that also creates a linkage to the other 
vital references is the pursuit of long-term development, which I refer 
to as an issue of time. Oosterlaken’s idea of design concerns creating 
capabilities to target the more long-term changes, where freedom is the 
ultimate development goal. Such a view of design rhymes well with my 
view and the frugal design approach. One significant difference between 
Oosterlaken’s work and mine is that her research focuses on product 
development. In contrast, my research has a methodological focus, con-
centrating on SDG 17: Partnerships for the goals and emphasizing the 
collaborative aspects. CA is further discussed in Chapter 2.

FIgure 4. The Four Design Issues. In this design research, four design issues have been 
identified as key when working with participatory design in this specific context: diversity, 
context, reflexivity, and time.

1. Diversity

2. Context

4. TimeThe Design 
Issues

3. Reflexivity
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1.4 Participatory Design Issues

In participatory design based on GN–SC, four design issues have been 
identified as central by the researchers mentioned in the previous section. 
These are diversity, context, reflexivity, and time (FIgure 4). These issues 
highlight a set of participatory disadvantages that I have also encoun-
tered in practice, which I argue designers need to keep in mind when 
working in a GN–SC context. I describe these issues in the section be-
low and develop them further in coming chapters. In Chapter 4, I show 
how the four issues appeared when the appended papers were analyzed 
as a whole. I start with introducing diversity (1) and follow with context 
(2). I then introduce reflexivity (3) and end with the issue of time (4).

Diversity

Diversity can be defined as “a range of different things or people” (Cam-
bridge English Dictionary, n.d.). It can also be defined as “the fact that 
there are many different ideas or opinions about something” (ibid.). 
The issue refers to the matter of concern that designers today are work-
ing with complex design tasks that require the involvement of multiple 
and diverse actors in the design process (Westerlund & Wetter-Edman, 
2017). In this case, the topic primarily concerns the gaps and friction 
between researchers and practitioners representing different knowledge 
traditions. Nabeel Hamdi (2004) stresses the need to co-operate with 
a variety of actors, i.e. “looking for multipliers” (p. 139) such as local 
communities, NGOs, and large development organizations. As Anna 
Seravalli (2014) emphasizes, a designer who is working with PD in a 
Swedish design context, diversity is vital and should therefore be “artic-
ulated and not reduced” (p. 192). Bringing different perspectives to a 
problem is highly valuable, but as Seravalli (2014) also stresses, diversity 
is challenging to achieve. The identified complexity is that the involved 
parties need to “acknowledge each other’s interests and, while doing so, 
find ways to relate to each other” (ibid.). As different actors have dif-
ferent knowledge backgrounds, they often have different understand-
ings and views of the problem, i.e. “multiple framings.” Westerberg et 
al. (2013) highlight that multiple framing could hinder a joint problem 
formulation, which assumes that such a typical framing is needed (p. 
7). When engaged in a TD research process based in the Global South, 
where the actors involved represent different knowledge traditions (tacit 
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and explicit) and different socio-economic backgrounds and political 
systems, the complexity is increased further. One example of different 
knowledge traditions is tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge based on 
the ideas of Polanyi (1958, 1966). Tacit knowledge is defined as knowl-
edge based on personal experience, and it is more difficult to extract 
and codify. Codified knowledge is easier to identify and share, since it 
is accessible in books and academic papers. While practitioners’ knowl-
edge is often tacit, researchers’ knowledge is explicit. To bridge between 
researchers and practitioners, Mobjörk (2010) calls for methodologies 
that can support the creation of a “common language” (p. 868). As 
Jernsand points out (2016), referring to Tosun (2000), participation 
“rarely goes further than paragraphs in planning documents” (p. 27). 
Therefore, methodologies that can link between theory and practice are 
needed. In this case, it is important to acknowledge Jua Kali and their 
tacit knowledge, which must be codified, thus giving them a formal voice.

Context

According to design researcher Anne Balsamo (2011), contexts are “not 
pre-existing situations or milieus,” but rather “an ensemble of elements 
[…] constituted through the connections or articulations among ele-
ments” (p. 11). The issue of context refers to the concern that designers 
are increasingly working in “unfamiliar” situations where we often lack 
prior knowledge of the actors involved and their processes (Westerlund 
& Wetter-Edman, 2017). In this case, the contextual aspects particularly 
consider the complexity when designers, like myself, work in an African 
design context but have been trained in a Scandinavian context with very 
different design traditions and worldviews. The issue highlights the im-
portance of studying the interrelations among elements to understand 
how the unique features form a specific context. The reason is apparent 
when looking at Africa’s innovation history. Unfortunately, many exam-
ples show how outside actors have imposed their design solutions without 
regard for the local knowledge networks and traditions (Gewald et al., 
2012). One reason can be that globalization requires a “packaging strat-
egy” that makes it possible for design to travel and be used in many design 
contexts, including Africa, see page 42 (Image 21). One identified draw-
back is that design may become detached from the local context, which 
in the worst case can result in a form of cultural destruction (Mwangi & 
Rutten, 2012; Maathai, 2010). As Jernsand (2016) suggests in her thesis, 
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there is a need for developing design methods and tools that are more 
grounded in the local design context (p. 65). One good example of how 
such context-based methods can be formed and implemented is Nabeel 
Hamdi’s (2004) “Small change approach,” which emphasizes the impor-
tance of context and building on local engagement and existing processes.

Reflexivity

In sociology, reflexivity can be seen as a kind of “mediating mechanism” 
(Archer, 2007), an act of self-awareness. A high level of reflexivity means 
that an individual shapes norms and ideas for the future. In contrast, a low 
level of reflexivity implies that an actor lacks the opportunity to do so. This 
topic addresses the fact that the design issues of today are complex prob-
lems, often of a political nature (Westerlund & Wetter-Edman, 2017). This 
thesis addresses concerns that the act of reflection is not always accessible 
for the user/participant, as highlighted by design researcher Christiano 
Storni (2015). His research argues that the user’s voice is often a missing 
dimension when it comes to evaluating the design actions. Therefore, the 
consequences of design need to be “collectively debated” (p. 172), he ar-
gues, not just be judged by the designer alone. The idea that design and 
reflexivity are highly relevant when discussing participation in an African 
design context is highlighted by Jernsand (2016) and Kraff (2018). Jern-
sand has observed that the action of reflection often occurs informally, 
during the change from one activity to another, when there is time to re-
flect (ibid.). This observation highlights a need for acknowledging shared 
reflection and creating spaces that encourage a reflexive practice within 
the co-creative activities (pp. 64–65). The need for joint reflection is also 
highlighted by Kraff (2018), who in her thesis calls for design methods that 
can continuously be implemented and can help to “increase the level of 
reflexivity” (p. 168). During the colonization era, people often lacked the 
opportunity to have a say in the development process that concerned them. 
Some user groups, such as the Jua Kali in Kenya, are marginalized social 
groups that lack a formal voice. Joint reflexivity about the shared practice 
is thus found to be a critical element to consider when designing in this 
specific design context. As anthropologists Jordan and Yamauchi (2008) 
suggest, designers often lack conceptual frameworks to facilitate reflection, 
making it challenging to conceptualize the local practice. Based on this 
reasoning, both spaces and frameworks for joint reflection are needed, 
which is why reflexivity has become a theme for development in this thesis.
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Time

Time can be defined as “the indefinite continued progress of existence 
and events in the past, present, and future regarded as a whole” (Oxford 
Lexico, n.d.). As the definition highlights, there is a before and after a 
project that needs to be considered. When designing in a Kenyan con-
text, one critical problem concerning time is that the country has been 
dependent on development aid since the 1970s, with most activities 
channeled through development projects (Maathai, 2010). According to 
Binder et al. (2011), “the project” is the most common form for aligning 
resources (human and non-human) in all more extensive design achieve-
ments, where resources also include time. One problem identified with 
projects is that they are relatively weak development structures, as they 
only provide a short-term infrastructure for change. Since a project has 
a beginning and an end, while development is ongoing, the project’s idea 
as a development structure does not always match the need in reality. 
Another related issue, which Maathai (2010) highlights in her book The 
Challenge for Africa, is that many of the essential tasks in a project are often 
managed by external actors, which creates an imbalance of power and 
undermines co-ownership. Since projects are usually initiated from the 
“top down” (Binder et al., 2011), there is a risk that externally initiated 
development processes stop when the project ends, which hinders the 
more long-term development from taking place. Jernsand (2016) touches 
on the matter of time in participatory work in Africa. In her thesis, she ar-
gues that design is part of a more extensive governance process, stressing 
that therefore “funders of projects must consider time as a crucial factor” 
(p. 64). She finds that methods, tools, and approaches are needed that 
can contribute to more inclusive and long-term development processes.

Hamdi (2004) suggests that designers should be “acting to induce oth-
ers to act” (p. xx). Such a view is also brought up by Ilse Oosterlaken, who 
argues that designers should adopt a “capability-sensitive” design. This 
idea builds on the capability approach (CA), which assumes that the ulti-
mate goal is that people should have the freedom to choose and live a life 
that they value. Oosterlaken (2009) calls for concrete design methods and 
tools to implement CA in design practice (2009). Based on this reasoning, 
I argue that the time issue is not emphasized enough in development work. 
The project time should be focused on building capabilities so future 
development can occur, even without the designer’s direct involvement, 
representing an infrastructuring approach (Björgvinsson et al., 2012). Both 
CA and the concept of infrastructuring are further explored in Chapter 2.
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1.5 Problem Statement, Aim, and Purpose

The previous section reviewed existing participatory design research in 
this specific collaborative design context. Four design issues were high-
lighted, and this thesis addresses them. These are diversity, context, re-
flexivity, and time. To contribute to sustainable development, I argue that 
methodologies are needed to help designers manage and deal with the 
four identified issues. Diversity means designers should “look for multi-
pliers” (Hamdi, 2004, p. 139) and make sure that different voices can be 
heard. At the same time, a “common language” (Mobjörk, 2010, p. 868) is 
needed to link actors, researchers, and practitioners together. To address 
the issue of context, designers need to start from and adapt to what already 
exists (Hamdi, 2004), and at the same time find connecting elements that 
can link between design cultures and contexts. Spaces and frameworks 
are also required, which encourages reflexivity, supporting the creation 
of a link between theory and practice (Kraff 2018, Jernsand, 2016). Fi-
nally, to contribute to the more long-term changes, designers need to 
consider time as an element, ensuring that the process can continue be-
yond the project time and creating a “community of practice” based on 
“co-ownership” (Seravalli, 2016, Lave & Wenger, 1991 and Wenger, 1998).

My research is positioned in the area of participatory design (PD), 
and it is to this area the project aims at making a knowledge contribu-
tion. The research investigates how participatory design and designers 
can contribute to sustainable development when acting in a GN–SC 
context, primarily targeting SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals. The 
aim is to explore a methodology that addresses a set of participatory 
issues and shows how participatory design practices can shape sustain-
able development in new ways. The methodology explored in this study 
is intended to support transformative change for a specific target user 
group, the Jua Kali, a local community of practice in Kenya that belongs 
to the informal sector/economy. The knowledge contribution concerns 
the contextual aspects of participatory design in this specific research 
context. The frugal context and the users thus need to be taken into 
consideration when forming the research methodology. However, the 
goal is to produce generalizable results and create knowledge that can 
be applied in other research and design contexts. 

To understand how participatory designers can contribute, I have 
investigated a research methodology that involves four elements. The 
theoretical framework is a mix of normative and non-normative ap-
proaches. While ANT concerns how actors and their agencies are created, 
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the CA concerns what agency is created in terms of capabilities. The 
practical framework contains two design methods: co-craft (CoC) and 
co- writing (CoW). While CoC adapts to the material culture of the Jua 
Kali, CoW aims to acknowledge and bring forward the voice of the Jua 
Kali. The methodology seeks to facilitate a reflexive practice for deal-
ing with collaborative issues regarding the frugal context. Through such 
exploration, I argue that participatory designers can contribute to more 
extensive, more long-term changes, which in this study mainly target 
SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals. It also brings in new perspectives 
and vocabularies to the area PD, which is the knowledge contribution. 
To summarize, the purpose of this thesis is to develop a methodology 
that helps to:

• Embrace diversity: make sure that different voices are heard (re-
searchers and practitioners);

• Acknowledge the contextual aspects: adapt to what already exists, i.e. 
informal structures, and link together different design cultures (North–
South);

• Encourage reflexivity: provide spaces and frameworks for joint re-
flection (theory and practice); and

• Consider the issue of time: make sure that co-ownership is created, 
so the process continues beyond the project time (past–present–future).

The core issue, which I argue forms the foundation for all participatory 
design work, is to embrace diversity. Therefore, I have posited diversity 
as an “entrance” to the process, as what I consider the basis of design. 
The goal is to achieve long-term development and create co-ownership, 
which is why I consider time to be an “exit process.” To make a con-
tribution and achieve the goal, contextual and reflexive method tools 
are needed.

1.6 Research Questions

The research questions that have guided this process are several. The 
over-all research question (RQ1) is highlighted below in a bold font.

RQ1. How can participatory design and designers contribute to 
sustainable development when working in a Global North–South 
Cooperation context?
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RQ2. How can participatory design and designers support the Jua 
Kali to grow as actors by encouraging diversity (e.g. bringing forward 
multiple voices), and in particular help to bridge between researchers 
and practitioners?

RQ3. How can participatory design and designers support connec-
tions between design contexts and cultures in the Global North and 
South and be more contextually attached to the frugal context and the 
Jua Kali community of practice?

RQ4. How can spaces and frameworks for joint reflection be created 
to increase reflexivity, strengthening the linkage between theory and 
practice, and giving the practitioner a voice in the reflection phase?

RQ5. How can the temporal aspects of design projects be considered 
so the process can continue beyond the project time, thus contributing 
to long-term development rather than causing cultural destruction?

1.7 Research Objectives and Delimitations

The research objectives, i.e. how the research aim should be imple-
mented, include the following steps, which in part occur as simultane-
ous parallel processes and are further introduced in the next chapter:

Step 1: Practice-Based Research
Hands-on explorations with practitioners and researchers to bridge be-
tween multiple actors and their framings, attaching to the local context, 
and creating co-ownership (co-craft)

Step 2: Theoretical Exploration
Investigating participatory design through the lenses of actor-network 
theory and the capability approach to develop a conceptual framework 
for analysis and discussion

Step 3: Co-Writing and Tool Development
Exploring co-writing as a method of inquiry together with practitioners 
and researcher to provide a space for joint reflection, and to create 
co-ownership in the reflection phase

In a research project like this, which is highly complex and the design 
scope enormous, it is necessary and challenging to create limitations. 
One limitation of this study concerns the role of design in aspects of 
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global ethics. I cannot neglect that I am a white mzungu, the word used 
in East African countries for a white person (Urban Dictionary, n.d.). 
I enter the local context from “outside” and “above.” In a way, every 
action I take thus follows an ingrained pattern from the colonial past, 
which deeply affects the context in which this research acts. Instead of 
viewing my “outsiderness” as a problem, I have wanted to use it as an 
opportunity that can support bringing in new perspectives, just as I do 
in my ordinary design consultancy practice in Sweden. I view myself 
as a weaver, a traveler who moves around in the net, attaching to and 
reflecting on the different actors and contexts.

Although I can clearly see the relevance, I have decided not to go 
deeper into postcolonial theory, an ideological theory that illuminates 
and questions the colonial power structures based on a Western worl-
dview on a macro level (Landström, 2001). Instead, I have wanted to 
explore more basic ideas about how power and agency are created glob-
ally and what capabilities should/can be created, which I have done with 
the help of ANT and CA. I have not studied participatory design in a 
Northern design context. Still, I am influenced by singular concepts and 
researchers whose work I find relevant for grasping and discussing the 
frugal complexities. Methodologically, I have chosen to start with the 
practical explorations, trying to find existing and possible connecting 
elements for collaboration, thus creating a foundation for long-term 
cooperation. The theoretical investigation has therefore come after an 
initial phase of practical exploration.

For family reasons, an unwanted limitation is that the process has been 
distance-based since November 2013, although there was an intention 
to work more continuously in Kenya. Because of the remote situation, 
many of the design activities have been created in Sweden. From a par-
ticipatory design perspective, such a distance-based design situation has 
affected the outcome negatively, since practical co-creation has not been 
possible as initially intended. On the other hand, this remote process 
might have revealed valuable insights in the times of Covid-19, which 
globally appeared in March 2020. A final limitation I want to highlight 
concerns aspects of sustainable development. My focus has been on the 
social aspects and enhancing participation from one specific user group, 
the Jua Kali. There are close connections to other UN development goals, 
such as SDG 1: No Poverty and SDG 10: Reduce Inequalities. Even if 
so, I have chosen to focus on SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals. The 
reason is I see this goal as the foundation for achieving all the other goals.

I am fully aware that these choices may be seen as problematic. For 
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example, site-based field studies might have contributed to a more sus-
tainable work situation, since we could have worked more closely to-
gether, sharing knowledge and ideas through hands-on practices, and 
we could have connected with other local actors and communities of 
practice. However, it should be acknowledged that these choices are also 
not always made consciously. For example, because of organizational 
issues, it has sometimes been challenging to manage and control the 
process. Some of my options and results are consequences that have 
emerged from the practical situation, which I try to make explicit and 
continuously reflect on.

1.8 Overview and Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is divided into six chapters and has the following structure. The 
Prologue presented the background and placed the research in context 
by giving personal motivations and triggers. Chapter 1 further introduced 
the context and presented the research area and topic, and it gave a brief 
overview of the area’s participatory design. In Chapter 2, the theoretical 
concepts and practical methods in the methodology are presented as a 
conceptual and practical framework. Chapter 3 contains a chronological 
account that shows the implementation of methods and tools. It also con-
tains a section that reflects on ethical aspects. Chapter 4 presents a sum-
mary of the appended papers, while the empirical findings are discussed 
in Chapter 5 with support from literature and theory. The research is 
concluded in Chapter 6, which includes a reflection on the limitations of 
the study. The chapter ends by outlining pathways for future research. Fi-
nally, the thesis ends with the Epilogue, in which I describe three projects 
that demonstrate the continuation. They indicate the impact the study 
may have had so far. Notable is that the Reference list is placed after the 
Appendix. It includes all references, including the ones in the papers.

The figure on page 56 (FIgure 5) shows the chapters’ overview and 
indicates the length of each. In each chapter, there are visual models and 
photos to illustrate the text. The aim is to visually guide the reader and 
create a deeper understanding of the chapter’s content. Each chapter 
starts with a colored vignette section with a black and white photograph 
from the research process. Each vignette also highlights a quote from 
one of the key references in the chapter. Note that the appended papers 
are reproduced in black and white. Selected photos, collected from the 
papers, are reproduced in color to illustrate the main body text.
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FIgure 5. Overview and Structure of the Thesis. Diagram of the different chapters, each 
with a colored vignette page to guide the reader visually.

1 2 3 4 65
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The Conceptual and  
Practical Framework
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When you are guided to any  
construction site, you are expe-
riencing the troubling and  
exhilarating feeling that things  
could be different, or at least  
that they could still fail—a feel- 
ing never so deep when faced  
with the final product, no matter  
how beautiful or impressive it  
may be.8

8 Latour, Bruno. (2005). Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network Theory. 
Oxford: University Press.
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Image 22. The Co-Crafted Playground: Providing a Social Construction Site. Project par-
ticipants engaged in a participatory prototyping activity in Dunga Beach. October 2013.
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This chapter introduces the research methodology, which contains sev-
eral elements: a conceptual framework that includes two theoretical 
perspectives, actor-network theory (ANT) and the capability approach 
(CA), and a practical framework that consists of two design methods, 
co-craft (CoC) and co-writing (CoW). While the theories help concep-
tualize and discuss the work, the design methods are used to explore 
how to practically deal with sustainable development. While ANT forms 
the basis for the conceptual framework, CA can be seen as orienting the 
goal of the thesis. CoC and CoW depend on each other and did take 
place simultaneously in a weaving movement. The conceptual frame-
work, visualized in the model below (FIgure 6), has emerged from the 
practice, but the theories have been continuously fed into the practical 
work. The interconnectivity between the elements is also why I have 
chosen to create an integrated chapter.

FIgure 6. The Conceptual Framework. The conceptual framework consists of two theo-
retical perspectives, actor-network theory (ANT) and the capability approach (CA), that 
are not fully compatible. ANT serves as the foundation, while CA can be seen as the goal.

2.1 The Conceptual Framework: Theoretical Perspectives

This first section of the chapter introduces the theoretical perspectives, 
ANT and CA, which helps us grasp the issues presented in the previ-
ous chapter. The highlighted ANT concepts are actor-network/action-net, 
construction site, context (connectors and voids), boundary object, and infra-
structure/infrastructuring, and a key reference is Bruno Latour (2005). 
The highlighted CA concepts are functionings, capabilities, agency, and 
the central capabilities framework (CC), and Martha C. Nussbaum (2011) 

The Capability  
Approach (CA)

Actor Network  
Theory (ANT)
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is an essential reference. As it can be shown in the model on page 63 
(FIgure 6), there is friction between the theories, which are to some 
extent contradictory and not fully compatible. This dissonance is seen 
here as a value that I reflect on in the chapter. In this study, ANT serves 
as the theoretical foundation, while CA can be seen as shaping the goal. 
I will therefore begin by introducing ANT.

2.2 Actor-Network Theory (ANT)

ANT can be explained as a set of ideas developed within the field of 
science and technology studies (STS), which emerged at the end of the 
1970s and continues to grow. ANT relies on a constructivist9 view and is 
based on a social theory of knowledge. It represents a non- normative10 
approach that views society as “an ongoing achievement” (Callon, 2001, 
p. 62), something that is constantly in the making. ANT scholars’ in-
terest lies in studying and providing analytical tools for explaining how 
society (and its norms) are formed. The unpacking of science and tech-
nology plays a central role (ibid.). The initial theoretical framework was 
developed in the early 1980s by three sociologists: Bruno Latour, John 
Law, and Michel Callon. At this time, radical social, political, economic, 
and cultural changes in society were emerging, caused by the spread of 
networked digital information and new communication technologies 
such as the Internet (van Dijk, 2018). Today, researchers spread ANT 
widely in many academic disciplines and contexts, including transdis-
ciplinary research (c.f. Michael, 2000; Forsemalm, 2007; Montin et al., 
2014) and design research (c.f. Balsamo, 2011; Björgvinsson et al., 2012; 
Storni et al., 2015; Akama, 2015). Rather than being a coherent theory, 
Czarniawska (2016) suggests that ANT should be seen as a method or 
“guide” for how to study associations (p. 166). In this case, ANT acts as 
both a conceptual framework and a research methodology used to ex-
plore “how networks are built or assembled and maintained to achieve 
a specific objective” (Carroll et al., 2012, p. 4).

9 According to Muniesa (2015) a constructivist approach searches to understand the 
combinations and interactions of elements that make it successful, rather than saying what 
is true and what is false. It thereby avoids essentialist explanations. See 2.3 for comparison.
10 A non-normative approach can be seen as an attempt to unpack and question norms. It 
thereby differs from a normative approach, which can be defined as “describing or setting 
standards or rules of behaviour” (Oxford Learners Dictionary, n.d.). See 2.3 for comparison.
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One of the core assumptions of ANT is that what the social sciences 
usually call “society” is an ongoing achievement. ANT is an attempt 
to provide analytical tools for explaining the very process by which 
society is constantly reconfigured. What distinguishes it from other 
constructivist approaches is its explanation of society in the making, 
in which science and technology play a key part. (Callon, 2001, p. 62)

Key ANT concepts

This section introduces a set of ANT-related concepts that are found 
interesting to use in this study to discuss the participatory design issues 
highlighted in Chapter 1. The aim is to create a deeper understanding 
of how participatory designers can make a sustainable contribution and 
what the complexities are.

Actor-Network/Action Net

One fundamental concept within ANT, which is also central for this 
study, is the actor-network, which helps us understand how power and 
agency are created and performed.

A typical ANT inquiry can be seen as a procedure in which a so-called 
actant11 is followed during a translation process in which it is transformed 
into an actor as a result of actions and associations. Hence, an actor is not 
the source of action, but rather the result. It is shaped by and dependent 
upon many actants’ actions and the associations among them. From an 
ANT perspective, an actor’s growth depends on its connections, so that 
power and agency can be seen as an emerging result of (successful) ac-
tions and associations. An actor should therefore be viewed as a network, 
thus explaining the concept of the actor network. Based on this reason-
ing, the network does not concern the technical aspect of the network, 
such as the railway or the Internet, even if technology plays essential 
roles in forming networks as “non-human” actors. According to Latour 
(2005), what is interesting is to study “the work, and the movement, and 
the flow, and the changes” (p. 143). A particular concern is to follow the 

11 Actant is here defined as “a being or a thing that accomplishes or undergoes an act” 
(Czarniawska, 2016, p. 161) Actant theory is based on ideas of Greimas & Courtés (1982), 
and the notion of actant is borrowed from Lucien Tesniére (1966/2015).
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“connectors,” their movements in the network, and their relational ties (p. 
193). Since the focus is the actions, not the actors, organizational theorist 
Barbara Czarniawska (2004) prefers to use the term action net, which I 
also have adopted. Corvellec and Czarniawska (2015) explain an action 
net as “assemblages of collective actions” (p. 7, based on Czarniawska 
2004). The notion of the action net is interesting here, as this research 
study deals with network-based design actions that aim to support the 
Jua Kali in their development. The concept can thus be a valuable tool 
for informing the analysis of the field material to understand how actors 
are constructed through “assemblages of collective actions” (Corvellec 
& Czarniawska, 2015, p. 7). In this this study, ANT is used as an analysis 
tool to understand how collective actions can improve (or undermine) 
the working conditions for the Jua Kali workers in Kenya.

Action nets are understood as assemblages of collective actions, con-
nected because they are perceived, within a given institutional order, 
as requiring each other; or, if new, because they are perceived as ef-
fective means of accomplishing a goal that lies outside the present 
order. (Corvellec and Czarniawska, 2015, p. 7)

Construction Site

Another highlighted ANT concept is construction site, a term closely linked 
to the notion of action net that deals with diversity. The concept helps 
us understand what I believe participatory design is all about: providing 
a prototypical space where people can find out how to work together.

The word construction is here defined as “the collective process that 
ends up as solid constructs through the mobilization of heterogeneous 
crafts, ingredients, and coordination” (Latour, 1987, p. 4). According 
to Callon (1986), the notion of a construction site refers to a simpli-
fication process in which complex systems are simplified and under-
standable for the actors. In my understanding, a construction site can 
be seen as a collaborative process in which diverse people try to find out 
how to accomplish change together. Latour (2005) argues that the best 
place to study objects, therefore, is when they are under construction, 
since they are still very active as actors and not yet “black-boxed” (p. 
89). Bijker and Pinch (1987) argue that providing a social construction 
site can support unpacking a black box. A black box refers to the (al-
most) unbreakable box of flight data analyzed when an aircraft crash 
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(Forsemalm, 2007). In this case, a black box is understood as a non -
transparently- designed object or construction. When things are black-
boxed, information and knowledge are somehow hidden or implicit. For 
example, people may lack insight into how decisions are made, which 
creates a sense of non-inclusion.

When you are guided to any construction site, you are experiencing the 
troubling and exhilarating feeling that things could be different, or at 
least that they could still fail—a feeling never so deep when faced with 
the final product, no matter how beautiful or impressive it may be.  
(Latour 2005, p. 89)

When working in a transdisciplinary and participatory research process, 
as in this case, multiple and heterogeneous actors—researchers and 
practitioners together—need to be mobilized to accomplish change. The 
aim is to understand how things can be made differently by bringing 
diverse perspectives to a problem. However, as people are different and 
have different motivations and interests, there exist conflicting ideas 
of how things should be constructed to accomplish change. In other 
words, there exist “multiple framings” (Westerberg et al., 2013, p. 7). 
One problem of project-based work is that the projects are often ini-
tiated and managed from the top down (Binder et al., 2011). A risk is 
that people “at the bottom” may lack insight into or control over why 
certain decisions are being made, which creates a feeling of exclusion. 
Through participatory practices such as prototyping, a construction site 
can be provided where people can actively engage in the design process 
and articulate their views, whereby change becomes real and tangible. 
A space for change can thus be created which can support unpacking 
a black box, i.e., making change real, understandable, and possible to 
engage in. Even if this was not Latour or Bijker and Pinch’s original 
intention, I emphasize in this study the crafting processes taking place 
in a construction site. I experiment with them and I theorize on them. 
This is one of the crucial distinctions of this design study. The con-
struction site concept helps us understand how participatory design 
and designers can empower different voices to be heard concretely. In 
this case, the practical implementation of the concept of construction 
site includes actions of co-craft and co-writing, two complementary 
methods that encourage a reflexive practice, which in turn helps to un-
pack the black box of design. Such ideas are further elaborated in the 
coming sections and chapters.
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Boundary Object

A third highlighted ANT concept is the boundary object (BO), which 
can help designers understand and discuss diversity. In this section, 
the focus is to introduce the basic concept as such, while in the method 
part I explain how I have transformed BO into a reflexive method tool.

According to design researcher and ANT scholar Anna Seravalli 
(2014), BO is a concept that concerns diversity in collaborative devel-
opment processes characterized by non-consensus. As Seravalli asserts, 
the BO concept acknowledges that people are different and have differ-
ent ideas and approaches. Rather than speaking with one voice, it asserts 
that different voices ought to be heard, thus encouraging non-consen-
sus. At the same time, BO provides suggestions for how to deal with 
these differences. The concept was initially developed by Susan Leigh 
Star and James R. Griesemer (1989) in a museum context and has since 
been used by various scholars in design research (cf. Björgvinsson et 
al., 2012; Seravalli, 2014), as well as in cross-disciplinary research (c.f. 
Montin et al., 2014). Seravalli (2014) defines a boundary as “a space 
of contact between actors with divergent interests” (p. 172). It is not a 
line on a map but rather an unexplored territory where different people 
meet to negotiate their different views, which is done with support from 
BOs. Star (2010) views boundary objects as a set of ill-structured “work 
arrangements,” which she argues are material and processual (p. 604). 
I interpret BO as a form of “process tool” that can facilitate such a pro-
cess. According to Star and Griesemer (1989), both the creation and 
management of BOs are “key in developing and maintaining coherence 
across intersecting social worlds.” The researchers define a BO as follows:

Boundary objects are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and 
constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough 
to maintain a common identity across sites. They are weakly struc-
tured in common use and become strongly structured in individu-
al-site use. They may be abstract or concrete. They have different 
meanings in different social worlds, but their structure is common 
enough to more than one world to make them recognizable, a means 
of translation. (Star and Griesemer 1989, p. 393)

As the definition above illustrates, there are, according to Star and 
Griesemer (1989), different collaborative “attributes” that must be taken 
into account when forming a BO (p. 404). For example, a BO must be 
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recognizable by all actors involved but can be both abstract and con-
crete. It should be open for adoption by each actor, and at the same 
time it must be designed to be repeatable by individual actors. A BO 
must be locally anchored “from the bottom” and cannot be too defined 
“from the top.” It is notable that a BO does not exist a priori but instead 
emerges from the process, shaped by the actors involved. It must also be 
noted that the actors involved in forming a BO might not know that it 
is a BO. Star & Griesemer’s (1989) original idea of BO is to understand 
how something has become a BO by studying it retrospectively. How-
ever, I see an opportunity for designers to use the concept of BO to get 
a grip on how a future design object can be shaped for it to be partici-
patory and co-owned—for example, to think about how a process can 
be designed to be plastic, robust, and recognizable. Speaking of design 
as action nets and construction sites, I see a BO as a form of gathering 
component, which can help people to mobilize and coordinate their ef-
forts with the goal of collectively “making some kind of difference to a 
state of affairs” (Latour, 2005, p. 52). How other design scholars have 
used the concept of BO can be exemplified by Björgvinsson et al. (2012). 
The researchers claim that performative design artifacts, such as pro-
totypes, can act as BOs because they bring together different “language 
games” (p. 105). The plastic nature of prototypes makes it possible to 
have a conversation, even if a perfect translation is lacking. BO can thus 
be seen as a connective element that can facilitate a reflexive discussion, 
on which I elaborate further in the method section.

Context (Connectors and Voids)

Another highlighted ANT concept is context, which I discuss here by refer-
ring to connectors and voids. As understood in this study, the concept is 
closely related to the notion of the action net. In this study, particular atten-
tion is paid to the connectors, the interlinking elements and the movement 
between the context elements and the voids, or empty spaces in the network.

As I introduced in Chapter 1, my understanding of context, which 
aligns with Anne Balsamo’s view (2011), is that a context is not a pre-ex-
isting situation or a fixed milieu but should instead be seen as “an en-
semble of elements […] constituted through the connections or artic-
ulations among elements” (p. 11). Based on this reasoning, a context is 
not a geographical place you can visit or travel to. Instead, it should be 
seen and treated as a web of interconnected elements forming a specific 
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situation—for example, the frugal context in Kenya is not something 
you visit, but something you experience “from within.” To clarify, even if 
the study is based in Kisumu, my interest is not in the city as such, but 
rather in investigating the specific working conditions there, which are 
different from those where I live and work in Gothenburg. As Latour 
(2005) clarifies in his book Reassembling the Social, ANT has no partic-
ular interest in studying the context as such and as a fixed thing. The 
focus is instead on describing the relations among the elements and the 
ways in which they move. Latour (2005) argues that if these descriptions 
are adequately detailed, they will include contextual analysis (p. 147). 
So, context here means co-woven, woven together. To study a context, 
therefore, the actors and their actions need to be followed and traced, 
particularly to reveal the interlinking elements (the connectors) whose 
movements go beyond the physical site (p. 193):

Our attention will begin to concentrate on the “connectors” that will 
then, and then only, be allowed to freely circulate without ever stop-
ping at a place called “context.” (Latour, 2005, p. 193)

Recognizing that the world is interconnected is of great importance when 
discussing sustainable global development. We need to understand that 
our local actions, which occur in a particular situation at a specific time, 
are influenced by and affect other people’s actions conducted elsewhere 
in another context. For example, a frugal context is not a situation that 
exists a priori or is created locally. It should instead be seen as an ef-
fect of unsustainable patterns and uneven distribution that needs to be 
redistributed. Of great importance when discussing design based in a 
North–South cooperation context is that, according to ANT, there is no 
“up” or “down” in absolute terms, nor a lower or higher level. According 
to Latour (2005), a context should be seen as a “flatland movement” 
(p. 204) that moves between contexts. Thus, North and South are only 
theoretical constructs that have been stabilized through historical asso-
ciations like other social categories. When participatory designers like 
myself, who come from the Northern Hemisphere, act in the so-called 
Global South, it is essential to consider the unique elements that make 
up a specific situation, since the socio-material composition is different 
from ours. It is also necessary to look for the interconnective elements, 
which are recognizable in both contexts. These can help to reconfigure 
the image of up and down, frugal and non-frugal. A crux seems to be 
that designers lack a pre-understanding of the specific ensemble elements 
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that shape a specific local context. Such knowledge gaps can be seen 
as voids in the network. As design scholar Yoko Akama (2015), who is 
inspired by Latour (2005, 2010), suggests, a void is not just an empty 
space in the network. It should instead be seen as a kind of “plasma12” 
that has also agency. Projects that explore the voids through connecting 
elements that can locate, redistribute, and connect actors and contexts 
are much needed. In the method section, I explain more how I explored 
the contextual issues through various prototype activities.

Infrastructure/Infrastructuring

The last highlighted ANT concept is infrastructure/infrastructuring, which 
in this study primarily concerns the issue of time. It highlights the need 
for creating relational ties during the project time so that other processes 
can emerge and develop even beyond the project time.

As the ANT scholars Star and Ruhleder (1996) suggest, an infrastruc-
ture is often viewed as something that acts “underneath” actual struc-
tures, “something upon which something else ‘runs,’ or ‘operates’” (p. 
5). It can, for example, be basic physical and organizational structures 
and facilities, such as the buildings, roads, and power supplies that are 
needed for the operation of a society or enterprise. However, following 
the ANT tradition, the researchers instead suggest that infrastructure 
should be seen as a “relational property” (p. 5)—something that is em-
bedded into other organizational practices, a kind of “plug-in” element 
that is designed to act in a composition with other social entities (La-
tour 2005, p. 204). Star and Ruhleder (1996) concretize this idea by 
explaining how a water system acts as a “working infrastructure” that 
enables cooking and making dinner (p. 5). Such a plug-in infrastructure 
is not an isolated entity but rather an integral “variable in a complex 
equation” (ibid.). Infrastructure can also be illustrated by the meta-
phor of weaving a textile: The design project that acts as the organiza-
tional framing of my study can be seen as the loom. The multiple and 
diverse people involved in the project, who have different knowledge 
and understandings, can be seen as the warp. The design (actions) are 
the threads that are weaving people together, forming a textile. Such 

12 According to Latour (2005), plasma is “that which is not yet formatted, not measured, 
not yet socialized, not yet engaged in metrological chains, and not yet covered, surveyed, 
mobilized, or subjectified” (p. 244).
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a view brings focus to participatory design as a collaborative learning 
practice and knowledge infrastructuring activity that forms over time.

We hold that infrastructure is a fundamentally relational concept. 
It becomes infrastructure about organized practices. Within a given 
cultural context, the cook considers the water system a piece of work-
ing infrastructure integral to making dinner; for the city planner, it 
becomes a variable in a complex equation. Thus, we ask when—not 
what—is an infrastructure. (Star and Ruhleder, 1996, p. 5)

As I have noted previously, in development work the “project” has often 
become a replacement for other forms of infrastructure. Since projects 
have their specific conditions and are constrained by time limits (Binder 
et al., 2011, pp. 158–59), the project time must be used with conscious 
efficiency. The PD scholars Ehn and Ullmark (2017) argue that design-
ers should move their focus from creating artifacts to a methodolog-
ical preparation for future transformation steps, so that the process 
can continue beyond the project time (p. 80). Such a “design for de-
sign” or “design infrastructuring” approach (Hillgren & Seravalli, 2011, 
Björgvinsson et al., 2012) means the project is used as an infrastructure 
to produce something from which future opportunities can emerge, thus 
moving beyond the project time (Binder et al., 2011, p. 172). Design 
can thus be seen as a knowledge infrastructuring process that is part 
of forming a structure that makes possible a continuation and targets a 
future design situation. Designers and prototypes can play an essential 
role in supporting the creation of relational ties. Such a design process 
can be described as a movement from “projecting to infrastructuring” 
(Björgvinsson et al., 2012, p. 102). Since the focus of such an infra-
structuring approach is to provide future actions, it is closely linked to 
the capability approach (CA), the second theoretical perspective in this 
study. Before I introduce CA in the next section, I will reflect on the 
challenges and benefits of using ANT in design research.

Identified Potential and Critique of ANT

Today, there is an increased interest in using ANT in design research, 
which, for example, is evident by the emergence of the research area 
known as Designing Things Together (DTT), which acts at the intersection 
of co-design and ANT (Storni et al., 2015). The core idea of DTT is to 
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use ANT as a conceptual framework to unpack “the co- in co-design” 
(p. 149)—i.e. to question participation, which is often taken for granted. 
Some of the highlighted benefits are that it can support contextualizing 
design, such as providing designers with “a refreshing analytical tool” that 
helps us explore, map, and describe complex design processes (Storni 
et al., 2014). Since ANT pays special attention to so-called “non-hu-
mans” such as objects, concepts, and documents (Latour, 1997, p. 38, 
based on Greismas & Courtés, 1982), it can help us to better understand 
what role design, such as prototypes, can play as non-human change 
agents. What is particularly interesting is that ANT has a special inter-
est in understanding how power and agency are created in chains or 
relations. This focus is well-suited for working with participatory design 
in a transdisciplinary research process based on Global North–South 
cooperation, which involves multiple and diverse actors representing 
different knowledge backgrounds and design contexts.

Although I can identify several benefits of using ANT as a concep-
tual framework in design research, some problematic aspects need to 
be highlighted and unpacked. One critique that anthropologist Tim 
Ingold (2008) raises concerns the idea of the network. Ingold argues a 
network is “not an assemblage of heterogeneous bits and pieces but a 
tangle of threads and pathways” (p. 212). Therefore, he suggests using 
the term meshwork instead. Ingold’s view of the network brings to the 
table a more “textile”-like image, which rhymes well with my work and 
the reasoning above. However, as Czarniawska discusses (2016), the 
term meshwork is misleading too, since it consists of a net of homoge-
neous elements (“otherwise it couldn’t be so tightly woven,” p. 168). 
Even if Ingold and his meshwork idea inspire me, I prefer to use the 
term action net (Czarniawska, 2004), primarily used in organization 
studies, as it concerns heterogeneity and speaks to the work and the 
actions of the network. 

Another critique, raised by Star (1991), concerns reflexivity about par-
ticipation and representation. Early ANT research in particular has been 
criticized for being apolitical and focusing too much on studying promi-
nent and influential players. Since this study acts in the context of Global 
North–South cooperation and concerns marginalized user groups, such 
as the Jua Kali and partly children, I argue that aspects of global justice 
need to be further emphasized. Another drawback I see is that ANT, 
which represents a non-normative approach, does not provide any 
evaluative framework regarding designers’ possible contribution from a 
sustainability perspective. I have therefore been exploring the capability 
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approach (CA) as an additional perspective that I argue can provide 
a complementary theoretical framework, acting as a moral compass.

2.3 The Capability Approach (CA)

The capability approach (CA), sometimes called the capabilities approach,13 
is a theoretical perspective that, in contrast to ANT, is normative.14 It is 
based on two claims: (i) that freedom to “achieve well-being is of pri-
mary moral importance” (Robeyns & Fibieger Byskov, 2020) and (ii) 
that “well-being should be understood as capabilities and functionings” 
(ibid.). The theory was initially developed in the 1980s by the Indian 
economist and philosopher Amartya Sen, the 1998 Nobel Prize Laure-
ate in Economics for his work in developing welfare economic theories. 
Sen’s work has since been adopted by various scholars representing 
different academic fields. For example, in philosophy and economics 
with a focus on gender studies (Robeyns, 2017); in research concern-
ing inequality, poverty measurement, and development studies (Alex-
ander, 2016); and in design (e.g., Oosterlaken, 2009, 2013; Waelbers 
(2011); Kullman & Lee, 2012; von Busch, 2013a, 2013b; von Busch & 
Pazarbasi, 2018). CA has also been further developed together with phi-
losopher Martha C. Nussbaum, for example, in their book The Quality 
of Life (1993). CA researchers’ interest lies in exploring how to achieve 
global justice in terms of capabilities. In this study, the central capability 
framework (CC) developed by Nussbaum (2011) is used as a guide for 
discussing how design can contribute to creating capabilities as the ul-
timate goal of development.

The capability approach is a theoretical framework that entails two 
core normative claims: first, the claim that the freedom to achieve 
well-being is of primary moral importance, and second, that freedom 

13 Nussbaum (2011) prefers to use the term capabilities approach because she argues there 
are several capabilities that need to be provided by a well-functioning society. However, I 
have decided to use the term capability approach, as this is the original term and I do not 
wish to cause confusion.
14 Essentialism is based on the idea that each entity has a set of attributes that are nec-
essary for its identity and function (Cartwright, R., 1968). Such an approach thus differs 
from constructivism, which seeks to understand combinations and interactions of ele-
ments that make it successful, rather than saying what is true and what is false (Muniesa, 
2015). See 2.3 for definition and comparison.
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to achieve well-being is to be understood in terms of people’s capa-
bilities, that is, their real opportunities to do and be what they have 
reason to value. (Robeyns and Fibieger Byskov, 2020)

Key CA Concepts

Functionings, Capabilities, Agency

CA contains three central concepts: functionings, capabilities, and agency. 
Functionings can be understood as “beings and doings,” which are “var-
ious states of human beings and activities that a person can undertake” 
(Robeyns & Fibieger Byskov, 2020). Examples of beings relevant to this 
study are “being formally educated” or “being associated,” while exam-
ples of doings are “taking part in a participatory process” or “taking part 
in a conversation.” The second key concept, capabilities, represents peo-
ples’ “real freedoms or opportunities to achieve the functionings” (ibid.). 
The difference between functionings and capabilities is that functioning 
concerns the achievement, i.e. the realized opportunity, while capabil-
ities concern what is effectively possible to achieve—“the freedoms or 
valuable opportunities from which one can choose” (ibid.). For example, 
while “being associated” is a functioning, the corresponding capability 
is the opportunity for people to do so. According to The Internet Ency-
clopedia of Philosophy (n.d.), Nussbaum’s view of capabilities/functioning 
can be described as follows. While capabilities create the opportunity 
for certain actions, a person’s functioning is how this space is concret-
ized. It is notable that, according to Nussbaum (2011), somebody has, 
“abilities residing inside a person” (p.20). It should rather be seen as 
rather something that is formed in relation to the surrounding society.

[Capabilities] are not just abilities residing inside a person but also 
freedoms and opportunities created by a combination of personal 
abilities and the political, social, and economic environment. (Nuss-
baum, 2011, p. 20)

The third key concept in CA is agency, which Sen (1985 a) defines as “what 
a person is free to do and achieve in pursuit of whatever goals or values 
he or she regards as important” (p. 203). According to Alkire (2009), the 
term agency primarily refers to people’s opportunities to participate in so-
cial, economic, and political actions. The researcher makes a critical point 
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that agency does not exist a priori but is created along with the expansion 
of valuable freedoms. Conversely, people can create such an environment 
by being agents/actors (ibid.). Such ideas go well with my view of par-
ticipatory design and an agency-oriented view. As I briefly introduced in 
the last section, the concept of agency is also central in ANT. However, it 
should be noted that CA and ANT scholars have different views of agency 
as a concept, which is further elaborated in coming sections. It should 
also be clarified that in CA, as a normative approach, it is crucial that 
achievements can be evaluated and judged by the target for the change 
actions based on their own values and objectives (Nussbaum, 2011).

Another notion should be made that Sen and Nussbaum have different 
interpretations of CA. What binds them together is the idea of the dis-
tinction between capabilities and function (The Internet Encyclopedia 
of Philosophy, n.d.). However, one significant difference is that Nuss-
baum, unlike Sen, has created a list of capabilities, the central capability 
framework (CC). Nussbaum (2011) argues that these capabilities should 
be provided by all societies, as each of them is needed for human life to 
be dignified. In this study, the CC, combined with the SDG’s, is used 
as the main reflexive framework for discussing sustainable participatory 
design from perspectives of global ethics. Although I do not measure 
the achievements per se, I assume the CC framework can play an essen-
tial role as a moral compass and a conceptual framework for discussing 
what agency in terms of capabilities that should be created, in order to 
implement sustainable development in design practice.

The Central Capability Framework (CC)

In her book Creating Capabilities, Nussbaum (2011) defines ten inter-
connected central capabilities (CC) as a framework for providing “es-
sential human justice” (pp. 33–34). The framework has been developed 
together with many actors who represent different backgrounds and re-
search fields. Nussbaum (2011) admits, however, that the framework is 
relatively abstract and requires a translation to be locally implemented 
to policies and adapted to the local differences that exist. The ten CCs 
are life (1), bodily health (2), bodily integrity (3), senses, imagination, and 
thoughts (4), emotions (5), practical reason (6), affiliation (7), other species 
(8), play (9), and control over one’s environment (10). As Nussbaum and 
Glover (1995) argue, the CCs are central to achieving “a good human 
life” (p. 19). Therefore, society must provide opportunities for all citizens 
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to do so. In this study, five of the CCs are highlighted, since they are 
found to be particularly interesting for my research, and these central 
capabilities are presented below:

• Senses, imagination, and thoughts (CC4) refers to people’s opportu-
nity to “use imagination and thought in connection with experiencing 
and producing works and events of one’s own choice” (p. 33). This ca-
pability highlights how making and reflection are interconnected and 
that imaginary work should be encouraged.

• Practical reason (CC6) is a capability that emphasizes people’s right 
to “form a conception of the good and to engage in critical reflection 
about the planning of one’s life” (p. 34). Like CC4 and CC10, this ca-
pability addresses the need for encouraging a reflexive practice.

• Affiliation (CC7) is about ensuring people have the opportunity to 
engage in different forms of social interaction, that they are be able “to 
live with and towards others” (p. 34). It also asserts that people are of 
equal worth and should “be treated as dignified beings” (ibid.).

• Play (CC9) concerns people’s opportunities “to laugh, play, and 
enjoy recreational activities.” Children’s right to play is highlighted in 
the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC), but from a 
CA perspective this capability concerns all people’s right to play, re-
gardless of age.

• Control over one’s environment (CC10) concerns people’s right to 
“participate in governing effectively in political choices that that governs 
one’s own life” (p. 34) and “exercising practical reason and entering into 
meaningful relationships of mutual recognition with other workers.”

As Nussbaum (2011) asserts, all capabilities are interconnected and 
support each other in different ways. However, she particularly high-
lights two of the capabilities, each of which, she argues, “plays a distinc-
tive architectonic role” (p. 39). These are affiliation (CC7) and practical 
reason (CC6). The first (CC7) encourages collaborative work, while the 
second (CC6) promotes a reflexive practice. In my understanding, “ar-
chitectonic” here means that these two capabilities create an essential 
foundation for achieving all the other capabilities, such as imaginary 
work (CC4) and opportunities for play (CC9), and that people can en-
ter into relationships that are recognized as meaningful for both parties 
(CC10). Such a view of sustainable development, which emphasizes the 
importance of association, suits this project and the targeted Sustain-
able Development Goals, particularly 17: Partnerships for the Goals.
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Identified Potential and Critiques of CA

Today there is an increasing interest in adopting CA in design research 
(c.f. Oosterlaken, 2009, 2013; Waelbers, 2011; Kullman & Lee, 2012; von 
Busch, 2013a, 2013b; von Busch & Pazarbasi, 2018). One of the foremost 
advocates for CA in the field of design is Ilse Oosterlaken, a design re-
searcher who has a background in development ethics. As mentioned in 
the introductory chapter, Oosterlaken stresses the need for adopting a 
“capability sensitive design” (p. 97) when designing in “poor contexts” 
(p. 91). She argues that CA can help “revitalize participatory design” 
by philosophically reflecting on “the ultimate ends of design” (p. 101) 
and calls for methods and tools that can support translating CA into 
concrete design practice. According to Alkire (2005), participation, pub-
lic debate, democratic training, and empowerment should be fostered 
alongside well-being. Her work shows how CA has excellent relevance for 
participatory designers, as highlighted by Oosterlaken (2009). Another 
design researcher, who advocates for CA as a valuable conceptual frame-
work, is Otto von Busch (2013a, 2013b; 2018). Von Busch introduced 
me to CA and has, like myself, explored CA in relation to co-craft. For 
example, von Busch and Pazarbasi (2018) argue that designers should 
develop “collaborative craft capabilities,” an idea I investigate further 
in the practical framework described in the next chapter.

Although CA, like ANT, has been adapted by a variety of scholars 
in different contexts, it has also been criticized. One critique raised 
by Robeyns (2017) is the lack of understanding of the “collective fea-
tures” of the CA, such as social structures, norms, and institutions (pp. 
169–210). This critique is particularly relevant for this thesis, since it 
acts in a context that interlinks actors and institutions that represent 
informal and formal structures and different social norms. Another 
critique raised by Alkire (2005) is that the CC framework lacks essen-
tial capabilities and is inappropriate for many uses, such as quality of 
life measurement or development fieldwork. To question the norma-
tive approach, and nuance the understanding of how agencies in terms 
of capabilities are created, I suggest exploring and unpacking CA with 
support from ANT. Therefore, my methodological proposal has been 
to combine ANT and CA to guide and inform the analysis and critical 
discussion of design and its contribution to sustainable development.
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2.4 Reflection on the Conceptual Framework

The incompatibility of ANT with CA has been addressed by Ooster-
laken, for example, in her thesis (2009), which in turn refers to Kull-
man & Lee (2012) and Waelbers (2011). Kullman & Lee (2012), who 
have investigated the differences between Latour and Sen’s work, have 
identified several points of friction. First of all, the researchers highlight 
that the two perspectives rest on different disciplinary and theoretical 
backgrounds. They also have different audiences and different aims for 
their research (p. 40). For example, while Latour is a sociologist, Sen is 
an economist, and while ANT refers to a constructivist view, CA refers 
to an essentialist view. What I see as the significant difference is that 
ANT and CA have different aims. While ANT represents a non-nor-
mative approach, where a key concern is to study how actors and their 
agencies are created, CA represents a normative approach that tries to 
formulate what agency should be made in terms of capabilities. As I 
stated earlier, ANT and CA have different views of agency, as Waelbers 
(2011) has discussed, asserting that Latour’s idea of agency concerns 
the results of social interaction. Waelbers (2011), who is critical of this 
view, suggests that the underlying intentions behind human actions must 
be better considered, arguing that such aspects are of great importance 
in ethics. From Waelbers’s (2011) point of view, the ANT framework 
should be adjusted so that “desires, emotions, and intentions” are given 
more space, which she refers to as a “moral agency” (p. 8). Despite the 
differences, there is also a clear correspondence between the two per-
spectives, highlighted by Kullman & Lee (2012). One of the identified 
connections is that both Sen and Latour view freedom as “liberation 
within one’s environment” rather than “liberation from” it (p. 40). The 
critical point is that freedom is made in connection with others and is 
composed over time (ibid.), highlighting the relationship-building and 
temporal aspects of participatory design.

“Freedom” is often understood as liberation from one’s social and 
material surroundings; we will use the Sen/Latour encounter to clarify 
a view of freedom as liberation within one’s environment. Liberation 
does not involve rendering the environment irrelevant by breaking 
existing relations with it. Instead, liberation is composed through 
gradual changes in everyday socio-technical relations of specific col-
lectives. (Kullman & Lee, 2012, p. 40)
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To deal with the fact that CA and ANT are not fully compatible, Oos-
terlaken (2013), who, like myself, has combined the two perspectives 
in her thesis, emphasizes the importance of clarifying which theory is 
subordinate to the other. The researcher also suggests not adopting the 
whole package of ideas of either ANT or CA, but instead choosing the 
most relevant elements suitable for the study. Oosterlaken highlights 
Waelber’s (2011) work, which she argues is of great value if one wants 
to continue integrating CA and ANT further. In this study, I have cho-
sen to use ANT as the leading theory. This choice is partly a result of 
the fact that I started working with the ANT perspective first (Hansson, 
2015), while CA came in quite late in the process (Hansson & Odhi-
ambo, 2017), when I realized, a moral compass was needed to nuance 
the discussion. However, as I write at the beginning of this chapter, ANT 
provides the core foundation, while CA can instead be described as the 
goal. This inquiry focuses on using the conceptual framework to discuss 
how and what capabilities were created, emphasizing the Jua Kali and 
their work conditions. I also wanted to give people’s emotions, inten-
tions, and feelings more space in the analysis. Waelbers’s (2011) idea of 
“moral agency” (p. 8) was well-suited to this purpose.

To conclude this part of the chapter, I argue that the combination of 
ANT and CA provides a valuable conceptual framework for discussing 
participatory design in the context of Global North–South cooperation 
(GN–SC). Such a bricolage, which binds non-normative approaches to-
gether with normative approaches, seems to me of highest relevance to-
day. On the one hand, society calls for more measurable results to con-
tribute to more extensive change, where policy changes are necessary. 
Therefore, normative frameworks like the SDGs and the CC framework 
are much welcomed, as they also can bring people together for joint 
actions. On the other hand, there seems to be a “renaissance of the im-
measurable,” as noted by the philosopher Jonna Bornemark (2018), who 
questions grades, ranking lists, and quality indexes and wants to give sub-
jectivity and interpretivism more space. Such ideas rather evoke ANT as a 
non-normative approach. Combining the two approaches, ANT and CA, 
is a sign of the time—of the need for both normative and non-normative 
approaches. And we as designers need to learn how to deal with and bal-
ance the two views. My humble contribution is to explore a mixed meth-
odology that shows how agencies and capabilities can be created through 
design research. The following section describes how in this study these 
concepts have been translated into design practice, co-craft, and co-writ-
ing, forming the practical framework of the research methodology.
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2.5 Practical Framework: Methods (and Tools) Explored

The second section of the chapter introduces the practical framework, 
which contains two participatory design methods: co-craft (CoC) and 
co-writing (CoW). While co-craft is a material-based design method, 
which adapts to the Jua Kali way of working, co-writing is a text-based 
method that aims to facilitate a reflexive practice. As part of the co-writ-
ing practice, a conversation tool was also co-created. Co-craft and 
co-writing are two interlinked methods that can be seen as variations 
of participatory prototyping. Both methods aim to give Jua Kali practi-
tioners a voice in development processes that concern themselves, a way 
to improve their work situation. While CoC was primarily explored in 
paper III, a further continuation of articles I and II, CoW was primar-
ily investigated in paper IV, a further continuation of articles I and III.

The section starts by introducing participatory prototyping as a 
method, which is the overall design method. After that, I introduce 
CoC and CoW as methods, starting with how they emerged in practice. 
The chapter ends with a reflection on the connections and conflicts be-
tween the two methods explored. It is essential to note that the process 
in this study started with co-craft and ended with co-writing; however, 
the two methods are interconnected and act in an interwoven simul-
taneous practice, which the diagram below (FIgure 7) makes explicit.

FIgure 7. The Practical Framework. The two primary methods explored as part of the re-
search process: co-craft (CoC) and co-writing (CoW), which when combined stimulate 
a reflexive practice.

2.6 Prototypes and Participatory Prototyping (PP)

As was introduced in the Prologue and Introduction, my industrial 
design background has its roots in material culture (Koskinen et al., 
2011). A traditional design tool often used in industrial design is the 

Co-Craft 
(CoC)

Co-Writing 
(CoW)
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prototype, defined here as “the first or preliminary version of a device 
or vehicle from which other forms are developed” (Oxford Learners 
Dictionaries, n.d.). Traditionally, prototypes were developed relatively 
late in a design process. The aim was to communicate product ideas 
to get feedback from clients and future users (Sanders and Stappers, 
2008). Over time, the role of prototypes has changed. Today the tools 
have become an integrated part of participatory design, referred to as 
participatory prototyping (PP). This change highlights a shift of focus in 
design, moving from objects to actions, which for example is discussed 
by Richard Buchanan (1992). As Sanders & Stappers note (2008), the 
early part of the design process is often characterized by its “ambiguity 
and chaotic nature” (p. 7). Since it is not entirely clear what the result 
will be, the process is still open and uncertain. Therefore, we need meth-
ods and tools that can help us to get a grip on the work. Nabeel Hamdi 
(2004) argues that visual modeling tools and design methods such as 
PP are valuable when working in “unknown” contexts. They help us to 
understand the social and spatial relationships that exist—which may 
not always be visible for us—and they can be used to test and simulate 
future opportunities together with other players (pp. 135–36).

When things are complex, when we know we don’t know enough 
to be certain, we play with chance. We simulate, we model or create 
other forms of representations of social spatial or other relationships, 
which enable us to get information and plan and test ideas with others. 
(Hamdi, 2004, pp. 135–36)

PP is a method that several design scholars have explored, both in the 
context of the Global North (c.f. Sanders & Stappers, 2008, 2014; 
Wester lund & Wetter-Edman, 2017) and in the context of the Global 
South (c.f. Hamdi, 2004; Jernsand, 2016; Kraff, 2018). The novelty in 
this case is that I have investigated PP in a Kenyan design context in 
which multiple and diverse actors were involved. The need for PP be-
came evident as soon as my research started and my colleagues in the 
Core Group and I were to begin the joint research work. We soon real-
ized that we all had different knowledge backgrounds and interests, so 
it was challenging to figure out how to work together. PP thus became a 
way to deal with the issue of diversity. I came to view design prototypes 
as collaborative learning objects that provide a space for shared explora-
tions. What I also realized was that the prototype activities needed to be 
translated to adapt to the new situation, embracing the material culture 
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of the Jua Kali as the point of departure. I found that the informality 
that characterizes Jua Kali practice also connected well with the proto-
typical design approach. Through the exploration, a new design space 
was created where people’s knowledge could be envisioned to concretize 
change through design manifestations. As Koskinen et al. (2011) criti-
cally note, with reference to Herbert Simon (1996), is a special feature 
of design that it is often “future-oriented” (Koskinen et al., 2011, p. 42). 
Like Jernsand does (2016), I also saw a need for contextualizing PP as 
a design method. The two prototypical activities I came to explore in 
this case were co-craft and co-writing, described below. Each method is 
introduced by explaining how they emerged from practice.

2.7 Co-Craft (CoC)

The idea of exploring co-craft as a context-based design method was 
a response to a “failed” design effort. I realized that as “outsiders” we, 
the Swedish PhD students in the Core Group, did not consider the 
contextual aspects enough in our participatory design work. The piv-
otal event was when we, together with the other PhD students in the 
Core Group, were preparing to conduct a workshop in Dunga Beach, 
the initial common research site (see Image 10, page 25). We Swedish 
design researchers had brought our traditional design tools to be used 
at the workshop: post-it notes. I soon realized these alien tools did not 
fit this specific design situation. For example, the humid air prevented 
the post-it notes from sticking to the wall. As many community mem-
bers could not read or write in English, we could not use the tools with 
the original intention. The workshop thus became to some extent a 
participatory failure. This episode made me reflect on the importance 
of designing context-based design methods, which I came to explore in 
Papers II and III and which I here introduce further through the con-
cept of co-craft.

Relevant for my thesis is design researcher Otto von Busch’s usage of 
the term co-craft, which I first encountered at a keynote speech in 2013. 
He described it as “a tool for artisan innovation and civic engagement 
through the design and craft sphere” (2013b). Von Busch argues that 
craft can be a powerful tool for political and social justice since it en-
ables people with skills and capabilities to achieve greater freedom. Von 
Busch here points to a shift from design objects to design as a capability- 
building element, an idea closely linked to the capability approach (CA), 
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which he has been elaborating on in several papers (2010, 2013, 2018). 
As von Busch (2012) notes,   CoC is closely related to co-design as an 
instance of co-creation—a collaborative process in which the interface 
and roles between professionals and amateurs, producers, and users are 
overstepped and blurred, but where the participants involved should be 
considered “collaborative crafters” (p. 56). In my understanding, CoC 
is not a design tool but rather a design method that is closely related to 
participatory prototyping (PP). Significantly, CoC is based on principles 
that define craft as a cultural practice. In this study, CoC is identified 
as a possible connecting element that can help bridge between different 
design cultures in the Global North and South. It adapts to the Jua Kali’s 
work practice and historical roots while targeting a future design context.

As Ravetz et al. (2013) state, referring to Adamson (2009), craft as 
an idea “emerged during the early nineteenth century at a moment 
when artisanal labor was separated from other related processes and 
products” (2013, p. 2). It is thereby distinct from the industrial, tech-
nological, and fine art of production. (2009, p. 5). However, as Adam-
son (2013) points out, artisanal work has a long tradition dating back 
to well before that. Still, it was first after the Industrial Revolution that 
it was possible to talk about craft as “a separate field of endeavor” (p. 
xvi). Craft as a term can be defined as “making something well through 
hand skill” (Adamson, 2013, p. xxiii). As the definition suggests, craft 
in its simplest form can be seen as a process in which the hands act as 
the design tools. By using craft-based design activities, no advanced 
technologies are needed. Hence, CoC becomes particularly relevant 
when co-designing in contexts where resources are scarce and where, 
for example, there can be a lack of access to specific design tools and 
equipment. Another benefit of craft, which is highly relevant when de-
signing in an African design context, is that craft has a “deep connection 
with materiality and cultural continuity” (Adamson, 2013, p. xxiii). That 
craft is highly contextualized and makes people “anchored in tangible 
reality” (Sennett, 2008, p. 21) is also emphasized by craft researcher 
Nicolas Cheng (2019). He views craft as a form of “negotiation tool,” 
something that people can use for placing themselves within a material, 
social, and historical context (p. 37).
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Craft as a Connective Element

As ethnologist Anneli Palmsköld (2012) notes, craft is a local yet global 
activity, or what she calls “glocal” (p. 13). The idea refers to the fact that 
craft-based design cultures and traditions exist and have existed in dif-
ferent parts of the world, including both the Jua Kali and Sweden’s slöjd. 
The connective aspect of craft is also discussed by Cheng in his disserta-
tion, World Wide Workshop (2019), which examines alternative models for 
organizing crafts. Most often, craft has been approached as an individual 
activity. However, to support the sustainability of craft in society, “where 
certain craft traditions and economies fight for survival” (p. 82), Cheng 
(2019) emphasizes the need to “do it with others” (D.I.W.O.) instead of 
“do it yourself” (D.I.Y.). He argues that network-based collaboration 
is critical and suggests that craft production and its knowledge should 
be activated “across potential networks of sites” (ibid.). Cheng (2019), 
who builds on ideas by von Busch (2013), who in turn refers to Amartya 
Sen (1985b) and Richard Sennett (2008), argues that together “collab-
orative craft capabilities” can be created (von Busch, 2013, 2018). CoC 
can thus be a valuable means for change, helping designers to connect 
between actors and contexts, even historically, and thus creating a con-
nection between past, present, and future generations.

Through cooperation across differences and multitudes, and primar-
ily through making together with others […] this approach to craft 
allows for the sharing of knowledge and manifold connections with 
others. (Cheng, 2019, p. 82)

The co-crafted prototypes I came to develop were made with the Jua Kali 
workers in mind—that is, I adapted to and connected to their local com-
munity of practice. The potential I saw, right from the beginning, was to 
re-use existing local design and build on existing techniques to connect to 
the local design culture, Jua Kali. CoC could thus activate a network of ac-
tors in which the crafted objects could become bridging elements. In this 
way, as a designer I could support creating new linkages to other kinds of 
players outside the Jua Kali community of practice. Engaging in the prac-
tical work meant that the Jua Kali could grow by becoming part of a “glo-
cal” network of actors and a “World Wide Workshop” (Cheng, 2019). In 
this study, three CoC activities were developed: a co-crafted playground, 
a rope-making machine, and a re-designed basket made of water hya-
cinth, further described and discussed in coming sections and chapters.
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Identified Potential and Critiques of CoC

The benefit of using CoC as a participatory design method when de-
signing in the context of Global North–South is that it can support 
contextualizing design, creating a more vital linkage between Northern 
and Southern design cultures. It acknowledges the voice and language 
of the Jua Kali, i.e. making, which I see as an attempt to embrace the 
issue of design and diversity. CoC helps to anchor the work materially, 
socially, and historically (Cheng, 2019). The method can hypothetically 
help designers contribute to cultural development and continuity, which 
addresses the issues of context and time. However, to deal with the most 
complex problems, other forms of design method are needed, which can 
help designers abstract the practical work and discuss it with support 
from theory. In this study, this kind of reflexive design prototyping has 
been investigated through co-writing, in which a conversation tool was 
developed to facilitate the process.

2.8 Co-Writing (CoW)

I did not initially plan to investigate co-writing as a participatory method. 
It emerged rather late in the process when the basket project we were 
part of ended unexpectedly (December 2015). When we realized the 
project was ending, my practitioner partner, Odhiambo, the lead coor-
dinator at Zingira, who had been actively participating in the project, 
feared that everything would go back to the way it had been before. We 
felt a need to jointly reflect on the process and write about our shared 
experiences. Communicating our views and bringing up arguments was 
a way to make tacit knowledge explicit and to make the voices of the Jua 
Kali heard in an academic context. The episode made me reflect on the 
importance of creating shared spaces for critical reflection, relating to 
the reflexivity we explored in Paper IV, which focused on co-writing as 
a participatory design method.

Co-writing (CoW) is defined here as a method of inquiry that ex-
plores how writing can be “something more than reporting on what we 
already know” (Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005, pp. 971–72). It should 
be noted that CoW is not just a reporting exercise, a mechanical instru-
ment for technical skills training. Instead, the writing should be seen as 
a text-based participatory practice that in this study takes place between 
researchers and practitioners. Although CoW is not a traditional design 
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method, in comparison to PP, for example, it is interesting to explore 
as a method of inquiry as part of the transdisciplinary research pro-
cess. Since CoW encourages critical reflection among researchers and 
practitioners, where the practitioner is actively involved and has a say 
in the process, the linkage between theory and practice is strengthened.

Writing is an essential and central part of the research process that, 
according to Alvesson and Sköldberg (2018), includes three steps: con-
struction, interpretation, and writing (p. 11). Although the style, tone, 
or organization of the text may vary, almost all academic writing in-
volves relatively formal prose, which means that academic writing dif-
fers from fiction (Bailey, 2011). The products of the writing process, 
such as conference papers, articles, and other scholarly publications, 
are essential instruments for conversing with the research community, 
sharing ideas, disseminating discoveries, bringing in new perspectives, 
and making connections between existing ideas. Since writing is also a 
way to legitimize and position oneself as a researcher and gain access 
to new funding, writing can also be seen as a power tool. In traditional 
research, writing has mainly been used as a “representation tool”—a 
means used retroactively to communicate research results after the 
analysis is completed. However, as Badley (2009) suggests, writing thus 
becomes “an add-on to research and scholarship instead of an integral 
part of it” (p. 209). Mistra Urban Futures (2019), which organized a 
PhD course in co-writing as part of their Open Research School in the 
fall of 2019, argues that collaborative writing should be emphasized. 
Referring to Richardson and St. Pierre (2005), MUF argue that writing 
as a method of inquiry can be a way to explore and create change and 
should be seen as an integrated part of the transdisciplinary research 
process, spanning across disciplines and practices.

Co-Writing as a Reflexive Practice

As Niklas Luhmann (1998) points out, the world as seen by practi-
tioner-actors is different from the world seen by observers. While ob-
servers can see options and distinguish among them, practitioners can 
only see the option in the moment of reflection and observation, not 
while they act (Luhmann 1998 in Czarniawska, 2014, p. 5). Thus, to 
observe, the design researcher needs to take a step back from the field 
and become a “reflexive practitioner” (Donald Schön, 1985). Schön 
defines design as “an ongoing oscillation between involvement in, and 
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detachment from, the situation at hand, thus enabling interrelated re-
flection and creativity” (Jahnke, 2016, p. 49 based on Schön, 1985, p. 
49). According to design researcher Marcus Jahnke (2013), a reflexive 
design practice requires “a continuous shift in positions, between ac-
tion and observation, reflection and critique, and empirical material 
and theory” (Jahnke, 2013, p. 49).

Such an ambition necessitates a continuous shift in positions, be-
tween action and observation, reflection and critique, and empirical 
material and theory. (Jahnke, 2013, p. 49)

As emphasized by von Busch (2008), who highlights the importance of 
“dual commitment” (pp. 246–47), designers should be in close dialogue 
with the ones who are affected by the change action, which emphasizes 
the need for joint reflection. In this study, the unique feature was that 
one of the most affected by the change actions, the lead coordinator for 
the crafts organization Zingira, was involved in the entire design process, 
the co-crafting, and the co-writing phase. Thus, the participant-actor 
needed to become a reflexive practitioner as well. During the writing 
process, it was determined to be essential to find a scaffold that could 
facilitate the joint discussion and identify a writing style that would en-
sure that the different voices could be heard. As part of the co-writing 
practice, a conversation tool was developed based on the concept of the 
boundary object (BO), described further in the next section.

Conversation as a term can be defined as an “oral exchange of senti-
ments, observations, opinions, or ideas” (Merriam Webster, n.d.). As the 
definition suggests, a conversation is not about searching for an absolute 
“truth” but rather about sharing ideas and opinions. The idea of creating 
a conversation tool is inspired by philosopher Richard Sennett (2012), 
who in turn is inspired by the work of Russian literary critic Mikhail 
Bakhtin (1895–1975) and his idea of the dialogic conversation (Bakhtin, 
1986). According to Sennett (2012), the term dialogic was coined “to 
name a discussion which does not resolve itself by finding common 
ground” (p. 19). A central aspect of the dialogic approach is that a con-
versation may not always reach a shared agreement, since there may 
be conflicting views. Engaging in a dialogic conversation can provide a 
space for joint reflection, where ideas and observations can be shared 
and discussed. Here a theoretical framework was found to be needed 
as a scaffold to cling to, a way to help facilitate the co-writing process.
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Transforming Boundary Object into a Conversation Tool

In the co-writing process, the notion of boundary object was material-
ized into a conversation tool. The procedure to develop the conversation 
tool was as follows: after a practice-based period of fieldwork in Kenya, 
the lead coordinator and I held an online conversation via Messenger. 
I asked him to highlight a set of complexities related to our collabora-
tive work. Based on this conversation, the case study was written by me, 
where the narrative was formed around quotes articulated by my practi-
tioner colleague. During the writing process, I observed that his view of 
the process was closely connected to the concept of a Boundary object 
(BO). An idea was born to use Star and Griesemer’s (1989) definition 
of BO as a theoretical framework for the joint discussion. As suggested 
by MUF (2019), “the text” should be used in collective reading exer-
cises.” As a preparation for writing Paper IV, we used Star and Griese-
mer’s (1989) article as a basis for the writing exercise to create a shared 
understanding. By translating the attributes that Star and Griesemer 
(1989) suggest characterize a boundary object (plastic, robust, weakly 
structured on common use, and strongly structured on individual site/
use) and explaining them in our own words, a conversation tool was 
created that helped us to structure the co-writing process (see Paper 
IV). The concept of BO was thus transformed into a text-based con-
versation tool, which came to act as a boundary quasi-object. According 
to Czarniawska and Mouritsen (2009), a quasi-object can for example 
be an accounting system or a management technology that is designed 
to “make the world (i.e. organization, public agency, or firm) more in-
terventionable or manageable” (p. 157). The invention in this case was 
that the conversation tool facilitated a reflexive practice between me 
and Odhiambo, the lead-coordinator at Zingira. Our dialogue pivoted 
around how to improve the work situation for the Jua Kali in Kenya. 
In this case, we came to use the concept of boundary object (BO) to 
discuss the basket project in the first place. During the co-writing pro-
cess, a translation process occurred, and a chain of boundary objects 
that translated the basket into new artifacts was created: the basket, the 
concept BO, the conversation tool, and the paper.
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Identified Potential and Critiques of CoW

One identified benefit of using CoW as a method of inquiry is that, like 
CoC, it can bridge between diverse actors who represent codified and 
tacit knowledge (Polyani, 1958, 1966). The text-based method helps us 
contextualize the practical work (c.f. Jordan & Yamauchi, 2008) and 
explore the unknown (Hamdi, 2004; Mistra Urban Futures, 2019). A 
central aspect in CoW is acknowledging that different voices can be 
heard even though the language and writing styles differ, ensuring that 
the process is accessible and meaningful for all actors involved. One 
identified benefit of using the BO concept as a scaffold for discussion is 
that it facilitates a conversation, which in this case takes place between 
researchers and practitioners. A reflexive space can thus be created 
in which actors involved in a complex design practice can share their 
opinions about the collaborative challenges encountered in practice. 
Engaging in such in-depth conversations helps expand the knowledge 
area within a community of practice and helps raise the voice of the 
Jua Kali. Hence, CoW combined with reflexive frameworks, like the 
conversation tool, can become a vital power tool, which I argue creates 
agency and capabilities as it provides a shared space for reflection. As 
Sennett (2012) asserts, conducting a “rich conversation” (p. 15) requires 
that multiple voices are made to be heard. However, as we discussed in 
paper IV one identified challenge with the developed tool was that only 
a few actors were part of the conversation. To expand the discussion, 
more voices needed to be brought into the conversation. Therefore, the 
tool needs to be further tested to determine how it works in a different 
organizational setup.

We need to hear individuals speaking in different voices which some-
times conflict, as in bowings or string color. Weaving together these dif-
ferences is like to conducting a rich conversation. (Sennett, 2012, p. 15)

2.9 Concluding Reflection of the Chapter

To conclude this chapter, I will reflect on the research methodology 
which addresses, and help to deal with the issues of diversity, context, 
reflexivity and time. It consists of a conceptual framework that includes 
actor-network theory (ANT) the capability approach (CA), and a practical 
framework that contains the method tools co-craft (CoC) and co-writing 
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(CoW). These chosen elements are not fully compatible but should 
instead be seen as complementary. While ANT is a non-normative ap-
proach that studies how actors and agencies are created in networks, 
CA is a normative approach that concerns what capabilities should be 
built, acting as a moral compass. While CoC is a material-based method 
that can help contextualize design and acknowledges the Jua Kali prac-
titioners and their community of practice (making), CoC is a text-based 
and theory-informed method that encourages using the language of 
the reflexivity research community (writing). While CoC concerns the 
quest for concrete knowledge outcomes to be implemented in practice, 
CoW acknowledges the researchers’ quest for more abstract and gener-
alizable knowledge outcomes. Both concrete methods and conceptual 
frameworks are thus provided, and they complement each other. Since 
neither CoC nor CoW are traditional design methods, we as participa-
tory designers need to develop new skills. However, that doesn’t mean 
designers should be craftsmen or writers. It’s about considering these 
aspects when working with participatory design in this specific context. 
My point is that participatory designers need to learn how to work with 
conflicting and complementary theories, methods and practices, such as 
craftsmen, poets, philosophers, and mechanical engineers (Image 23).
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Image 23. The Participatory Designer. The author in action, introducing the rope-making 
machine to project participants during fieldwork in Dunga Beach, a frugal design that 
was co-developed with a mechanical engineer. Photo: Elin Thomasson, October 2013.
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In the fishing communities,  
weaving techniques are often  
used to make fishing, trading,  
and storage tools. The hyacinth  
basket already existed; all that  
was lacking was how to bring  
these concepts together.15

15 The lead coordinator (from Paper IV). Hansson, H., Odhiambo, E., Svengren-Holm, 
L., Raviola, E., Dymitrow, M., & Wagah, G. (Forthcoming), Moving from Void to Voice: 
Developing a Conversation Tool to Increase Reflexivity in Participatory Design Projects. 
Submitted to The International Journal of Design, 2021-08-08.
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Image 24. The Basket. One of the most prominent design objects that was co-produced 
during the research process was the re-designed basket made from the invasive plant 
water hyacinth. The development process mobilized and coordinated efforts of multiple 
actors, including forty-seven becoming Jua Kali workers, who became skilled craftswo/
men during the development process. Photo: Martin Gustavsson, April 2015.
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This third chapter presents how the theories and method tools were 
implemented in the research process. After introducing the research 
process and approach, I present the project and actors involved, as well 
as the prototypes. This section is followed by a chronological account 
of the research process, highlighting the main research activities. The 
chapter ends with a reflection on ethics.

3.1 The Research Process and Approach

As the diagram below shows (FIgure 8), the research process was divided 
into several phases. The research started with a pre-research activity that 
took place in March 2011 (Prologue). This initial phase was followed 
by a period of practice-based research, which lasted from September 2012 
until November 2017 (Phase 1). A theoretical research phase was con-
ducted in parallel and lasted from February 2014 until July 2021. The 
empirical material was here interpreted and discussed with support 
from theory and disseminated in academic papers and reports (Phase 
2). The last phase is a post-research activity in which the co-produced 
knowledge is now being tested and further developed in a continuous 
research process (Epilogue). A detailed chronological account of the 
research activities is described in Section 3.3.

FIgure 8. Timeline of the research process. Overview of the research process and the 
different phases.

Pre-Research 
Initital  
Observations
(2011)

Phase 1
Practice Based  
Research
(2012–2017)

Post-Research  
Implementation and  
Further Development
(2018–2021)

Phase 2
Theoretical Research  
and Writing
(2014–2021)
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The research started in the field rather than at the desk (Czarniawska, 
2014). The initial research inquiry was relatively open and had a vaguely 
formulated research question (How can design contribute to sustainable 
development in Kenya?). Over time the scope was narrowed, and the 
questions became more precise, which is made explicit in the appended 
papers (Chapter 4). How and when this re-framing process was to hap-
pen was not entirely planned from the start. It happened along the way 
through practice and as I started to immerse myself in theory. This kind 
of research approach refers to action research (Lewin, 1946) and design 
intervention as a research method. An intervention can be viewed as a 
working hypothesis for exploration and development (Buchanan, 1992). 
The aim is to identify the views of all participants involved in the process. 
A central feature of the intervention is that the researcher intervenes 
in the researched situation and is actively involved in the process. The 
experiments are conducted “in the field rather than in the laboratory” 
(Jahnke, 2013, p. 54, based on Baard, 2010). According to Halse and 
Boffi (2014), the aim of interventionist research is “not to test a prefig-
ured solution to a defined problem,” but rather to “enable new forms 
of experience, dialogue, and awareness about the problem to emerge” 
(p. 2). The dialogic and open-ended process is thus an essential ingre-
dient in interventionist research. In this case, one experiment led to 
another and made sense of the material explorations made in practice; 
I retrospectively studied the process with support from theory. First, 
I started to explore ANT as a theoretical perspective, starting in the 
autumn of 2014, followed by exploring CA beginning in August 2017. 
The theoretical approaches and the practical method tools were thus 
developed in a weaving process as part of the research. As the Epilogue 
makes explicit, the study has also led to a continuation in which the re-
search results are further tested and developed in a continuous process.

This kind of research, in which the process starts in practice with 
incomplete observations rather than in theory, may be considered an 
abductive research approach (see Saunders et al., 2012). As there has 
been a constant movement between the field and the desk, and between 
construction, interpretation, and writing, it also represents a reflexive 
practice (Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2018), inspired by the grounded theory 
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967). The choice of this kind of research method-
ology, which is highly contextualized, is directly linked to the fact that 
the research approach has been transdisciplinary (Mobjörk, 2010; Polk, 
2016). Characteristic of this TD process has been the multiple stake-
holder involvement with actors from Sweden and Kenya. Some of the 
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practitioner-actors have been part of the entire research process, both 
in the practical prototype activities and in the more theoretical research 
phase. As a guide for the reader, visual models and photography have 
been vital visualization tools. In the next section, the projects, people, 
case studies and prototypes are presented.

3.2 The Projects, Actors, Case Studies and Prototypes

In this research project, numerous and diverse actors from Sweden and 
Kenya were involved, all with different knowledge backgrounds, affil-
iations, and roles. As the diagram below makes explicit, the research 
work was divided into two main projects: the Playground Project and 
the Basket Project (FIgure 9). As can be traced in the visualization, The 
Playground Project was the less prominent of the two. It was only con-
ducted for a limited time (September 2012–October 2013). Still, sev-
eral actors were involved. About 50 people were directly involved in the 
Playground Project activities in Kenya, and 70 people were involved in 
the activities in Sweden. The Basket Project was the dominant project, 
as it involved multiple and diverse actors and lasted for a prolonged 
period (2013–16). Approximately 75 people were involved in the Basket 
Project, including the organizers. The two projects proceeded in parallel 
and were partly interlinked. It is notable that the rope-making machine 
was not a project per se but an interlinking element, a connective tool. 
Notable is also that the Conversation tool was developed ‘outside’ the 
practical projects, a reflexive tool to be able to retrospectively discuss 
the basket project. The following sections clarify who was involved in 
the projects and what role they played.
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FIgure 9. The Projects and the Prototypes. The different prototypes developed and explored 
as part of the research process: the co-crafted playground, the rope-making machine, the 
hyacinth basket, and the conversation tool.

The Actors: Co-Producers and Participants

The actors are divided into two categories: co-producers and participants. 
The co-producers played a crucial role in the process, as they were ac-
tively involved in all phases—practice-based research and theoretical re-
search, including writing. Some co-producers were even involved in the 
pre-research and post-research activities. The participants also played 
an important role in the process but were only engaged in Phase 1. Al-
though some of the participants were actively part of the planning of 
the projects, they did not have direct influence on or insight into the 
research process that followed (theoretical research and tool develop-
ment). The ethical aspects regarding the actors and their (lack of) par-
ticipation are reflected in section 3.4.

The Design Researcher/Academia

From 2012 to 2019, I was part of the GOLIP/KLIP research program 
named SKILLs, where I belonged to the core group and the Market-
place project. In the thesis, I represent academia and refer to myself as 
Hansson, or “the design researcher.” I actively formed the two proj-
ects and initiated all the research activities described in the appended 
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papers, for which I was also the lead author. It should be noted that 
my role changed during the process: in the Pre-research Phase, I was a 
design practitioner and teacher of design. During Phase 1, I primarily 
focused on conducting co-craft activities, also from a distance. In Phase 
2, I became a reflexive practitioner, and focused on theoretical explora-
tion and writing. In the post-research activities described in the Prologue, 
I again became a teacher of design, where I started to implement the 
tool in educational activities.

The Lead Coordinator/Informal Sector

Another key actor and co-producer in this process is a Kenyan Jua Kali 
practitioner, Evance Odhiambo, my closest project partner. Odhiambo is 
a lead coordinator at Zingira Nyanza Community Crafts (Zingira), which 
he co-founded in 2003 together with his friend from school, Apollesto 
Nyakwar. In this thesis, Odhiambo is also referred to as “the lead coordi-
nator” and represents the informal sector. As a practitioner, he came to 
play an active role in the whole research process and the planning and re-
flection phase. He was involved in both projects but played a more central 
role in the Basket Project. As a lead coordinator, Odhiambo was in charge 
of training the project participants in crafts utilization and developing a 
system for high-quality crafts production. Together we wrote two project 
reports and one conference paper, which later resulted in Paper IV. It is 
notable is that the lead coordinator’s role was repositioned during the pro-
cess. He was initially a user-participant and later became a co-producer.

The Kenyan PhD Colleagues/Academia

Other co-producers in this research process were my Kenyan PhD col-
leagues in the core group/Marketplace theme, Franklin Mwango and 
Jennipher Otieno. Like myself, they represent academia. Mwango is a 
trained architect who was working as a lecturer at Maseno University 
in Kisumu during the research period. In the thesis, he is referred to as 
“the Kenyan design researcher.” Together with Mwango, I developed 
the concept of the co-crafted playground, and we also wrote Paper I and 
Paper III together. In comparison with Mwango, Otieno had a less 
active and more observational role in the research process. Still, like 
Mwango, she was a co-author of Paper I. Otieno has a background in 
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geographical information systems (GIS). During the research period, 
like Mwango, she was working as a lecturer at Maseno University. 
In the thesis, she is referred to as “the GIS researcher.” It is notable 
that all PhD students had their research projects, and in this case the 
co-operation with the Kenyan PhD colleagues was concentrated on 
the Playground Project.

The Development Organization/Civil Sector

One of the vital participant-actors in the process was a Swedish devel-
opment aid organization with a local office in Nairobi. In the study, they 
are referred to as “the development organization” and represent “the 
civil sector.” Between 2006 and 2011, the organization had run a jobs 
development program in the Lake Victoria region. As a continuation 
of this, the organization hosted an entrepreneurship project started in 
August 2013. This program activity, which formally lasted from August 
2013 until December 2015, became the infrastructure for the Basket 
Project, which was hosted by the development organization. As repre-
sentatives for the development organization, the main actors involved 
in the process were two program managers.16 During the project period, 
they worked in close dialogue with the lead coordinator. It is notable 
that other civic organizations in the Kisumu environs were formally 
connected to the organization as sub-contractors, including three NGOs 
and an association of female lawyers.

The Design Company/Business Sector

A second key participant in the research process was a Swedish de-
sign company specializing in global crafts production and sales. In this 
study, they are referred to as “the design company” and belong to “the 
business sector.” The company was invited to join the Basket Project, 
since they shared similar ideas and interests concerning craft jobs de-
velopment in the Global South. And the co-operation lasted between 

16 The development aid program formally lasted from August 2013 until December 2015. 
The program manager, who was employed at the development organization, was part of 
initiating the project and actively involved between April 2013 and June 2014, when an-
other program manager took over.
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2013 and 2016.17 One of the owners, a designer, was our contact person 
during the whole process. She was also the one who gave shape to the 
redesigned basket, initially developed by Zingira in 2003. As long as the 
Basket Project lasted, I had a close dialogue with the design company. 
It is notable that because their engagement in the project went through 
me, and later the lead coordinator (starting in May 2014), their involve-
ment in the process was indirect. For example, it meant the company 
had no direct contact with either the development organization or the 
crafts producers/community members.

The Community Members/Civil Society (Adults and Children)

A third key group of participants in the process were the people re-
ferred to in this study as “the community members”18 representing 
“civil society.” The community members lived in four fishing commu-
nities, so-called “communities of place” (Hamdi, 2004), situated along 
the shoreline of Lake Victoria. Forty-seven of the participants were 
involved in the Basket Project (Image 24) hosted by the development 
organization. These community members were trained to become Jua 
Kali crafts producers as a “community of practice” (Wenger, 2009). 
Others were interested in the Playground Project initiated by us, the 
PhD students within the Marketplace theme. As there was a merge be-
tween different project activities, some community members came to 
have multiple roles and dual commitments. The Playground Project 
based in Dunga Beach involved both adults and children as community 
members. It was rather open in its structure, and it was challenging to 
maintain an overview of the project and to track participation. There-
fore, it is difficult to say exactly how many community members were 
involved in the process and when.

17 Although the conversation with the company started as early as April 2013, the formal 
collaboration did not start until August of that year, when the prototypes were made. It 
deepened when the first order was placed in December 2013. The collaboration lasted 
until 2016, when the last order was placed.
18 Community here means “community of place,” since the people lived and worked in 
the same area/locations (fishing villages). Since people do not automatically share the 
same work practice, this kind of community is different from a “community of practice.” 
(Based on Hamdi, 2004, pp. 69–70).
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Other Actors Involved

In addition to the key co-producers/participants described above, several 
other actors were involved in the process, based in both Sweden and 
Kenya. These were, for example, students (academia), volunteers (civil 
society), innovators, artists, and artisans (business sector), and other 
people who, in one way or another, had an interest in the project and 
wanted to engage. The actors in Sweden were mainly recruited from my 
existing network. In contrast, the actors in Kenya were recruited through 
the network linked to KLIP, the local interactive platform in Kisumu, 
and the development aid organization. The gathering components that 
brought the people together were the various kinds of prototypes devel-
oped during the process. These non-human actors played a central role 
in the case studies and are introduced in the next section. The models 
on pages 108–109 (FIgure 10a–d) show which of the actors were in-
volved in the different prototype activities during the process. Note that 
the maps show how the actor network was composed at a specific time. 
Notable is also co-producing actors are underlined, and that some ac-
tors were involved in several activities. To enhance legibility, the maps 
show only one activity each, even if they were often interconnected.

The Case Studies and the Prototypes

The four appended papers (Chapter 3) present one case each. They were 
all conducted within the Mistra Urban Futures SKILLs program and 
were part of the MP group activities. According to Czarniawska (2014), 
a case study can be described as a study of a phenomenon, here defined 
as “a chain of events, usually limited in time, usually studied retrospec-
tively” (p. 20). The focus of the research was to get a grip on what it 
means to design in a frugal context and how design can make contri-
butions, which initially was explored through hands-on explorations in 
which prototypes were the core means for producing knowledge. Later 
the design prototypes were studied retrospectively, inspired by the follow-
ing object method.19 This social science method, which ANT scholars often 
use (cf. Czarniawska, 2014), can be seen as a form of non-participant 
observation similar to “shadowing.” This method involves following a 

19 I first used the following object method in Paper II, after I had been introduced to 
ANT through a methods course given by Barbara Czarniawska (2014).
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select group of people during a specific period of time as they do every-
day tasks (ibid.). However, significant for the following object method 
is that the researcher follows objects rather than humans. The tool used 
for informing the analysis of the empirical material was based on the 
concept of the action net (see 2.1.1). The study focused on understanding 
how actors and agencies are created through collaborative work and what 
role design and designers play in such a process. What the prototypes 
were, and what role that they played in contributing to sustainable devel-
opment, is briefly described below and further discussed in Chapter 4.

The Playground

One of the material prototypes developed was the co-crafted playground, 
sometimes named the Playground. This prototype played an important 
role in the Playground Project that took place between April and Oc-
tober of 2013. The idea was built on earlier experiences from Sweden 
(2012), but the concept was co-developed further by my Kenyan re-
search colleagues, particularly Franklin Mwango, and me. It targeted 
an identified need for developing dedicated spaces for play in cities 
and communities. The basic idea was to activate unused public spaces 
in cities and communities through collaborative co-craft activities. The 
community members, even children, could be actively involved in city 
planning through hands-on crafts practices. The exercise was conducted 
both in Sweden and Kenya and is mentioned in Papers I and II. It was 
mainly discussed in Paper III. The Discussion chapter shows how the 
work has inspired other playground activities in Kenya. In the Epilogue, 
it is described how the concept has been developed further in Sweden.

The Rope-Making Machine

The second material prototype was the rope-making machine. It played an 
important role in both the Basket Project and The Playground Project. 
The idea was co-developed by an innovator and me in Sweden during 
the spring of 2013, inspired by historical rope-making equipment. The 
motivation behind the development of the machinery was to simplify and 
rationalize rope making as an integrated part of the crafts production, 
thus creating access to frugal technologies. However, as described in 
Paper II, this initial idea failed. Still, it was shown that the machine was 
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working well as a community-building tool that also enhanced knowledge 
sharing among actors in Sweden and Kenya. The rope-making device 
was the focus of Paper II but was also mentioned in Papers I and III. 
The Epilogue makes explicit how the rope-making machine is still in 
use, but in different contexts than was initially intended.

The Hyacinth Basket

The third prototype developed was the hyacinth basket. It was based on 
an existing design, which Zingira had created back in 2003. Utilizing 
water hyacinth in crafts production was a widespread activity in the 
Kisumu area, but the lack of an interlinking structure made up-scaling 
impossible. Having redesigned the basket in August 2014, the design 
company supported providing such a system when it brought the bas-
ket into the entrepreneurship training. The hyacinth basket came to 
play an important role in The Basket Project which aimed to contrib-
ute to new job opportunities, encourage sustainable production, and 
connect people and contexts. When the Basket Project ended in De-
cember 2015, five orders had been placed. In total, 450 baskets were 
shipped to Sweden as part of the development activity, coordinating 
the efforts of several actors. The hyacinth basket was the focus of Paper 
IV. The Epilogue describes how the Basket Project has been developed 
further in the continuous process but within a new knowledge network.

The Conversation Tool

The fourth design prototype, the conversation tool, was different from the 
others, as it was text-based instead of material-based. It was developed 
as part of the retrospective co-writing activities (Paper IV) when the 
lead coordinator and I decided to reflect on the Basket Project jointly. 
As described in the previous chapter (2.4.4), the tool was based on the 
translated attributes that define a boundary object. A reflection frame-
work was formed that came to facilitate the co-writing process. The 
aim was to provide a space for joint reflection and encourage in-depth 
reflexive practice. Writing together and developing tools that connect 
theory and practice is central to any academic writing process. The sig-
nificance of this process was that the practitioner was involved in the 
co-writing, providing an institutional voice. I am currently exploring the 
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conversation tool in my practice as a teacher in an academic design context.
Although the prototypes were different and had different aims, they 

were all designed with the frugal aspects in mind: to be resourceful yet 
empowering, acknowledging the Jua Kali, their knowledge and their 
voices. It is notable that the prototypes were not primarily constructed by 
me but were instead co-developed with other players, such as craftsmen, 
engineers, and other designers in Sweden and Kenya. Of great impor-
tance was using and activating what already existed, such as locally avail-
able materials, knowledge networks, and technologies. By searching for 
recognizable elements in both contexts, the idea was to develop objects 
that could quickly move between contexts. From an ANT perspective, 
this kind of design process can be described as a “flatland movement” 
(Latour, 2005, p. 204), or as “polycentric prototyping” as I prefer to 
call it, since the process has “more than one center (as of development 
or control)” (Merriam Webster Dictionary, n.d.). 

3.3 Chronological Account

In the following section, the most prominent research activities and 
the material collected and produced are briefly described. These are 
also marked in the timeline on page 112 (FIgure 11). It is noteworthy 
that some of the activities take place in parallel processes and extend 
over nine years. Also note that some of the papers were produced in the 
middle of the process (2014–15), others after the case study had been 
closed (2020–21). The different research materials that were collected 
and produced are highlighted in a bold font in the text.
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FIgure 11. The Timeline and the Critical Research Activities. When the prototypes were 
developed and when the articles were produced.

Pre-Research Activity: Initial Observations (March 2011)

Fieldwork in Kenya, Kisumu, and Nairobi (March 2011)

As described in the Prologue, the research was triggered by a ten-day 
trip to Kenya in March 2011, when I visited Kisumu for the first time. 
I then met representatives from the Reality Studio, who introduced 
me to the crafts organization and the lead coordinator with whom they 
had been collaborating since 2005. The frugal complexities were ob-
served and discussed together with the lead coordinator, which triggered 
collaboration. The hyacinth basket was found interesting to use as a 
starting point for co-operation. As a souvenir from the trip, I bought a 
basket as material evidence of the challenges and the change that was 
ongoing. The latter part of the fieldwork activity took place in Nairobi, 
where we visited the development aid organization with whom we later 
started a collaboration. The activity was documented in a travel re-
port, and collected materials such as a locally made hyacinth basket 
served as memory triggers.

The Co-
Crafted Play-

ground
(2012–2013)

The  
Rope Making 

Machine
(2012–2013)

The  
Hyacinth 

Basket
(2013–2017)

The  
Conversation 

Tool
(2020–2021)

Paper I
(2014)

Paper II
(2015)

Paper III
(2020)

Paper IV
(2021)
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Phase 1: Practice-Based Research (September 2012–December 2017)

Fieldwork in Kenya, Kisumu, and Dunga Beach (September 2012)

The collaboration was made possible through the PhD position linked 
to Mistra Urban Futures, which started in September 2012. The first 
research activity was two weeks of fieldwork in Kisumu and Dunga 
Beach. A core group was formed, and it was then I met the Kenyan 
design researcher and the GIS researchers who later became co-pro-
ducers. I also re-connected with the lead coordinator at the craft orga-
nization to ask if they were interested in becoming project partners in 
the process, and they too went on to become co-producers. The Core 
Group visited Dunga Beach, a fishing community six kilometers outside 
Kisumu, where the common Ecotourism (ET) and Marketplace (MP) 
activities were to take place. Collected research materials included sou-
venirs and photographs. Materials produced included a travel report 
and the formulation of a common objective within the core group.

Fieldwork in Kisumu and Dunga Beach (November 2012)

A few months later, in November 2012, a second fieldwork activity 
was conducted in Kenya, which took place in Kisumu and Dunga 
Beach. The participatory activities were arranged by the core group, 
but also with participants from Dunga Beach and the lead coordi-
nator. Together with the lead coordinator, I organized two research 
activities that targeted the village’s local artisans. Approximately a 
hundred participants were involved in the joint activities, and six com-
munity members participated in the specific craft activities. Many of 
the participants later became involved in the Basket Project and the 
Playground Project. This fieldwork lasted for three weeks. At the end 
of the period, I was introduced by my primary supervisor (Nyström) 
to a business facilitator who re-connected me to the development 
aid organization, who I had met in Nairobi in March 2011, and with 
which I later cooperated. The material co-produced during the field-
work included a set of maps that helped to create a deeper under-
standing of how a community of place is organized. Other collected/
produced materials included photographs and a PowerPoint pre-
sentation of our ideas (which was not used due to lack of electric-
ity). The activities were ultimately documented in a travel report.
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Fieldwork in Nairobi, Kisumu, and Zanzibar (April 2013)

Due to political instability (government elections), the planned research 
activities in Kenya were delayed until the beginning of April 2013. I then 
participated in a strategic meeting in Nairobi arranged by the business 
facilitator. The development organization and representatives for the 
research platform (including professor Nyström) took part. At my re-
quest, the lead coordinator at the craft organization participated as well. 
At the meeting, it was decided to collaborate around job development 
activities, focusing on hyacinth utilization and crafts development, which 
later became the development aid project (see Paper IV). At another 
meeting in Kisumu a few days later, together with the lead coordinator 
I met the Kenyan PhD candidates in the core group to discuss engag-
ing in the development project, an opportunity to interlink the MP and 
ET activities. The last part of the fieldwork activity was conducted in 
Zanzibar, where I conducted market investigations regarding local crafts 
production. I also re-connected with Reality Studio, which had relocated 
to Stone Town because of the political situation in Kenya. The three 
weeks of field activity resulted in a first draft for what would become 
the Basket project, and the field study activities were documented in 
a travel report. Collected/produced materials included photographs 
and souvenirs (other baskets), and the lead coordinator and I also cre-
ated a PowerPoint presentation of our idea.

Fieldwork in Gothenburg and Stockholm (April–August 2013)

Due to the election, the practical experiments in Kenya during the 
spring of 2013 were postponed. Encouraged by my supervisor (von 
Busch), I instead decided to do similar research activities in Sweden. 
At the end of April 2013, I prototyped the concept of the co-crafted 
playground for the first time. The idea was to create a communi-
ty-building movement to be implemented in Dunga Beach as part 
of the MP activities. The one-week activity took place in central Go-
thenburg in a park as part of an academic conference (see Paper III). 
The experiment was done in collaboration with a PhD colleague from 
HDK. Other actors involved were students, professional craftsmen, 
and citizens of Gothenburg—adults as well as children. The activ-
ity resulted in a set of willow sculptures and a concept for conduct-
ing co-craft playground workshops. I conducted an evaluation of the 
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experiment with the students involved and thoroughly documented 
the activity in photos.

As part of the Playground Project, I invited professional rope makers 
to participate in the process. An idea was born to implement the frugal 
rope-making technology in the emerging development aid project. The 
idea was to construct a simple machine that could make the rope more 
efficient, and experiments started in May 2013. In a parallel process, 
the emerging collaboration around starting entrepreneurship training 
in Kenya continued, and negotiations began with the design company 
to create a partnership around hyacinth product development. Thus 
emerged the Basket Project, in which the lead coordinator and the hy-
acinth basket came to play central roles. Based on the existing basket 
design developed by Zingira in 2003, a collection of prototypes was 
produced by the company as potential learning objects in entrepre-
neurship training. The material created and collected during these ac-
tivities included prototypes, email conversations, and photographs.

Fieldwork in Kenya (May–October 2013)

The co-crafted playground activity had been followed from a distance 
via social media by the Kenyan design researcher, who in May 2013 
conducted a similar exercise in Kisumu. Based on our shared experi-
ences from the two different contexts, we planned a third joint exper-
iment in Kenya (Papers I and III). The two-day activity took place in 
Dunga Beach in October 2013. The rope-making machine was also 
implemented as a frugal technology and participatory design tool in 
this Marketplace activity (Papers I and II). The rope-making device 
was also used in the Basket project, which had formally started in Sep-
tember 2013 (Paper IV). The redesigned basket collection, which I 
had brought to Kenya, was introduced to the participants in the en-
trepreneurship training by the lead coordinator and me. An initial 
prototyping activity took place, concentrating on sharing knowledge 
and skills. In total, this field activity lasted three weeks and, in ad-
dition to the adjusted playground concept, the collected materi-
als included basket prototypes, photographs, and a travel report.
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Working Remotely From Sweden (October 2013–December 2017).

For family reasons, the research has been conducted remotely since 
October 2013. Even if I was not physically involved in the process, 
I was still highly engaged in the collaborative development process, 
acting from a distance. From January 2016 on, the research activi-
ties have been focused on the basket and on what happened after the 
development aid project ended in December 2015. During the pe-
riod 2013–15, the collected research material in Kenya was primarily 
produced by the lead coordinator, who worked during this time for 
the development aid organization as a trainer in entrepreneurship 
and coordinator of the basket production. His duties included writ-
ing monthly reports, which became a valuable research material. It 
is notable that the collaborative activities continued after the project 
time, and one example of the continuous partnership is that the lead 
coordinator visited Sweden three times during this period for reverse 
field study visits (October 2015, June 2016, May 2017). We also met 
in Leiden, where we presented a paper at an international conference 
about frugal innovation (November 2017). Another essential platform 
for collaboration, where valuable research material was produced, was 
Reality Studio, where Zingira became one of their main collaborating 
partners. The collected research material during this period was also 
collected from email conversations and other social media interac-
tions, where Facebook and Messenger as intermediaries provided an 
important remote project space.

Phase 2: Theoretical Research (February 2014–July 2021)

Immersion in Theory and Paper Writing

Simultaneous with the action-based research phase, a theoretical re-
search phase has been ongoing in a partly parallel process that started in 
February 2014. In this process, the collected and co-produced material 
has been interpreted and discussed with support from theory. The focus 
has been to write about our shared experiences, so a primary method 
has been co-writing. Materials produced were papers, reports and a 
conversation tool. Chapter 4 provides a summary of the appended 
papers, and the full articles are found in the Appendix. In FIgure 11, 
page 112, it is shown in what papers the different prototypes appeared. 
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An overview of the appended papers can be found on page 136–137, in 
the end of Chapter 4 (FIgure 12).

Post-Research Activities: Epilogue (Jan 2018–)

Research and Development and Educational Activities in Sweden and Kenya

The transdisciplinary research process has triggered a post-research ac-
tivity and continuous development process described in the Epilogue. 
The action-network that emerged during the project is still growing. 
Examples of case studies are presented, interweaving the Basket Project, 
the Rope-making machine, and the Playground Project. This post-re-
search activity is essential to include in the thesis to better understand 
the possible impact the research has already had and the consequences 
going forward. Collected and co-produced materials are, for example, 
prototypes, lectures, and an educational curriculum.

Before I end this chapter, I will reflect on the ethical considerations of 
the chosen framework. This reflection links back to the introductory 
chapter (Chapter 1) but will also be further elaborated on in the Con-
clusions chapter of this thesis (Chapter 6).

3.4 Reflection on Ethics

Concerning research ethics, several dilemmas were encountered in 
practice that are related to the chosen methodological framework. As 
these risk undermining participation and sustainable development, they 
need to be considered critically. As a guide, I use the Swedish Research 
Council’s (SRC) Report for Good Research Practice (2017).

As SRC brings forward in their guidelines, different interests need 
to be balanced to create a win–win effect. This issue becomes evident 
in a transdisciplinary research project when the researcher’s quest for 
producing knowledge must be balanced with the practitioner’s desire 
for immediate change. One issue that I encountered in practice that 
addresses this aspect of ethics was an observation I made when the 
Basket Project emerged in 2013 and we were to have a start-up meet-
ing in Nairobi. I observed that, although the room was full of different 
stakeholders, including myself, the community members—the future 
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participants whom the project was targeting—were not taking part in 
this initial phase. Instead, they came in quite later in the process, after 
some decisions had already been made.

As a Swedish design researcher, I often felt that I had the privilege of 
sitting in the driver’s seat and determining the route, having the right to 
design and do research. In contrast, our Kenyan research colleague did 
not always have the same opportunities. As Kraff (2018) notes, not only 
did we have dedicated time to do research, we also had access to literature 
and prototype money and dedicated supervisors. In total, this created 
imbalances of power even among the PhD students in the core group, 
with the risk of ingraining unsustainable patterns from the colonial past.

Ethical considerations in research are largely a matter of finding a rea-
sonable balance between various interests that are all legitimate. The 
quest for knowledge is one such interest. Individual privacy interests, 
as well as protection against various forms of harm or risk of harm, 
are other legitimate interests. (The Swedish Research Council, 2017)

Another ethical dilemma, also highlighted by SRC, concerns what prom-
ises we make as researchers. Since a TD process deals with change ex-
periments in the field rather than in the laboratory (Jahnke, 2013, p. 54, 
based on Baard, 2010), it is hard to know from the start what the result 
will be. The process can be challenging to manage, since the decisions 
sometimes are taken beyond our control, which I came to experience. 
When we started the research work in 2012, all seven PhD students in 
the core group were to work in the same village of Dunga Beach. We 
did our change experiments and engaged the community members in 
our participatory work to identify constraints and future opportunities. 
However, we soon realized that there were far too many of us researchers 
at the same spot. People became involved in different research projects, 
where time schedules and objectives were mixed up and sometimes col-
lided. Therefore, I decided to take a step back and engage in the Basket 
Project, including engagements in other communities. The community 
group I originally started to work with was also invited to join the pro-
cess. Still, because of constraints beyond my control, including financial 
and political conditions, we could not continue the work as initially in-
tended. The unwanted result was that the Basket Project ended before 
its full potential had been tested, and thus some of the promises made 
in the beginning went unfulfilled.
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Issues like the handling of integrity-sensitive material raise ques-
tions about the interests of the researcher, the study participants, 
and other researchers, but also about what a researcher can promise 
participants and who owns research material. (The Swedish Research 
Council, 2017)

As suggested by SRC (2017) in the quotation below, research ethics is 
not a static discipline or practice but is constantly changing. When the 
research started, there were few TD guidelines to follow. It was therefore 
challenging to know how the process should be approached and what 
the result would be. Looking in the rear mirror, I wish we had spent 
more time from the start discussing how to deal with expectations and 
broken promises. I can see that some form of risk assessment activity, 
like Nabeel Hamdi suggests (2004),20 would have been valuable as a 
start-up activity when the research began. Such kind of kind of co- 
creative activity can, for example, discuss physical risks, outline roles 
and responsibilities, and clarify who owns the research material. It can 
also provide a reflexive space for discussing what will happen after the 
project ends. Thus, research ethics will be reinterpreted in each unique 
situation and therefore be “owned” by all participants, creating a basic 
foundation from the start. However, as Kraff suggests (2018), there is 
also a need for continuous reflection. One unexpected finding in this 
process was that the remote work provided a certain informal space for 
continuous reflection. I found that it opened up opportunities to dis-
cuss upcoming issues as they appeared and when we had time to reflect.

Research ethics is not static, neither as a discipline nor as a practice. 
When the scientific landscape changes, sometimes the debate about 
research ethics shifts as well. New principles may be added, and old 
ones may need to be reinterpreted or applied differently. (The Swedish 
Research Council, 2017)

20 The risk analysis activity Hamdi refers to is called community action planning. See 
Hamdi, N. and Goethert, R. (1997).
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Action spaces are the rooms  
for maneuver, the operational  
possibilities realized by skill,  
the choices available to execute  
practice.21

21 Busch O. v. (2013). Collaborative Craft Capabilities: The Bodyhood of Shared Skills. 
The Journal of Modern Craft, 6(2), 135–146.
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Image 25. Initial Test of the Co-Crafted Playground Concept in Sweden. One of the participa-
tory prototyping activities conducted in Gothenburg, Sweden as part of the Playground 
Project. April 2013.
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This chapter summarizes the appended papers. It particularly high-
lights the approaches and methods that have been explored as part of 
the research study. The chapter ends with an analysis of the initial find-
ings. A visual diagram that shows an overview of the appended papers 
is also presented (FIgure 12). The full-length documents can be found 
in the Appendix.

4.1 Paper I

Hansson, H., Mwango, F., Otieno, J. & Nyström, M. (2014). A Transdis-
ciplinary Research Approach: Challenges and Benefits of Co-production. 

This paper aims to understand the challenges and opportunities of us-
ing a transdisciplinary research approach (TD). The article is co-writ-
ten with two Kenyan research colleagues, Franklin Mwango and Jen-
nipher Otieno, and my primary supervisor, Maria Nyström. I was the 
lead author and the corresponding author. The paper was published in 
the conference proceedings of the Cumulus Conference: Design with 
the Other 90%: Changing the World by Design, held in Johannesburg in 
September 2014. The theory and methodological approach used were 
action-based research. The methods used were prototyping, design inter-
ventions, and dynamic systems mapping, which were the core research 
means to co-produce knowledge. The research questions were: What 
are the challenges and opportunities of using a transdisciplinary approach? 
What are the outcomes?

There are various collaborative research approaches that go under other 
names. The shared focus is to bridge the gap between research and prac-
tice with the goal of “effectively using science to capture and solve cur-
rent social and environmental problems” (Robinson, 2008; Polk, 2014). 
Transdisciplinary research (TD) involves diverse stakeholders, both prac-
titioners and researchers (Polk, 2014). The goal is that the collaborative 
activities should contribute to sustainability and lead to “increased par-
ticipation,” “knowledge integration,” and “social robustness” (p. 5). The 
highlighted problem is that joint knowledge production is unusual, so 
there are few guidelines to follow. Although manuals do exist, such as the 
one produced by Mistra Urban Futures (Westerberg et al., 2013), a high-
lighted problem is that the guidelines are not being contextualized. As 
can be read in the manual, the challenges of TD seem to be linked to the 
joint knowledge production process as such, which involves actors who 
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represent both academic disciplines and practice. Identified core design 
issues concern how to deal with “multiple framings” (p. 7) and how co-
owned arenas for sustainable transformation processes can be created.

The knowledge contribution is that the paper contextualizes TD re-
search in an East African context. It is based on a case study in Kenya 
between 2013 and 2014. It describes how my two Kenyan PhD col-
leagues and I were trying to get organized for change and conduct 
change experiments in the field together with local practitioners in a 
small fishing community outside Kisumu. The paper follows the collab-
orative design process, in which prototyping and design interventions 
were the means for co-producing knowledge. In the reflection phase, 
each step in the process was discussed jointly by the researchers with 
support from photo illustrations and visual modeling. The concluding 
reflection highlights several findings, of which the most relevant for this 
thesis can be summarized as follows:

A core challenge of TD research is the complexity due to the multiple 
stakeholders and their multiple framings. The researcher must be able to 
deal with diversity, collaborative methods, tools, and skills. Prototyping 
and other visual tools such as systems dynamics mapping are helpful 
because they make knowledge visible for everyone involved. Another 
finding is the need for time and space for collaborative reflection and 
that spending time together is essential to create a shared understanding. 
The last finding is that transferred ownership of the process is critical 
to building common ground. Since TR is a relationship-building and 
trust-building activity, co-ownership is vital, and the process needs to 
be adequately anchored by the participants, which takes time.

• Transdisciplinary research is complex due to the multiple stake-
holders and their different framings.

• Prototyping and systems mapping is found to be beneficial for 
dealing with complexity, since they make visible the knowledge for all  
involved.

• Transdisciplinary research requires time and space for collabora-
tive reflection.

• Trust and shared ownership are crucial elements in building a 
joint base.
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4.2 Paper II

Hansson, H. (2015). Designing Through Things: Objects as Catalyst 
of Change.

The second paper investigates the changing role of the designer and 
the role design objects can play as catalysts of change when acting in a 
“non-design context” in Kenya. The article was published in the confer-
ence proceedings of the international research conference Participatory 
Innovation Conference (PIN-C) held in the Hague in April of 2015, and 
I was the sole author. The area of exploration is participatory design, 
and prototyping is the method in focus for the investigation. Method-
ologically, participatory prototyping and design interventions were the 
core means to co-produce knowledge, and the theoretical concept/ap-
proach is design infrastructuring, which refers to actor-network theory. It 
is notable that there is no clearly stated research question in the paper. 
Possible research questions could have been: How can the role of design 
and designed objects be understood when acting in a “non-design” context in 
Kenya? What are the challenges and opportunities of participatory prototyping?

Prototypes are traditional design tools that usually have been pro-
duced at the end of the design process to communicate the final idea 
to the client. On the other hand, participatory prototyping can be de-
scribed as a research activity that takes place throughout the entire de-
sign process. It is significant that the user-participants are actively in-
volved from the start (Sanders, 2014). Usually such a design process 
starts with co-creative activities where somewhat fuzzy design things 
are used as facilitating elements, such as post-it notes and rough card-
board models. Based on these initial explorations, there is a progression 
that leads to increasingly concrete solutions (Sanders, 2008). Two re-
search problems are addressed in this paper: one is that prototypes of-
ten are “alien” tools, since they are not designed to be adapted to and 
used in the local context. Another highlighted issue is the short-term 
perspective, since the design efforts are often limited to the ongoing 
project. Dealing with time, targeting the more long-term changes, the 
paper suggests adopting a “design infrastructuring approach”—a con-
cept that for example has been explored by Björgvinsson et al. (2012). 
Such an approach, which is highly influenced by actor-network the-
ory, acknowledges what happens after the actual design project con-
cludes. A key concern during the project time is giving the present users 
agency to take ownership of the process and become the future designers.
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Effective with this process was the strategy of using and developing 
“real” objects as prototypes, where the design was deeply anchored in 
the local context in Kenya. These objects should materialize local op-
portunities and can be treated as “mediators” (Latour, 2005), aiming 
to trigger the start of new processes. Such an infrastructuring approach 
connects to Nabeel Hamdi (2004), who suggests a “small change” ap-
proach (p. xxvi). In brief, such a strategy means building on what al-
ready exists and creating practice-based interventions that can trigger a 
process of collaborative change over time. In a Kenyan design context, 
this kind of catalysts for change can be seen as “frugal innovations,” 
which, according to Bansal (2014), should be “affordable, sustainable, 
lightweight and rugged.” If possible, they should be locally made, us-
ing “renewable materials” and having “the end-user in mind” (ibid.).

The prototypes that were developed in this case were simple rope- 
making machines. They were constructed in Sweden but were designed 
to adapt to the local context in Kenya. The machinery was made from 
easy-to-find and affordable components, such as recycled materials, 
scrap wood, and bicycle parts. The original design intention was to 
“frugalize”—i.e. simplify and improve the existing rope-making process 
when producing hyacinth baskets, thereby reducing production costs. 
However, as it could be followed in the case study, the original idea 
failed. Instead, the machines came to act as participatory design tools, 
which had a catalytic effect and were used both in Kenya and Sweden.

The paper concludes that strategically designed material prototypes 
could be valuable tools to implement at the beginning of the process in 
order to create a shared understanding. To make possible a continua-
tion, the designer must involve and view users as the future designers, so 
ownership is initiated. Such design actions require a shift in perspective 
on the designer’s role. A third finding is that to create more long-term 
changes, trust and ownership are critical, which can be achieved through 
the prototyping process. Another insight is that the relationship-building 
aspects are central, and therefore change requires time.

• The designer must engage the users as the future designers to cre-
ate ownership of the process.

• Material prototypes can be valuable tools to implement at the be-
ginning of a design process to create a shared understanding.

• When working in non-design contexts, the design must be frugal.
• The relation-building aspects are central to why collaboration takes 

time to develop.
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4.3 Paper III

Hansson, H., Mwango, F., Nyström, M., & Svengren-Holm, L. (2020). 
Creating the Crafted Playground Through Co-design: Providing an Ac-
tion Space for Creating Collaborative Capabilities.

This paper aims to show the values and challenges that collaborative 
work among various stakeholders in public spaces gives to a design 
process aimed at positive social change. The paper contributes to a dis-
cussion about how designers and artisans can benefit from each other 
by finding areas for collaborative work. A conversation is made of what 
we can learn by comparing different cases in Scandinavia and East Af-
rica. The paper is co-written with one of my Kenyan PhD colleagues, 
Franklin Mwango, and my supervisors Maria Nyström and Lisbeth 
Svengren-Holm. It was published in the 4D Journal of Landscape Archi-
tecture and Garden Art in June 2020. I was the lead author, and Franklin 
Mwango was the corresponding author. The research question is: How 
can the concept of the co-crafted playground provide an action space that 
supports building collaborative capabilities to contribute to more sustainable 
cities and communities?

The research problem addressed is that design, especially industrial 
design, is sometimes accused of “lacking context” (Koskinen et al., 2011, 
p. 4). That kind of void means that designers lack an understanding of 
the bigger picture and that, for example, design prototypes are too fu-
ture-oriented, lacking connection to the present. The paper therefore 
suggested exploring co-craft as a participatory design tool. In this pro-
cess, collaborative craft making became a strategy for creating a bridge 
between contexts, providing a “glocal” (Palmsköld, 2013) action space. 
The theoretical concepts/approaches used in the paper were co-craft, ac-
tion-space, and collaborative capabilities, all inspired by von Busch 2008, 
2013. The first concept, co-craft, is described as a participatory design 
tool used to create a cultural bridge to the local innovation culture in 
Kenya. The concept is based on a similar idea as co-design. Still, it is 
based on the principles of craft, a material art that has a “deep connec-
tion with materiality and cultural continuity” (Adamson, 2013, p. xxii). 
Action space is the second concept, defined as “the rooms for maneu-
ver” (von Busch, 2013a, p. 139). It can be seen as an explorative space 
provided by the society wherein collaborative practices can be executed 
(ibid.). The third concept, collaborative capabilities, is defined as the 
“socio-ability,” i.e., being able to collaborate (Sennett, 2012, p. 21).
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The theories were implemented in practice through a methodolog-
ical idea for developing collaborative craft capabilities—a co-crafted 
playground—where children were acknowledged as a user group. The 
comparative and retrospective case study followed how the co-crafted 
playground was prototyped in Sweden and moved to Kenya, where it 
was transformed to suit the local design context. The research study was 
divided into two phases, the first action-based (abductive research) and 
the second concentrated on theoretical research (deductive research). 
During the first phase, the practical experiments were conducted, which 
in this case were focused on creating a platform for temporal play in 
cities and communities in Sweden and Kenya. After this, a theoretical 
conceptualization was made with support from the key concepts, which 
could help conceptualize and contextualize participatory design.

The paper concluded that the concept is valuable because it helps to 
connect actors and contexts together. However, the issue of time and 
ownership should be better acknowledged. For example, dedicated time 
for preparation is needed to anchor ideas in the local context. It was 
also found that space for reflection is required, which combines concrete 
making and abstract thinking. Creating such a space is challenging, since 
this activity takes place in the public realm. A third finding is the iden-
tified need for developing methods that concern the “non-participant” 
perspective, i.e. the participants who cannot participate in the actual 
collaborative activities. Their needs and views must be acknowledged. 
A final remark reflected on the need for moving from project-based 
structures to knowledge infrastructures in order to foster more long-
term changes, which again highlights the issue of time.

• The issue of time and ownership should be acknowledged to sup-
port trust and continuity over time.

• A space is needed for reflection in the public realm that combines 
concrete making and abstract thinking.

• Design methods that address the non-participant perspective are 
needed too.

• Sustainable development requires a movement from projects to 
knowledge clusters.
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4.4 Paper IV

Hansson, H., Odhiambo, E., Svengren-Holm, L., Raviola, E., Dymi-
trow, M., & Wagah, G. (Forthcoming). Moving from Void to Voice:  
Developing a Conversation Tool to Increase Reflexivity in Participatory 
Design Projects.

This paper aims to investigate how the concept Boundary Object (BO) 
can be translated into a reflexive tool to facilitate collaboration in par-
ticipatory design projects in a Global North–South context, thereby 
creating a transformative change for a specific user group in target, in 
this case Jua Kali. The overarching goal is to provide a tool that partic-
ipatory designers can use to increase reflexivity in any transboundary 
project. Bringing multiple voices forward is a way to implement SDG 17 
in design practice. The paper was co-written with Evance Odhiambo, the 
lead coordinator at Zingira. Other authors were my supervisors Lisbeth 
Svengren Holm and Elena Raviola and Mirek Dymitrow, and George 
Wagah, representatives for the Mistra Urban Futures platform. The 
guiding research questions for the paper were: How can the concept BO 
be translated to a reflexive tool, aiming to increase reflexivity in participatory 
design projects? How can the development of this tool support a transformative 
change for the participants in a collaborative process?

The kind of participatory work this paper represents highlights the 
need for identifying new types of design practices as explored by Kraff 
(2018) and Jernsand (2016), who call for context-based methods and 
tools, while also encouraging reflexivity. The need for joint reflection—
where design issues can be debated collectively—is also emphasized by 
Storni (2015), who takes an actor-network theory approach to co-design. 
We also found a lack of theoretical frameworks that can help analyze and 
contextualize design and provide new vocabularies (Jordan & Yamauchi, 
2008, Koskinen et al., 2011). The paper explored how the actor-network 
theory-related concept of “boundary object” (Star & Griesemer, 1989) 
can be used as a discussion framework to better understand the collab-
orative complexities faced in a practice-based project in Kisumu, Kenya. 

The case study describes the emergence of a Swedish-Kenyan de-
velopment project based in Kisumu, Kenya. The project aimed to es-
tablish an educational and market platform for producing baskets from 
the invasive water hyacinth plant. Based on seven attributes that define 
a boundary object, the analytical framework was used to reflect on a 
case that describes an emerging development project in which the two 
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key authors were involved, together with other participants. The method 
used in this paper, co-writing (CoW), is not just a reporting exercise but 
rather a text-based participatory practice that in this study takes place 
between researchers and practitioners (Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005). 
Aiming at giving the Jua Kali a formal voice in the PD project, we could 
learn the value of CoW as a method of inquiry that would complement 
traditional design practice (making). CoW encourages critical reflec-
tion among both researchers and practitioners. It is significant that the 
practitioner is actively involved in the writing, strengthening the link-
age between theory and practice. The CoW method thereby addresses 
the need for context-based design tools that encourage reflexivity and 
embrace diversity and the issue of time, identified as participatory chal-
lenges in earlier PD projects (Kraff, 2018; Jernsand, 2016). 

The study shows how the concept BO can be translated and contex-
tualized, thus becoming a workable framework for participatory design 
work in line with the discussion by Jordan & Yamamuchi (2008); Storni 
(2015); Jernsand (2016); and Kraff (2018). The conversation tool acts as 
a scaffold for discussing collaborative complexities with a ‘local project 
vocabulary’. In the conversation, we interpreted the design activities, 
the collaboration, and participation to make it understandable, useful, 
meaningful, and travelable for future collaborations (Czarniawska and 
Sevón, 1996). One important knowledge contribution is that the tool can 
be adapted to various contexts and different kinds of actors, who have 
other voices and different views of collaborative issues. The tool can be 
used before, during, and after a project, both as an organizational means 
and as a framework for continuous reflection. In this case also writing 
this academic paper by enrolling new allies (Callon, 1986). Change im-
peratives for how to deal with more sustainable design processes were 
thus created. Our conclusions are hence that the conversational tool, 
implemented in a co-writing process, builds on existing knowledge, and 
helps to implement SDG 17 in design practice.

• Provides space and scaffolding for joint reflection, making it possi-
ble to talk about cooperative complexities in a structured yet open way.

• Encourages participation and creates co-ownership, since the proj-
ect participants can bring forward their different voices and opinions.

• Can be used in any transboundary project since the tool is replica-
ble and adjustable.

• Builds on existing knowledge contributes to implementing SDG 17 
in practice.
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4.5 Analyzing the Papers With Support From Clustering

When summarizing the papers with support from clustering, a set of is-
sues appears that I argue participatory designers need to consider when 
designing in the context of Global North–South cooperation. These 
are diversity, context, reflexivity, and time. These issues were introduced 
in the introductory chapter, and in the next section they act as themes 
for the discussion. One core finding when analyzing the papers is how 
important participatory prototyping (PP) seems to be as a participatory 
design method for addressing the issue of diversity. Two variations of PP 
were explored in the papers on co-craft (CoC) and co-writing (CoW) 
that in combination can help designers deal with context and reflexivity 
and build capabilities. A third finding is the importance of considering 
time as a design element, which in this case concerns the Jua Kali, and 
to some extent children, as local change agents; both are marginalized 
groups in Kenya. The study shows how important it is to involve the 
users in the whole design process, so that co-ownership can be created, 
sparking a continuation. I explain this kind of long-term and capabil-
ity-building process as knowledge infrastructuring. These initial findings 
are discussed in the next chapter on existing research with support 
from the conceptual framework, which consists of theories related to 
actor-network theory and the capability approach.
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FIgure 12. Overview of the Appended Papers.

Paper Main Title/RQ Author(s) Key Concepts/Perspectives Methodology Key Findings

Paper I

Published in Conference proceed-
ings, (Cumulus, Johannesburg, 
2014).

A Transdisciplinary Research 
Approach

RQ: What are the challenges and  
opportunities of using a trans-
disciplinary approach? What are  
the outcomes?

Hansson, H.
Mwango, F.
Otieno, J. 
Nyström, M. 

Transdisciplinary Research (TR)
Co-Production

Case study in Kenya 2012–2014.
 
Action based research
Prototyping 
Design interventions 
Systems Mapping
Co-Writing 

1. TR is complex due to the  
multiple stakeholders and their dif-
ferent framings.

2. Prototyping and systems map-
ping are found beneficial since they 
make visible the knowledge.

3. TR requires time and space for 
collaborative reflection. 

Paper II

Published in Conference proceed- 
ings from Participatory Innovation 
Conference, Haag, 2015)

Designing Through Things: Objects 
as Catalyst of Change

RQ: How can the role of design 
and designed objects be understood, 
when acting in a “non-design  
”context in Kenya? What are the 
challenges and potentials of partici-
patory prototyping? 

Hansson, H. Participatory Prototyping
Small Change
Frugal
Design Infrastructuring
 
Theoretical Perspective 
Actor-Network Theory (ANT) 

Case study in Kenya and Sweden 
2012–2014.
 
Action based research
Participatory Prototyping
Design interventions

1. Strategically designed material 
prototypes can be useful tools to im-
plement in the beginning of a design 
process in order to create a common 
understanding.

2. A shift of perspective is needed 
to make possible a continuation

3. The designer must involve and 
view users as the future designers to 
create ownership of the process.

Paper III

Published in the 4D Journal of 
Landscape Architecture and Garden 
Art, No. 55–56, 2020).

Creating the Crafted Playground 
Through Co-Design

RQ: How can the concept of the 
co-crafted playground provide an  
action space that supports building 
collaborative capabilities, with the 
goal of contributing to more sustain-
able cities and communities? 

Hansson, H.
Mwango, F.
Nyström, M.
Svengren-Holm, L.

Co-Craft
Action Space
Collaborative Capabilities
Central Capabilities

Theoretical Perspective
 The Capability Approach (CA)

Retrospective study, Comparative 
Case study. in Sweden and Kenya 
2012–2013. 

Participatory Prototyping
Design Interventions Based on 
Co-Craft

Theoretical Research:
The Central capabilities as a reflexive 
framework

1. The issue of time and ownership 
should be acknowledged, to support 
trust and continuity over time.

2. A space for reflection in public 
space is needed which combines con-
crete making and abstract thinking.

3. Design methods are needed 
which also concerns the non-partici-
pant perspective. 

Paper IV

Submitted to The International  
Journal of design 2021-08-08.

Moving From Void to Voice:  
Developing a Conversation Tool  
to Increase Reflexivity in 
Participatory Design Projects. 

RQ1: How can the concept BO be 
translated to a reflexive tool, aiming 
to increase reflexivity in participatory 
design projects? 

RQ2: How can the development 
of this tool support a transformative 
change for the participants in a col-
laborative process? 

Hansson, H.
Odhiambo, E.
Svengren-Holm, L.
Raviola, E.
Dymitrow, M.
Wagah, G.

Boundary Object

Theoretical Perspective
Actor-Network Theory (ANT)

Retrospective study. Case study in 
Sweden and Kenya 2012–2017

Co-writing using Boundary Object 
as a reflexive design tool

Method and Tool Development. 

1. provides space and scaffolding 
for joint reflection, making it possible 
to talk about cooperative complexi-
ties in a structured yet open way.

2. Encourages participation and 
creates co-ownership, since the proj-
ect participants can bring forward 
their different voices and opinions.

3. Can be used in any transbound-
ary project since the tool is replicable 
and adjustable. 

4. Builds on existing knowledge 
contributes to implementing SDG 17 
in practice.
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Paper Main Title/RQ Author(s) Key Concepts/Perspectives Methodology Key Findings

Paper I

Published in Conference proceed-
ings, (Cumulus, Johannesburg, 
2014).

A Transdisciplinary Research 
Approach

RQ: What are the challenges and  
opportunities of using a trans-
disciplinary approach? What are  
the outcomes?

Hansson, H.
Mwango, F.
Otieno, J. 
Nyström, M. 

Transdisciplinary Research (TR)
Co-Production

Case study in Kenya 2012–2014.
 
Action based research
Prototyping 
Design interventions 
Systems Mapping
Co-Writing 

1. TR is complex due to the  
multiple stakeholders and their dif-
ferent framings.

2. Prototyping and systems map-
ping are found beneficial since they 
make visible the knowledge.

3. TR requires time and space for 
collaborative reflection. 

Paper II

Published in Conference proceed- 
ings from Participatory Innovation 
Conference, Haag, 2015)

Designing Through Things: Objects 
as Catalyst of Change

RQ: How can the role of design 
and designed objects be understood, 
when acting in a “non-design  
”context in Kenya? What are the 
challenges and potentials of partici-
patory prototyping? 

Hansson, H. Participatory Prototyping
Small Change
Frugal
Design Infrastructuring
 
Theoretical Perspective 
Actor-Network Theory (ANT) 

Case study in Kenya and Sweden 
2012–2014.
 
Action based research
Participatory Prototyping
Design interventions

1. Strategically designed material 
prototypes can be useful tools to im-
plement in the beginning of a design 
process in order to create a common 
understanding.

2. A shift of perspective is needed 
to make possible a continuation

3. The designer must involve and 
view users as the future designers to 
create ownership of the process.

Paper III

Published in the 4D Journal of 
Landscape Architecture and Garden 
Art, No. 55–56, 2020).

Creating the Crafted Playground 
Through Co-Design

RQ: How can the concept of the 
co-crafted playground provide an  
action space that supports building 
collaborative capabilities, with the 
goal of contributing to more sustain-
able cities and communities? 

Hansson, H.
Mwango, F.
Nyström, M.
Svengren-Holm, L.

Co-Craft
Action Space
Collaborative Capabilities
Central Capabilities

Theoretical Perspective
 The Capability Approach (CA)

Retrospective study, Comparative 
Case study. in Sweden and Kenya 
2012–2013. 

Participatory Prototyping
Design Interventions Based on 
Co-Craft

Theoretical Research:
The Central capabilities as a reflexive 
framework

1. The issue of time and ownership 
should be acknowledged, to support 
trust and continuity over time.

2. A space for reflection in public 
space is needed which combines con-
crete making and abstract thinking.

3. Design methods are needed 
which also concerns the non-partici-
pant perspective. 

Paper IV

Submitted to The International  
Journal of design 2021-08-08.

Moving From Void to Voice:  
Developing a Conversation Tool  
to Increase Reflexivity in 
Participatory Design Projects. 

RQ1: How can the concept BO be 
translated to a reflexive tool, aiming 
to increase reflexivity in participatory 
design projects? 

RQ2: How can the development 
of this tool support a transformative 
change for the participants in a col-
laborative process? 

Hansson, H.
Odhiambo, E.
Svengren-Holm, L.
Raviola, E.
Dymitrow, M.
Wagah, G.

Boundary Object

Theoretical Perspective
Actor-Network Theory (ANT)

Retrospective study. Case study in 
Sweden and Kenya 2012–2017

Co-writing using Boundary Object 
as a reflexive design tool

Method and Tool Development. 

1. provides space and scaffolding 
for joint reflection, making it possible 
to talk about cooperative complexi-
ties in a structured yet open way.

2. Encourages participation and 
creates co-ownership, since the proj-
ect participants can bring forward 
their different voices and opinions.

3. Can be used in any transbound-
ary project since the tool is replicable 
and adjustable. 

4. Builds on existing knowledge 
contributes to implementing SDG 17 
in practice.
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[Frugal innovations] are afford- 
able, sustainable, lightweight,  
and rugged. Wherever possible,  
they should be made locally  
with renewable materials. Per- 
haps most important, they  
should be developed with the  
end-user in mind.22

22 Bansal Sarika (2014). Innovation-within-reach. Retrieved 2017-05-25 from http:// 
opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/08/21
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Image 26. The Rope-Making Machine: A Community-Building Tool. The rope-making ma-
chine was used as a participatory design tool in Osiri, one of the communities of place 
engaged in the Basket Project. October 2012.
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This chapter unfolds how participatory design and designers can con-
tribute to sustainable development (SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals). 
The discussion of the empirical findings is made with support from ex-
isting literature and the study’s conceptual framework. The discussion 
pivots around the four aspects of participatory design outlined earlier: 
diversity, context, reflexivity, and time. Photos act as visual guides to sup-
port the discussion and deepen the understanding.

5.1 Participatory Prototyping: Providing a Shared Learning Space

As introduced in Chapter 1, and as Seravalli argues (2014), diversity is a 
crucial aspect of participatory design that should be encouraged, not re-
duced. At the same time, diversity is complex to manage, since it demands 
that the actors involved acknowledge each other’s interests and, while do-
ing so, find “ways to relate to each other” (p. 192). It was indeed the case 
in this study that diversity is beneficial yet challenging to deal with, as for 
example was highlighted in Paper I. We found that a transdisciplinary re-
search process involving actors from two continents is full of challenges. A 
fundamental complexity were the multiple framings that exist (Westerberg 
et al., 2012), which we visualized in a graphic model in Paper I (p. 389). 
However, we also found that such a collaborative work brings new insights 
and perspectives to the individual work, which was perceived as valuable 
by those involved. To deal with diversity and the multiple framings, my 
colleagues and I primarily explored the method of participatory prototyp-
ing (PP). One benefit of PP articulated in the paper was that prototyping 
made visible tacit knowledge, which otherwise would have been hidden 
for us. Another benefit pointed to in Paper II was that PP helped create 
a shared understanding of the situation, which triggered a continuation.

Two pictures (Images 27 and 28) that I argue capture well what PP 
is about and what designers can contribute were taken during the Play-
ground Project (Paper III). Image 27 shows a participatory activity held 
in a public park in Gothenburg, Sweden. Image 28 shows the same 
activity conducted in a Kenyan design context, on land owned by the 
Beach Management Unit in Dunga Beach. Although the circumstances 
differ, people of different ages and genders became involved in the ac-
tivity: children, adults, the elderly, men, and women had all gathered at 
the construction site. The participants had all come there not because 
they had to but because they wanted to and because they had a shared 
interest: to accomplish change together and to play, laugh, and enjoy 
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recreational activities. Even with support from only simple materials, 
such as sticks and ropes, it was shown that change could be concretized 
into material actions. By making something together using concrete 
materials at full scale, abstract ideas became “anchored in tangible re-
ality” (Sennett, 2008, p. 21) so that change could be experienced by all 
involved. However, even if such a space engages multiple actors with di-
verse interests, it is a messy place, full of negotiations and challenging to 
manage. Designing together is not a picnic, but requires particular skills 
that I argue, like von Busch (2013), can be trained in this kind of “action 
space” (p. 135). Designers must ask some critical questions, however, 
like who has come to the construction site? Who feels invited to accom-
plish change? And are we also considering those who are not present?

That PP is a valuable means for dealing with complex design processes 
is not something new but has been addressed by several design scholars, 
such as Hamdi (2004), Sanders & Stappers (2008), Westerlund, and 
Wetter-Edman (2017). However, I argue that viewing PP in the light of 
actor-network theory and the capability approach can help us better un-
derstand why engaging in such collaborative design activities can make 
a valuable contribution. Speaking in terms of capabilities, immersion in 
the prototyping design activities made it possible for multiple and diverse 
people to associate. Opportunities were created, not only for the Jua Kali 
but also for children, to “engage in various forms of social interaction, 
learning how to “live with and towards others,” which refers to Central 
Capability 7: Affiliation (Nussbaum, 2011, p. 34). What I see as the ab-
solute value of PP, inspired by Latour (2005) and von Busch (2013), is 
that it embraces diversity and can provide a form of “co-construction 
site,” a prototypical space where diverse actors can learn how to affiliate 
sustainably, thus creating “collaborative capabilities” (von Busch, p. 135).

• Providing a prototypical space (co-construction site) where diverse 
actors can learn how to affiliate sustainably, thus creating collaborative 
capabilities.

5.2 Co-Craft: Anchors Design in a Material, Social,  
and Historical Context

The second aspect of design and participation I have identified as 
central is context. One complexity any participatory designer is fac-
ing when working in a new and “unfamiliar” situation is the lack of an 
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Images 27 and 28. The Playground: Providing a Co-Construction Site. Prototype activities 
in Gothenburg, Sweden (27, above) and Dunga Beach, Kenya (28, below). April 2014 
and October 2014.
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Image 29. The Frugal Machinery. One of the rope-making machines made from scrap 
metal and discarded bicycle parts, developed by the frugal innovator John Olof Andersson 
(1943–2021). May 2013.
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understanding of the unique elements that make up a situation (Wester-
lund & Wetter-Edman, 2017). This topic is crucial when designing in the 
context of Global South and particularly in an African design context. 
Africa’s history is full of examples in which outside actors have entered 
the local design culture and its knowledge networks without getting to 
know it. Instead, they have often imposed their solutions, a colonial 
behavior that in many cases contributed to a form of cultural destruc-
tion (Maatahi, 2010). One design researcher who highlights this issue 
is Eva-Maria Jernsand (2016), who calls for “context-based and visual 
design methods and tools” (p. 65). As it was introduced in Chapter 1 
(1.1.2) and briefly mentioned in Paper II, the issue of context became 
evident as soon as I started to work in the local design context in Kenya. 
I observed that many of the tools we use are far too abstract and some-
how de-contextualized. This insight triggered an exploration of co-craft 
(CoC) as a method tool, which I see as a form of participatory proto-
type activity (PP). As crafts researcher Nicolas Cheng (2019) asserts, 
craft can act as a negotiation tool that helps people to place their work 
“within a material, social, and historical context” (p. 37).

For me, CoC as a method tool became a way to connect to the lo-
cal design culture in Kenya, Jua Kali, here explained as “community 
of practice” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, Wenger, 2008, Wenger-Trayner & 
Wenger-Trayner, 2015, and Seravalli, 2016). In this case, the CoC activ-
ities came to focus on the development of three concrete design things: 
a co-crafted playground concept (Paper III), a simple rope-making ma-
chine (Paper II), and a basket made from the invasive water hyacinth 
plant (Paper IV). This kind of frugal design approach is highly influ-
enced by Nabeel Hamdi’s work and his Small Change approach (2004), 
but it is also highly influenced by ideas of frugal innovation (Woolridge, 
2010; Bhatti & Ventresca, 2013; Radjou & Prabhu, 2015; Leadbeater, 
2014; Pesa, 2015; Lillo, 2020.

One example of how I used co-craft as a method tool to place myself 
in a historical, material, and social context is the rope-making machine, 
primarily explored in Paper II. Regarding the social and material context, 
I started by looking for opportunities in the frugal context. I identified 
a need for equipment that could simplify the rope-making procedure, 
which was time-consuming and cumbersome. I also observed that the 
Jua Kali workers used discarded and dismantled products as material 
resources to be redesigned. I learned about rope making, acknowledging 
the historical context, but we also further developed traditional technol-
ogies through the machine. I was trying hard to not impose something 
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new, but building on what already existed. I gave instructions to a me-
chanical engineer, my father, to design a piece of machinery adapted to 
the frugal context in Kenya, “doing more with less” (Woolridge, 2010)

It was important that the materials should be accessible and afford-
able in Kenya and that the technology be simple to replicate without 
advanced instructions. Instead of using material bought at a hardware 
store, we used scrap materials such as dismantled components from 
discarded bicycles given away by friends in my network. Following fru-
gal principles as defined by Bansal (2014), my father, the Swedish Jua 
Kali man, collected and re-assembled the materials and transformed 
them into new affordable and rugged designs, keeping “the end-user 
in mind” (ibid.) (Image 29). A second lightweight prototype was de-
signed to make it easy to transport to Kenya. This prototype was later 
replicated six times and was used in three different contexts.23 However, 
at that time (2013), the machine did not work out as we had imagined. 
The hyacinth fibers were too weak to be twisted by the machine. An-
other drawback was that the machinery was not locally made in Kenya. 
Even if it was designed to be simple in its construction, it would have 
been beneficial to have made it on site. The knowledge of how to make 
it could thereby have been transferred directly to a Jua Kali engineer. 
Instead, it became a black box that was too hard to replicate. Although 
the device could not be used in hyacinth crafts production, where it 
might have made a real contribution, it still played an essential role as an 
enabling device. As the images make explicit, the rope-making machine 
was used as a participatory and capability building device with which 
people, even children, could easily create their frugal designs (Images 
26, 30, 31, 32 and 33).

I found CoC to be an important design method when designing in 
a Global North–South cooperation context, which can be further ex-
plained with support from ANT and the capability approach (CA). As 
ANT scholar Anne Balsamo suggests (2011), contexts are “not pre-ex-
isting situations or milieus,” but rather “an ensemble of elements […] 
constituted through the connections or articulations among elements” 
(p. 11). What Latour (2005) teaches us in terms of context is to consider 
the interrelations that exist (or are lacking) among elements and to focus 
mainly on the “connectors” (p. 193). As it can particularly be traced in 

23 As the Epilogue makes explicit the machine later moved to Nigeria and is today (June 
2021) used in crafts production just as it was meant to from the start, simplifying hyacinth 
crafts production. See Images 43–46.
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Images 30, 31, 32 and 33. The Rope-Making Machine: A Capability-Building Device. The 
frugal design stimulated play, affiliation, and creativity. As a participatory tool, it facili-
tated community building among adults as well as children, in Sweden and Kenya. It was 
also used to design playful new elements. April 2014 and October 2013.
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the Epilogue, the rope-making machine did act as a connecting element, 
a mediating device which moved between people and contexts, which 
created a “flatland movement” (p. 204). A linkage was created that did 
not exist before, connecting the Swedish, Kenyan, and later Nigerian 
design contexts together. It also created a connection between gener-
ations and linked the historical past to the present and future context. 
From a CA perspective, the activity also became an opportunity for 
young people and children to engage in a co-creative process to shape 
ideas into tangible things, even though they lacked the professional skills 
in making crafts, using “imagination and thought in connections with 
experiencing and producing works and events of one’s own choice.” 
CoC thus created capabilities that refer to CC4: Senses, Imagination, and 
Thought (p. 34). Based on this reasoning, I argue that engaging in CoC 
activities, viewed as a participatory design method tool, help us anchor 
the work in the material, social, and historical context and to estab-
lish links between contexts and generations, also stimulating creativity.

• Anchor the work in the social, material, and historical context and 
establish links between actors, contexts, and generations, also stimu-
lating creativity.

5.3 Co-Writing: Creating a Shared Space for Joint Reflection

Reflexivity is the third issue this thesis addresses. It concerns the need 
not only to make something together but also to reflect together, thus 
creating an increased understanding of a complex situation. The need 
for joint reflection in participatory design work is emphasized by West-
erlund and Wetter-Edman (2017) as well as Jernsand (2016) and Kraff 
(2018). Such reasoning rhymes well with the ideas of Christiano Storni 
(2015), who argues that the consequences of the design actions should 
be “collectively debated,” not just judged by the designer alone (p. 172). 
However, reflexivity also requires support from theoretical frameworks, 
a point emphasized by Jordan & Yamauchi (2008), who argue that de-
signers often lack such structures. The importance of combining prac-
tical making with a reflexive design practice, including the development 
of a discussion framework, was also experienced in this study and was 
mainly explored in Paper IV.

When the Basket Project came to a terminal ending, I and Odhiambo, 
the lead coordinator at Zingira and my main practitioner-partner in this 
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Image 34. The Conversation Tool. The conversation tool, co-developed with the lead co-
ordinator at Zingira, became a boundary object in the co-writing activities. Helena Hansson 
and Evance Odhiambo, July 2019 (first draft). The visualization above, made in September 
2021, further develops the tool in paper IV.

BO attribute Explanation – theory-based Contextualized – project vocabulary 
Plastic A BO must be possible to modify by 

the actors involved to make sure 
that the various concerns of each 
group can be reflected, even if they 
are in conflict with each other.  

A BO must adapt to the local needs and 
constraints. A designer must be concerned if 
there is a lack of access to material and 
quality equipment but also that the value and 
quality perspectives differ.  

Robust A BO must include elements that are 
unchangeable (immutable) and 
therefore can be maintained over 
time and possible to repeat. A robust 
framing means the BO keeps the 
actors together. 

A BO must be anchored in the local 
innovation culture and context to concern 
the long-term development perspective.  
It must also be emphasized that newly 
developed structures need time to develop 
and that the structure and activities must be 
economically viable over time.  

Weakly structured 
on common site 

A BO must have an overall structure 
that is not too rigid but is designed 
to have a vaguer identity. The aim is 
to keep the actors together without 
being too controlling, i.e providing a 
structure based on a fairly loose 
formulated framework. 

Many development projects have a top-down 
structure and hierarchies where people who 
should have a voice are excluded. This must 
be avoided since it risks increasing 
marginalization. Those affected by the design 
actions should have a say in the process, 
from the start to the evaluation and 
reflection phase. 

Strongly structured 
on individual 
site/use 

A BO must enhance local autonomy. 
This means power and agency must 
be distributed from top-down to 
bottom-up so the activities can be 
locally tailored. To have the freedom 
to act independently, still being part 
of a bigger common whole, have a 
“co-ownership.”    

A BO must be anchored from the bottom-up 
to be long-term sustainable. Since local 
actors are the ones who best know their 
situation, their voices must be considered 
already from the start and part of decisions 
made in the project.   

Concrete or 
abstract 

A concrete BO can e.g., be field 
notes, visualizations, reports, or 
material prototypes. The BO should 
be real and tangible for the actors 
involved. An abstract BO can, e.g., be 
a hypothesis or theory. To create a 
reflexive practice, a BO must be both 
abstract and concrete. Thereby a 
linkage is created between theory 
and practice. 

Concrete BO is a key since these make 
change real and tangible for people. The 
concrete BO triggers understanding and 
motivation and can help to recruit actors to 
the process.  
An abstract BO in terms of a theory brings in 
new perspectives to work – and to the 
concrete BO, creates a shared language, and 
helps to contextualize the practice. 

Recognizable A BO must be recognized by the 
actors involved. Identifying a “least 
common denominator” is critical. 
Still, a common denominator refers 
to a consensus-based process, which 
risks being “exclusionary” why the 
non-consensus aspects need to be 
considered when forming BOs.  

A BO must be recognized and understandable 
and found useful and meaningful by all actors 
involved in the project. It is important to 
focus the design actions on something that 
everyone feels engaged in and can benefit 
from.  
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development process, felt a need to jointly reflect on the complexities 
we had encountered in practice, and also to share our findings with a 
broader research community. To democratize the process, I wanted the 
Odhiambo, who was the one most affected by the change actions, to have 
a say in the reflection phase, which led to an investigation of co-writing 
(CoW) as a method of inquiry. The first co-writing experience resulted 
in a project report for the development organization. The second attempt 
was to co-write an academic paper, which was later presented jointly 
at an international conference in the Netherlands on frugal innovation 
(Hansson & Odhiambo, 2017). It is notable that the co-writing process 
also included staging and performing the text by presenting it at a con-
ference, which deepened the relationship-building process and became 
a networking opportunity.

In paper IV we developed the shared practice of co-writing, includ-
ing the development of the conversation tool, presented on page 153 
(Image 34). It was then possible for the researcher and practitioner to 
jointly reason about the collaborative complexities as well as the things 
that went wrong. For example, the unwanted ending of the Basket Proj-
ect and its consequences, which caused a stressful situation that needed 
to be resolved, could be unpacked and debated collaboratively (Storni, 
2015). It was also possible to outline opportunities for how a future, 
more sustainable change process should be approached. A shared learn-
ing experience was created with support from theory. As described in 
Chapter 2 (and Paper IV), this prototypical process started with an in-
formal conversation on Messenger, highlighting a set of collaborative 
complexities. The collected data came to form the basis for the confer-
ence paper. To reflect on the work with support from the ANT concept, 
boundary object (BO) was further explored in Paper IV. BO came to act 
as a scaffold for discussing the collaborative complexities we had en-
countered in practice. The text-based conversations led to developing 
a kind of conversation tool that, as a prototype, became a BO in itself. 
The method was inspired by Richardson and St. Pierre (2005) and in 
Richard Sennett’s work (2012), which in turn refers to literary scholar 
Mikhail Bakhtin’s dialogic approach (1986).

The reason co-writing is an important participatory design method 
can be explained with support from ANT and CA theory. As I explained 
in Chapter 2, the aim of the co-writing activities as executed in this 
process was to make the practitioners’ knowledge explicit, giving them 
a formal voice and thus creating new agencies. Expanding the bound-
aries of design and academic writing was also why I wanted to involve 
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the practitioners in the reflection phase, which most often is dedicated 
to researchers. Since TD research encourages co-production among 
researchers and practitioners (Mistra Urban Futures, n.d.), I argue it 
is the practitioner’s right to be part of the entire design process and the 
writing phase. Such ideas refer to Central Capability 6: Practical Reason, 
which says that people should have the opportunity to “form a concep-
tion of the good and to engage in critical reflection about the planning 
of one’s life” (Nussbaum, 2011, p. 34). As Nussbaum suggests, practical 
reason and affiliation together form an essential structure for achieving 
all the other capabilities, thus playing “a distinctive architectonic role” (p. 
39). As these are the two central capabilities that should be achieved, I 
argue that collaborative reflection should form the basis of any participa-
tory work. My point is that practicing co-writing as a text-based design 
method not only creates a space for shared reflection, increasing the level 
of reflexivity; practitioners are also allowed to formulate their “desires, 
intentions and moral convictions” (ibid.) in an academic context, thus 
giving them a formal voice. In terms of the capability approach, Practical 
Reasoning (CC6) hence creates “moral agency” (Waelbers, 2011, p. 8).

• Stimulating reflexivity by creating a space for practical reasoning 
where the practitioner is given a formal voice, hence creating moral 
agency.

5.4 Approaching the Design Project as a Knowledge  
Infrastructuring Process

The final issue is time, which relates to the unsustainable project cultures 
that exist. The matter of concern has, for example, been addressed in 
participatory design literature by Hamdi (2004), Binder et al., (2011), 
and Jernsand (2016) and in development literature by Wangari Maathai 
(2010). As Maathai (2010) notes, many development processes in Africa 
end after the initiators have left because the project participants do not 
see the value in a continuation (pp. 69–70). In my understanding, time 
points to the lack of a certain kind of co-ownership that would make 
people want to continue the process. In this study, time was raised in 
all the appended papers, particularly in the description and discussion 
of the Basket Project (Paper IV). It was significant for this development 
process that the participants wanted to continue. The issue depended 
to some extent on the lack of a kind of infrastructure that would allow 
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the collaborative process to continue after the project concluded. The 
Basket Project was highly valued, as articulated, for example, by the 
lead coordinator in Paper IV. He attested that being part of the devel-
opment process helped develop his leadership skills and gave access to 
a widened network through which several new frugal projects emerged.

As mentioned in Paper IV, the process sparked a desire to continue, 
although the Basket Project came to an end (2015). To make possible 
a continuation, I arranged for the lead coordinator to come to Sweden 
in October 2015 for a reverse field study with financial support from 
the MUF platform. He then met several people in my existing network, 
including an expert in natural dying and two designers who had a par-
ticular interest in recycling and up-cycling. Others had expertise in pa-
permaking and basketry work. Some of these actors came to Kenya in 
2016, where several co-creative workshops were conducted on topics 
such as basket weaving and natural dyeing (Images 35–36). Participants 
(community members) from the Basket Project who had shown interest 
in a continuation were invited. As Zingira were the hosts, the event also 
allowed them to train their skills in organizing events. The educational 
structure Reality Studio (RS) became an essential platform for manag-
ing the continuous work. Zingira developed several new frugal designs 
together with the RS students. Many of them focused on children and 
youth, such as a playground project (Image 36), and “Jua Kali Kids 
Academy,” an after-school club that encouraged co-crafting and creativ-
ity among children (Image 37). It was significant that all these projects 
were co-developed with Zingira: instead of being a passive passenger in 
the back seat—or worse, being run over—the Jua Kali organization now 
was sitting in the driver’s seat. As one emerging result of the develop-
ment process, the lead coordinator decided to take an undergraduate 
course in project management at Nairobi University, and he graduated 
in December 2018. Co-ownership and the desire to continue and learn 
more were thus evidence of the work’s success, along with changing 
roles and positions.

This kind of development process, in which the project is used as a 
temporary infrastructure for change, can be seen as a design infrastruc-
turing process (Hillgren & Seravalli, 2011; Björgvinsson et al., 2012), 
which in this case helped to create new capabilities. One of them refers 
to Central Capability 10: Control over one’s environment (Nussbaum, 2011), 
which asserts that people should have the right to “effectively participate 
in political choices that govern one’s life” and to enter “into meaningful 
relationships of mutual recognition with other workers” (p. 34). It also 
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Images 35–38. Frugal Designs. Several examples of frugal designs and projects co- 
developed by Zingira and external actors. Photo: Jenny Fingal (35), September 2016; 
Martin Gustavsson (36), February 2015; Reality Studio (37–38), March 2017 and 2018. 
Images 36 and 37 have been cropped.
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refers to CC9: Play, which was shown to be another (unexpected) con-
necting element combined with co-craft. My design contribution was to 
initiate and form this temporal change structure (the project) through 
which diverse people could become affiliated, creating a knowledge in-
frastructure that helped to expand the Jua Kali community of practice. 
What I see as a failure of the process, which was also discussed in Paper 
IV, was not the lack of time per se, but the lack of a discussion from the 
start of what would happen beyond the project time and how to sup-
port the continuous development process. As it was now, the decision 
to terminate the project was made at a project management level, “at 
the top,” but the consequences affected the individuals “at the bottom”.

Hamdi states, “it takes time to know” (2004, p. 134), and he there-
fore suggests avoiding deadlines. Projects can be highly beneficial and, 
as shown, they do trigger development; nevertheless, I still argue that 
project-based structures are highly problematic in these kinds of devel-
opment contexts. Since a TD research project is a knowledge infrastruc-
turing process that involves multiple and diverse actors, there are many 
relations to explore, establish, and nurture. Practicing participatory de-
sign in a frugal context is hence a “slow prototyping” process (Hillgren 
& Seravalli, 2011; Murray et al., 2011) that takes place over time. Based 
on this reasoning, I argue that the project should be treated as a knowl-
edge infrastructuring process, a prototyping activity that takes place over 
time. An unexpected finding was how play as a central capability (CC9) 
became an important interconnective element (pp. 34–35). I argue that 
allowing more time to explore, reflect, and play can help create co-own-
ership. When people feel that they have “control over one’s environment” 
(CC10), and also can laugh and play together (CC9), there are better 
opportunities for people to want the process to continue. By exploring 
play as the capability, children, the future generation of change-mak-
ers, can also be involved in a natural way. However, to be sustainable, 
there must also exist infrastructures that can support the continuous 
development process, even beyond the project time.

• Treating design as a knowledge infrastructuring process in which 
people have control over their environment and want to continue the 
process beyond the project time.
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To sum up: whenever an action  
is conceived as networky, it  
has to pay the full price of its  
extension, it’s composed mainly  
of voids.24

24 Latour, B. (2010). Networks, Societies, Spheres: Reflections of an Actor-network Theorist. In: 
A Keynote Speech for the International Seminar on Network Theory: Network Multidi-
mensionality in the Digital Age. Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism, 
Los Angeles, February 19.
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Image 39. Mapping Linkages and Voids. Close-up of an action-net mapping made together 
with my doctoral student colleagues Franklin Mwango and Jennifer Otieno, February 2014.
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6.1 A Brief Recapitulation of Purpose and Research Questions

This research has investigated how participatory design and designers 
can contribute to sustainable development when acting in a GN–SC 
context, primarily targeting SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals. The 
aim has been to explore a methodology that addresses a set of partic-
ipatory issues and show how participatory design practices can shape 
sustainable development in new ways. The methodology explored in 
this study was intended to support transformative change for a spe-
cific target user group, the Jua Kali, a local community of practice in 
Kenya that belongs to the informal sector/economy. The knowledge 
contribution concerns the contextual aspects of participatory design 
in this specific research context. The frugal context and the users have 
been taken into consideration when forming the research methodology. 
However, the goal has been to produce generalizable results and create 
knowledge that can be applied in other research and design contexts. 
The research questions that have guided this process are the follow-
ing, where RQ1, marked in bold, has acted as the over-all question:

RQ1. How can participatory design and designers contribute to 
sustainable development when working in a Global North–South 
Cooperation context?

RQ2. How can participatory design and designers support the Jua 
Kali to grow as actors by encouraging diversity (e.g. bringing forward 
multiple voices), and in particular help to bridge between researchers 
and practitioners?

RQ3. How can participatory design and designers support connec-
tions between design contexts and cultures in the Global North and 
South and be more contextually attached to the frugal context and the 
Jua Kali community of practice?

RQ4. How can spaces and frameworks for joint reflection be created 
to increase reflexivity, strengthening the linkage between theory and 
practice and giving the practitioner a voice in the reflection phase?

RQ5. How can the temporal aspects of design projects be considered 
so the process can continue beyond the project time, thus contributing 
to long-term development rather than causing cultural destruction?

I used a methodology that combined the following elements: actor-net-
work theory (ANT), the capability approach (CA), co-craft (CoC), and 
co-writing (CoW). The discussion pivoted around the four participatory 
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design issues this research addresses: diversity, context, reflexivity, and 
time. Through this exploration, I found that participatory design and 
designers can contribute to sustainable development by:

• Providing a prototypical space (co-construction site) where diverse 
actors can learn how to affiliate sustainably, thus creating “collabora-
tive capabilities.”

• Embedding the work in the social, material, and historical context, 
where co-crafting can help create linkages among actors, contexts, and 
generations while also stimulating creativity.

• Stimulating reflexivity by creating a space for practical reasoning where 
the practitioner is given a formal voice, thus creating “moral agency”.

• Treating design as a knowledge infrastructuring process in which 
people have control over their environment and want to continue the 
process beyond the project time.

6.2 Knowledge Contribution and Limitations

The study combines theories of participatory design, transdisciplinary 
research, craft, actor-network theory, and the capability approach. This 
particular bricolage of theories is a contribution in itself. However, the 
main knowledge contribution is methodological, as my exploration has 
focused on how to implement sustainable development in practice, pri-
marily investigating co-craft and co-writing as complementary partici-
patory design methods. The two complementary approaches provided 
a reflexive practice, which helped to contextualize the work and help to 
bridge between researchers and practitioners. A vital knowledge con-
tribution is an exploration of co-writing as a participatory method, as 
it engaged the practitioner in the writing and reflection phase. A con-
versation tool was also created, facilitating a discussion and giving an 
institutional voice to a marginalized group. Another essential contribu-
tion is the conceptualization of design in a frugal context, which was 
explored with support from actor-network theory (Latour, 2005) and 
the capability approach (Nussbaum, 2011). These two perspectives are 
not fully compatible, but, as the research has shown, when combined 
they provide both analytic tools and a moral compass, which helps to 
nuance what design can do as an actor.

The methodology I used for dealing with the participatory design is-
sues outlined above turned out to work well when exploring design and 
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participation in practice, consisting of several interlinked elements. The 
research has deepened my understanding of how design can contribute 
to sustainable development (UN Sustainable Development Goal 17) by 
speaking in terms of agencies and capabilities. Discussing the work with 
support from the CC framework (Nussbaum, 2011), I have found that 
my research targets five central capabilities: Senses, Imagination, and 
Thought (CC4); Practical reason (CC6); Affiliation (CC7); Play (CC9) 
and Control over one’s environment (CC10). An unexpected finding 
was how playing combined with making becomes a powerful tool with 
a connecting role, which should be further explored in future research. 
Like Nussbaum, I argue that affiliation and practical reason form the 
architectural foundation for all other development work (2011). These 
capabilities are closely linked to SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals and 
encourage participation based on a reflexive practice. As I see it, the goal 
is to create co-ownership and learn how to cooperate—the only way for 
our earth to survive. However, through the discussion I have also found 
that my research is interwoven with other development goals, such as 
No Poverty (SDG 1), Quality Education (SDG 4), Sustainable Cities 
and Communities (SDG 11), and Reduce Inequalities (SDG 10). I will 
further reflect on the sustainability aspects in a coming section.

When the research project started in 2012, working with TD in the 
context of Global North–South, particularly in a Kenyan context, was 
relatively new and unexplored. I argue that the study has helped increase 
the understanding of the difficulties and opportunities in such a design 
research process. By exploring this topic in theory and practice, the study 
builds further on the existing body of knowledge developed by, for ex-
ample, Hamdi (2004), Jernsand (2016), Kraff (2018), and Oosterlaken 
(2013) as well as Björgvinsson et al. (2011), von Busch (2008, 2013), 
von Busch and Pazarbasi (2018), and Cheng (2019). The main contri-
bution is to introduce new perspectives and vocabularies to participa-
tory design that are informed by actor-network theory and the capability 
approach as well as craft theory. Although the knowledge contribution is 
clear, the research collaboration had its limitations, not least from an 
ethical perspective, as I will elaborate in the upcoming sections.
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Reflection on the Theoretical Framework

The two main theoretical perspectives underpinning the research were 
actor-network theory (ANT) and the capability approach (CA). These 
helped me explore the changing role of design and understand and man-
age the increased complexity that characterized the work. ANT helped 
create a sense of how power and agency are created in networks. It also 
showed me how important the social and relationship-building aspects of 
design are. On the other hand, CA provided valuable perspectives on the 
human development perspectives and aspects of global justice, acting as 
a moral compass. Even if the two theoretical approaches are both known 
and used by many researchers, including in the design field, one aca-
demic contribution of the thesis is that I explore the intersection between 
ANT and CA. Combined with theories related to craft (Adamson, 2009, 
2013; von Busch, 2008, 2013; von Busch and Pazarbasi, 2018; Cheng, 
2019), the design activities were thus investigated in a “design-specific yet 
theoretically sophisticated manner” (Koskinen et al., 201, pp. 174–76).

One limitation of the chosen theories may be that they are not fully 
compatible, which can be questioned. At the same time, I find the tension 
between them interesting, as it points to the need for both explorative 
and evaluative frameworks for understanding what role design can play 
and what the flaws are. A critique is that more attention could have been 
paid to the more “collective features,” such as social structures, norms, 
and institutions, which is also one of the criticisms of the capability ap-
proach (Robeyns, 2017, pp. 169–210). To grasp the potential embedded 
in crafts would have required more exploration in crafts theory. Such an 
investigation, combined with studies in frugal innovation and post-colo-
nial theories, could have contributed to a deeper understanding of the 
design context in which the dissertation acts. Another limitation that can 
be traced particularly in the early articles (Papers I and II) is the lack of 
clearly stated research questions and a deeper reflection on its contribu-
tion. Theoretical concepts were not always defined and unpacked—e.g. 
in Paper II I did not fully explain what a “non-design context” means. 
My point is that people may not be familiar with our views and under-
standing of design, which creates a fuzziness that needs to be explored 
together. In these early papers, there was also a lack of critical discus-
sion about the consequences of the design action, making the studies 
a bit shallow and rather weak. However, as can be noted, the theoreti-
cal engagement deepened in the later articles (Papers III and IV) and 
in the dissertation’s introduction. In Chapter 2 I clearly communicate 
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how the developed tools are greatly influenced by theory, which fur-
ther helps to conceptualize and contextualize participatory design.

Reflection on the Research Methodology

The research started in practice with an open search in which I first 
explored the challenges and opportunities of transdisciplinary research 
(Paper I). I then studied what role design and designed objects can play 
as catalysts for change (Paper II). Later in the process, the focus changed 
and drifted from the broader scope toward a narrower search. I explored 
how co-craft as a tool could help to build collaborative capabilities (Pa-
per III). The research ended with exploring co-writing as a method to 
support shared reflection, where the concept boundary object played a 
central role (Paper IV). The initial research question was relatively un-
defined, partly due to the transdisciplinary research strategy, a highly 
contextualized research approach in which the researchers act as active 
participants in society (Nowotny et al., 2001; Carayannis & Campbell, 
2010). The core method used in the first part of the research process 
was participatory prototyping, which I see as the main design method 
explored. As Hamdi (2004) suggests, such visual methods are cen-
tral to understanding the complex problems we face today, working in 
“unknown” contexts. They help us to understand the social and spatial 
relationships that exist—which may not always be visible for us—and 
they can be used to test and simulate future opportunities together with 
other players. The benefit in this case was that it anchored the work in 
the frugal design practice in Kenya, which was explored through co-
craft practices. In the latter part of the research process, the work be-
came more theoretical, and we even developed a design tool to facilitate 
reflection in the co-writing process (Paper IV). I followed and traced 
the objects, which were studied retrospectively. I argue that the meth-
odological approach, inspired by actor network theory (Czarniawska, 
2014), grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), and a reflexive prac-
tice (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2018) helped to contextualize the work and 
created a deep understanding of the challenges and potential of trans-
disciplinary research and participatory design in practice and theory.

While the chosen method was beneficial, it was also found to be 
complicated, time-consuming, and difficult to control. The open search 
and the combined fields of interest forced me to cross boundaries and 
grasp at a larger area of research without having a clear purpose and 
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goal. Especially for an inexperienced researcher like myself, this way 
of working can be overwhelming and challenging because it allows less 
time to dig deeper into a specific research area. As the results are not 
being tested further, it is challenging to draw any significant conclu-
sions from the work. Nevertheless, these early findings are necessary, 
since they show how transdisciplinary research is a complex process 
that grows and develops over time. I argue that the slow research pro-
cess made the research robust, in part because it helped me build rela-
tionships and new knowledge clusters that still exist. Such a prolonged 
research study recalls Hillgren and Seravalli (2011) and Murray et al. 
(2011), who emphasize the need for “slow prototyping” (p. 204), where 
the focus is on building long-term relationships.

Reflection on Ethics

Another reflection concerns aspects of ethics, here addressed with sup-
port from a report by the Swedish Research Council (SRC) on good 
research practice (2017). One ethical aspect highlighted in the report, 
which has also been identified as the core of this design process, is how to 
find a way in which diverse interests and expectations can be addressed 
and balanced—e.g. a way to balance the researcher’s quest to produce 
knowledge that can be implemented in different design contexts on the 
one hand with the practitioner’s quest for immediate and concrete results 
that can be implemented directly in the local context on the other. One 
example of how the practitioner’s pursuit of rapid change was met was 
through the co-craft activities: the rope-making machine, the co-crafted 
playground, and the hyacinth basket. Co-writing instead completed the 
researcher’s quest for producing knowledge, since papers and method 
tools were a development that could be implemented in future design 
situations. One problematic aspect regarding the prototypes developed 
is that some of them, like many other innovations in Africa, were initi-
ated and imposed from the outside (Gewald et al., 2012). Even if this 
partly was a result of undertaking distance-based work, it is vital that 
designers are aware of such power dynamics.

According to the SRC (2017), research ethics also concern how the 
results match the promises outlined by the researcher. Does this issue 
also apply to questions about ownership, such as who owns the research 
material? I have mentioned in earlier chapters how the Basket Project 
was ethically challenging in several ways. One concrete example that 
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refers to the SRC framework was when I introduced the Basket Project 
to the participants in the entrepreneurship training as an opportunity 
to access the market in Sweden (Paper IV). Although there were no 
outspoken promises of purchase orders, this created expectations that 
we did not fully manage to meet within the project time. As mentioned 
earlier, the situation also established an explicit power imbalance, as 
the opportunity was imposed from the “top down” instead of from the 
“bottom up.” At the same time, the research also shows how partic-
ipation and co-ownership were deeply embedded in certain parts of 
the process. The most apparent evidence was perhaps when the basket 
producers were given control of the whole basket production process. 
Another clear proof of that co-ownership was made explicit in the same 
paper. Odhiambo, the lead coordinator at the local craft organization 
in Kisumu expressed that being actively involved in such a process trig-
gered a continuous process, and he wanted it to continue. He and I co-
wrote and co-presented a conference paper on which Paper IV builds, 
an example of how all parties owned the research material.

Another issue of ethics highlighted by SRC (2017) concerns the quest 
to avoid harm or risk of harm and to recognize individual privacy inter-
ests. Since the design context was new for me and the research process 
was open-ended, it was difficult to predict the results and what kind of 
risks were embedded in such a process. Although I tried to avoid risky 
situations in which people could be harmed physically, for example by 
using certain tools, it is impossible to say what other kinds of harm the 
process may have caused. For example, the Basket Project ended in spite 
of a desire to continue caused an economic loss and psychological stress. 
The crafts organization Zingira and the lead coordinator in particular 
risked losing the trust of the communities they were still working with. 
For the community members, an important social structure they relied 
on for valuable support in dealing with complex socio-economic chal-
lenges was dissolved. To study and discuss these possible harms, but also 
what benefits emerged as a practical result, requires a follow-up study.

As emphasized in the SCR report, research ethics is not a static issue, 
but changes and varies over time. As I mentioned in Chapter 3, I can 
see that we should have spent more time from the beginning discuss-
ing the ethical considerations before we started to act. I believe a risk 
analysis activity, like the one Hamdi (2004) suggests in his book Small 
Change, could have been very beneficial as a start-up activity to sort 
out different expectations and imagine future opportunities, but also 
to highlight risks and potential failures. Since the issues we deal with 
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are complex and the information we deal with is often sensitive, such a 
reflection must also address how to deal with privacy interests concern-
ing the common good, another aspect of ethics highlighted by the SRC 
(2017). Possible questions to pose include: What do ethics mean for each 
of us in this specific situation? How can our diverse interests and expectations 
be addressed and balanced? How can individual privacy interests be recog-
nized and matched with the common good? Who owns the process and the 
research material? What will happen when the project comes to an end? An-
other thing I take away from this process is how difficult it is to predict 
the outcomes, which is why I want to stress the importance of making 
space for continuous reflection, as Jernsand (2016) and Kraff (2018) 
do, among researchers but also between researchers and practitioners.

Reflection on Sustainable Global Development

To wrap up this concluding chapter, I will summarize the results and 
reflect on whether my design work has contributed to sustainable devel-
opment, and if so how. I use the SDGs and the central capability frame-
work (CC) as normative reflection frameworks. The discussion focuses 
on SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals, the sustainable development 
goal I targeted, which aims to “strengthen the means of implementation 
and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development” (UN, 
n.d.). In looking back at the process, I find that several of the indicators 
of this goal were targeted, defined below by numbers. One significant 
achievement was that the research activities contributed to developing 
“multi-stakeholder partnerships.” This systemic issue aims to “enhance 
the global cooperation for sustainable development, complemented by 
multi-stakeholder partnerships” as defined in target indicator 17.16. As 
the papers have made explicit, the international aspects of collabora-
tive work were enhanced, which was achieved through partnerships in 
which multiple actors were mobilized and brought together during the 
process. Working collectively allowed us to share knowledge, expertise, 
technology, and financial resources through the network activities, thus 
helping to achieve SDG 17 in Sweden and Kenya. Public, public-private, 
and civil society partnerships were encouraged and promoted, built on 
existing mechanisms and the actors’ previous experience as defined in 
target indicator 17.17. From a capability perspective, this refers to Cen-
tral Capability 7: Affiliation (Nussbaum, p. 34).

The second achievement was that the process contributed to the 
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development of technology, which is another target indicator in SDG 
17. This technological development was achieved through various pro-
totypical activities, such as developing the rope-making machine, a co-
crafted playground concept, and quality baskets. These acknowledged 
but also developed existing traditional crafts technologies (rope mak-
ing, weaving, etc.). With support from social media, which acted as a 
“facilitation mechanism,” (see 17.6) the coordination among actors and 
their existing agencies was improved—e.g. more substantial connections 
among multiple stakeholders from Sweden and Kenya were created, and 
knowledge sharing among actors and countries in the Global North and 
South was enhanced. New technological innovation was developed re-
lated to Central Capability 4: Senses, Imagination, and Thought (Nuss-
baum, 2011). The process also contributed to capacity development (see 
17.19), a target indicator that aims to “enhance international support 
for implementing effective and targeted capacity-building in develop-
ing countries.”

The way I see it, capacity refers to a quantitative measurement goal, 
such as “the quantity of electricity that a battery can deliver under speci-
fied conditions” (Merriam Webster Dictionary, n.d.). For me, we should 
instead speak in terms of “capabilities” and “functionings,” which I see 
as a qualitative measurement system—i.e., what spaces for opportunity 
have been created, and in which ways have that space been manifested? 
(c.f. The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, n.d.). Particularly for 
Odhiambo, the lead coordinator at Zingira, who was engaged in the 
entire development process from the initial planning through the fol-
low-up reflection phase, capabilities were created that stimulated a re-
flexive practice, which refers to Central Capability 6: Practical Reason 
(Nussbaum, 2011). As the user group in the target was part of negotia-
tions with traditional power-holders, power was redistributed to the cit-
izens, who could then take control over their environment (CC10). New 
moral agencies were created (Waelbers, 2011) that, according to Arn-
stein’s ladder of participation (1969), increased the degree of participation.

Although the design activities contributed to developing sustainable 
partnerships from a “multi-stakeholder partnership” perspective, “tech-
nology perspective,” and “capacity perspective” (see 17.13–17.15), I ar-
gue they did not manage to target “systemic issues” such as “policy and 
institutional coherence” or the indicators related to “data, monitoring, 
and accountability” as defined in 17.18–17.19. Although the Basket Proj-
ect also contributed to “trade” to a limited degree, it did not contribute 
to “finances development” as described in 17.1–17.5. I argue this flaw 
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results from the fact that I was primarily acting as an individual design 
researcher on a project level and that we lacked the actors needed on a 
platform level. The contribution was substantial on an individual and 
project level, being well anchored from the bottom up. Nevertheless, 
developing the work to have a more sustainable and significant impact 
on a societal level would require more robust anchoring at the top level, 
i.e. on the platform and policy level. Finally, although my crucial interest 
area has been the social dimension of sustainability, the environmental 
and economic perspectives should be more emphasized for people and 
the planet to survive.

To conclude this section, I assert that participation is a complex is-
sue that needs to be constantly negotiated and critically considered. 
Although the process was thought to be participatory, emerging from 
the bottom up, I found it challenging to achieve in-depth participation 
when working in multiple stakeholder collaborations. There was a lack 
of involvement in both the reflection work and the more active collab-
orative processes. Although there is a deep interest in changing existing 
structures, the research makes clear that many collaborative processes 
are still ethically questionable, as they often are initiated and managed 
by external actors. As Kraff suggests (2018), designers must therefore 
continue working towards more just participatory practices, critically 
asking the core question, as Forsemalm does (2007), Who has the right 
to accomplish change? (p. 5). However, through co-craft and co-writing 
activities informed by theory and combined with other forms of visual 
and performative method tools, I argue, designers can make a valuable 
contribution to dealing with ethical issues, thus moving towards more 
sustainable global partnerships, which I see as the foundation for reach-
ing all the other development goals. The inter-connectivity among capa-
bilities, ANT, and SDGs needs to be further explored in coming studies.

6.3 Suggested Pathways for Future Research

In this final section, a set of possible avenues for future research has 
been highlighted, which I argue may be interesting to develop further.

Investigate Design Methods That Explore the Voids in the Network
In the concluding section of Paper III, it was suggested that other design 
methods that can help create awareness of “non-participation” need 
to be studied. The issue is that in complex processes there are actors 
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and knowledge that are not always visible to us—what are described 
here as “voids” in the network (Latour, 2010, p. 802) which needs to 
be explored. For this kind of investigation, role play and theater can be 
possible methods for further exploration, combined with other forms 
of visual mapping activities. In Paper I, mapping was highlighted as a 
valuable design method but was only investigated to a certain degree 
(See Image 39, page 163). Like for example, Jones and Bowes suggest 
(2017), mapping can help stakeholders “to understand design options 
for complex socio technical systems”(p. 229). Based on this reasoning, 
I argue mapping is a crucial design method to investigating complexities 
and hidden possibilities together, playfully and joyfully. Through such 
prototypical activities, the participants may increase their awareness of 
their roles, social positions, and voids.

Explore the Movement From Projects to Knowledge Infrastructure
Paper IV suggested a further exploration of how structures can be de-
veloped and sustained even after a project ends and without the design-
er’s direct influence. The need for facilities that can support long-term 
change was also mentioned in Paper III, which suggested a movement 
from project-based research to creating knowledge clusters (Hansson 
et al., 2020). As a researcher and design educator, I find it highly in-
teresting to explore more deeply how existing project structures can be 
transformed into knowledge infrastructures and informal institutions, 
such as “communities of practice” that can provide a space for joint 
learning. Such an area of   research would include “collective learning,” 
a pedagogical perspective related to the educational research field of 
experiential learning (c.f. Bates, 2015). Such ideas are based on socio-
cultural understanding, pioneered by Vygotsky (1896–1934).

Explore Spaces for Making, Reflection, and Play in the Public Realm
The third suggested area for future research was highlighted in Paper 
III, which proposes investigation of how to organize spaces for reflec-
tion when designing in the public realm. As this research has shown, 
the action of making and reflection should be treated as one. It would 
be interesting to explore further how designers can be part of forming 
collaborative spaces for joint action and reflection in the public realm. 
One example of such a communal reflexive space was arranged during 
the 2015 climate meeting in Paris, where ANT scholar Bruno Latour 
collaborated with an architecture firm and a theater collective in the 
“Theatre of Negotiation” (Raumlabor, 2015). I also see an opportunity 
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to explore how children and youth can be part of the creation of such 
spaces, which I touched on during our review of the co-crafted Play-
ground Project. Since children are the change agents of our future, 
they should also have a say in the design process like other community 
members. Like this research has shown, play and craft can be interest-
ing design elements to negotiate those spaces.

Explore Social Media as a Remote Project Space
Finally, the last suggestion for future research is to explore how digital 
spaces for cooperation can be developed using social media as a com-
mon platform. The need for such places was formulated in two of the 
articles (Papers I and II). It was argued that social media platforms such 
as Facebook, Messenger and WhatsApp serve as virtual project spaces, 
as they enable collaboration even if the participants are in different lo-
cations. Exploring this topic is particularly interesting in light of the 
coronavirus pandemic. However, to contextualize the work, that kind 
of study should consider how such spaces can create more inclusive 
design processes in which the frugal aspects are considered and many 
different users are invited to participate in the development process. As 
a teacher of design, I also see a need to bring material values into these 
digital work environments.
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We have also learned to accept 
that development is ongoing, 
not something we start. When 
we do intervene or are invited  
to disturb, we are, in this sense, 
a part of a development con-
tinuum.25

25 Hamdi, N. (2004). Small Change: About the Art of Practice and the Limits of Planning in 
Cities. New York: Earthscan, p. 130.
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Image 40. Play in the City. A co-craft activity in Linnarhult, Sweden in which children 
and youth together with professional craftswo/men co-construct seats for an outdoor 
cinema/stage. April 2021.
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Before bringing this thesis to a close, I will end by linking back to the 
Prologue and the time before I began my research (March 2011). I will 
also move forward in time and briefly describe what happened after the 
research project ended in November 2017. I conclude by outlining a set 
of ongoing projects that have emerged from the research in which the 
knowledge gained can be implemented and developed further. Moving 
backward and forward in time can indicate the impact that research 
has had in theory and practice. I hope this will create a deeper under-
standing of how participatory design and designers can make a valu-
able contribution when acting in a Global North–South cooperation 
context and emphasizing a frugal design approach.

(i) Before

The Prologue ended where I started my PhD, triggered by fieldwork in 
Kisumu in 2011. I met the craft organization Zingira and learned about 
the Jua Kali and their community of practice. I observed the water hy-
acinth and other frugal constraints and how they challenged people’s 
lives, including those of the Jua Kali workers. However, I also saw many 
opportunities in what already existed. During this initial fieldwork, the 
challenges and opportunities I observed made me want to engage in de-
sign research and Zingiras’s ongoing development process. At that time, 
I was focused on craft products development targeting the international 
market. What I saw as an upscaling potential was to make the organiza-
tion grow by creating connections to other societal actors beyond their 
local community of practice. Cooperation was made possible through 
a transdisciplinary research process that would involve multiple actors 
from Sweden and Kenya and give Zingira a central role.

(ii) During

The research project formally began in September 2012. The initial 
practice-based process came to pivot around a set of prototypes: a co-
crafted playground, a rope-making machine, and a basket, all of which 
had a connecting and empowering role. When the Basket Project unex-
pectedly ended (December 2015), it could have been a natural ending 
for the research process, but instead it provided the spark for a contin-
uation. I felt I needed to take responsibility for what I had been part 
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of initiating. However, I also wanted to continue my work, since there 
were still so many opportunities to discover together. As I showed in 
the last chapter, many new relationships were established during this 
time. It was then I decided to restructure my dissertation and approach 
it differently. Instead of writing a monograph, I chose to write a compi-
lation thesis. I wanted to find a way to involve my closest collaborators 
in the research work, Evance Odhiambo and Franklin Mwango, which 
I did by writing papers together with them. Co-writing thus became a 
vital design method that complemented the previous co-craft activities.

(iii) After

In January 2017, Odhiambo and I submitted an abstract for a conference 
focusing on frugal innovation in Africa (Hansson & Odhaimbo, 2017). 
We were accepted, and we started to write about our shared experiences, 
which became a significant turning point in the process. After we had 
presented our paper jointly at the conference in November 2017, I de-
cided the timing was right to end the project. I felt we had achieved a 
shift in our roles and positions and were now working together as part-
ners. The research had improved the work situation for the Jua Kali, 
but in a different way than I initially expected, creating capabilities and 
moral agencies. Instead of standing outside the formal sector, lacking a 
say in the process, Zingira now had a formal voice, which we also wrote 
about in Paper IV. The co-writing enabled an in-depth conversation 
about the work, its shortcomings, and its future possibilities. We also 
created a reflective tool to be implemented in future processes, which 
became a different kind of method tool than I had used in my work. 
By being actively involved in the planning, construction, and reflection 
phases, Odhiambo and I were working together in a reflexive process, 
which is highlighted by Mistra Urban Futures as the goal of transdisci-
plinary research. It was evident that there were several capabilities, and 
the project opened the door for continuation.

Reflective co-creation across disciplines and at local and global levels 
is our way of working. When researchers and practitioners from dif-
ferent disciplines work together in different research projects, we are 
convinced that we can find new critical insights and locally appro-
priate outcomes. (Mistra Urban Futures, 2020)
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FIgure 13. The New Research Context. The project infrastructure for continued research work. 
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(iv) Moving Forward

Now that the research project has ended, I am happy to say that the 
process is continuing, albeit within a different structure than before. The 
diagram below shows the new organizational structure of the process 
(FIgure 13). It shows how the process is university-driven but links to-
gether research, education, and practice. It also connects two universi-
ties in Sweden, Chalmers University of Technology and the University 
of Gothenburg, with the potential to develop and expand further. In 
the following section, I describe three of the most promising activities 
we are working on right now (June 2021). It is notable that Zingira is 
directly part of two of them.

Frugal Design

One of the most thrilling ongoing development activities I am currently 
part of is a graduate-level course called Frugal Design, which started in 
April 2021 at Chalmers University of Technology. It is part of the Tracks 
Initiative (Chalmers, n.d.), a cross-disciplinary program structure in 
which students from across the university can learn new skills in “man-
aging complex problems.” The course can be seen as a further develop-
ment of the Reality Studio course developed by Nyström. Both I and 
Odhiambo, who still works as a lead coordinator at Zingira, are involved 
in the teaching team as lecturers and tutors. Thus, our knowledge of the 
Jua Kali and our collaborative efforts have been recognized as valuable, 
and Zingira is now involved in forming a more extensive institutional 
practice. It is significant that the teaching is based on a virtual platform, a 
direct result of the coronavirus pandemic. However, the focus is practical 
work and the students co-create prototypes in a polycentric process. The 
course, which will be given for a test period of three years, will hopefully 
have a long-term effect in Sweden, Kenya, and beyond. I was one of the 
instigators behind the course, which is being run by a former graduate 
student at Chalmers, Oskar Lillo, and by Catarina Östlund, a teacher in 
the Chalmers Reality Studio (RS) who is the lead instructor and exam-
iner. Lillo, a civil engineer, participated in the RS in the spring of 2018. 
During his studies, he worked on a children’s school furniture project 
together with his colleague Nicola Zukova and Zingira, an example of 
a frugal design (Image 41–42). Later he went back to do his master’s 
thesis, entitled Jua Kali: Innovation Through Limitation (Lillo, 2020). Its 
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Images 41–42. Frugal Design. A frugal design project developed by Oskar Lillo, Nicola 
Zukova and Zingira during 2019–2020. The focus was to re-design and improve children’s 
school furniture. Photo: Oskar Lillo, 2020.
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focus is on the Jua Kali as a source of knowledge and an innovation plat-
form, and the course is based on his work, but also on the findings from 
this thesis. The educational platform, virtually based, opens up poten-
tial future research studies. This process primarily targets UN Sustain-
able Development Goal 12: Sustainable Production and Consumption.

The Blue Basket

Another exciting project I am currently part of is entitled The Blue Bas-
ket. Together with Catarina Östlund at Chalmers, who is also in charge 
of the Frugal Design course, I initiated this process in April 2020. The 
idea follows on the Basket Project and has had an initial focus on im-
plementing natural dying (indigo) as a value-creating element in the 
crafts production process. Our work intends to understand how value 
can be created and maintained in global networks, focusing on knowl-
edge sharing. The idea is to create and share knowledge so that local 
markets in Kenya and Sweden can be developed. The project has an 
experimental approach and is today (July 2021) funded by the Grants 
and Innovation Office at the University of Gothenburg. So far, the col-
laboration has included Zingira and two partners in Sweden: a hand 
paper mill (who visited Zingira in 2016) and a company based in Go-
thenburg specialized in natural indigo dyeing. Phase 1 (June 2020–De-
cember 2021) has focused on technically implementing indigo-dying 
knowledge in the value chain process and some smaller market tests in 
Sweden. An essential part of the process has been to work with logbook 
writing as a documentation method in which Zingira describes and re-
flects on their operation. Important information about the value-cre-
ation in the production process and complexities has been discovered. 
The logbook writing has also supported critical reflection, an essential 
part of the shared learning process. The initial findings will guide the 
continuous research process, which is still ongoing. Our next step is to 
develop a prototype collection to be presented for possible clients/col-
laborators, but also to co-write papers together. One idea is to connect 
the Blue Basket activity to the Frugal Design course, and the hope is 
that a formal research project can emerge as a result of these initial ob-
servations. This process primarily targets SDG 17: Partnerships for the 
Goals and SDG 12: Sustainable Consumption and Production.
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Images 43–44. Blue Basket. Images from the Blue Basket project where natural dyeing 
(indigo) is the interlinking and value creating element. Photo: Evance Odhiambo, July 
2020 and Helena Hansson, September 2020. 
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Play in the City

A third exciting process I am part of is a new formal research project that 
emerged from the original research project in the spring of 2018. The 
Playground Project informs it. It is also linked to my current teaching 
activities at the HDK-Valand Academy of Art and Design at the Uni-
versity of Gothenburg, where I have been teaching design since 2018. 
The new research project is a four-year project called Play in the City 
(University of Gothenburg, n.d.) that is being funded by Formas. As 
indicated in the discussion chapter, my research has shown that co-craft 
and play can have an essential role in the functions of connecting and 
community-building across generations. The project, for which my su-
pervisor Elena Raviola is the research coordinator, explores how new 
spaces for play can be hacked and co-crafted through design interven-
tions and reflexive practices. It questions the playground as an isolated 
entity in the city. The research site is a recreational area outside of Go-
thenburg, Linnarhult, where I started to establish an outdoor learning 
platform in 2018–2020 as part of my teaching practice at HDK-Va-
land. The land is owned by the City of Gothenburg and is leased by a 
civic organization, the Eco Agroforestry Center (EAC), many of whose 
founding members have roots in East Africa. The research project will 
be used as a temporary infrastructure for change, thus helping EAC to 
grow in cooperation with academia and other societal actors. The focus 
is on children and youth, and the method is co-craft.

A program of activities has been formed to create an essential structure 
for collaboration. Initial practical experiments have been conducted, such 
as co-designing seating for a stage/outdoor cinema (Image 40, 45–46). 
The research has an organizational focus and is linked to the gradu-
ate programs Embedded Design and Child Culture Design. The host 
is the HDK-Valand Academy, but the process involves multiple actors 
such as local citizens (adult and children), youth organizations, profes-
sional artisans, landscape architects, and students from Chalmers and 
HDK-Valand.I play an essential role as a connector between research, 
practice, and education. Hopefully the research can also be linked to the 
Frugal Design course at Chalmers, since they share similar objectives. 
Such cooperation between universities would also be an opportunity to 
reconnect to the Kenyan design context. The process primarily targets 
SDG 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities.
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Image 45–46. Play in the City. Emerging research experiment in Linnarhult, aiming to 
transform the city for play and at the same time establish an outdoor learning platform 
as part of my teaching practice at HDK-Valand. June 2019 and August 2021.
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(v) The Weaver: Learning How to Design Together

In conclusion, I want to say a few words about my role as a participatory 
designer and my development journey. When the research project started 
in 2012, I had no experience of transdisciplinary research or working 
as a designer in a frugal context or a Global North–South cooperation 
context. I can now add that experience to the list. When looking back 
on the process, I can see that my participatory designer role has been 
primarily to act as a “connector,” someone who explores opportunities 
in connecting disparate elements. A challenge with this role is that the 
designer often becomes “the network prince” (Storni, 2015, p. 167). I 
therefore suggest a humbler role, which I explain as the weaver. This 
kind of designer-actor is constantly moving around in the net, weav-
ing, tracing, and exploring the connections and voids in the work-net, 
borrowing ideas, translating them to be redesigned in a different con-
text. This weaving practice has made the world smaller, but my design 
practice and design view have expanded. The weaving has helped me to 
see things from a different perspective. I have, for example, developed 
new knowledge about frugal design and how designing together can be 
a capability-building force in theory as well as a handicraft in practice.

An instance of what I see as a successful weaving object is the rope- 
making machine, developed in Sweden in 2013. It later moved to Kenya 
and back. In 2016, it traveled to Nigeria, where it is now used in hyacinth 
crafts production, as the intention was from the start (Images 47–50). In 
a parallel process, the machine is used in Sweden as a participatory de-
sign tool with which children learn about slöjd and environmental issues 
(Images 51–54). It exemplifies how my design research has drifted and 
is conducted in different times and contexts than I initially expected. As 
Nabeel Hamdi writes in his book Small Change (2004), “development 
is ongoing, not something we start” (p. 130). The quotation points to 
the matter that development is not a result of an individual designer’s 
work. Nor is it a quick fix, but rather a slow process that emerges and 
develops over time. The weaving practice means that I am part of a “de-
velopmental continuum” (ibid.) that is constantly shifting, one in which 
the weaving objects act as carriers of knowledge, which is why we are 
all learners. As I see it, my development journey has just started. I look 
forward to the continuing process of learning how to design together!
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Images 47–50. The Rope-Making Machine: A Weaving Object. The rope-making device, an 
example of a weaving object, has traveled to Indaba, Nigeria, where it is currently used 
in hyacinth crafts production. Photo: MitiMeth, May 2021.
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Images 51–54. The Rope-Making Machine: A Learning Object. The rope-making device, 
an example of a weaving object, is currently being used in a parallel design process in 
Sweden, a learning object with which children learn about craft and environmental is-
sues. Photos: Caroline Lundberg, May 2020 (51–52) and Tina Olsson, May 2021 (54).
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sig i samarbetsprocesser i det så kallade Globala Syd, med inriktning 
mot hållbar utveckling. Syftet är att ta sig an de större hållbarhetsut-
maningarna genom samverkan, och en sådan kontext kallas här globalt 
Nord–Syd-samarbete (GN–SC). Denna avhandling undersöker hur del-
tagande design och designers kan bidra till hållbar utveckling när man 
agerar i ett sådant designsammanhang. Forskningen är främst inriktat på 
FN:s globala mål nummer 17: Genomförande och globalt partnerskap.

Den transdisciplinära forskningsprocessen har involverat flera olika 
aktörer, både forskare och praktiker, från Sverige och Kenya. Signifi-
kant för denna forskning är att en deltagare som tillhör den specifika 
användargruppen i fokus, Jua Kali, en lokal praktikgemenskap i Kenya 
(community of practice), har varit involverad i hela designprocessen, 
inklusive reflektionsfasen. Flera frugala utmaningar påverkar Jua Kalis 
och deras arbetssituation. Forskningen, som har en agens-orienterad 
syn, syftar till att göra en transformativ förändring för denna specifika 
användargrupp. Det handlar om att designern agerar för att stödja an-
dra att agera, i det här fallet, Jua Kali-praktikerna.
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Diskussionen kretsar kring fyra designfrågor – diversitet, kontext, re-
flexivitet och tid – som jag har identifierat som nyckelfrågor att beakta 
när vi designar tillsammans i en sådan designkontext. För att förstå och 
hantera dessa frågor har jag undersökt en metodik som innehåller en 
uppsättning motstridiga element: aktör-nätverksteori (ANT), kapabi-
litetsramverket (CA), samslöjd (CoC) och samskriving(CoW). Medan 
ANT tillhandahåller ett analysverktyg för att undersöka hur agens skapas, 
fungerar CA som en moralisk kompass och ram för att diskutera vilken 
agens som ska skapas när det gäller kapabilitet. Medan CoC hjälper till 
att kontextualisera design, och skapa en koppling till den lokala design-
praktiken, ger CoW ett utrymme för gemensam skriftlig reflektion, vilket 
ger Jua Kali en formell röst.

De gemensamma utforskningarna i den frugala kontexten, i kombi-
nation med gemensam reflektion och stöd från motstridiga teorier, har 
bidragit till att skapa en mer nyanserad förståelse för hur design kan 
bidra till hållbar utveckling. Detta har gett nya perspektiv och en ny 
vokabulär för deltagande design som forskningsområde.

Prolog

Projektet började med en resa till Kisumu i mars 2011 där jag fick 
lära mig om den invasiva växten vattenhyacint samt introducerades till 
hantverksorganisationen Zingira Nyanza Community Crafts, som båda 
kom att bli huvudaktörer i min designforskning. Zingira representerar 
den lokala design- och innovationskulturen i Kenya, Jua Kali, som är swa-
hili och betyder ”under den heta solen” (King, 2009). Namnet refererar 
till de sparsamma förhållanden som kännetecknar denna kontext, vilket 
jag i avhandlingen betecknar som frugal. Som utbildad industridesigner 
har jag över tid kommit att intressera mig mer och mer för den typ av 
design som tar plats i det offentliga rummet, men också för traditionellt 
svenskt hantverk och slöjd. Designkontexten i Kenya var mycket annor-
lunda, men resan till Kisumu fick mig att som designer vilja engagera 
mig i Zingiras fortsatta utveckling. Jag såg en möjlighet till samarbete 
där idén var att använda och bygga vidare på det som redan fanns, bland 
annat det kunskapsnätverk som skapats kring tillverkningen av korgar av 
materialet vattenhyacint Detta möjliggjordes genom ett forskningsprojekt 
med koppling till den internationella forskningsplattformen Mistra Urban 
Futures (MUF), med bas i Göteborg, Sverige, men med flera lokala noder 
i olika delar av världen. Forskningsprogrammet jag deltog i, SKILLs, 
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avsåg att länka samman den lokala noden i Kenya, KLIP med noden i 
Göteborg, GOLIP. Forskningsansatsen vid MUF var transdisciplinär, dvs 
den syftade till att föra samman praktiker och forskare för samproduktion 
av kunskap. Basen var en kärngrupp (Core Group) där sammanlagt sju 
doktorander från Sverige och Kenya ingick, indelade under två teman: 
ekoturism och marknadsplatser. Jag kom att tillhöra den senare tillsam-
mans med två Kenyanska doktorander. Även Zingira blev knuten dit. 
Samarbetet kom att kretsa kring utvecklingen av ett antal prototyper: 
en samslöjdad lekplats, en repslagningsmaskin, en om-designad korg 
av vattenhyacint samt ett konversationsverktyg. Processarbetet beskrivs 
och diskuteras i de fyra bifogade artiklarna samt diskuteras vidare i 
denna sammanfattande kappa. Prologen avslutas med en visualisering 
av den organisatoriska strukturen, vilket ger en bild av den komplex-
itet som kännetecknar detta praktikbaserade designforskningsprojekt.

1. Introduktion

Det första kapitlet introducerar och positionerar forskningen. Först för-
klaras titeln och huvudbegrepp definieras. Jag börjar med hållbar utveck-
ling, där FN:s hållbarhetsmål 17, Genomförande och globalt partnerskap, 
är i fokus. Jag definierar sedan vad en transdisciplinär forskningsansats 
innebär, samt introducerar den övergripande forskningskontexten; glo-
balt Nord–Syd samarbete. Därefter kommer ett avsnitt där jag definierar 
min syn på deltagande design som jag beskriver som agens-orienterad. 
Det handlar om att möjliggöra för andra att agera, vilket exempelvis re-
laterar till Nabeel Hamdi’s arbete (2004) men även aktörs-nätverksteori 
(ANT) och kapabilitetsramverket (CA), de underliggande teorier som 
avhandlingen vilar på. Jag beskriver sedan vad jag menar med en frugal 
designingång, vilken tar utgångspunkt i den sparsamma designkontexten 
i Kenya samt de lokala hantverks-innovatörerna; Jua Kali, vilka kommit 
att influera och inspirera mitt designforskningsarbete.

I det följande avsnittet fördjupas förståelsen för den frugala kontexten, 
Jua Kali och deras arbetssituation, där både utmaningar och möjlighe-
ter lyfts fram. Brist på tillgång till materiella resurser, samt avsaknad 
av möjligheten att delta i utvecklingsprocesser som berör den egna si-
tuationen, där individens röst blir hörd, lyfts fram som hinder, medan 
kreativt användande av befintliga resurser, arbete i lokala kunskaps-
kluster samt självförsörjning ses som möjligheter. Globalt samarbete 
ses som en möjlighet att skapa förändring, men av vikt är att knyta an 
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till de lokala och informella kunskapskluster som existerar (Kinyanjui, 
2010). En frugal designingång handlar om att ta tillvara på det som re-
dan finns istället för att göra något helt nytt.

I litteraturöversikten placerar jag först deltagande design i en skan-
dinavisk kontext, för att sedan fokusera på det samma inom ramen för 
GN–SC. Fyra designforskare lyfts fram (Nabeel Hamdi, 2004; Eva-Maria 
Jernsand, 2016; Helena Kraff, 2018; Ilse Oosterlaken, 2009, 2013), vars 
arbete denna avhandling bygger vidare på. Med utgångpunkt i litteratu-
röversikten lyfts fyra designfrågor fram: diversitet, kontext, reflexivitet och 
tid. Dessa aspekter av deltagande design belyser en uppsättning sam-
manlänkade komplexiteter som jag även stött på i min egen designprak-
tik, vilka jag anser att designers måste uppmärksamma då man arbetar i 
ett GN–SC-sammanhang. Dessa frågor vidareutvecklas och diskuteras 
i kommande kapitel med stöd i empiri och teori.

’Diversitet’ handlar om att designers idag arbetar med komplexa 
designuppgifter som kräver engagemang av flera och olika aktörer i 
designprocessen (Westerlund & Wetter-Edman, 2017). Problemet är 
att detta i sin tur skapar ”multipla ramverk” (Westerberg et al., 2013, 
s. 7), vilket kan försvåra samarbete. I detta fall berör frågan primärt de 
luckor och friktioner som existerar mellan forskare och praktiker som 
representerar olika kunskapstraditioner. För att överbrygga dessa efter-
frågas metodologier som kan stödja skapandet av ett ”gemensamt språk” 
(Mobjörk 2010, s 898). Av vikt är att praktikernas röster och kunskaper 
lyfts fram och beaktas.

Frågan om ’kontext’ berör problemet att designers ofta arbetar i si-
tuationer där vi saknar förkunskaper om de inblandade aktörerna och 
deras kunskapsprocesser (Westerlund & Wetter-Edman, 2017). Denna 
aspekt på delaktighet belyser vikten av att studera kopplingar mellan 
olika element, för att förstå hur design och designern ingår i ett större 
sammanhang. I detta fall arbetar jag som svensk designer i en kenyansk 
designkontext, vilket innebär att det finns olika designtraditioner och 
världsbilder som krockar, vilket måste tas i beaktande.

’Reflexivitet’ handlar om rätten att få sin röst hörd, och att väva 
samman teori och praktik för en ökad förståelse. I detta fall innebär 
det att praktiker även bjuds in i reflektionsfasen, som ofta är avsedd 
enbart för forskare. Vikten av att anamma ett reflexivt arbetssätt fram-
hålls av Jernsand (2016) och Kraff (2018), men som Jordan & Yamauchi 
(2008) belyser saknar designers ofta konceptuella ramverk som kan 
att underlätta reflektion. Därför behövs inte bara utrymmen för re-
flektion utan även ramverk som kan underlätta gemensam reflektion.
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Frågan om ’tid’ är satt i relation till projektet som en temporär infra-
struktur för förändring. Ett identifierat problem är att projekt ofta styrs 
av externa aktörer, vilket skapar en ”toppstyrd” situation (Binder et al, 
2011). Avsaknaden av delaktighet gör att många utvecklingsprocesser 
upphör när projekten avslutas (Maathai, 2009). Jernsand (2016) menar 
att metoder, verktyg och tillvägagångssätt därför behövs som kan bidra 
till mer inkluderande och långsiktiga utvecklingsprocesser. Oosterlaken 
(2009, 2013) föreslår en ”kapabilitetskänslig” designansats, vilket här 
handlar om att skapa möjligheter för samverkan och samägandeskap, 
vilket triggar en vilja att fortsätta.

Efter detta inledande avsnitt kommer problemförklaringen som le-
der fram till formulering av mål och syfte. Forskningen undersöker 
hur deltagande design och designers kan bidra till hållbar utveckling 
när de agerar i en GN–SC-kontext, främst inriktat på mål17: Genom-
förande och globalt partnerskap. Syftet är att utforska en metodik som 
adresserar en uppsättning frågor som berör delaktighet, och visa hur 
deltagande designarbete kan bidra till att skapa hållbar utveckling på 
nya sätt. Metodiken som undersöks i denna studie är avsedd att stödja 
transformativa förändringar för en specifik målgrupp, Jua Kali, en lo-
kal praktikgemenskap i Kenya som tillhör den informella sektorn/eko-
nomin. Kunskapsbidraget gäller de kontextuella aspekterna av del-
tagande design i detta specifika forskningssammanhang. Det frugala 
sammanhanget och användarna måste därför beaktas vid utformningen 
av forskningsmetodiken. Målet är dock att producera generaliserbara 
resultat och skapa kunskap som kan tillämpas i andra forsknings- och 
designsammanhang. Därefter presenterar jag forskningsfrågorna, där 
den övergripande forskningsfrågan är markerad i fet stil:

RQ1: Hur kan deltagande design och designers bidra till hållbar 
utveckling när man arbetar i en global Nord–Syd-samarbetskontext?

RQ2: Hur kan deltagande design och designers stödja Jua Kali att växa 
som aktör genom att uppmuntra diversitet (dvs. att föra fram flera röster), 
och i synnerhet hjälpa till att agera länk mellan forskare och praktiker?

RQ3: Hur kan deltagande design och designers bidra till att stärka 
kopplingarna mellan olika kontexter och designkulturer i det globala 
Nord–Syd, till exempel knyta an till den frugala kontexten och Jua Ka-
li-praktiken?

RQ4: Hur kan utrymmen och ramverk för gemensam reflektion ska-
pas för att öka graden av reflexivitet, dvs. stärka kopplingen mellan te-
ori och praktik och ge utövaren en formell röst även i reflektionsfasen?
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RQ5: Hur kan deltagande design och designers bidra till att proces-
sen kan fortsätta bortom projekttiden och därmed bidra till långsiktig 
utveckling, snarare än att orsaka kulturell förstörelse?

Kapitlet avslutas med att beskriva avgränsningar samt att ge en översikt 
över avhandlingens innehåll. Den innefattar sex kapitel samt en inle-
dande prolog och avslutande epilog, som beskriver vad som hände före 
och efter designprojektet.

2. Konceptuellt och Praktiskt Ramverk

I kapitel 2 presenteras den metodologiska ansatsen. Först introduceras 
det konceptuella ramverket som består av aktörs-nätverksteori (ANT) 
samt kapabilitetsramverket (CA). Därefter presenteras de designmetoder 
jag primärt utforskat: samslöjd (CoC) och samskrivning (CoW), vilka 
båda relaterar till deltagande prototyparbete som övergripande metod. 
Det bör här nämnas att det teoretiska ramverket utvecklades under det 
praktiska arbetet, vilket innebär att teori och praktik vävts samman under 
arbetets gång. Detta är också anledningen till att jag valt att presentera 
teori och metod i ett gemensamt kapitel.

Konceptuellt ramverk

Jag börjar med att presentera ANT som jag ser som grunden för för-
ståelsen av arbetet. ANT, som har en icke-normativ ansats, utvecklades 
i slutet på 1970-talet av John Law, Michel Callon och Bruno Latour. 
Det är framförallt sociologen och filosofen Bruno Latours idéer som 
har influerat denna avhandling. ANT-forskare försöker förstå hur makt 
och agens skapas i nätverk, vilket sker genom formandet av förbindel-
ser, så kallade aktörs-nätverk, eller aktions-nätverk (action-network) 
som Czarnaiwska (2004) väljer att beskriva det. Snarare än att vara en 
renodlad teori kan ANT ses som en metod för att förstå och diskutera 
hur sådana aktions-nätverk skapas (Czarniawska, 2017), ett slags ana-
lysverktyg för att kunna spåra förbindelser.

De ANT-begrepp som används i avhandlingen är aktions-nätverk 
(action-net), översättning (translation theory), byggarbetsplats (construc-
tion site), kontext: länkar och tomrum (context: connectors and voids) 
gränsobjekt (boundary object) och infrastrukturering (infrastructuring). 
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Dessa begrepp används sedan för att diskutera empirin i kapitel 5, där 
syftet är att förstå hur agens skapades genom designarbetet. Därefter 
identifierar jag potentialer samt kritiska aspekter vad gäller teorin. En 
potential som framhålls är att ANT tillhandahåller vokabulär som kan 
bidra till att vi bättre kan förstå designerns roll i en samverkanskontext. 
En kritisk aspekt är dock en identifierad avsaknad av ett utvärderande 
ramverk för att förstå vilken agens som bör skapas för att uppnå hållbar 
utveckling. I mitt fall har jag valt att använda kapabilitetsteorin (CA) 
som ett kompletterande, men även kolliderande ramverk för att kunna 
få grepp om och diskutera detta.

CA, som i motsats till ANT representerar ett normativt synsätt, ut-
vecklades på 80-talet av Amartya Sen, Nobelpristagare i ekonomi. CA, 
som i grunden är en teoretisering av människors möjligheter till ett me-
ningsfullt liv, är baserad på två påståenden: (i) att friheten att “uppnå 
välbefinnande är av primär moralisk betydelse” (Robeyns & Fibieger 
Bykov, 2020) och (ii) att ”välbefinnande bör förstås i termer som ka-
pabiliteter och funktionssätt” (ibid.). Enligt CA bör samhällets vikti-
gaste uppgift vara att möjliggöra att människor, på egna villkor, ska 
kunna förverkliga ett gott liv. CA kan då ses som det ultimata målet 
för designarbetet.

Viktiga CA-begrepp som introduceras är kapabiliteter (capabilities), 
funktionssätt (functionings) och agens (agency). Det handlar om våra 
olika sätt att vara på och göra saker i livet, men också om vilka reella 
möjligheter som ges för att kunna uppnå dessa, en strävan efter de mål 
eller värderingar som människor anser vara viktiga för dem själva (Sen, 
85a). Jag presenterar även ett ramverk för analys, centrala kapabiliteter 
(the central capabilities, CC), som i detta fall används för att kunna 
diskutera vilka agenser (i form av kapabiliteter) som formades genom 
designarbetet. Detta ramverk har utvecklats av filosofen Martha C. Nus-
sbaum (2011), som tillsammans med Sen utvecklat CA, och som är en 
huvudreferenserna i avhandlingen.

I slutet på detta avsnitt lyfter jag fram potentialer samt kritik av CA. 
I samband med detta reflekterar jag över det teoretiska ramverket som 
helhet och föreslår en kombination av ANT och CA. På det viset kan 
man både studera vilken agens som bör skapas, samt hur agens skapas, 
där CA formar en slags moralisk kompass för designarbetet. I denna 
studie är det Jua Kali-arbetarnas egna önskningar om utveckling som 
varit i fokus, vilket kan förstås i termer som ”moralisk agens” (moral 
agency) (Waelbers, 2011, p. 8), som jag som designer avser att stödja 
och synliggöra.
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Praktiskt ramverk

I kapitlets andra del presenterar jag det praktiska ramverket. Jag bör-
jar med att beskriva den övergripande designmetoden vilken är del-
tagande prototyparbete (PP). Därefter presenteras samslöjd (CoC) 
som metod, vilken bygger på idéer utvecklade av designforskaren Otto 
von Busch (2008, 2013, 2017). Von Busch drar paralleller till CA och 
beskriver CoC som ett kraftfullt designverktyg som kan bidra till att 
uppnå politisk och social rättvisa, eftersom hantverk gör det möjligt 
för människor med färdigheter och förmågor att uppnå större frihet. 
Jag väljer dock att se CoC som en designmetod, som kan bidra till 
mer hållbara samarbeten. Med stöd i Nicolas Cheng’s arbete (2019), 
framhåller jag att CoC kan bidra till att kontextualisera design ur ett 
materiellt, socialt och historiskt perspektiv. Hantverk främjar inte bara 
en kulturell kontinuitet (Adamson, 2013), utan kan också fungera som 
ett ’glokalt’ anslutningselement (Palmsköld, 2013), det vill säga kan 
fungera som en brygga mellan designkulturer i Globala nord–syd. Jag 
avslutar denna del med att belysa möjligheter samt kritik av metoden 
samslöjd, där jag bland annat lyfter vikten av reflektion med hjälp av 
teori. Detta resonemang leder fram till nästa avsnitt där jag presen-
terar metoden samskrivning (CoW), som även samspelar med och 
kompletterar samslöjd (CoC) som metod.

CoW utforskar hur skrivandet kan vara ”något mer än att rappor-
tera om vad vi redan vet” (Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005, s. 971–72). 
Det är alltså inte en instrumentell rapporteringsövning, utan bör sna-
rare ses som en textbaserad deltagandemetod som i denna studie äger 
rum mellan forskare och utövare. Eftersom CoW uppmuntrar kritisk 
reflektion mellan forskare och utövare, där utövaren är aktivt involve-
rad och har ett inflytande i processen, stärks kopplingen mellan teori 
och praktik, och praktikern ges en formell röst. Vikten av samskrivning 
framhålls, exempelvis av Mistra Urban Futures, som 2019 anordnade 
en doktorandkurs i samskrivning. I detta forskningsarbete var CoW 
som metod var inte planerad från början utan uppstod i processen 
då det behövde skapas utrymme för gemensam reflektion med syfte 
att ge Jua Kali en formell röst. I detta fall mynnade arbetet ut i ett 
antal rapporter och artiklar, och som ett led i samskrivningsarbetet 
omvandlades ANT begreppet gränsobjekt (boundary object) till ett 
konversationsverktyg.

Kapitlet avslutas med att framhålla potentialen samt kritik av sam-
skrivning som metod och reflektioner över det konceptuella och praktiska 
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ramverket i sin helhet. Jag framhåller att designers varken är hantver-
kare eller skribenter, men att vi måste lära oss att förstå värdet av dessa 
kunskaper och lära oss samverka med sådana kompetenser för att 
kunna utveckla hållbar deltagande design in denna specifika kontext.

3. Genomförande och etiska överväganden

Det tredje kapitlet presenterar hur teorier och metodverktyg implemen-
terades i praktiken. Det belyser även etiska aspekter vad gäller genom-
förandet. Som vägledning använder jag Vetenskapsrådets (2017) rapport 
för god forskningspraktik.

Genomförande

Jag börjar med att introducera forskningsprocessen samt det övergri-
pande tillvägagångssättet. Därefter presenterar jag forskningsprojektet 
som innehöll två delprojekt: den samslöjdade lekplatsen och korgpro-
jektet. Jag presenterar de inblandade aktörerna som kan delas in i två 
kategorier: medproducenter och deltagare. Deltagarna medverkade endast 
i den praktikbaserade delen (fas 1), medan medproducenterna deltog 
i hela processen, även i den reflekterande samskrivningsfasen (fas 2).

Efter detta avsnitt beskrivs fallstudierna och de fyra prototyper som 
kom att spela centrala roller i processen: en samslöjdad lekplats, en repslag-
ningsmaskin, en korg av vattenhyacint samt ett konversationsverktyg. Ak-
tions-nätverkskartor visar vilka aktörer som deltog i de olika prototypar-
betena. Sedan följer en kronologisk redogörelse för forskningsprocessen, 
vilken lyfter fram de viktigaste forskningsaktiviteterna. Processen, som 
var indelad i ett antal faser, började med en för-forskningsaktivitet. Denna 
fas innebar inledande observationer som pågick under ett antal veckor i 
mars 2011, vilka beskrivs i prologen. Fas 1, vilken innebar praktikbase-
rad forskning, började i september 2012 och pågick framtill december 
2017, då forskningsprojektet avslutades. Fas 2, som innebar teoretisk 
forskning och skrivarbete, skedde i en parallell process. Den påbörjades 
i april 2014 och avlutades i juni 2021. Efterforskningsaktiviteterna, vilka 
beskrivs i epilogen, startade när forskningsprojektet avslutades. Denna 
fas, vilken påbörjades i januari 2018 och fortfarande pågår, belyser hur 
forskningsresultaten har lett fram till nya forsknings-, utvecklings- och 
innovationsaktiviteter.
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Det bör här nämnas att gränserna mellan de olika faserna är något 
flytande, och var inte planerade från start. Processen pågick simultant, 
både i Sverige och Kenya. Denna vävande rörelse innebar också en rö-
relse mellan teori och praktik.

Etiska överväganden

Vad gäller forskningsetik uppkom flera dilemman som relaterar till den 
valda metodologiska ramen. Eftersom dessa riskerar att underminera 
deltagande och hållbar utveckling måste de övervägas kritiskt.

Vetenskapsrådet lyfter fram i sina riktlinjer måste olika intressen ba-
lanseras för att skapa en vinn–vinn-effekt. Det handlar exempelvis om 
att forskarens strävan att producera kunskap måste balanseras med ut-
övarens önskan om omedelbar förändring.

En iakttagelse jag gjorde när korgprojektet startade 2013, och som 
berör denna etiska aspekt, var när vi skulle ha ett uppstartmöte i Nai-
robi. Jag observerade att även om rummet var fullt av olika intressen-
ter, inklusive jag själv, deltog inte de framtida deltagarna som projektet 
riktade sig till. Istället kom de in senare i processen, efter att vissa be-
slut redan hade tagits. Denna händelse belyser de maktobalanser som 
existerar i en samarbetsprocess och måste beaktas. Annars är risken att 
man fortsätter i samma ohållbara spår som i det koloniala förflutna.

Ett annat etiskt dilemma, som också framhålls av Vetenskapsrådet, 
handlar om vad vi som forskare utlovar, och om brutna löften. Eftersom 
en TD-process handlar om ”förändringsexperiment på fältet snarare 
än i laboratoriet” (Jahnke, 2015, s. 54, baserat på Baard, 2010) är det 
svårt att veta från början vad resultatet kommer att bli. Processen kan 
vara utmanande att hantera, eftersom besluten ibland ligger utanför din 
kontroll. I korgprojektet, exempelvis, kunde vi inte fortsätta arbetet som 
det ursprungligen var tänkt på grund av olika begränsningar, inklusive 
ekonomiska och politiska förhållanden. Det oönskade resultatet var att 
projektet slutade innan dess fulla potential hade testats, och därmed 
blev några av de löften som utlovades i början inte uppfyllda.

Slutligen, som Vetenskapsrådet också reflekterar över i sin rapport, 
är forskningsetik inte en statisk disciplin eller praxis utan den förändras 
ständigt. När forskningen startade fanns det få TD-riktlinjer att följa. 
Det var därför utmanande att veta hur jag skulle ta mig an processen 
och vad resultatet skulle bli. Jag belyser därför vikten av att redan från 
början göra en genomgång av möjliga risker (Hamdi, 2004) men också 
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att arbeta med kontinuerlig reflektion (Kraff, 2018). Således kommer 
forskningsetiken att omtolkas i varje unik situation och därför “ägas” av 
alla deltagare, vilket skapar en bra grund för samarbete och delaktighet 
från början, men även fördjupas över tid.

4. Sammanfattning av bifogade artiklar

I det fjärde kapitlet sammanfattas de fyra bifogade artiklarna på vilken 
denna avhandling vilar. Svart-vita kopior av originaltexterna återfinns 
i Appendix. Dessa lyfter särskilt fram de tillvägagångssätt, metoder och 
verktyg som undersökts och utvecklats som en del av forskningsstudien. 
Den första artikeln handlar om möjligheter och utmaningar med ett 
transdisciplinärt arbetssätt (TD). Den andra artikeln utforskar delta-
gande prototyparbete som metod. Den tredje artikeln har fokus på sam-
slöjd (CoC) och den fjärde artikeln fokuserar på samskrivning (CoW) 
som metod där gränsobjekt (Boundary Object) är ett centralt begrepp.

  Kapitlet avslutas med en analys av de initiala resultaten. Ett visuellt 
diagram som visar en översikt över de bifogade artiklarna presenteras 
också. Då artiklarna sammanfattas med stöd från klustring framträder 
en uppsättning frågor som jag hävdar att deltagande designers måste 
beakta när vi agerar inom ramen för GN–SC. Dessa är mångfald, sam-
manhang, reflexivitet och tid. Dessa frågor introducerades i det inle-
dande kapitlet och i nästa kapitel fungerar de som teman för diskus-
sionen. Ett resultat vid analysen av artiklarna är hur viktigt deltagande 
prototyparbete är som designmetod för att hantera frågan om mångfald. 
Två variationer av metoden undersöktes i artiklarna; samslöjd (CoC) 
och samskrivning (CoW), som jag menar i kombination kan hjälpa de-
signers att hantera frågor som berör kontext och reflexivitet. En tredje 
upptäckt är vikten av att betrakta tid som ett designelement i design-
projekt, vilket i detta fall berör Jua Kali som lokala förändringsaktörer, 
men också till viss del barn, som ofta är en marginaliserad grupp även 
i sammanhang då de berörs. Studien visar hur viktigt det är att invol-
vera användarna i hela designprocessen, även barnen, så att nya kun-
skaper och samägande kan skapas och en fortsättning kan aktiveras. 
Jag förklarar denna typ av långsiktig och kapabilitetsbyggande process 
som kunskapsinfrastrukturering. Dessa initiala resultat diskuteras i nästa 
kapitel om befintlig forskning med stöd från den konceptuella ramen, 
som består av teorier relaterade till ANT och CA.
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5. Diskussion

I kapitel fem diskuterar jag det empiriska materialet med stöd i befintlig 
designlitteratur samt det konceptuella ramverket. Den första diskussio-
nen handlar om hur deltagande prototyper kan främja diversitet genom 
att tillhandahålla ett delat inlärningsutrymme. Genom de prototypiska 
designaktiviteterna, i detta fall med lekplatsen som exempel, skapades 
möjligheter för Jua Kali men även för barn, att “engagera sig i olika for-
mer av social interaktion”, och lära sig att “leva med och mot andra”, 
vilket hänvisar till CC7: Affiliation (Nussbaum, 2011, s. 34). Genom for-
mandet av en sådan “sam-byggarbetsplats” (co-construction site), ett 
slags gemensamt prototypiskt inlärningsrum, menar jag att olika aktörer 
kan lära sig hur man kan samverka på ett hållbart sätt och därmed bygga 
”kollaborativa kapabiliteter” (von Busch, 2013), samarbetskapabiliteter.

Nästa diskussion berör samslöjd som metod, som jag menar förankrar 
design i en materiell, social och historisk kontext (Cheng, 2019). Istäl-
let för att skapa något helt nytt, bygger man vidare på det som finns, 
vilket belyser den frugala ingången. Prototypen i fokus är repslagnings-
maskinen, vilken ur ett CA-perspektiv blev en möjlighet även för barn 
att delta i en samskapande process, som stimulerade kreativitet, även 
om professionella färdigheter i hantverk sakandes. Samslöjd som me-
todverktyg skapade således kapabiliteter som hänvisar till CC4: Senses, 
Imagination, and Thought (s. 34) men bidrog även till att skapa genera-
tionsöverbryggande relationer.

Den tredje diskussionen belyser samskrivning som utforskande de-
signmetod, som jag menar kan skapa ett utrymme för gemensam reflek-
tion. Korgen är objektet i fokus, vilket diskuteras i artikel IV med hjälp 
av ett konversationsverktyg som bygger på ANT-konceptet gränsobjekt 
(Boundary Object) (Star & Griesemer, 1989). Min poäng är att genom 
samskrivning får utövarna möjligheter att formulera sina “önskningar, 
avsikter och moraliska övertygelser” (Waelbers, 2011) i ett akademiskt 
och globalt sammanhang. Därigenom skapas ”moralisk agens” (s. 8), 
som relaterar till CC6 Practical Reasoning.

Den sista diskussionen handlar om att närma sig designprojektetet som 
en kunskapsinfrastrukturerande process. Då ett TD-forskningsprojekt är 
en process som involverar flera och olika aktörer finns det många rela-
tioner att utforska, etablera och vårda. Att arbeta med deltagande design 
i ett frugalt sammanhang är därför en långsam process som måste få ta 
tid, så kallad ”slow prototyping” (Hillgren & Seravalli, 2011; Murray et 
al., 2011). Jag beskriver hur lek som kapabilitet (CC9) blev ett viktigt 
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sammanlänkande element, ett oväntat resultat i forskningen. Genom att 
ge tid att utforska, reflektera och leka tillsammans argumenterar jag för 
att medägande skapas En fördel är att genom leken kan barnens rös-
ter kan göras hörda, vilket refererar till CC10 “kontroll över sin miljö”. 
Men för att vara hållbart måste det också finnas infrastrukturer som kan 
stödja den kontinuerliga utvecklingsprocessen, även efter projekttiden.

6. Sammanfattning och framtida forskning

I det sista kapitlet återkopplar jag till forskningsfrågorna och samman-
fattar resultaten. Jag beskriver hur jag i forskningen har undersökt del-
tagande design i en global nord–syd-samarbetskontext (GN–SC), där 
den transdisciplinära (TD) processen involverat aktörer från Sverige och 
Kenya. Jag använde ett metodologiskt ramverk som kombinerade ak-
törs-nätverksteori (ANT), kapabilitetsramverket (CA), samslöjd (CoC) 
och samskrivning (CoW). Diskussionen kretsade kring fyra designfrågor 
som denna forskning behandlat: mångfald, sammanhang, reflexivitet 
och tid. Genom detta utforskande fann jag att deltagande design och 
designers kan bidra till hållbar utveckling genom att:

• Tillhandahålla ett prototypiskt inlärningsutrymme (sam-byggarbets-
plats) där olika aktörer kan lära sig att arbeta tillsammans och därmed 
skapa ’samarbetskapabiliteter’.

• Förankra arbetet i det sociala, materiella och historiska samman-
hanget och samtidigt bidra till att länka mellan aktörer, kontexter och 
generationer, samt att stimulera kreativitet.

• Stimulera reflexivitet genom att skapa ett utrymme för praktiskt 
resonemang vilket i sin tur kan skapa moralisk agens.

• Behandla design som en kunskapsinfrastruktureringsprocess där 
målet är att samägandeskap skapas så människor vill fortsätta proces-
sen efter projekttiden, där också leken blir ett länkande och utlösande 
element.

Jag reflekterar sedan kritiskt över såväl teori som metod, etiska aspekter 
samt hållbarhet, specifikt mål 17 Globalt partnerskap, som varit målet i 
fokus. Slutligen lyfter jag fram fyra möjliga spår för framtida forskning, 
vilka jag menar kan vara intressant att utveckla vidare.

Det första spåret är att undersöka designmetoder som utforskar tom-
rummen i nätverket. Jag lyfter här fram mapping som designmetod som 
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jag ser som en möjlighet att utforska komplexitet och dolda möjligheter 
tillsammans. Genom sådana prototypiska aktiviteter kan deltagarna öka 
sin medvetenhet, sina roller, sociala positioner och det tomrum som 
finns. En annan möjlig utvecklingsväg är att utforska hur kunskapsinfra-
strukturer kan utvecklas och upprätthållas även efter det att ett projekt 
avslutats och utan designerns direkta inflytande och medverkan. Ett 
sådant forskningsarbete skulle fokusera på ”kollektivt lärande”, ett pe-
dagogiskt perspektiv som bygger på sociokulturell förståelse (Vygotsky, 
1896–1934). Ett tredje utvecklingsområde är hur utrymmen för gemen-
samt skapande, reflektion och lek i det offentliga rummet kan skapas. 
Eftersom barnen är nästa generations förändringsagenter, bör även de 
innefattas i de designprocessen där de berörs, liksom andra medborg-
are. Då lek enligt Nussbaum (2011) är en av de tio centrala kapabilite-
terna, kan leken således vara ett möjligt element att utforska på ett mer 
generellt plan för att förhandla om dessa utrymmen. Slutligen föreslår 
jag en undersökning av hur digitala rum för samarbete kan utvecklas 
med hjälp av sociala medier vilket möjliggör samarbete även om delta-
garna befinner sig på olika platser. Att utforska detta ämne är särskilt 
intressant mot bakgrund av coronaviruspandemin 2020. Jag ser även 
ett behov av att ta med materiella värden i dessa digitala arbetsmiljöer.

Epilog

I den sista delen av avhandlingen återkopplar jag till tiden innan forsk-
ningen startade. Jag beskriver sedan vad som hände efter att forsknings-
projektet avslutades i november 2017. Jag avslutar med att beskriva en 
uppsättning pågående projekt som växt fram ur forskningen där den 
kunskap som erhållits kan implementeras och utvecklas vidare. En så-
dan rörelse, framåt och bakåt i tiden kan förhoppningsvis skapa en 
djupare förståelse för hur deltagande design(ers) kan ge ett värdefullt 
bidrag när man agerar i en GN–SC kontext som betonar en frugal de-
signingång. Betydande för alla de projekt som beskrivs (Frugal Design, 
Den Blå korgen, och Lek i Staden) är avsikten att förbättra arbetsförhål-
landena för lokala aktörer, såsom det var tänkt från början. Men, som 
jag skriver, min designforskning kom att driva i väg, och bedrivs idag 
i andra sammanhang än vad jag hade förväntat mig från början. Som 
Nabeel Hamdi skriver (2004) är utveckling något som ständigt pågår 
och är inget vi designers startar. Det är inte ett resultat av enskilda de-
signers arbete, inte heller en snabb lösning på ett problem, utan snarare 
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en kunskapsinfrastrukturerande process som växer fram och utvecklas 
över tiden. Jag beskriver mig själv som en ”vävare”, vilket innebär att jag 
är en del av ett ”utvecklingskontinuum” (ibid.) som ständigt förändras, 
där designobjekten blir vävande kunskapsbärare. Jag beskriver hur min 
utvecklingsresa precis börjat, och att jag ser fram emot att fortsätta lära 
mig hur vi designar tillsammans!
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Abstract 

Problems concerning Sustainable Urban Development are complex and can no longer be dealt only 
within pre-existing disciplines and structures for planning and decision-making. (Mistra Urban Futures 
(MUF) Handbook 2013) “A key characteristic of scientific approaches that focus on contributing to 
sustainability is participation. In the scientific sphere, this includes the integration of different types of 
scientific and non-scientific knowledge. One of the most popular concepts used to refer to this type of 
participatory work is transdisciplinary research”. (Polk 2014). Research projects based on joint-
knowledge production are unusual, and there are few real templates to follow. (MUF Handbook 2013) 
This paper describes a case study, connected to the MUF interactive platform in Kisumu1. The
research students describe and reflect on the situation to understand what challenges and 
opportunities a transdisciplinary approach gives to the over-all process. It aims to produce outcomes 
that can be further implemented and support researchers working in practice based transdisciplinary 
projects. 

Initial Findings: 
-Complexity takes time and requires an open mind-set and ability to work with multiple framings. 
-Trust-building ability is a key - to be present, transparent and build dialogues 
-A Shared ownership of the process is necessary  
-Prototyping and establishing a Shared Digital Working Space with Easy Access are a useful co-
creative method to implement knowledge  
-Reflection and Facilitation is needed to support and deepen the collaborative working process. 

Keywords: Transdisciplinary research approaches, co-creation, marketplaces, prototyping, systems 
design, challenges.

Introduction 
Transdisciplinary research aims to produce socially robust results that “contribute to sustainability 
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through in-depth participation of stakeholders and the integration of relevant knowledge from both 
practice and research in real-world problem contexts. The actions should lead to increased 
participation, knowledge integration, social robustness and contributions to sustainability.” (Polk 2014) 
There have been similar approaches under different names such as post-normal science (Funtowitz 
and Ravetz 1993), Mode 2 (Gibbons et al 1993, Nyström 2002, Nowotny et al 2001), issue-driven 
interdisciplinarity (Robinson 2008), interactive social research (Talwar et al 2011), and transformative 
or participatory sustainability science (Blackstock and Carter 2007, Lang et al 2012, Spangenberg 
2011, Wiek et al 2011). All share a focus on “bridging the gap between science and practice to more 
effectively use science to capture and solve current social and environmental problems” (Robinson 
2008, Polk 2014). 

Challenges of Transdisciplinary Research 
Research projects based on joint-knowledge production are unusual, and there are no real templates 
to follow. One “user manual” is MUF’s “Manual of Joint Knowledge Production for Urban Change” 
(2013) based on five research cases from Sweden. Referring to the manual the challenges are related 
to the knowledge production process, with multiple actor involvement including both academic 
disciplines and practitioners. The issues are related to multiple framings, knowledge diversity and 
challenges of how to create co-owned arenas for transformation processes (MUF Handbook 2013). 
Working in a global transdisciplinary research project between Kenya and Sweden, with more than 
150 participants, adds further complexities: distance and different societal and academic cultures.  

Methodology
Introduction  
This paper focuses on a case where three research students, from different academic backgrounds 
connected to MUF interactive platform in Kisumu, work with the common objective to: “empower local 
livelihoods through sustainable marketplaces and ecotourism development using a transparent, 
transdisciplinary, and system-based approach by stakeholder participation” (KLIP Core group 
Objectives). Dunga Beach, a fishing community outside Kisumu act as the common case (see 
illustration1). The researchers share the same space but are looking at different problems. The aim is 
to integrate and extend beyond discipline-specific concepts, approaches, and methods to accelerate 
innovations and progress toward solving complex problems affecting Marketplaces in Kisumu. The 
study enables collaboration in information gathering and dynamic analysis to integrate crafts, 
livelihoods, energy and design in a market system. The knowledge is prototyped and implemented for 
direct feedback from the local community. The common approach used by the researchers, is aimed 
to connect academia, business sector and the end user. Dynamic Systems Design is one of the 
common languages for design utilizing analytical and intuitive approaches to formulate questions, 
gathering information and analysing. Incorporating the language and approach of system analysis can 
help create a holistic view of otherwise complex situations. It becomes a tool for communication 
between disciplines. Another method used is transformation and innovation through interventions. The 
interventions are made up of physical and social systems involving people in the city, buildings, 
objects, concepts and so-called “rules of the game” (Nyström 2002, 2005, 2010).  

Researchers Framings
One of the Kenyan researchers has a background in Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and her 
research is on ’Market Metabolism Focusing on Omena Traders’. She uses the concept of metabolism 
to analyse the flow of Omena through Dunga market system. Omena is a local fish traded by women 
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that is gaining recognition because of its market availability, high nutritional value, and low cost. The 
main objective of the research is to understand the flow of resources in a market system. The results 
will give inputs in developing sustainable resource use within the system. The researcher is working 
with individual women and women groups, other researchers on alternative livelihoods, and a local 
non-governmental organization working with the women to form groups of Omena traders .    

The other Kenyan researcher has a background in architecture and urban design. He looks at the 
design process as a participatory mechanism in connecting market communities’ renewable energy 
systems. Connectedness theory is used to study the individual’s sense of connection to nature and the 
degree in which s/he participates in the planning and designing of renewable energy systems at the 
marketplace. This study aims to investigate an integrated version of sustainable building and site 
layout practice to develop an approach that enables the exploration of a trans-disciplinary 
collaboration in the provision of renewable energy technologies for large public markets.  

The Swedish researcher has a background in industrial design. The study explores the "new" role of 
the designer operating on a global arena by using Actor-Network Theory (Latour, 2005) In the 
process, she act as a designer herself with the aim to support the local craft community to build 
capacity and thereby create livelihood opportunities. She designs "strategic objects", with a function 
beyond the obvious, and study how these "supports the creation of syntagms (linkages) to build and 
stabilize a network of actants" (Latour 2005) The practical result of the research, are projects where 
the invasive plant water hyacinth is used as a resource in handicraft production, for example in basket 
production and eco-tourism development. 

Data Collection 
The research process has been divided into five phases. The Swedish researcher mostly works from 
Sweden but has been in East-Africa several times during 2011-2013. The two Kenyan researchers are 
based in Kisumu and Nairobi, and have been visiting and studying in Sweden several times. The 
researchers regularly have contact via e-mail and Skype, but the most frequent interaction is made via 
Facebook. The researchers have set up several shared groups together with practitioners. 

Results  
1. Set up the Core-group - Identify the Case (Sept 2012) 
The process started with the Swedish team going to Kenya to meet the research colleagues. A Core 
group was established with three PhDs from Sweden and four from Kenya. The Core group has a 
common research framework and objectives. The phase also included identifying a research case, 
which could link all the researchers work together. The identified societal needs were primarily 
alternative sources of livelihood and market access. 

Reflections and Learning Outcomes 
It was a challenge to set up the joint work because of multiple framing within the group. Areas of 
interest are different, and the different academic traditions. Team building activities is core to identify 
roles and abilities and, external facilitation would have supported this process. 
2. Data Collection through Participatory Activities (Nov 2012)
The Swedish team arrived to Kisumu to start the research work with the community through field 
studies and data collection using participatory interventions and observations. The participatory 
activities involved about 100 community participants. These activities were complemented with
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individual observations, interventions and semi-formal interviews to establish relations and get an 
understanding of the place. 

Reflection and Learning Outcome 
Some Kenyan students were occupied in full-time teaching, and it was difficult to gather the full group 
to enable cooperation. The researchers were in different stages of their process and with different 
academic traditions in the group, and it was a challenge to find common methods of data collection 
relevant for everybody. The design interventions that included several workshops, was a challenge to 
organize. More community members than expected were participating, and they arrived at different 
times. Language was a challenge since not all of the participants could speak English, and had 
difficulties in reading and writing.  

Instead of big community gatherings, an alternative way to collect data could be to spend time on site 
observing or shadowing the stakeholders. Research students could have worked in pairs using 
systems mapping as a co-creative tool to make the system dynamics visible. A small co-creative 
intervention like the playground workshop described below, can be a way to “get everyone on-board”. 
Reflexive discussions in smaller groups on why and how to do participatory work could be a start to 
build common understanding.   

The identification of demand driven needs within the community plays a crucial role as a starting point 
for researchers. To avoid repetition, the researchers must reinforce and develop existing initiatives 
and potentials.   

3. Formulation of a Common Proposal  (Jan 2013) 
The group formulated a common project proposal aiming to connect the three individual projects. The 
concept of using water hyacinths as a resource for the community, acted as a link between the 
different projects. The proposal was sent to the community by e-mail, but little feedback was received. 

Reflection and Learning Outcomes 
There was a challenge in framing because of the three levels to handle: The individual research level, 
the Marketplace research level and the Core group research level (see figure 2).

Co-production of a common project proposal together with community on site would probably be a 
better way to create an inclusive process with shared ownership. Here systems dynamics mapping 
could have been an efficient tool, because it makes visible all components and linkages and give an 
overview of the interconnections. 

4. Implementation through Prototyping – Participatory Activities (April-October 2013) 
A playground concept was developed as a way to initiate participatory work with the community. It 
explored the intersection between crafts, design, play, and space through hands-on making in full 
scale. The first prototype was tested in Sweden and the concept was then “translated” by a Kenyan 
researcher to be adapted to the Kenyan context. A joint intervention was later held in Kenya where all 
researchers worked together with the community on site (see figure 3). A simple rope-making machine 
was also introduced, which showed to be a successful tool to engage the community and show 
potentials of how to use waste as a resource (see figure 4.) A Facebook group was also created 
where the researchers and community could communicate more easily.  
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relevant for everybody. The design interventions that included several workshops, was a challenge to 
organize. More community members than expected were participating, and they arrived at different 
times. Language was a challenge since not all of the participants could speak English, and had 
difficulties in reading and writing.  

Instead of big community gatherings, an alternative way to collect data could be to spend time on site 
observing or shadowing the stakeholders. Research students could have worked in pairs using 
systems mapping as a co-creative tool to make the system dynamics visible. A small co-creative 
intervention like the playground workshop described below, can be a way to “get everyone on-board”. 
Reflexive discussions in smaller groups on why and how to do participatory work could be a start to 
build common understanding.   

The identification of demand driven needs within the community plays a crucial role as a starting point 
for researchers. To avoid repetition, the researchers must reinforce and develop existing initiatives 
and potentials.   

3. Formulation of a Common Proposal  (Jan 2013) 
The group formulated a common project proposal aiming to connect the three individual projects. The 
concept of using water hyacinths as a resource for the community, acted as a link between the 
different projects. The proposal was sent to the community by e-mail, but little feedback was received. 

Reflection and Learning Outcomes 
There was a challenge in framing because of the three levels to handle: The individual research level, 
the Marketplace research level and the Core group research level (see figure 2).

Co-production of a common project proposal together with community on site would probably be a 
better way to create an inclusive process with shared ownership. Here systems dynamics mapping 
could have been an efficient tool, because it makes visible all components and linkages and give an 
overview of the interconnections. 

4. Implementation through Prototyping – Participatory Activities (April-October 2013) 
A playground concept was developed as a way to initiate participatory work with the community. It 
explored the intersection between crafts, design, play, and space through hands-on making in full 
scale. The first prototype was tested in Sweden and the concept was then “translated” by a Kenyan 
researcher to be adapted to the Kenyan context. A joint intervention was later held in Kenya where all 
researchers worked together with the community on site (see figure 3). A simple rope-making machine 
was also introduced, which showed to be a successful tool to engage the community and show 
potentials of how to use waste as a resource (see figure 4.) A Facebook group was also created 
where the researchers and community could communicate more easily.  
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Reflection and Learning Outcome 
A transdisciplinary research process is open, hard to predict, and includes improvisations. The 
researcher must be open-minded but at the same time clear on the individual aims and objectives, to 
be able to interact with other stakeholders. A co-creative intervention like the playground including the 
rope making, showed to be an efficient method to gather different actors and make visible and create 
awareness on the potentials, in this case alternative use of resources. The individual researcher’s 
input was highly noticeable and the intervention naturally invited the community members as co-
creators. By collaborating together through hands-on activities, the relations between the actors were 
strengthened. The Facebook group made it easy to share photos and chat to keep the contact alive. 
 
5. Reflexive Analysis and Co-production of Knowledge through Writing 
During a period in Sweden, the students had the opportunity to reflect on the research process so far, 
with supervision from several professors. They brought up issues that were hard to discuss on e-mail 
or Facebook. The group analysed the process to find out the next steps to take. This was done 
through several systems mapping sessions.  

Reflections and Learning Outcomes 
During this period, the students spent a lot of time together, reflecting on their work and finally they 
“really” started to collaborate. The common mappings showed the researchers’ individual objectives, 
the different scales but also how the individual projects were linked (see figure 5). The mapping 
indicated possible directions for future collaborative work. A potential of establishing entrepreneurship 
training, integrating crafts production, ecotourism and energy production, was identified. The mapping 
activity built links and trust between the researchers.

Discussion and Conclusion 
What are the challenges and opportunities of using a transdisciplinary approach? What are the 
outcomes? This research work, encompassing PhD researchers from two continents, demands a 
collaboration aiming for long-term implementation. The process is full of challenges, but gives new 
insights and perspectives to the individual work. Co-creation of knowledge has been a new approach 
to the researchers coming from different scientific and creative disciplines, and hence challenging in 
consolidating a common platform. To be able to produce new relevant knowledge, the process 
requires methods, collaborative tools and skills to reach a common understanding. 

Complexity Takes Time 
The study shows that a transdisciplinary approach is complex because of its multiple framings due to 
multiple stakeholder involvement. Frequent dialogue was identified as one of the key tools on co-
creation, which requires time and perseverance. 

Open Mind-set - Frame and Re-frame 
The co-production process requires an open mind-set where you constantly need to frame and re-
frame the scope. Each actor should be clear on their individual aims and objectives to enable 
sustainable integration with other actors. Co-writing a shared project proposal based on systems 
mapping is a useful co-creative method, since it make dynamics visible. 

Building Trust  
Longer field studies and spending time together is important for the research team to have a common 
understanding for reading and learning from each other. 
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The creation of a dialogue with local actors and residents early and also to report back to the 
community is crucial. Building trust is a precondition to reach the inhabitants and the tacit knowledge. 

Shared Ownership - Build a Common Ground 
All actors involved must agree on what it is and how to work. It must be a shared ownership between 
the practitioners and the researchers, for example, the community plays an important role in the 
process of problem identification because they are “the professionals”.

Prototyping - a Co-creative Method  
Physical prototyping and hands-on collaboration showed to be successful ways to co-produce 
knowledge, since knowledge became visible for everyone involved and was easy to build upon. 

A Shared Digital Working Space 
A common digital platform is important when different actors working “on remote” are involved. 
Facebook, for example, is easily accessible to many stakeholders and make visible information. This 
should be complemented with a physical space on site, where as much information as possible is 
shared. 

Reflection and Facilitation 
The complex process of co-producing knowledge requires external facilitation and time for 
collaborative reflections. 

Figure 1. Daily life in Dunga Beach. Photo: Helena Hansson 
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Figure 2: Model showing the multiple framings for KLIP Core group. Illustration: Helena Hansson 

Figure 3. Prototyping: A Playground intervention as a co-creative method to make visible potentials ad 
“make people come together”. Photo: Helena Hansson
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Figure 4. Prototyping: Rope making intervention in Dunga Beach – a co-creative method to make visible 
potentials. Photo: Helena Hansson 

Figure 5. Systems mapping as a co-creative method to identify potentials and challenges. Photo: Helena 
Hansson 
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Endnotes 
1 Local Interactive Platforms (LIPs) exist in Kisumu, Shanghai, Cape Town, Manchester and Gothenburg where 
the head office is located. The platform, KLIP, in Kisumu consists of a consortium representing two universities, 
Maseno and Jaramogi Oginga Odinga University of Science & Technology (JOOUST), the society and business 
(Triple Helix). Two research flagship projects are run namely Eco-Tourism (ET) and Marketplaces (MP). Twenty 
doctoral students, a number of post docs, professors and master students are involved in the general research.  
To be able to handle so many PhD students a Core Group of seven PhD students from Sweden and Kenya was 
created. The Core group is divided into two groups: Eco-tourism (ET) and Marketplaces (MP. The two themes are 
overlapping, but at the same time two separate research areas. The Core Group has some common activities 
with the other doctoral students; however this paper is a contribution from the marketplace Core Group.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper explores and discusses prototypes as a 

participatory activity. It includes a case study, 

which describes a series of transformations, where 

low-tech rope-making machines play pivot roles as 

catalysts of change.  As a designer researcher 

working in a “non-design context”, namely in 

Kisumu, Kenya, the approach was to “design 

through things”. The designed objects functioned 

as mediators, triggering the users to act. The paper 

argues that material based prototype-objects can, if 

strategically designed, be successful participatory 

tools, because they can be directly implemented 

and tested together with the users in real life 

situations. When the prototype-objects are adapted 

to the local situation, the users can easily build on 

to the design concepts themselves. Through that, 

the users can become the future designers, a key 

approach in Design Infrastructuring Theory.  

1. INTRODUCTION  
”If vehicles are treated as mediators triggering other 
mediators, then a lot of new and unpredictable situations 
will ensue (they make things do other things than what 
was expected)” (Latour 2005; 59) 

1.1 DESIGN PROTOTYPES 

A Prototype can be described as the first or preliminary 
version of a device or vehicle from which other forms 
are developed1. The activity of prototyping has 
traditionally been about making physical artefacts to 
represent a ’product’ before it is completed. The design 
prototypes were often high finished models presented in 
the very end of the design process. Today prototypes are 
rather seen by some as a participatory activity, which is 
taking place throughout the entire design process. 
(Sanders, 2012) In the very early stages of a design 
process, Post-It Notes and rough cardboard models are 
often used as prototype tools. But in certain situations, 
as the one described in the case, these tools are “alien” 
and somehow useless to the users involved because they 
don’t have a social impact and make a real difference. 
The paper instead suggests the use of material-based 
prototype objects, designed to be adapted to and used in 
the local context as strategic means that materialize 
potentials and create a common understanding in 
practice. Their role is to act as mediators, triggering new 
processes to start where the users take ownership and 
can become the future designers themselves. 

1.2 AIM, GOAL AND CONTRIBUTION 
The aim of the study was to explore the designer role, 
and the role of objects as catalysts of change, when 
acting in a participatory development process in a 
former “non-design” context. The study contributes to 
the emergent field of design research placed in the 
intersection between Co-design and Actor -Network 
Theory (Storni et al, 2014). It builds on to Participatory 
Design research as explored by Björgvinsson, Ehn and 
Hillström through their Living Labs projects, which 
explores the concept of Design Infrastructuring. 
(Björgvinsson et al 2012). Their research is influenced 
by Actor -Network Theory, where theorists such as the 
Philosopher Bruno Latour explore the role of objects as 
social actors (Latour, 2005).  

                                                             
 
1 The Oxford Dictionary, 2014 
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I first introduce the background and motivation behind 
the research, and then introduce and summarize a few 
theories that act as the foundation to be able to discuss 
my work. After, I explain how I have worked, and then 
describe the case, explaining how the different 
prototypes where designed and used. I end with a 
discussion on the findings, which I hope can contribute 
to new perspectives on existing design research within 
the field of participatory design. 

1.3 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION  
In 2012 I started as a doctoral student in design 
connected to a transdisciplinary research platform in 
Kisumu, Kenya, funded by SIDA2 through Mistra 
Urban Futures3. I had no earlier experience of working 
in “non-design contexts”, but had over 15 years 
experience of working as an industrial designer, 
primarily as a free-lance designer with focus on 
strategic concept development. My research focus was 
to study how and through what means design could 
support the local crafts industry in the Kisumu region 
with focus on Women’s Economic Empowerment. 

1.3.2 THE RESEARCH CONTEXT – CHALLENGE OF 
THE WATER HYACINTHS 
Kisumu is Kenya’s third biggest city situated by Lake 
Victoria, which is one of the poorest areas in Kenya. 
One of the societal challenges for the fisher folk 
communities along Lake Victoria is the water hyacinths, 
a seasonal, invasive plant that decreases the access to 
the lake since it block harbours and beaches. The plant 
also reduces the water quality, which affect the eco-
system in the lake. It attracts malaria mosquitos and 
other insects, and is a good environment for breeding 
snakes, crocodiles and hippopotamus. Since the 
communities along Lake Victoria are depending on 
fishing as a source of livelihood, my scope was to 
support the development of alternative sources of 
livelihood based on using the plant as a resource in 
crafts production. 

                                                             
 
2 The Swedish International Development Cooperation 
Agency 
3 Mistra Urban Futures (MUF) is a global research 
centre of excellence focusing on sustainable urban 
development. Local Interactive Platforms (LIPs) exist in 
Kisumu, Shanghai, Cape Town, Manchester and 
Gothenburg where the head office is located. The local 
platform in Kisumu, KLIP, consists of a consortium 
with actors representing two universities, society and 
business. All projects within the Kisumu platform are 
formed to explore and understand different questions 
and themes in the context of climate change, 
environment degradation and poverty reduction. 

	  

 
Figure 1 The water hyacinth plant make it difficult to access the lake 
since it for example blocks harbours 

1.3.3 THE DESIGN PROJECT: TO STABILIZE A 
PLATFORM FOR CRAFTS PRODUCTION 
A key issue was to support market access and to up-
scale by linking different initiatives and actors together. 
The idea was to establish a “marketplace platform” for 
cooperative knowledge production, as a way to build 
infrastructures. By using a development programme as a 
project platform, funded by a Swedish faith-based 
organization, we started an entrepreneurial program 
involving four communities in craft and business 
training activities. A Swedish design company 
specialized in design, production and sales of global 
craft was involved as a business partner, designing 
products for local production in Kenya and sales in 
Sweden. A system of local organizations connected to 
the faith based organization, were supporting the 
communities in training and coordination of the work. 
Since last year (2014) the production is now up and 
running with the Swedish market as an in initial market. 

1.3.4 LACK OF TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT FOR 
PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY 
The concept to develop a rope -making machine sprung 
from the idea of finding ways to simplify and make 
effective the time consuming activity of making ropes 
by hand made from the invasive water hyacinths. Rope 
making is a traditional craft in the region. Usually sisal 
has been the local resource used, but since the hyacinths 
appeared in the end of 1990s, making ropes from 
hyacinths has increased as source of livelihood. The 
ropes are used to weave different kind of craft objects as 
baskets, trays and furniture. The rope-making activity is 
a process that transforms the raw material to the 
finished crafts products and includes several steps: 
1.Harvesting 2. Transportation 3. Cleaning, 4. Drying, 
preserving and storing 5. Rope making 6. Design. 7. 
Production of Frames for weaving 8.Weaving. Rope 
making was identified as the less efficient part of the 
process.  
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Figure 2.Rope-making by hand from water hyacinths, a time 
consuming activity. Photo: Helena Hansson 

1.3.5 THE ROPE MAKING MACHINE 
Another identified challenge was the lack of tools and 
equipment’s to support the craftsmen to effective their 
work, make it safer but also to support them in 
producing more highly-finished goods. I therefore 
decided to explore different possibilities of how to 
simplify the rope making by using a simple muscular 
driven machine, to secure low-cost production and to 
get access to a reliable energy-supply. In an earlier 
design project, I had got in contact with the rope making 
museum close to Gothenburg, where traditional rope 
making techniques and tools were documented and 
performed through public co-craft activities. I got 
fascinated both by the machine, the ropes and the 
process behind, and I saw a potential to use the simple 
machinery and try it with the hyacinth fibre.  

2. LITERATURE AND THEORY 
The following theories are acting as the foundation to be 
discuss the findings: 

2.1 ACTOR-NETWORK THEORY: OBJECTS AS SOCIAL 
ACTORS 
Law, Callon and Latour developed the Actor-Network 
Theory (ANT) concept in the mid 1980s. The origin of 
the ANT approach can be found in the need for a new 
social theory adjusted to Science and Technology 
Studies, STS (Latour, 2005). According to Latour the 
social should be seen as an assemblage of 
heterogeneous elements, rather than “a stabilized state 
of affairs” (Latour 2005; 108). Crucial in ANT is that 
objects, devices and documents, what Law called “the 
silent ones” (Law 1994:23) also should be defined as 
social actors and therefore should be given agency to act 
(Porsander, 2003:14). By tracing and describing the 
actions of objects, we as researchers can learn about the 
society as a whole (Czarniawska, 2014). A key concept 
in ANT is the mediator-actors. Referring to Latour, 
mediators are actors that are characterized by that they 
induce others to act. The Mediators “transform, 
translate, distort and modify the meaning or the 
elements they are supposed to carry” (Latour 2005:39).  

2.2 THE CHALLENGE OF PARTICIPATORY DESIGN 

A key characteristic of scientific approaches that focus 
on contributing to sustainability is participation (Polk, 
2014). Participatory Design is characterized as an 
approach to involve users in the design process, a way 
to meet the challenges of envisioning use before actual 
use (Redström, 2008) The concept of Participatory 
Design was developed during the 1970s from the 
standpoint that “those affected by a design should have 
a say in the design process” (Björgvinsson et al, 2012). 
According to Björgvinsson et al, the challenge for 
Participatory Design is that the efforts of design often 
are limited to the on-going design project. To reach a 
sustainable development over time, designers also need 
to consider future users and what is coming after the 
actual design project, so called Design-for-Design or 
Design Infrastructuring. (Björgvinsson et al, 2012). In 
the article, they introduce the concept of “project time” 
and “use time” where “Project time” is connected to the 
on-going design project while “use time” is the time 
after the actual design project. The researchers mean 
that designers should use the actual project time to 
design platforms and infrastructures to secure future 
development even after the project is over. Practically 
this means that objects must be designed with an open-
ended approach to support the present users to get 
ownership, so they can become the future designers 
themselves. (Björgvinsson et al 2012). 

2.3 PROTOTYPING AS PARTICIPATORY DESIGN 
TOOLS 
Through the years, Participatory Design tools have been 
developed as a way to externalizing the visualization 
process, to support the participants “envisioning the 
future” (Sanders 2013). Referring to Sanders, a 
Prototype is a design visualization tool, initially used in 
for example industrial design and architecture projects 
to communicate ideas and product concept to clients. 
The activity of prototyping, from a was about making 
physical artefacts to represent a ’product’ before it is 
completed. The design prototypes were often highly 
finished models presented in the very end of the design 
process. According to Sanders, the prototyping today 
rather should be seen as a participatory activity, which 
is taking place throughout the entire design process. The 
prototyping process starts already in the “fuzzy front 
end” of the design process where visualization tools as 
for example Post-it notes and rough cardboard models 
often are used. As the process progresses, progressively 
more realism is introduced as the process continues 
(Sanders 2012).  

2.4 SMALL CHANGE AND FRUGAL INNOVATIONS 
Nabeel Hamdi, an experienced Development designer, 
has another approach to participatory prototyping. He 
instead uses “real” objects as prototypes in the very 
beginning of a development process. Hamdi call this 
prototyping concept “Small Change”. The function of 
the Small Change is to act as catalysts to make people 
come together, build trust and get organized (Hamdi, 
2004). In the book “Small Change”, Hamdi describes 
several examples of these kinds of prototypes, for 
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example a bus stop. By implementing the bus stop 
prototype, it created a market place hub, which activated 
the local community and facilitated a collaborative 
change process over time (Hamdi 2004) Using material 
based prototypes implemented directly in practice, make 
it easier for the participants to engage and evaluate a 
concept, since it looks, and acts real. But it is necessary 
that the prototypes are adapted to the local context and 
should therefore be not too “finished”. The concept of 
“Frugal Innovation” described in an article by Sarika 
Bansal (2014) can be useful when trying to explain the 
role of Small Change prototypes. According to Bansal, a 
“Frugal innovation” approach means to design products 
specifically to meet the needs of the world’s poorest 
people. It challenges designers and innovators to do 
more with less. “The creators of frugal innovations 
strive for them to be affordable, sustainable, lightweight 
and rugged. Wherever possible, they should be made 
locally with renewable materials and most important, 
they should be developed with the end user in mind”. 
(Bansal, 2014) 

2.5 Summary 

Both the designer and the designed objects have 
important roles as mediators in the participatory 
process, they should trigger others (the users) to act. 
(Latour 2005) The prototypes are real, but rugged in 
their design. They are not yet fully developed material 
based objects, strategically designed to be adapted and 
used directly in the local context. (Bansal, 2014) The 
design is meant to be open for others to continue 
developing from. Through this, they can support an 
Infrastructuring process where the users get ownership 
and become designers of small change themselves 
(Björgvinsson et al, 2012; Hamdi, 2004, 2014). 

3. DATA AND METHODS 

3.1 OVER-ALL APPROACH 
Working in a design research project with a “social” 
approach is complex since it often involves multiple 
stakeholders. In my case Academia, Civil society, 
Government and Industry were represented. Due to the 
multiple stakeholder involvement, the project had 
multiple framings. The participants in my case came 
from both Sweden and Kenya, but the project and the 
project team have emerged over time. The design 
process has been open-ended and has been based on 
improvisations. There were no identified roles or fixed 
objectives from the beginning. Many development 
research projects end with few practically implemented 
results. As a practice-based design researcher with an 
action-research approach it was important that our work 
should both produce academic results for the research 
community, but we were also obliged to produce 
knowledge to be implemented in a real life situation. As 
the development project was initiated and funded from 
the outside, one of the challenges had been the risk that 
the “users” become dependent on our external support. I 
therefore needed to think about what is left when the 

research project is over.  Another challenge was that I 
worked alone, primarily at a distance. I therefore needed 
to think of how to build a platform to work from acting 
from a distance.  

3.2 DATA COLLECTION 
The data was collected between April 2012-December 
2014 through several practice based design 
interventions and prototyping activities. During this 
time I visited Kenya four times, for 2-3 week periods.  
In between the visits in Kenya, I have had almost daily 
contact with the stakeholder involved through social 
media, primarily Facebook, SMS, and e-mail. The 
virtual data collection has been an important source of 
information, but also as a tool to communicate and test 
ideas. A closed Facebook4 group has mainly been used, 
where about 25 participants from the process have been 
included. The group was set up as a way to 
communicate in-between the field study periods in 
Kenya. Through Facebook we have easily been able to 
communicate and interact in an informal way, even if 
separated by distance. The virtual activities have both 
been a way to keep the dialogue alive, but have also 
acted as a way to collect data (interviews and 
observations) when working primarily distance based. 

3.3 DOCUMENTATION 
The process was documented and reflected on through 
self-observations and through participant observations 
as shadowing (Czarniawska, 2014). During the whole 
process, I documented the process using primarily my 
IPhone. The pictures have worked both as “memory 
triggers” and inspirational material that have been 
shared with the participants in a closed Facebook group,  

3.4 PARTICIPATORY PROTOTYPING 
The key method used has been participatory 
prototyping. The focus have been to “stage” material 
based prototypes, to observe and get feedback from the 
participants.  I experienced early in the process that 
prototyping tools as Post-it notes and rough cardboard 
models were not enough as “change activators”. These 
“alien” tools were too abstract for the participants and 
were not culturally anchored. Many of the involved 
participants could not read or write, and we did not 
speak the same language. Therefore, an alternative 
approach was needed. Prototyping with material based 
objects was identified as a way to gather people. The 
prototypes described in this process were designed and 
developed in Sweden, but were based on locally 
identified needs and preconditions. I developed the 
prototypes in close collaboration with colleagues with 
complementary skills primarily with a Swedish 
innovator. To “stage” the prototypes was a way to test 
ideas and potentials could be made visible together with 
                                                             
 
4 Facebook is well established in Kenya and was 
therefore easy accessible for all the different project 
participants. 
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example a bus stop. By implementing the bus stop 
prototype, it created a market place hub, which activated 
the local community and facilitated a collaborative 
change process over time (Hamdi 2004) Using material 
based prototypes implemented directly in practice, make 
it easier for the participants to engage and evaluate a 
concept, since it looks, and acts real. But it is necessary 
that the prototypes are adapted to the local context and 
should therefore be not too “finished”. The concept of 
“Frugal Innovation” described in an article by Sarika 
Bansal (2014) can be useful when trying to explain the 
role of Small Change prototypes. According to Bansal, a 
“Frugal innovation” approach means to design products 
specifically to meet the needs of the world’s poorest 
people. It challenges designers and innovators to do 
more with less. “The creators of frugal innovations 
strive for them to be affordable, sustainable, lightweight 
and rugged. Wherever possible, they should be made 
locally with renewable materials and most important, 
they should be developed with the end user in mind”. 
(Bansal, 2014) 

2.5 Summary 

Both the designer and the designed objects have 
important roles as mediators in the participatory 
process, they should trigger others (the users) to act. 
(Latour 2005) The prototypes are real, but rugged in 
their design. They are not yet fully developed material 
based objects, strategically designed to be adapted and 
used directly in the local context. (Bansal, 2014) The 
design is meant to be open for others to continue 
developing from. Through this, they can support an 
Infrastructuring process where the users get ownership 
and become designers of small change themselves 
(Björgvinsson et al, 2012; Hamdi, 2004, 2014). 

3. DATA AND METHODS 

3.1 OVER-ALL APPROACH 
Working in a design research project with a “social” 
approach is complex since it often involves multiple 
stakeholders. In my case Academia, Civil society, 
Government and Industry were represented. Due to the 
multiple stakeholder involvement, the project had 
multiple framings. The participants in my case came 
from both Sweden and Kenya, but the project and the 
project team have emerged over time. The design 
process has been open-ended and has been based on 
improvisations. There were no identified roles or fixed 
objectives from the beginning. Many development 
research projects end with few practically implemented 
results. As a practice-based design researcher with an 
action-research approach it was important that our work 
should both produce academic results for the research 
community, but we were also obliged to produce 
knowledge to be implemented in a real life situation. As 
the development project was initiated and funded from 
the outside, one of the challenges had been the risk that 
the “users” become dependent on our external support. I 
therefore needed to think about what is left when the 

research project is over.  Another challenge was that I 
worked alone, primarily at a distance. I therefore needed 
to think of how to build a platform to work from acting 
from a distance.  

3.2 DATA COLLECTION 
The data was collected between April 2012-December 
2014 through several practice based design 
interventions and prototyping activities. During this 
time I visited Kenya four times, for 2-3 week periods.  
In between the visits in Kenya, I have had almost daily 
contact with the stakeholder involved through social 
media, primarily Facebook, SMS, and e-mail. The 
virtual data collection has been an important source of 
information, but also as a tool to communicate and test 
ideas. A closed Facebook4 group has mainly been used, 
where about 25 participants from the process have been 
included. The group was set up as a way to 
communicate in-between the field study periods in 
Kenya. Through Facebook we have easily been able to 
communicate and interact in an informal way, even if 
separated by distance. The virtual activities have both 
been a way to keep the dialogue alive, but have also 
acted as a way to collect data (interviews and 
observations) when working primarily distance based. 

3.3 DOCUMENTATION 
The process was documented and reflected on through 
self-observations and through participant observations 
as shadowing (Czarniawska, 2014). During the whole 
process, I documented the process using primarily my 
IPhone. The pictures have worked both as “memory 
triggers” and inspirational material that have been 
shared with the participants in a closed Facebook group,  

3.4 PARTICIPATORY PROTOTYPING 
The key method used has been participatory 
prototyping. The focus have been to “stage” material 
based prototypes, to observe and get feedback from the 
participants.  I experienced early in the process that 
prototyping tools as Post-it notes and rough cardboard 
models were not enough as “change activators”. These 
“alien” tools were too abstract for the participants and 
were not culturally anchored. Many of the involved 
participants could not read or write, and we did not 
speak the same language. Therefore, an alternative 
approach was needed. Prototyping with material based 
objects was identified as a way to gather people. The 
prototypes described in this process were designed and 
developed in Sweden, but were based on locally 
identified needs and preconditions. I developed the 
prototypes in close collaboration with colleagues with 
complementary skills primarily with a Swedish 
innovator. To “stage” the prototypes was a way to test 
ideas and potentials could be made visible together with 
                                                             
 
4 Facebook is well established in Kenya and was 
therefore easy accessible for all the different project 
participants. 
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the stakeholders. From that, we could get inspiration of 
how to continue.  

4. EVALUATION OF DATA  

4.1 INITIAL TESTS 
 Together with students from Conservation department, 
an innovator and the staff at the museum, we did several 
tests with the fibre and different kind rope-making tools. 
We were initially disappointed when we realized it did 
not work. We could conclude that the fibre was too 
weak to be handled by the machines. But I still saw a 
potential in using the simple rope-making machine. In 
Kenya, rope making is a well-known craft technique.  
Many other local materials were used in crafts 
production, for example, banana fibre, sisal and also re-
cycled plastic. There was a potential in adapting the 
rope-making process to effect the processing of the 
other materials, but also to use the actual rope-making 
process as a collaborative activity. 

4.2 THE FIRST ROPE-MAKING MACHINE 
After the initial tests at the museum, I gave the 
innovator a specification to design a hand driven 
machine. The task was to use no other material but 
standard or re-cycled elements to be locally found in 
Kenya. The first prototype was a small handheld 
portable machine made of a squared wooden plate with 
three rotation hooks and a handle. The bearings were re-
cycled from discarded roller skates. The focus was to 
make the machine simple and cheap to produce, so it 
easily could be adapted and implemented. The aim was 
to bring it to Kenya for tests, and if there was an interest 
for it, leave it there to be replicated and supporting the 
further development. 

 
Figure 3 The second rope-making machine made out of pieces from 
re-cycled bicycles, Gothenburg 2013. Photo: Helena Hansson 

4.3 THE BICYCLE ROPE-MAKING MACHINE 
 I also asked the Swedish innovator to design a second 
machine by only using old bicycle elements. Bicycles as 
a “raw material” were easy to find locally in Kenya. 
Through Facebook, we managed to find three old 
bicycles that we could get for free, and the inventor 
started to experiment building a new machine. This 

machine was much bigger, and we knew it was not 
possible to bring it to Kenya (at not least in this present 
situation) but we wanted to see what we could do 
starting from using the bicycle as a technical principle. 

4.4 TESTING THE FIRST PROTOTYPE IN KENYA  
In October 2013, I brought the small portable machine 
to Kenya to test it together with the students from the 
conservation department that were acting as my 
assistants. We already knew we would not be able to be 
use it in the water hyacinth rope-making production, but 
still wanted to test it and see what it could be used for. 
The students that were studying a Bachelor Program in 
Leadership in Handicraft, were interested in the social 
aspects of craft, and had learnt how to use the machine. 
They wanted to practice the rope making tool and 
process as a way to interact and communicate through 
craft.  

 
Figure 4: The Students introducing the Rope Making machine using -
cycled cloth, October 2013. Photo: Helena Hansson 

4.5 A PARTICIPATORY ACTIVITY WITHOUT WORDS 
The first test was when we visited a small fisherman’s 
village outside Kisumu, one of the “prototype sites”, 
connected to the project. At the site, we met a group of 
women engaged in craft activities. We already knew the 
crafts women did not speak English, and we wanted to 
use the machine to introduce ourselves through making, 
as a way to break the ice between “us and them”. 
Without too many words, we started to use the machine. 
The crafts women first curiously watched the process of 
making, and then eagerly joined us to try themselves. 
Through the hands-on making, and could work together 
as equals, without using words. The process was all 
open-ended. We used some material we had brought 
from Sweden (Re-cycled cloth) Later we tried material 
that was found locally on the site (Sisal). The activity 
showed to be a great introduction to start to talk about 
the over-all crafts project.  A local inventor had a look 
at it and said he could make one similar. This was an 
evidence of that the product was so easy to “read” that it 
could easily be replicated and implemented without 
written instructions or technical drawings. The group 
kept the machine, to be able to make a replication of it 
and test it further. 
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4.6 A SECOND TEST  
Some days later, we brought the machine to another of 
the villages connected to the project, a fishing-
community who had a lot of children visiting as day-
tourists. In the village there was no formalized crafts 
group, but only a loosely connected net of women and 
men interested in crafts production as an alternative of 
livelihood to selling fish. One of the craftsmen was also 
connected to an organization for tour guides working 
with eco tourism. We tested the machine together with 
the crafts group, on the beach. Like in the other village, 
we wanted to use the existing local material. We 
therefore tested to use bicycle tubes, which transformed 
to a strong elastic rope with a delicate finish. One of the 
men immediately started to use the rope as an exercise 
tool. A group of schoolchildren flocked around us. But 
it was not them, but their teachers that stepped forward 
to test it. The teacher said, they had a lot of old bicycle 
tubes that could be used for making ropes, and he was 
asking for replications. Noticeable here was the 
collaborative aspect of the process. Normally, rope 
making is an individual activity, but this times the 
participants needed to collaborate and synch their 
efforts. Men, who usually were not involved in the 
actual rope making process, were very eager to be part 
of the process and test the machine.  

 
Figure 5: The first Rope Making machine tested in Dunga with sisal 
fibre, October 2013. Photo: Helena Hansson 

4.7 THE THIRD TEST 
Some days after, we used the machine again at the same 
place in a collaborative playground-building workshop. 
We took already existing ropes of sisal, and transformed 
them to thicker ropes that were used to making swings. 
The children were not allowed to be part of the actual 
building of the playground, but they gathered around us, 
curiously watching. I initiated we should make skipping 
ropes from the left over material, to invite them in the 
process. Suddenly there where several groups of 
children and adults skipping ropes around us. We 
realized the skipping activity became a relaxation 
activity, a break from the daily work, where the 
villagers could get some exercise An old women came 
up to us and said:  “this makes people come together. 
The day after, us the research team went back home, but 

we left the machine with the crafts group to see what 
would happen with it. 

4.8 IMPLEMENTATION I: ROPE-MAKING AS AN ECO-
TOURISM ACTIVITY 
A month later, another research group connected to the 
same project were at site. They were primarily working 
with the ecotourism organization, supporting the local 
organization to develop and package tourist tours based 
on local activities. The rope - making was identified as 
an activity to engage tourists in a co-creative 
experience. Since the tool was new to them, they 
wanted to show it to and test it with the tourists. The 
result was that international tourists were not very 
interested in the activity. They were more looking for 
something “authentic” but for the local tourists, two 
Kenyan families with small children, the machine and 
the co-craft activities was a new and unique experience. 
The children and their parents enjoyed the making 
together. A few weeks later I asked one of the most 
active craftsmen on Facebook, if and how the machine 
was used, and he told me he have continued using it in 
workshop situations as a pedagogical tool. He showed 
and engaged visiting school children in the process of 
transforming waste to a resource.  

4.9 IMPLEMENTATION II A FISHERMEN’S TOOL 
A few month later I got a post on Facebook from one of 
the local partners in Kenya (the one that was working 
with coordinating the craft activities on all sites) He told 
me he had given the machine further to a group of 
fishermen, since he had seen them making ropes of re-
cycled nets by hand. He had introduced the machine to 
them and they could see that their production was more 
efficient and reduced the time of making from 45 
minutes to 2 minutes.  

4.10 IMPLEMENTATION III A PEDAGOGICAL TOOL 
In a parallel process in Sweden, the students that had 
assisted me in Kenya started to use the machines in 
school programs for children. The school children were 
to bring waste materials as t-shirts and old sheets to 
school, and through rope making they could make 
things from it. The teacher then discussed 
environmental issues as consuming and re-cycling with 
them based on the hands -on activity. They later used 
the ropes in Maths class to measure how much material 
that was needed to create one metre of ropes. The 
Leadership in Handicraft students let develop a new 
machine them selves, because they used it so much. The 
new machine built on to the same principle as the 
bicycle machine.  

4.11 IMPLEMENTATION III AN EQUIPMENT TO 
PRODUCE MATERIAL/CO-CREATIVE TOOL 
In another situation, the bicycle machine was used as an 
inspiration for a Furniture design project at a Design 
school. The Furniture’s were to be produced and 
exhibited at the Furniture Fair in Stockholm. The 
project was called UNDESIRABLES and the idea was 
about transforming waste into something useful and 
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desirable. After an introduction at the rope-making 
museum, where the principle of rope-making techniques 
was introduced, the students were free to explore ropes, 
and rope making. The bicycle machine was handed over 
to the student was to be used as a material production 
tool in their project. The student’s furniture’s were 
exhibited first in Stockholm, where they also brought 
the rope-making machine to engage the visitors and to 
make visible the process behind the high finished 
furniture’s.  The design students were later invited to the 
Milan furniture fair, to exhibit with well-known design 
companies, showing potentials of using waste as a 
resource. 

 
Using the Rope-making machine in Co-creative activities with visitors 
at the Furniture Fair in Stockholm, February 2014. 

4.12 ON-GOING WORK 
Right now we are waiting for a low-tech rope-making 
machine ordered from China to be tested for making 
ropes of water hyacinths. We believe that this new 
machine can be suitable for making ropes from the 
hyacinth fibre. If it does not work we will rebuild it and 
re-use it for other material utilization, for example using 
organic material as banana fibre and sisal or non-
organic material as re-use of plastic. The further 
development and implementation will be done in close 
collaboration with an organization called “Engineers 
without Border”. It is a student organization where 
young engineers engage in social development projects. 
They have shown interest in working further with the 
rope-making concept and implement it further in the 
local context.  

The faith-based organizations have shown interest in 
continuing the craft development project, and expand it 
to Tanzania and Uganda. They have identified that 
working together with multiple stakeholders have given 
successful results. The potential is to start a sub-project 
within the over-all development project to develop new 
machinery and tools both for production efficiency and 
as participatory activities as a trust building activity.   

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 AN INFRASTRUCTURING APPROACH FOR LONG 
TERM DEVELOPMENT 
According to Björgvinsson et al, the designer focus in a 
design infrastructuring processes, is to use the actual  
“project-time” to stabilize a platform for development to 
take place after the actual design project (use-time”). 
My intent during the process has been to use the project-
time to identify actors with motivation and commitment 
and link them together in a network. By engaging the 
participants in activities with a Small Change approach, 
as for example the rope-machine prototypes, a platform 
of trust have been stabilized. The key strategy has been 
to support the recruitment and relation-building 
activities so the relations are settled when the project is 
over. The intent has been that when the project is over, 
the participants then have ownership of their own 
process. Crucial for me have been to use my existing 
network in Sweden and link them to the project as 
external resources. By recruiting new resources and 
competences to the project, the potential to be able to 
scale up increased.  

5.2 SMALL CHANGES: MATERIAL BASED 
PROTOTYPES WITH AN OPEN-END APPROACH 
Using material based prototypes as a participatory 
activity, was a strategy to continuously make visible 
potentials and test ideas in order to mediate the 
establishment of the platform. Instead of using “fuzzy” 
design studio prototype tools as for example Post-it 
notes, I suggest that material objects (things) should be 
used as participatory prototypes as early as possible in 
the design process. These Small Change catalysts 
(Hamdi 2004, 2014) bridge the gap between idea and 
reality. By showing tangible results, the participants can 
experience immediate change, which creates motivation 
to be able to take the next step. The prototypes should 
be locally based, rugged, affordable and useful with 
direct implementationi. The aim is rather to inspire and 
motivate the participants to build on to the existing 
concept and develop the ideas further, then to make 
“perfect solutions”. The open-end and “frugal” 
approach invites the participants to become future 
designers themselves, an from that induce others to act, 
a key aspect in the field of Design Infrastructuring 
(Björgvinsson et al. 2012)  

5.2 BUILDING TRUST BY MAKING TOGETHER 
To be able to make real change, the stakeholders must 
be engaged and be actively involved participants. They 
must have ownership and be motivated to drive their 
own process of change. By making things together by 
hand as equals, through prototyping in full-scale, both 
local human and non-human resources can be activated. 
The boarders between “us and them, professionals and 
amateurs” become blurred (Von Busch, 2008). 
Everyone involved, including the designers, get a direct 
feedback and can immediately experience change. The 
prototype activities create trust, motivation and 
commitment to continue, which makes it more truly that 
the process continues even after the designers have left. 
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The relation-building process stimulates, which supports 
the stabilization of a future platform for development 
built on trust.  

5.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The aim of the study was to explore the designer role, 
and the role of designed objects as catalysts of change 
when acting in a development process in a “non-design 
context” with multiple stakeholder involvement. It 
builds on to theories about participatory design and to 
use participatory prototyping as means to build 
infrastructures to secure for future development where 
the project users become the future designers 
themselves. The case study describes a process of 
several transformations, where simple rope-making 
machines play pivot roles in the open-end design 
development process. The machines were initially 
developed to refine the principle of making ropes by 
hand in a more efficient way. But during the process, 
the objects changed role and functions several times. 
They induced the users, which in several cases took 
ownership of the object, and continued the development 
process themselves as designers.  

The paper shows that strategic material based 
prototyping with real objects as the rope-making can be 
very useful in the development process as means to 
create a common understanding to be able to take the 
next step in the process. By having an open-minded and 
an improvised design approach, objects can act as 
mediators and induce others to act where the users get 
engaged as future designers.  

OTHER INSIGHTS 
Changes take time and require trust, loyalty and 
commitment among the stakeholders involved. 
Designers must learn the skill of adaption, and start to 
the themselves as a support-function, not be the ones 
sitting in the driver seat. Strategic thinking with a 
participatory approach should be combined with 
practical knowledge of making to be able to implement 
change for immediate feedback. The practical hands-on 
making demands a complementary virtual project space, 
to be able to continue the relation building activities by 
sharing inspiration and interact even when the 
participants were many separated by distance. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes two comparative 
case studies; one co-crafted playground 
workshop conducted in central Gothen-
burg, Sweden and one in Dunga Beach, 
Kisumu, Kenya. The idea behind the 
workshops was a hands-on, co-crafting 
playground that explored the intersec-
tion between crafts, design, play, and 
space innovatively. Local designers, 
architects, students, craftsmen and 
citizens collaborated in activating 
dormant public places through building 
a temporary playground with co-crea-
tion in focus. It also explored how 
play might become more than just a 
child’s activity. The workshop in Goth-
enburg was held for five days in Vasa-
parken, a central park in Gothenburg, 

Sweden while the workshops in Kisumu 
were held for a total of three days. 

The workshop investigated how 
a ‘Do It Yourself’ craft activity could 
become a catalyst for: collaboration 
and knowledge sharing between stake-
holders in neighborhoods; activating 
dormant or derelict public spaces 
and/or local livelihoods; opening up 
opportunities in predefined, func-
tionally determined urban environ-
ments; new arenas for design & craft 
production; encountering the unex-
pected and spurring social imagination. 

The research question was: How can 
the concept of the co-crafted playground 
provide an action space that supports 
building collaborative capabilities, 
with the goal of contributing to more 
sustainable cities and communities? 

Contributions of these workshops 
include: reflections around what values 
and challenges collaborative work in 
public spaces between various stake-
holders gives to a design-process 
aimed for positive social change. The 
paper also contributes to a discussion 
about how designers and craftsmen 
can benefit from each other by finding 
arenas for collaborative work, and 
finally: a discussion of what we can learn 
by comparing different cases in Scan-
dinavia and East-Africa. The method 
used was action research and reflexive 
comparative case studies. Data was 
collected from both children and adults 
through environmental autobiogra-
phies. The process was documented 
through photography, sketching and 
note taking. Observations and interviews 
were conducted throughout the process. 

Keywords: co-crafted playground; partic-
ipatory design; frugal design tool; 
action space; collaborative capabili-
ties; sustainable urban public spaces

1. INTRODUCTION 

About half of the world's population 
lives in cities and urban settlements, a 
number that will increase even further.1 
As cities around the world are becoming 
denser and more crowded, public spaces 
for play and recreation are at risk of 
being reduced.2 The UN Convention of 
the Rights of the Child (UNCRC)3 states 
that all children should have the oppor-
tunity “to rest and leisure, to engage in 
play and recreational activities appro-
priate to the age of the child and to 
participate freely in cultural life and the 
arts” (Article 31). The Convention also 

states, that “parties shall assure to the 
child who is capable of forming his or 
her own views the right to express those 
views freely in all matters affecting the 
child” (Article 12). Nussbaum (2013) also 
states that play is a fundamental human 
right and is one of ten “Central Capabili-
ties” that should be provided by society.4 
This means children should have the 
right to be involved in development 
processes which concerns their own life 
and well-being, in this case a dedicated 
space where they can play and rest. 

According to UNDP (2017) partic-
ipation is key in implementing 
sustainable development in practice. 
The core of participatory design is 
that “people who are affected by the 
change should be actively involved and 
have a say in the process”.5 This means 
participatory designers can make a 
valuable contribution to target both the 
Sustainable Development Goals and 
the UNCRC. However, as stressed by 
Helena Kraff, a design researcher who 
has seen participatory pitfalls in East 
Africa, (2018),6 participation should 
not be taken for granted and new tools 
and methods are needed that reflect 
these complexities. This paper explores 
a concept of a co-crafted playground, 
a methodological concept we argue 
can provide an action space for devel-
oping collaborative craft capabilities. 

The aim of the paper is to reflect 
around challenges and benefits of collab-
orative and participatory work between 
various stakeholders representing Global 
North and South, and to discuss what we 
can learn from this. The paper follows 
how a co-crafted playground moved from 
Sweden to Kenya where it was trans-
formed to suit the local design context. 
The goal was to bring in the perspective 
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cities. Petter Åkerblom et al. “Växande 
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Svenska Dagbladet, last modified Oct 5, 
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes two comparative 
case studies; one co-crafted playground 
workshop conducted in central Gothen-
burg, Sweden and one in Dunga Beach, 
Kisumu, Kenya. The idea behind the 
workshops was a hands-on, co-crafting 
playground that explored the intersec-
tion between crafts, design, play, and 
space innovatively. Local designers, 
architects, students, craftsmen and 
citizens collaborated in activating 
dormant public places through building 
a temporary playground with co-crea-
tion in focus. It also explored how 
play might become more than just a 
child’s activity. The workshop in Goth-
enburg was held for five days in Vasa-
parken, a central park in Gothenburg, 

Sweden while the workshops in Kisumu 
were held for a total of three days. 

The workshop investigated how 
a ‘Do It Yourself’ craft activity could 
become a catalyst for: collaboration 
and knowledge sharing between stake-
holders in neighborhoods; activating 
dormant or derelict public spaces 
and/or local livelihoods; opening up 
opportunities in predefined, func-
tionally determined urban environ-
ments; new arenas for design & craft 
production; encountering the unex-
pected and spurring social imagination. 

The research question was: How can 
the concept of the co-crafted playground 
provide an action space that supports 
building collaborative capabilities, 
with the goal of contributing to more 
sustainable cities and communities? 

Contributions of these workshops 
include: reflections around what values 
and challenges collaborative work in 
public spaces between various stake-
holders gives to a design-process 
aimed for positive social change. The 
paper also contributes to a discussion 
about how designers and craftsmen 
can benefit from each other by finding 
arenas for collaborative work, and 
finally: a discussion of what we can learn 
by comparing different cases in Scan-
dinavia and East-Africa. The method 
used was action research and reflexive 
comparative case studies. Data was 
collected from both children and adults 
through environmental autobiogra-
phies. The process was documented 
through photography, sketching and 
note taking. Observations and interviews 
were conducted throughout the process. 

Keywords: co-crafted playground; partic-
ipatory design; frugal design tool; 
action space; collaborative capabili-
ties; sustainable urban public spaces

1. INTRODUCTION 

About half of the world's population 
lives in cities and urban settlements, a 
number that will increase even further.1 
As cities around the world are becoming 
denser and more crowded, public spaces 
for play and recreation are at risk of 
being reduced.2 The UN Convention of 
the Rights of the Child (UNCRC)3 states 
that all children should have the oppor-
tunity “to rest and leisure, to engage in 
play and recreational activities appro-
priate to the age of the child and to 
participate freely in cultural life and the 
arts” (Article 31). The Convention also 

states, that “parties shall assure to the 
child who is capable of forming his or 
her own views the right to express those 
views freely in all matters affecting the 
child” (Article 12). Nussbaum (2013) also 
states that play is a fundamental human 
right and is one of ten “Central Capabili-
ties” that should be provided by society.4 
This means children should have the 
right to be involved in development 
processes which concerns their own life 
and well-being, in this case a dedicated 
space where they can play and rest. 

According to UNDP (2017) partic-
ipation is key in implementing 
sustainable development in practice. 
The core of participatory design is 
that “people who are affected by the 
change should be actively involved and 
have a say in the process”.5 This means 
participatory designers can make a 
valuable contribution to target both the 
Sustainable Development Goals and 
the UNCRC. However, as stressed by 
Helena Kraff, a design researcher who 
has seen participatory pitfalls in East 
Africa, (2018),6 participation should 
not be taken for granted and new tools 
and methods are needed that reflect 
these complexities. This paper explores 
a concept of a co-crafted playground, 
a methodological concept we argue 
can provide an action space for devel-
oping collaborative craft capabilities. 

The aim of the paper is to reflect 
around challenges and benefits of collab-
orative and participatory work between 
various stakeholders representing Global 
North and South, and to discuss what we 
can learn from this. The paper follows 
how a co-crafted playground moved from 
Sweden to Kenya where it was trans-
formed to suit the local design context. 
The goal was to bring in the perspective 
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16 According to Caravanni et al (2009), a 
knowledge cluster “represents a specific 
configuration of knowledge and possibly 
also knowledge types”. Ref: Carayannis, 
Elias G, and David F.J. Campbell “Mode 
3 and Quadruple Helix: century fractal 
innovation eco system”, International 
Journal Technology Management 46, no3 
(2009): 201-34. See also Ref. (Not yet pub-
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Isacsson Åsa, Marcus, Johan, Stawicki 
Boleslaw and Källbäck, Lisa, “East Afri-
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sity of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden 
(2010).
17 Transdisciplinary means a co-opera-
tion between researchers and practiti-
oners (Mobjörk, 2010), where the local 
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development activities – play an active 
role and had a voice in the process, 
which was initiated by the researchers.
18 A global network can be explained as 
a “local-to-local” activity which moves 
“across a flatland”. Such a view on know-
ledge production refers to Actor-Network 
Theory (see for example Czarniawska, 
2015:8).
19 Ecotourism is catering for holiday 
makers in the natural environment wit-
hout damaging it or disturbing habitats. 
It is a form of tourism involving visiting 
fragile, pristine, and relatively undistur-
bed natural areas, intended as a low-
impact and often small scale alternative 
to standard commercial mass tourism.
20 Mistra Urban Futures, Manual of Joint 
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Version 1. (Mistra Urban Futures, 2013), 
accessed November 29, 2019, https://
www.mistraurbanfutures.org/en/publica-
tion/mistra-urban-futures-manual-joint-
knowledge-production-urban-change-
version-1
21 See a flow chart in the Appendix of 
how the co-creative process was con-
ducted in Sweden and Kenya and thus 
moved in-between contexts.
22 Glenn Adamson, The Invention of 
Craft, (London, Bloomsbury, 2013), xxiv
23 Ibid, xvi
24 Ibid, xvi
25 Ibid, xxii
26 Ilpo Koskinen et al., ”Building Rese-
arch Programs,” in Design Research 
Through Practice: From the Lab, Field, 
and Showroom, ed. Rachel Roumeliotis 
and David Bevans (Waltham: Elsevier, 
2011): 4

7 Hansson, Helena.; Mwango, Franklin.; 
Otieno, Jennifher.; and Nyström, Maria 
”A Transdiciplinary Research Approach: 
Challenges and Benefits of Co-produc-
tion”. Cumulus Johannesburg Conference 
Proceedings, (2014) 383-391
8 Otto von Busch, Fashion-able: Hackti-
vism and Engaged Fashion Design, Got-
henburg, Sweden: University of Gothen-
burg, 2008.
9 Otto von Busch, ”Collaborative Craft 
Capabilities: The Bodyhood of Shared 
Skills”, The Journal of Modern Craft 6, no. 
2 (Summer 2013):135-146, DOI: 10.2752/17
4967813X13703633980731
10 Ibid: 135
11 The distinction between Global North 
and South refers to the socio-econo-
mic and political gap that exist between 
so-called developing countries (Global 
South) and developed countries (Global 
North). According to UN, co-operation 
between Global North and South sho-
uld be encouraged as this is viewed as a 
potential to promote inclusive and susta-
inable development. https://www.un.org/
development/desa/en/news/intergovern-
mental-coordination/south-south-coo-
peration-2019.html, last modified March 
2019, accessed Nov 29, 2019.
12 “Definition of Frugal” https://www.
lexico.com/en/definition/frugal, accessed 
Nov 29, 2019.
13 According to Bhatti & Ventresca, 
a frugal environment is characteri-
zed by the above mentioned constra-
ints. Yasser A. Bahtti, and Marc Vent-
resca, “How can frugal innovation’ be 
conceptualized?”(Said Business School 
Working Paper Series, Oxford, 2013): 4, 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2203552.
14 The research was originally part of 
the Mistra Urban Futures (MUF) prog-
ram which included local nodes as rese-
arch platforms, for example in Gothen-
burg, Sweden and Kisumu, Kenya. The 
platform in Sweden, which was the main 
hub, was named Gothenburg Local Inte-
ractive Platform (GOLIP), while the plat-
form in Kenya was a local node named 
Kisumu Local Interactive Platform (KLIP).
15 This research project was a collabo-
ration between the two platforms in Got-
henburg (GOLIP) and Kisumu (KLIP). This 
North-South co-operation platform was 
later renamed to Sweden-Kenya Interac-
tive Learning Labs (SKILLs), ttps://www.
mistraurbanfutures.org/en. Accessed 
Sept 1, 2019.
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theme of interest was Marketplaces, 
which forms the core of a village/city 
and links production, distribution and 
consumption systems at large, including 
food, craft, waste management, etc. In 
this specific case the aim with the global 
network activities was to co-produce 
knowledge around playgrounds in Kenya 
and Sweden, which belonged to the 
two themes. The co-operation became a 
starting point for a platform to establish 
a knowledge cluster on children and 
play that could be implemented in 
the local practice and livelihoods.

The PhD’s in the core group repre-
sented different knowledge backgrounds 
as well as different socio-cultural and 
economic backgrounds, this meant that 
there existed different views of how 
to deal with co-production and partic-
ipation. These “multiple framings”20 
became a collaborative challenge. To 
bridge the different knowledge perspec-
tives and cultures, and being able to 
formulate a joint vision, something that 
could bring the diverse actors together 
was needed. Two of the PhD students: a 
Swedish design researcher and a Kenyan 
researcher in Architecture, who are two 
of the authors of the paper, identified 
lack of adequate spaces for play in the 
frugal context. A joint idea of developing 
a concept called “the co-crafted play-
ground” was born and the initial exper-
iment was conducted in Gothenburg 
Sweden in April 2013. A few months later 
a similar experiment was conducted in 
Dunga Beach by the Kenyan researcher. 
This experiment gave valuable expe-
rience when conducting the joint exper-
iment in Kenya in October 2013.21 

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The theoretical foundation of this 
research process is a set of concepts, 
articulated by Otto von Busch: 
co-craft, action space and collabo-
rative capabilities, described in this 

section and unpacked in relation to 
the frugal design research context.

2.1 CRAFT

According to Adamson (2013), craft is a 
material-based art, which can be defined 
as “making something well through 
hand skill”.22 He argues that the “inven-
tion of craft” emerged during the early 
nineteenth century, at a time when arti-
sanal labour was separated out from 
other related processes and products.23 
However, as Adamson emphasizes, arti-
sanal work has a long tradition before 
that, but it was only after the indus-
trial revolution that it was possible 
to talk about craft as “a separate field 
of endeavour”.24 An identified differ-
ence between crafts and design is that 
while craft has a “deep connection with 
materiality and cultural continuity”,25 
design is sometimes being accused for 
“lacking context”, here meaning lacking 
an understanding of the bigger picture 
and being too future oriented26 The local 
design culture in Kenya is anchored in a 
small-scale innovation culture, Jua Kali 
Sector27 where only simple tools and 
locally accessible materials are used, 
this means the mode of production is 
closely connected to a craft based design 
approach. Hence, it is different from 
design and innovation as conducted in 
the Global North, which is adapted to 
a larger scale of production, often with 
the use of advanced technologies.

2.2 CO-CRAFT

In this paper, we use the term ‘co-craft’, 
which is closely related to co-design as 
an instance of co-creation,”28 Von Busch 
sees co-craft as “a tool for artisan inno-
vation and civil engagement through 
the design and craft sphere”,29 co-craft 
is here viewed as a participatory design 
tool which is used to connect to the local 

from an often-marginalized social 
group in the design process, namely the 
children. The co-crafted playground is 
here defined as a concept that supports 
children’s rights to play, through the 
creation of temporary play areas in public 
spaces within urban environments. The 
aim is to give access to structured play 
spaces and the craftsmanship that comes 
through the creation of these spaces, 
where the children are viewed as experts 
on play. Describing, analyzing and 
discussing the travel of the co-crafted 
playground is the core of this research 
article. It builds on an earlier paper that 
was co-written by three of the authors.7

The research primarily builds on 
earlier work by Busch (20088; 20139), a 
design researcher who has explored how 
design and craft “can be shared among 
many participants as a form of civic 
engagement, building community capa-
bilities through collaborative craft and 
social activism”.10 In this paper, three 
key concepts from his work are high-
lighted: co-craft, action space and collab-
orative capabilities, which also form 
the theoretical framing of this research 
paper. While von Busch research is 
based in the context of Global North,11 
this paper contextualizes and test 
the theories in a case study based in 
Kenyan-Swedish- design context. We 
argue that the African design context 
can give new perspectives on these 
theories, and to the field of partici-
patory design as a whole. The research 
question that has guided this process 
is: How can the concept of the co-crafted 
playground provide an action space that 
supports building collaborative capabil-
ities, with the goal of contributing to more 
sustainable cities and communities? 

1.1 THE RESEARCH CONTEXT

This research project started in 2012, in 
Kisumu, Kenya, located on the Eastern 
shore of Lake Victoria. Kisumu is the 

third largest city in the country and is 
one of the fastest growing cities in Kenya. 
It is hereby defined as a frugal context. 
The name ‘frugal’ means “sparing” or 
“economic”,12 and in this research, frugal 
refers to the sparing conditions that char-
acterized the design context in Kenya: 
“resource scarcity constraints”, “afford-
ability constraints” and “institutional 
complexities”.13 It primarily concerns the 
lack of participatory approaches (that 
involve children), as well as the lack of 
formal structures (for play). The research 
was part of a larger research program 
that was conducted within the frame-
work of Mistra Urban Futures (MUF), 
an international center for sustain-
able urban development.14 One research 
activity within MUF brought together 
seven PhD students from Sweden and 
Kenya in a ’core group’.15 The goal 
was to co-produce knowledge clus-
ters16 around design and urban devel-
opment by using a transdisciplinary 
and participatory research approach.17 

Since this case was project based 
it had a defined start and stop. The 
goal was therefore to create global 
networks,18 which it found necessary to 
carry and create knowledge clusters. 
In contrast to projects a network and 
knowledge clusters will last over 
time. However, to do so requires 
that the relations are nurtured, 
otherwise the network will dissolve. 

The common place for implementation 
of the different research projects in the 
core group was a fisherman’s village, 
Dunga Beach, located by the Eastern 
part of Lake Victoria, six km outside 
Kisumu city. The expected outcome of 
the knowledge production process was 
to contribute to new livelihood oppor-
tunities. One development area and 
research theme was Ecotourism, which 
suited well as the community wanted 
to invest in local tourism, where the 
visitors aimed at were not the traditional 
Safari tourists, but rather local commu-
nities, churches and schools.19 Another 
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Journal Technology Management 46, no3 
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Isacsson Åsa, Marcus, Johan, Stawicki 
Boleslaw and Källbäck, Lisa, “East Afri-
can Urban Academy, Chalmers Univer-
sity of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden 
(2010).
17 Transdisciplinary means a co-opera-
tion between researchers and practiti-
oners (Mobjörk, 2010), where the local 
practitioners - the once in target for the 
development activities – play an active 
role and had a voice in the process, 
which was initiated by the researchers.
18 A global network can be explained as 
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ledge production refers to Actor-Network 
Theory (see for example Czarniawska, 
2015:8).
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hout damaging it or disturbing habitats. 
It is a form of tourism involving visiting 
fragile, pristine, and relatively undistur-
bed natural areas, intended as a low-
impact and often small scale alternative 
to standard commercial mass tourism.
20 Mistra Urban Futures, Manual of Joint 
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Version 1. (Mistra Urban Futures, 2013), 
accessed November 29, 2019, https://
www.mistraurbanfutures.org/en/publica-
tion/mistra-urban-futures-manual-joint-
knowledge-production-urban-change-
version-1
21 See a flow chart in the Appendix of 
how the co-creative process was con-
ducted in Sweden and Kenya and thus 
moved in-between contexts.
22 Glenn Adamson, The Invention of 
Craft, (London, Bloomsbury, 2013), xxiv
23 Ibid, xvi
24 Ibid, xvi
25 Ibid, xxii
26 Ilpo Koskinen et al., ”Building Rese-
arch Programs,” in Design Research 
Through Practice: From the Lab, Field, 
and Showroom, ed. Rachel Roumeliotis 
and David Bevans (Waltham: Elsevier, 
2011): 4

7 Hansson, Helena.; Mwango, Franklin.; 
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tion”. Cumulus Johannesburg Conference 
Proceedings, (2014) 383-391
8 Otto von Busch, Fashion-able: Hackti-
vism and Engaged Fashion Design, Got-
henburg, Sweden: University of Gothen-
burg, 2008.
9 Otto von Busch, ”Collaborative Craft 
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Skills”, The Journal of Modern Craft 6, no. 
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conceptualized?”(Said Business School 
Working Paper Series, Oxford, 2013): 4, 
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14 The research was originally part of 
the Mistra Urban Futures (MUF) prog-
ram which included local nodes as rese-
arch platforms, for example in Gothen-
burg, Sweden and Kisumu, Kenya. The 
platform in Sweden, which was the main 
hub, was named Gothenburg Local Inte-
ractive Platform (GOLIP), while the plat-
form in Kenya was a local node named 
Kisumu Local Interactive Platform (KLIP).
15 This research project was a collabo-
ration between the two platforms in Got-
henburg (GOLIP) and Kisumu (KLIP). This 
North-South co-operation platform was 
later renamed to Sweden-Kenya Interac-
tive Learning Labs (SKILLs), ttps://www.
mistraurbanfutures.org/en. Accessed 
Sept 1, 2019.
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theme of interest was Marketplaces, 
which forms the core of a village/city 
and links production, distribution and 
consumption systems at large, including 
food, craft, waste management, etc. In 
this specific case the aim with the global 
network activities was to co-produce 
knowledge around playgrounds in Kenya 
and Sweden, which belonged to the 
two themes. The co-operation became a 
starting point for a platform to establish 
a knowledge cluster on children and 
play that could be implemented in 
the local practice and livelihoods.

The PhD’s in the core group repre-
sented different knowledge backgrounds 
as well as different socio-cultural and 
economic backgrounds, this meant that 
there existed different views of how 
to deal with co-production and partic-
ipation. These “multiple framings”20 
became a collaborative challenge. To 
bridge the different knowledge perspec-
tives and cultures, and being able to 
formulate a joint vision, something that 
could bring the diverse actors together 
was needed. Two of the PhD students: a 
Swedish design researcher and a Kenyan 
researcher in Architecture, who are two 
of the authors of the paper, identified 
lack of adequate spaces for play in the 
frugal context. A joint idea of developing 
a concept called “the co-crafted play-
ground” was born and the initial exper-
iment was conducted in Gothenburg 
Sweden in April 2013. A few months later 
a similar experiment was conducted in 
Dunga Beach by the Kenyan researcher. 
This experiment gave valuable expe-
rience when conducting the joint exper-
iment in Kenya in October 2013.21 

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The theoretical foundation of this 
research process is a set of concepts, 
articulated by Otto von Busch: 
co-craft, action space and collabo-
rative capabilities, described in this 

section and unpacked in relation to 
the frugal design research context.

2.1 CRAFT

According to Adamson (2013), craft is a 
material-based art, which can be defined 
as “making something well through 
hand skill”.22 He argues that the “inven-
tion of craft” emerged during the early 
nineteenth century, at a time when arti-
sanal labour was separated out from 
other related processes and products.23 
However, as Adamson emphasizes, arti-
sanal work has a long tradition before 
that, but it was only after the indus-
trial revolution that it was possible 
to talk about craft as “a separate field 
of endeavour”.24 An identified differ-
ence between crafts and design is that 
while craft has a “deep connection with 
materiality and cultural continuity”,25 
design is sometimes being accused for 
“lacking context”, here meaning lacking 
an understanding of the bigger picture 
and being too future oriented26 The local 
design culture in Kenya is anchored in a 
small-scale innovation culture, Jua Kali 
Sector27 where only simple tools and 
locally accessible materials are used, 
this means the mode of production is 
closely connected to a craft based design 
approach. Hence, it is different from 
design and innovation as conducted in 
the Global North, which is adapted to 
a larger scale of production, often with 
the use of advanced technologies.

2.2 CO-CRAFT

In this paper, we use the term ‘co-craft’, 
which is closely related to co-design as 
an instance of co-creation,”28 Von Busch 
sees co-craft as “a tool for artisan inno-
vation and civil engagement through 
the design and craft sphere”,29 co-craft 
is here viewed as a participatory design 
tool which is used to connect to the local 

from an often-marginalized social 
group in the design process, namely the 
children. The co-crafted playground is 
here defined as a concept that supports 
children’s rights to play, through the 
creation of temporary play areas in public 
spaces within urban environments. The 
aim is to give access to structured play 
spaces and the craftsmanship that comes 
through the creation of these spaces, 
where the children are viewed as experts 
on play. Describing, analyzing and 
discussing the travel of the co-crafted 
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The research primarily builds on 
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many participants as a form of civic 
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bilities through collaborative craft and 
social activism”.10 In this paper, three 
key concepts from his work are high-
lighted: co-craft, action space and collab-
orative capabilities, which also form 
the theoretical framing of this research 
paper. While von Busch research is 
based in the context of Global North,11 
this paper contextualizes and test 
the theories in a case study based in 
Kenyan-Swedish- design context. We 
argue that the African design context 
can give new perspectives on these 
theories, and to the field of partici-
patory design as a whole. The research 
question that has guided this process 
is: How can the concept of the co-crafted 
playground provide an action space that 
supports building collaborative capabil-
ities, with the goal of contributing to more 
sustainable cities and communities? 

1.1 THE RESEARCH CONTEXT

This research project started in 2012, in 
Kisumu, Kenya, located on the Eastern 
shore of Lake Victoria. Kisumu is the 

third largest city in the country and is 
one of the fastest growing cities in Kenya. 
It is hereby defined as a frugal context. 
The name ‘frugal’ means “sparing” or 
“economic”,12 and in this research, frugal 
refers to the sparing conditions that char-
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supporting building human capabilities, 
where freedom is the ultimate goal. The 
Capability Approach (CA) was developed 
by Amartya Sen, but has since then, 
for example, been explored further by 
Martha Nussbaum in the book, Creating 
Capabilities: The Human Development 
Approach. The book highlights ten inter-
connected Central Capabilities (CC) 
which Nussbaum argues form a frame-
work for providing basic human justice. 
Four of these capabilities are found 
highly relevant to this work, which are:

• Affiliation (CC7), where the core 
message  is that people – including 
children -  should have the right to 
engage in social interactions with 
others where they are “treated as 
dignified beings” (Nussbaum, 2011). 
• Senses, Imagination and Thought 
(CC 4), which refers to peoples oppor-
tunities to “imagine, experience and 
produce works and events”, in this 
case related to co-craft as a participa-
tory endeavour. 
• Play (CC 9) which concerns peoples 
opportunities to be able to laugh, play 
and rest. In this study, particularly 
childrens’ right to play are highlighted, 
where the space of exploration is the 
playground, here viewed as an action 
space.
• Control over one’s environment (CC10), 
where the core essence is that every 
citizen should have the possibility to 
“participate in governing processes 
that concern themselves, in this case 
to co-craft a playground. 

The Capability Approach (CA) is the ulti-
mate goal of our research project. The 
reason is that if society does not provide 
these opportunities, people's freedom to 
act and choose is hindered, which chal-
lenges sustainable development. It is our 
belief that the implementation of von 
Busch's ideas of co-craft, action space 
and collaborative capabilities can be a 
way for designers to act on an interna-
tional arena and create these opportu-
nities. This means co-craft as a design 
tool can be means for positive change 
when designing in frugal contexts.

3. RESEARCH METHOD

In this project, the CA has been imple-
mented through the concept of the 
co-crafted playground, which had the 
aim to engage children in develop-
ment processes in Sweden and Kenya, 
in co-operation with others. The case 
study consist of two experiments 
whereof the first took place in Goth-
enburg Sweden in April 2013 and the 
second experiment was conducted in 
Kisumu, Kenya in October the same 
year. In this initial phase of the research 
study, which was action based, several 
actors were involved, researchers as 
well as practitioners, and the core 
research methods used were “partici-
patory prototyping”42 and design inter-
vention. The first author of this paper 
is a Swedish PhD student in design, 
herein named The Swedish design 

innovation culture in Kenya. As Gewald 
et al reflect (2012),30 most innovation 
activities in Africa have been imposed 
from outside, and local innovations have 
often been replaced by innovations 
having been developed elsewhere. In 
worst case such ‘top-down’ approaches 
risk creating cultural destructions, but 
as a result, many development processes 
also stop after the projects come to a 
terminal end.31 By adapting a co-craft 
approach, as this study suggests, the 
design adapts to the local knowledge 
clusters and technologies that already 
exist. Like in a co-design process, the 
interface and the roles between profes-
sionals and amateurs, producers and 
users, are blurred. At the same time the 
difference in the process is crafts based, 
which better suits the frugal conditions. 
Since only simple tools and crafts based 
technologies are used, co-craft makes 
it possible for many people to engage, 
even if resources are scarce. As a mate-
rial art, craft helps to make change real 
and tangible for all involved. In addition, 
a co-craft approach supports cultural 
continuity, where the inventions build 
on the local innovation culture rather 
than replacing it. In total this makes 
co-craft a sustainable design approach 
when designing in frugal contexts. 

2.3 ACTION SPACE

Even if there are several potentials 
embedded in the concept of craft and 
co-craft, von Busch argues that craft 
practitioners should be more concerned 
about how the craft-making “affect our 
abilities”.32 He suggests looking into 
the concept of “action space”, which he 
defines as “the rooms for maneuver”, the 
operational possibilities realized by skill, 
the choices available to execute prac-
tice”.33 The core essence of the concept is 
that craft can be a political force that can 
support empowering individuals as well 
as communities. To strengthen his ideas, 

von Busch refers to philosopher Richard 
Sennett, who in his book The Craftsman 
(2008) argues that there are emotional 
values embedded in crafts, which are 
empowering: “The emotional rewards 
craftsmanship holds out for attaining 
skills are two-fold: people are anchored in 
tangible reality, and they can take pride 
in their work”.34 As a material-based art, 
craft makes change real and tangible, 
and the reward of craftsmanship is thus 
that peoples’ skills are recognizable, both 
for the self and the surrounding. In their 
book Hantverka för en Bättre Värld (2009), 
von Busch & Åhlstöm further elaborate 
on how craft can be a political force. They 
highlight embedded values such as "local 
anchoring, community-building func-
tion, meditative power, reconnection 
with history, developed craftsmanship 
and ecological perspectives".35 Ethnol-
ogist Annelie Palmsköld (2011) builds 
further on this and argues that craft as 
a political concept is a means to take 
action in an international arena.36 Since 
it connects into many of the current polit-
ical issues craft can thus provide what 
we refer to as a “glocal“37 action space.

2.4 COLLABORATIVE CAPABILITIES

One concept brought forward by von 
Busch, which is the core concept in this 
research, is “Collaborative Capabilities”. 
The concept brings focus to the collec-
tive aspects of craftsmanship and refers 
to Richard Sennett's book Together: The 
Rituals, Pleasures, and Politics of Coop-
eration (2012).38 The core message is 
that to be able to act and make bigger 
changes, there is a need for people to 
get associated, which requires a specific 
“socio-ability”.39 The concept, in turn, 
refers to "The Capability Approach" 
(see, for example, Sen, 1985;40 Nuss-
baum, 201141), an economic concept 
where the core principle is that devel-
opment should - rather than focusing 
on economic growth - concentrate on 

Fig. 1: The research 
experiment in 
Sweden. The photo 
is from the first 
design intervention 
that was conducted 

in Vasaparken, 
Gothenburg, Sweden 
in April 2013. 
(photo: simon 
farsi, 2013)
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Capability Approach (CA) was developed 
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for example, been explored further by 
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Capabilities: The Human Development 
Approach. The book highlights ten inter-
connected Central Capabilities (CC) 
which Nussbaum argues form a frame-
work for providing basic human justice. 
Four of these capabilities are found 
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• Affiliation (CC7), where the core 
message  is that people – including 
children -  should have the right to 
engage in social interactions with 
others where they are “treated as 
dignified beings” (Nussbaum, 2011). 
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(CC 4), which refers to peoples oppor-
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• Play (CC 9) which concerns peoples 
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and rest. In this study, particularly 
childrens’ right to play are highlighted, 
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playground, here viewed as an action 
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where the core essence is that every 
citizen should have the possibility to 
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Kisumu, Kenya in October the same 
year. In this initial phase of the research 
study, which was action based, several 
actors were involved, researchers as 
well as practitioners, and the core 
research methods used were “partici-
patory prototyping”42 and design inter-
vention. The first author of this paper 
is a Swedish PhD student in design, 
herein named The Swedish design 
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from outside, and local innovations have 
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having been developed elsewhere. In 
worst case such ‘top-down’ approaches 
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difference in the process is crafts based, 
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on the local innovation culture rather 
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von Busch & Åhlstöm further elaborate 
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highlight embedded values such as "local 
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and ecological perspectives".35 Ethnol-
ogist Annelie Palmsköld (2011) builds 
further on this and argues that craft as 
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it connects into many of the current polit-
ical issues craft can thus provide what 
we refer to as a “glocal“37 action space.
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tive aspects of craftsmanship and refers 
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April 2013, and the site of exploration 
was Vasaparken, a public park in Gothen-
burg, Sweden. The experiment built on 
the experiences from a summer course 
titled “Garden play”51 and the aim was to 
explore how co-craft activities/construc-
tions could help to activate the park.52 
The second experiment (4.2) took place 
in Kisumu and was a two day activity 
that was jointly planned and conducted 
by the Swedish and Kenyan researchers, 
both present in Kisumu. They worked 
in collaboration with the community 
members in Dunga Beach, the site of 
experiment. The second experiment 
built on an interventon conducted by 
the Kenyan researcher earlier on, who 
had followed the work in Sweden and 
had developed it further. This meant 
the second intervention was designed 
to merge the pespectives of the two.

4.1 THE CHANGE EXPERIMENT IN 
SWEDEN, APRIL 2013

The first experiment was a one week 
activity titled “Crafting Play:ce” that 
became part of the 10th European 
Academy of Design Conference, EAD.53 
The space of exploration was a public 
park in central Gothenburg, Vasaparken, 
which was offered for free by Goth-
enburg Municipality. The aim was to 
create a Do-It-Together (DIT) activity 
with the research objective to activate 
an unused space in the city and attract 
a new audience to the park (children 

and youth) through co-crafting. The 
research activity was partly planned 
and conducted together with an Amer-
ican PhD colleague in design, working 
at the same institution as the Swedish 
design researcher. The key partici-
pants and key-constructors in the inter-
vention were 14 students from the 
Master program Child Culture Design54 
program at HDK. The students’ task 
was to construct simple playstruc-
tures in willow as a way to activate 
the site and engage children in the 
making, and the students were taught 
simple craft techniques by a profes-
sional willow weaver. An additional 
crafts technique was added which was 
rope-making, that was introduced by 
two professional rope-makers. A crafts 
consultant was involved to support 
the organization of an open workshop 
during the weekend where the public 
was invited to co-construct and play. 
The result was three scupltural play 
objects: a spider family, a balancing 
basket and a climbing/balancing net.

The process/method involved the 
following: first the students were 
introduced to the task as part of their 
curriculum. They were thereafter taught 
the craft techniques by a professional 
willow weaver. Thereafter they explored 
the park together with the design 
researcher and the willow weaver. 
Based on this, structures for play were 
designed by the students, a process 
which took place before the actual inter-
vention with the children. To bring in 

researcher, who produced the empir-
ical material together with a Kenyan 
researcher in Architecture and with 
local practitioners, who is the second 
author and who is herein named The 
Kenyan design researcher, The division 
of labour was that the Swedish design 
researcher planned and conducted the 
first experiment (4.1), while the second 
experiment (4.2) was  planned and 
conducted by  the Kenyan researcher.

3.1 DESIGN INTERVENTIONIST 
RESEARCH

The co-crafted playground concept 
relates to the method design interven-
tion, which in turn relates to action 
research (Lewin 1946).43 An interven-
tion can be seen as a change experiment 
in the field rather than in a laboratory. 
The core is that the researcher inter-
venes in the situation being researched, 
rather than just being a passive 
observer. (Baard, 2010,44 Jahnke, 201345). 
Buchanan (1992)46 views the design 
intervention as a working hypothesis for 
exploring issues of concern, where the 
aim is to identify the views of all partici-
pants, which makes design intervention 
a participatory design method. Rather 
than being a solution-oriented method, 
Halse & Boffi, (2014)47 explain design 
intervention as an explorative and 
experimental research approach that 
“does not aim to test a prefigured solu-
tion to a defined problem, but enables 
new forms of experience, dialogue 
and awareness about the problem to 
emerge”. In this case study two design 
interventions were staged, which are 
named “the experiments”. Significant 
to this study was that co-craft was used 
as a tool in conducting the design the 
design intervention, since the hypoth-
esis was that this would make it 
possible to engage the perspectives of 
different stakeholders in Sweden and 
Kenya including children and adults.

3.2 FOLLOWING OBJECT: STUDYING THE 
‘TRANSLATION’ OF THE PLAYGROUND

To analyse the experiments, the Actor-
Network Theory (ANT) related method 
“following object”48 was used, combined 
with photo diaries. According to Czar-
niawska (2014) following object can 
be seen as a form of “shadowing”, 
which is a social science method where 
selected people are followed in their 
everyday tasks during a specific period 
of time. However, following an object 
means the observed actor is a mate-
rial object not a human being. The 
object in this study, the co-crafted play-
ground, was transformed when it was 
adopted into the local Kenyan frugal 
design context. From an ANT perspec-
tive, this can be explained as a transla-
tion process, where translation means 
“displacement, drift, invention, media-
tion, creation of a new link that did not 
exist before and modifies in the part 
of the two agents” (Latour, 1993).49 To 
study this drift of the concept is the 
main focus for the study, since it creates 
a deeper understanding of the chal-
lenges participatory designers need to 
consider when acting in frugal contexts.

4. CASE STUDY: THE CO-CRAFTED 
PLAYGROUND

The case study follows how the 
co-crafted playground concept was 
co-developed by the Kenyan and Swedish 
researchers. Due to political uncertain-
ties at the time,50 a planned field work 
activity in Kenya by the Swedish design 
researcher was hindered. Encouraged 
by von Busch, at that time the Swedish 
design researcher’s supervisor, she 
decided to conduct the planned research 
activities of the playground concept in 
Sweden, described below in 4.1. This 
first experiment was a one-week activity 
planned and conducted by the Swedish 
design researcher in the beginning of 

Fig. 2: From the 
second design 
intervention that 
was conducted in 
Dunga Beach, 
Kisumu, 2013. 
(photo: helena 
hansson, 2013)
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51 “ Garden Play” was a collaboration 
between Academy of Design and Crafts 
and the Botanical Garden in Gothenburg. 
The educational activities took place 
between June and August 2012. https://
news.cision.com/se/goteborgs-botan-
iska-tradgard/i/garden-play-i-botaniska-
tradgarden,c4956677. Published June 27, 
2012, accessed on November 2, 2019
52 Reflections on the experiment in Vasa-
parken has earlier been published in: 
Otto von Busch et al., (Edt), “In the Mak-
ing: The ‘Power to the People’ Works-
hop Track at Crafting the Future.” The 
Design Journal 17, no.3 (2014): 379-401, 
DOI: 10.2752/175630614X1398274578296
6. However, the content presented in this 
article is different as it is compared with 
a Kenyan playground experiment.
53 “Crafting the Future Conference” 
http://www.craftingthefuture.se/, acces-
sed on Oct 31, 2019.
54 “Child Culture Design”, https://
utbildning.gu.se/education/courses-
and-programmes/program_
detail?programid=K2CCD, accessed on 
Oct 31, 2019
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tive on the contribution of design prac-
tice to innovation. Gothenburg, Sweden: 
University of Gothenburg, 2013.
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(Spring, 1992): 5-21. http://www.jstor.org/
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47 Joachim Halse and Laura Boffi, 
“Design interventions as a form of 
inquiry” (Conference paper presented at 
The Design Anthropological Futures Con-
ference in Copenhagen 13- 15 Aug 2015)
48 Barbara Czarniawska, Social Science 
Research: From Field to Desk (London: 
SAGE, 2014): 66.
49 Bruno Latour, “Messenger talks” 
(Working Paper, Lund: The Institute of 
Economic Research. no 9, 2003):
50 The design researcher had plans to 
conduct collaborative activities toget-
her with the Kenyan design researcher, 
which was hindered due to fear of post-
election violences, as in 2007 years elec-
tion. Tom Maliti “Victims of Kenya’s Post-
Election Violence Still Destitute, Seeking 
Justice, Six Years Later” International Jus-
tice Monitor, Last modified July 21, 2014, 
accessed Nov 29, 2019. https://www.
ijmonitor.org/2014/07/victims-of-kenyas-
post-election-violence-still-destitute-se-
eking-justice-six-years-later/
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April 2013, and the site of exploration 
was Vasaparken, a public park in Gothen-
burg, Sweden. The experiment built on 
the experiences from a summer course 
titled “Garden play”51 and the aim was to 
explore how co-craft activities/construc-
tions could help to activate the park.52 
The second experiment (4.2) took place 
in Kisumu and was a two day activity 
that was jointly planned and conducted 
by the Swedish and Kenyan researchers, 
both present in Kisumu. They worked 
in collaboration with the community 
members in Dunga Beach, the site of 
experiment. The second experiment 
built on an interventon conducted by 
the Kenyan researcher earlier on, who 
had followed the work in Sweden and 
had developed it further. This meant 
the second intervention was designed 
to merge the pespectives of the two.
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SWEDEN, APRIL 2013
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became part of the 10th European 
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which was offered for free by Goth-
enburg Municipality. The aim was to 
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with the research objective to activate 
an unused space in the city and attract 
a new audience to the park (children 

and youth) through co-crafting. The 
research activity was partly planned 
and conducted together with an Amer-
ican PhD colleague in design, working 
at the same institution as the Swedish 
design researcher. The key partici-
pants and key-constructors in the inter-
vention were 14 students from the 
Master program Child Culture Design54 
program at HDK. The students’ task 
was to construct simple playstruc-
tures in willow as a way to activate 
the site and engage children in the 
making, and the students were taught 
simple craft techniques by a profes-
sional willow weaver. An additional 
crafts technique was added which was 
rope-making, that was introduced by 
two professional rope-makers. A crafts 
consultant was involved to support 
the organization of an open workshop 
during the weekend where the public 
was invited to co-construct and play. 
The result was three scupltural play 
objects: a spider family, a balancing 
basket and a climbing/balancing net.
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vention with the children. To bring in 
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be seen as a form of “shadowing”, 
which is a social science method where 
selected people are followed in their 
everyday tasks during a specific period 
of time. However, following an object 
means the observed actor is a mate-
rial object not a human being. The 
object in this study, the co-crafted play-
ground, was transformed when it was 
adopted into the local Kenyan frugal 
design context. From an ANT perspec-
tive, this can be explained as a transla-
tion process, where translation means 
“displacement, drift, invention, media-
tion, creation of a new link that did not 
exist before and modifies in the part 
of the two agents” (Latour, 1993).49 To 
study this drift of the concept is the 
main focus for the study, since it creates 
a deeper understanding of the chal-
lenges participatory designers need to 
consider when acting in frugal contexts.
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ties at the time,50 a planned field work 
activity in Kenya by the Swedish design 
researcher was hindered. Encouraged 
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55 Environmental autobiographies; a 
method where the participants make a 
written and mapped memoir of signi-
ficant places in one's own life with an 
emphasis on environmental and sensory 
aspects. It is a method for understanding 
more directly children's feelings about 
the places they inhabit. This mapping 
can be done both by children and adults. 
As self‐reported data, environmental 
autobiography may yield insights into 
child‐environment behaviours that might 
otherwise be ignored while designing for 
specific age-groups. See Boschetti, Mar-
garet A. “Memories of Childhood Homes: 
Some Contributions of Environmental 
Autobiography to Interior Design Edu-
cation and Research” (1987) https://doi.
org/10.1111/j.1939-1668.1987.tb00109.x
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decision making, it was decided to 
make three play structures that were 
common among the 28 environmental 
autobiographies done. During day two 
(2) the construction started on site, but 
because of the time constraints, only 
two structures were built: a combined 
structure with swings including a 
shelter to protect from the sun, and a 
hop-scotch structure made from ropes. 
Approximately 40 participants engaged 
in the construction phase. A signif-
icant observation was how people 
from the local community constantly 
entered and exited the construction site, 
attracted by the activities. Thereafter 
the constructed structures were tested 
by both adults and children, and in this 
phase, the mothers of the children added 
new material to the constructions: for 
example, hanging plastic bottles that 
gave an extra play dimension to the 
structure. It was noted that the adults 
played on the structures as much as 
the children as they reminisced their 
childhood play scenes. The work was 
thereafter orally evaluated in public. 
An unexpected result was that the 
co-crafted playground did not last over 
time, even if this had been the intention. 
The constructions were ripped off their 
material which disappeared, mostly 
used for firewood by the local mothers. 
However, a continuation was that the 
playground idea was adopted by a local 
school where a new structured with 
a more permanent steel construction 
was built in their compound.

5. ANALYSIS OF THE CHANGE 
EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the two change exper-
iments in the field are analysed 
with support from the concepts 
of co-craft and Action Space.

5.1 CO-CRAFT –TRIGGERS 
PARTICIPATION AND CREATES 
CULTURAL CONTINUITY

A key concern with the co-crafted play-
ground was to create a concept which 
could adapt to the different material 
cultures in both Sweden and Kenya. 
By using simple and similar mate-
rials and techniques, such as willow/
sticks, weaving and rope-making, 
and by engaging the ones that were 
most affected by the change, co-craft 
became partly a participatory design 
tool, but with a bridging effect. 

A cultural difference was that in 
Gothenburg, the children were directly 
involved in the making, while in Kisumu 
the child perspective was brought 
forward with support from the method 
Environmental Autobiographies. As the 
images below show, new change poten-
tialities were co-created even if there 
were frugal constraints, which points to 
the glocal potentialities of the concept. 
In Vasaparken, a designed balancing 
structure was completed with a handrail 
made of ropes, made by the children 
and only supported by the adults (Image 

the children’s perspectives, partici-
pants from a pre-school in the age of 
four to five  were invited as “experts”, 
together with a parent who was also 
a specialist on childrens culture. The 
idea was to give input to the design 
process  while the playground was still 
under construction. There was also 
an open invitation for any by-passing 
citizen, children as well as adults, who 
showed interest and attraction by the 
students’ creations. During the weekend 
the invited rope-makers held an open 
workshop together with the crafts 
consultant involved, and the public was 
invited to co-construct and play. The 
children could build on the existing 
structures or make their own construc-
tions, a process where the children took 
the lead, only supported by the adults. 
The playground was designed to be a 
temporary structure and was therefore 
deconstructed after the research exper-
iment was over. This was done together 
with the public, who were given the 
material for free. Finally a written eval-
uation was made with the students, 
but no evaluation was made in public.

4.2 THE CHANGE EXPERIMENT IN 
KENYA, OCTOBER 2013

The second experiment was a two-day 
activity held in Dunga Beach, outside 
Kisumu Central Business District (CBD). 
Since there did not exist any formal 
spaces for play at the site, the play-
ground this time was meant to be a 
more permanent construction. The site 
of exploration was not a formal public 
space, since the land was owned by 
the Beach Management Unit (BMU). To 
build the playground, the researchers 
needed to seek for permission to use 
the space from the BMU which created 
some delay because of bureaucratic 
red tape. The purpose of the experi-
ment was twofold: both to co-produce 
knowledge with community members 

and to create a formal play space for 
children, which could also be a social 
meeting point. The aim was to involve 
both adults and children in the process 
and give the local residents the oppor-
tunity to take part in a cultural activity 
where they could create their own play 
space to be proud of. The participants 
of the workshop had all been invited to 
the workshop in advance through an 
open invitation. The participants were, 
except from the two design researchers 
who had planned the activity, commu-
nity members such as local crafts wo/
men and tour-guides. Other actors 
involved were two international volun-
teers at an NGO in the village and three 
Swedish students, who were studying 
a Bachelor program in Leadership in 
Handicrafts at the University of Goth-
enburg (Conservation department). 
The students were acting as assis-
tants to the Swedish design researcher. 
The material used were wooden poles 
and sticks, similar to willow and sisal 
ropes. An additional element was 
also introduced which was a simple, 
hand-held rope-making machine (see 
figure 4d). All materials were brought 
to the site and were fairly expen-
sive, in order to make it last longer.

The process started with a prepa-
ration phase where the material was 
collected with support from a craftsman 
living in the village, who also partic-
ipated in the workshop. This phase 
included invitations to the community 
and request for physical space onto 
which the playground could be built. Day 
one started with the Kenyan researcher 
in Architecture introducing the method 
Environmental Auto biographies.55 The 
participants were to identify play 
memories from their childhood, a way 
to bring in a child perspective and make 
them re-connect to nature and space. 
Around 28 participants (10 children 
and 18 adults) sketched and shared 
ideas, including the Swedish design 
researcher. After a discussion and joint 

Fig. 3.a: Co-craft as 
a cultural bridge. 
Image (3a) shows how 
the Swedish children 
created their own 
additions to the 

designed structures 
made from ropes
Fig. 3.b: shows how 
the ropes and sticks 
were used in a similar, 
yet different way 

when the concept 
was implemented in 
Kenya. 
(photo: helena 
hansson, 2013)
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decision making, it was decided to 
make three play structures that were 
common among the 28 environmental 
autobiographies done. During day two 
(2) the construction started on site, but 
because of the time constraints, only 
two structures were built: a combined 
structure with swings including a 
shelter to protect from the sun, and a 
hop-scotch structure made from ropes. 
Approximately 40 participants engaged 
in the construction phase. A signif-
icant observation was how people 
from the local community constantly 
entered and exited the construction site, 
attracted by the activities. Thereafter 
the constructed structures were tested 
by both adults and children, and in this 
phase, the mothers of the children added 
new material to the constructions: for 
example, hanging plastic bottles that 
gave an extra play dimension to the 
structure. It was noted that the adults 
played on the structures as much as 
the children as they reminisced their 
childhood play scenes. The work was 
thereafter orally evaluated in public. 
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However, a continuation was that the 
playground idea was adopted by a local 
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a more permanent steel construction 
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could adapt to the different material 
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sticks, weaving and rope-making, 
and by engaging the ones that were 
most affected by the change, co-craft 
became partly a participatory design 
tool, but with a bridging effect. 

A cultural difference was that in 
Gothenburg, the children were directly 
involved in the making, while in Kisumu 
the child perspective was brought 
forward with support from the method 
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an open invitation for any by-passing 
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also introduced which was a simple, 
hand-held rope-making machine (see 
figure 4d). All materials were brought 
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56 For example, one child raised an idea 
of creating a soccer game area, but this 
was neglected by the adults.
57 Joakim Forsemalm. Bodies, bricks & 
black boxes: power practices in city con-
version. Gothenburg, Sweden: University 
of Gothenburg, 2007.
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the site, which for example made it 
difficult to talk about risks and safety. 

5.3 A CO-CRAFTED PLAYGROUND  
MUST ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE THOSE 
WHO CANNOT PARTICIPATE

A central idea with the co-crafted play-
ground, was to encourage play and 
make people get associated in order 
to build collaborative capabilities. The 
study showed how a variety of actors in 
Kenya and Sweden were involved in the 
process, who in various ways engaged 
in the playground building activity. One 
aspect of play, which we had not fully 
taken into consideration, was the impor-
tance of relaxation as part of the play-
ground concept which the images below 
show. Another aspect, which challenged 
our view, was that participation as it was 
viewed in these interventions required 
that people were present. However, as 
it became evident in 4.2, people do not 
always have the possibility to partici-
pate, even if both they and the organ-
izers (us) want to. One complexity which 
hindered active participation, was that 
the research activities took place during 
day-time. This meant many people who 
had a stake were occupied at work. For 
example, for the female fish mongers, the 
playground building activities became 
something that took place in-between 
or after their duties, a creative break.

One key complexity to handle in this 
process was the view that children were 

not ‘professional’ or considered capable 
enough. Even if the children did partic-
ipate in the autobiography exercise, and 
were thus part of the planning process, 
this was done in a separate workshop. 
This meant they did not have the chance 
to co-create ideas together with the adult 
community members, and also lacked 
control of the decision making process56 
They were neither part of the actual 
construction, but at the same time, the 
children did enjoy the play space after 
it was finished, and they also played 
together with the adults. This high-
lights the matter of concern that partic-
ipation cannot be taken for granted, 
since not everyone can actively take part 
in a co-cooperation, even if there is a 
want to. This raises the question of who 
has the right to accomplish change.57 
A co-crafted playground concept must 
therefore also acknowledge the non-
participants and their needs, since 
they are stakeholders too, even if 
they are not physically present.

6. DISCUSSION

This discussion links back to the 
research question: How can the concept 
of the co-crafted playground provide an 
action space that supports building collab-
orative capabilities, with the goal of 
contributing to more sustainable cities and 
communities? It is pivoting around the 
Central Capabilities that was highlighted 
in the theoretical framework, which 

3a). In Dunga Beach (3b), a different 
kind of balancing structure was created, 
and again the ropes acted as hand-
rails. This observation captures what 
we see as the core of co-craft process, 
which is that the designer does not 
try to replace what already exists, but 
rather builds on it by indicating new 
potentialities. The materializations are 
made to trigger participation, and by 
encouraging and embracing local differ-
ences, a cultural continuity is created.

At the same time, we identified several 
challenges with the co-craft concept. 
One context based challenge is the 
importance to choose the right material. 
For example, in experiment 4.1 the 
chosen material worked well, and could 
even be deconstructed and reused. In 
the second experiment (4.2), in a frugal 
context, similar material was instead 
being perceived as fairly expensive. To 
use poles and sticks that was brought 
to the site, was an attempt to make the 
structure last over time. However, as the 
material was so desirable, people wanted 
to keep the material for individual 
use afterwards, which we refer to as a 
material resource scarcity constraint. 
In the end, the result was that the play-
ground was deconstructed, even if the 
intention was to make it long lasting. 
Another kind of challenge, which we 
find as a core issue to consider in partic-
ipatory work, is the issue of time and 
ownership. Because of time constraints, 
the co-craft process was forced. The 
result was that the process was not 
fully anchored in the community, here 
being referred to as an affordability 
constraint, which was probably the main 
reason why the playground did not last. 

5.2 THE CO-CRAFTED PLAYGROUND AS 
A SHARED LEARNING OBJECT 

One concrete result of the co-crafted 
playground was that new rooms for 
manoeuvre were created that did not 

exist before. The social effect was also 
that it brought various people together 
for joint actions, who would not have 
otherwise met. In both experiments, it 
was observed how the simple crafts-
based technologies (weaving and rope-
making) made it possible for a variety 
of participants to engage and make a 
contribution, even without having the 
professional craftsmanship skills. As the 
co-crafting activities took place in public 
(and semi- public) spaces, the individual 
actions needed to be co-ordinated. As 
the joint efforts became visible both for 
the participants and the surrounding, 
which attracted new actors to the site. 
One key observation made was how the 
co-creative work stimulated conversa-
tions, for example pivoting around tech-
niques and durability of the materials. 
It was found that the playground, as an 
action space, provided a space for joint 
learning. That people shared ideas and 
perspectives while they were working 
together, is identified as a huge poten-
tiality which is embedded in co-craft 
and needs to be investigated further.

At the same time, it can critically 
be observed that the playground as an 
action space was lacking a crucial design 
element – namely a more organized 
space for shared reflection. This was, 
for example, evident in experiment 
4.1. Even if an evaluation was made 
with the design students involved, the 
organized reflection came quite late in 
the process. Since it was solely made 
by the students, meant there was a 
lack of participation from other partici-
pants. For example, critical aspects (and 
the perceived learning outcomes) were 
never really raised and discussed in 
and with the public, which could have 
brought in valuable perspectives to the 
concept. An identified challenge when 
designing in public space is that such a 
space for reflection can be challenging 
to organize. As it was evident in exper-
iment 4.2, a key complexity was that 
people constantly entered and exited 

Fig. 4.a: Co-craft as 
a shared learning 
space. The first image 
(4.a) shows how crafts 
technologies 
(rope-making) was 
transferred between 
generations 

(photo: helena 
hansson, 2013)
Fig. 4.b: The second 
image (4.b) shows 
how crafts-based 
technologies (the 
rope making machine) 
was transferred and 

implemented among 
local community 
members 
(photo: helena 
hansson, 2013)
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56 For example, one child raised an idea 
of creating a soccer game area, but this 
was neglected by the adults.
57 Joakim Forsemalm. Bodies, bricks & 
black boxes: power practices in city con-
version. Gothenburg, Sweden: University 
of Gothenburg, 2007.
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the site, which for example made it 
difficult to talk about risks and safety. 
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want to. This raises the question of who 
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they are not physically present.
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actions needed to be co-ordinated. As 
the joint efforts became visible both for 
the participants and the surrounding, 
which attracted new actors to the site. 
One key observation made was how the 
co-creative work stimulated conversa-
tions, for example pivoting around tech-
niques and durability of the materials. 
It was found that the playground, as an 
action space, provided a space for joint 
learning. That people shared ideas and 
perspectives while they were working 
together, is identified as a huge poten-
tiality which is embedded in co-craft 
and needs to be investigated further.

At the same time, it can critically 
be observed that the playground as an 
action space was lacking a crucial design 
element – namely a more organized 
space for shared reflection. This was, 
for example, evident in experiment 
4.1. Even if an evaluation was made 
with the design students involved, the 
organized reflection came quite late in 
the process. Since it was solely made 
by the students, meant there was a 
lack of participation from other partici-
pants. For example, critical aspects (and 
the perceived learning outcomes) were 
never really raised and discussed in 
and with the public, which could have 
brought in valuable perspectives to the 
concept. An identified challenge when 
designing in public space is that such a 
space for reflection can be challenging 
to organize. As it was evident in exper-
iment 4.2, a key complexity was that 
people constantly entered and exited 
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practices, we argue an action space 
should also include a space for reflec-
tion, where the concrete making 
should be combined with more abstract 
thinking, which in this case was 
only provided to a certain degree. 

6.3 METHODS ARE NEEDED WHICH 
ALSO CONCERN THE NON-PARTICIPANT 
PERSPECTIVE

The last highlighted capability in this 
paper was (CC10), Control over one’s envi-
ronment, where the core message is that 
citizens of different ages should have the 
possibility to “participate in governing 
processes that concerns themselves”. 
This, which is the core of participatory 
design, was also shown as the most chal-
lenging aspect to handle when designing 
in a frugal context. The ultimate goal 
with the co-crafted playground concept 
was to create new change opportuni-
ties where people had the freedom to 
act and choose. As the analysis brought 
forward, people do not always have the 
possibility to participate, even if they 
want to, even if this is the core inten-
tion. Depending on different cultures 
and life-situations, the views of partici-
pants differ. The crux seems to be how to 
make sure that each stakeholder’s inter-
ests are properly acknowledged, even 
if they cannot be physically involved for 
different reasons. One design method, 
Environmental Autobiographies, was 
introduced as a methodology by the 

Kenyan design researcher and was found 
highly valuable, as it brought in the child 
perspective and helped the adults to 
re-connect to childhood memories and 
re-invent play. We argue that develop-
ment of such emphatic design methods 
are much needed, especially in frugal 
contexts, where the people’s partici-
pation cannot be taken for granted. 

7. CONCLUSION

To learn more about participation based 
in an African design context this paper 
zoomed into a specific place in cities and 
communities dedicated for our youngest 
citizens in society, namely the play-
grounds, which due to frugal constraints 
and the densification of our cities, run 
the risk of being reduced. Theories of 
“Co-craft, Action Space” and “Collabo-
rative Capabilities” (von Busch 2013), 
were used as theoretical frameworks 
to acknowledge the frugal constraints 
but also to find a way to bridge between 
actors, cultures and contexts. The case 
studies included two change experi-
ments in the field (design interventions), 
which were compared, one in Sweden 
and one in Kenya. After analysing and 
discussing the concept of the co-crafted 
playground and its collaborative qual-
ities, three key findings were identi-
fied, which we argue should guide future 
design processes in order for them to 
be more sustainable and to increase 
peoples’ capabilities in driving change. 

were Imagination, Senses and Thought 
(CC4), Affiliation (CC7), Play (CC9) and 
Control over one’s environment. (CC10). 

The ultimate goal of the co-crafted 
playground was the Capability 
Approach, which was to be imple-
mented and materialized through the 
creation of the co-crafted playground. 
The primary user group in this study 
was the children, and the core idea was 
to co-create a space where they could 
laugh, play and rest, which refers to CC 9 
Play. The children’s right to play and be 
part of the decision making are stated in 
the UN Convention of the Rights of the 
Child and the SDG’s, and as the analysis 
brought forward, the co-crafted play-
ground concept acknowledged this need. 
To a high degree, it encouraged partic-
ipation and provided a global action 
space for play and relaxation. However, 
as the analysis illuminated, there 
also exist several complexities which 
need to be unpacked and discussed.

6.1 A CO-CRAFT PROCESS REQUIRES 
TIME AND OWNERSHIP

One of the Central Capabilities that 
this study relates to is that of Affilia-
tion (CC7), which in this case meant that 
children should have the opportunity 
to engage in collaborative processes, 
together with others. Since the inter-
ventions were taking place on acces-
sible public sites, it meant anyone who 
wanted to participate in the co-creation 
was invited. This made it possible for a 
variety of actors to meet and interact, 
and it was shown that co-craft was a 
successful method in getting people 
involved, since participation was made 
possible even without having profes-
sional craftsmanship skills. However, 
as the study brought forward, collab-
orative and participatory practices 
are a complex endeavor, and time 
consuming, not at least since there are 
many actors’ perspectives to be aligned 

and co-ordinated. Time is an important 
resource needed to adapt to the local 
context, so that local variations can be 
identified and acknowledged. There 
must also be time to anchor the process 
in the local culture, in order to create 
ownership, which supports continuity. 
However, in this case the continuity was 
challenged, and one possible reason was 
that it was not well anchored in the local 
culture. In order to be sustainable, partic-
ipatory designers must consider time 
and ownership as a combined design 
element, in order to support continuity. 

6.2 AN ACTION SPACE MUST  
ALSO INCLUDE A SPACE FOR  
JOINT REFLECTION

Another highlighted Central Capability 
in this paper was that of Senses, Imagi-
nation and Thought (CC 4), which refers 
to peoples’ opportunities to “imagine, 
experience and produce works and 
events. In this study, this capability 
was implemented through the crea-
tion of the co-crafted playground, which 
as an action space provided room for 
manoeuvre where people could meet 
and jointly construct ideas of change. 
As it was found in the analysis, an iden-
tified favour was the concrete nature of 
the concept, which did not only make 
change real and tangible for all actors 
involved, but also helped to attract 
new audiences to the sites of explo-
ration. As a material-based art, the 
concrete aspect is embedded in the very 
concept as such, but as von Busch high-
lights, crafts people (and designers) 
should be more concerned about how 
the crafts making “affect our abilities” 
(von Busch 2008). What was found to 
be a lacking design element in this case 
was an organized space for joint reflec-
tion, where the actors involved could 
reflect and thereby increase the under-
standing of the learning outcomes. To 
contribute to more sustainable design 

Figure 5.a: Co-craft 
as a space for 
relaxation. Relaxation 
was as an important 
aspect of play and 
became an important 
part of the co-crafted 
playground concept, 
in Sweden

(photo: helena 
hansson, 2013)
Figure 5.b: Co-craft 
as a space for 
relaxation. Relaxation 
was as an important 
aspect of play and 
became an important 
part of the co-crafted 

playground  
concept, in 
(photo: helena 
hansson, 2013)
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practices, we argue an action space 
should also include a space for reflec-
tion, where the concrete making 
should be combined with more abstract 
thinking, which in this case was 
only provided to a certain degree. 

6.3 METHODS ARE NEEDED WHICH 
ALSO CONCERN THE NON-PARTICIPANT 
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The last highlighted capability in this 
paper was (CC10), Control over one’s envi-
ronment, where the core message is that 
citizens of different ages should have the 
possibility to “participate in governing 
processes that concerns themselves”. 
This, which is the core of participatory 
design, was also shown as the most chal-
lenging aspect to handle when designing 
in a frugal context. The ultimate goal 
with the co-crafted playground concept 
was to create new change opportuni-
ties where people had the freedom to 
act and choose. As the analysis brought 
forward, people do not always have the 
possibility to participate, even if they 
want to, even if this is the core inten-
tion. Depending on different cultures 
and life-situations, the views of partici-
pants differ. The crux seems to be how to 
make sure that each stakeholder’s inter-
ests are properly acknowledged, even 
if they cannot be physically involved for 
different reasons. One design method, 
Environmental Autobiographies, was 
introduced as a methodology by the 

Kenyan design researcher and was found 
highly valuable, as it brought in the child 
perspective and helped the adults to 
re-connect to childhood memories and 
re-invent play. We argue that develop-
ment of such emphatic design methods 
are much needed, especially in frugal 
contexts, where the people’s partici-
pation cannot be taken for granted. 

7. CONCLUSION

To learn more about participation based 
in an African design context this paper 
zoomed into a specific place in cities and 
communities dedicated for our youngest 
citizens in society, namely the play-
grounds, which due to frugal constraints 
and the densification of our cities, run 
the risk of being reduced. Theories of 
“Co-craft, Action Space” and “Collabo-
rative Capabilities” (von Busch 2013), 
were used as theoretical frameworks 
to acknowledge the frugal constraints 
but also to find a way to bridge between 
actors, cultures and contexts. The case 
studies included two change experi-
ments in the field (design interventions), 
which were compared, one in Sweden 
and one in Kenya. After analysing and 
discussing the concept of the co-crafted 
playground and its collaborative qual-
ities, three key findings were identi-
fied, which we argue should guide future 
design processes in order for them to 
be more sustainable and to increase 
peoples’ capabilities in driving change. 
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(CC4), Affiliation (CC7), Play (CC9) and 
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Approach, which was to be imple-
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The primary user group in this study 
was the children, and the core idea was 
to co-create a space where they could 
laugh, play and rest, which refers to CC 9 
Play. The children’s right to play and be 
part of the decision making are stated in 
the UN Convention of the Rights of the 
Child and the SDG’s, and as the analysis 
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consuming, not at least since there are 
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However, in this case the continuity was 
challenged, and one possible reason was 
that it was not well anchored in the local 
culture. In order to be sustainable, partic-
ipatory designers must consider time 
and ownership as a combined design 
element, in order to support continuity. 

6.2 AN ACTION SPACE MUST  
ALSO INCLUDE A SPACE FOR  
JOINT REFLECTION

Another highlighted Central Capability 
in this paper was that of Senses, Imagi-
nation and Thought (CC 4), which refers 
to peoples’ opportunities to “imagine, 
experience and produce works and 
events. In this study, this capability 
was implemented through the crea-
tion of the co-crafted playground, which 
as an action space provided room for 
manoeuvre where people could meet 
and jointly construct ideas of change. 
As it was found in the analysis, an iden-
tified favour was the concrete nature of 
the concept, which did not only make 
change real and tangible for all actors 
involved, but also helped to attract 
new audiences to the sites of explo-
ration. As a material-based art, the 
concrete aspect is embedded in the very 
concept as such, but as von Busch high-
lights, crafts people (and designers) 
should be more concerned about how 
the crafts making “affect our abilities” 
(von Busch 2008). What was found to 
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58 The UN Sustainable Development 
Goals, target indicator 11C: https://susta-
inabledevelopment.un.org/sdg11, acces-
sed on Nov 1, 2019.
59 SIDA is a government agency working 
on behalf of the Swedish parliament and 
government, with the mission to reduce 
poverty in the world. Through our work 
and in cooperation with others, we cont-
ribute to implementing Sweden’s Policy 
for Global Development.
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• The issue of time and ownership 
should be acknowledged, to support 
trust and continuity over time
• A space for reflection is needed 
which combines concrete making and 
abstract thinking
• Design methods are needed which 
also concerns the non-participant 
perspective

7.1 FROM PROJECT BASED RESEARCH 
TO THE CREATION OF  
A KNOWLEDGE CLUSTER 

To encourage sustainable develop-
ment, the UN urges support of least 
developed countries, including through 
financial and technical assistance, in 
building sustainable and resilient build-
ings utilizing local materials.58 However, 
we argue we must move away from the 
view that designers – as representatives 
for Global North - are “assisting” least 
developed countries. We instead suggest 
that we must Design Things Together 
and learn the skills and techniques of 
utilizing local materials in essence – to 
co-craft for creating Collaborative Capa-
bilities. The implementation of von Busch 
ideas of co-craft, action space and collab-
orative capabilities, highlight that craft 
and play can be valuable means for 
change that support bridging differences 
between cultures in the Global north and 
South. Additionally, they also support the 
building of knowledge clusters and capa-
bilities as discussed above. By consid-
ering the above-mentioned complexities, 
we argue that co-craft can provide a 
sustainable design method where collab-
orative capabilities can be created over 
time. The potential we see is that a shared 
learning object can be created where 
global matters of concern can be brought 
to a common table, a way to craft rela-
tionships among and in-between genera-
tions, societies and countries. In essence: 
moving from project-based research to 
the creation of a knowledge cluster.

7.2 FUTURE RESEARCH

For future studies, we suggest to further 
look into how co-craft can be further 
integrated in design as a participatory 
tool and space for learning. We also 
suggest to explore design methods that 
can help to increase the awareness of 
cultural differences and non-partici-
pation. For example, role play may be 
an interesting method to explore and 
implement in such collaborative design 
processes. It is also suggested that 
bigger emphasize should be made on 
investigating how to organize spaces for 
reflection when designing in public open 
spaces, since reflection is central for 
learning. ◉
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• The issue of time and ownership 
should be acknowledged, to support 
trust and continuity over time
• A space for reflection is needed 
which combines concrete making and 
abstract thinking
• Design methods are needed which 
also concerns the non-participant 
perspective

7.1 FROM PROJECT BASED RESEARCH 
TO THE CREATION OF  
A KNOWLEDGE CLUSTER 

To encourage sustainable develop-
ment, the UN urges support of least 
developed countries, including through 
financial and technical assistance, in 
building sustainable and resilient build-
ings utilizing local materials.58 However, 
we argue we must move away from the 
view that designers – as representatives 
for Global North - are “assisting” least 
developed countries. We instead suggest 
that we must Design Things Together 
and learn the skills and techniques of 
utilizing local materials in essence – to 
co-craft for creating Collaborative Capa-
bilities. The implementation of von Busch 
ideas of co-craft, action space and collab-
orative capabilities, highlight that craft 
and play can be valuable means for 
change that support bridging differences 
between cultures in the Global north and 
South. Additionally, they also support the 
building of knowledge clusters and capa-
bilities as discussed above. By consid-
ering the above-mentioned complexities, 
we argue that co-craft can provide a 
sustainable design method where collab-
orative capabilities can be created over 
time. The potential we see is that a shared 
learning object can be created where 
global matters of concern can be brought 
to a common table, a way to craft rela-
tionships among and in-between genera-
tions, societies and countries. In essence: 
moving from project-based research to 
the creation of a knowledge cluster.

7.2 FUTURE RESEARCH

For future studies, we suggest to further 
look into how co-craft can be further 
integrated in design as a participatory 
tool and space for learning. We also 
suggest to explore design methods that 
can help to increase the awareness of 
cultural differences and non-partici-
pation. For example, role play may be 
an interesting method to explore and 
implement in such collaborative design 
processes. It is also suggested that 
bigger emphasize should be made on 
investigating how to organize spaces for 
reflection when designing in public open 
spaces, since reflection is central for 
learning. ◉
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 „KÉZMŰVES” JÁTSZÓTEREK 
LÉTESÍTÉSE KÖZÖSSÉGI 
TERVEZÉSSEL – EGYÉNI KÉSZSÉGEK 
EGYÜTTMŰKÖDÉSEN ALAPULÓ 
KIAKNÁZÁSA AKCIÓTERÜLETEN

A cikk összehasonlító elemzéssel 
ismertet két esettanulmányt: egy-egy 
közösségi együttműködéssel megva-
lósított játszóteret a svédországi Göte-
borg, illetve a kenyai Kisimu példá-
ján. A műhelymunkák hátterében 
az aktív részvétellel, közös alkotás-
sal megvalósított játszóterek ötlete 
állt, amely innovatív módon aknázza 
ki a kézművesség, a tervezés, a játék 
és a szabadtér közös metszetében 
rejlő lehetőségeket. Tájépítész terve-
zők, építészek, diákok, mesterembe-
rek és helyi lakosok közreműködé-
sével valósult meg a kihasználatlan 
közterek életre keltése ideiglenes ját-
szóterek közösségi részvételen ala-
puló kialakításával. A műhelyek fel-
tárták annak lehetőségét is, hogyan 
miben lehet több a játék, mint pusz-
tán gyermeki elfoglaltság. A göteborgi 
műhely a város egyik központi park-
jában, a Vasaparkenben ötnapos volt, 
míg a kisumui három napig tartott.

A műhelyek feltárták annak lehe-
tőségét, hogy egy „Csináld magad!” 
jellegű alkotó tevékenység hogyan 
játszhat katalizátor szerepet a lakó-
közösségek közötti együttműködés-
ben és tapasztalatcserében, a kihasz-
nálatlan vagy gazdátlan közösségi 
terek, illetve a megélhetési lehetősé-
gek aktiválásában, előzetesen kivá-
lasztott, funkcionálisan meghatáro-
zott városi terek fejlesztési lehetősége-
inek kibontakoztatásában, a tervezői 
és alkotói munka új fórumainak meg-
teremtésében, a váratlan helyzetek-
kel való szembesítésben és a közös-
ség ötleteinek ösztönzésében.

A kutatás alapkérdése, hogy miként 
válhat az épített környezetben egy 
„kézműves alkotással kialakított ját-
szótér” a képzelőerő, a tudásátadás, 
a játék és az együttes alkotás közös-
ségi színterévé a különböző élet-
korú, kulturális hátterű és anyagi 
helyzetű közreműködők számára.

A műhelyek hozzájárultak annak 
megértéséhez, hogy milyen hozadé-
kot és kihívásokat jelent a különböző 
szereplők közreműködésével közös-
ségi tereken végzett munka a pozi-
tív társadalmi változást célul tűző ter-

vezési folyamat szempontjából. A cikk 
hasznos adalék arról, hogy milyen elő-
nyöket jelenthet a tervezők és a mes-
teremberek számára a közösen vég-
zett munka, és tanulságokkal szolgál 
a skandináv és kelet-afrikai esettanul-
mányok összevetése is. A kutatás mód-
szere akciókutatás, reflexív összeha-
sonlító esettanulmányokkal. Az adat-
gyűjtés során gyermekek és felnőttek 
megkérdezésére is sor került, az élet-
körülmények feltárásával. A munka 
során fényképes, vázlatrajzos és írásos 
dokumentáció, valamint feljegyzések 
és interjúk is készültek. ◉
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Moving from Void to Voice – Developing a Conversation Tool to 
Increase Reflexivity in Participatory Design Projects 
 

Abstract 

This paper contributes to the area participatory design where co-writing is treated as a 
participatory prototyping method. The aim is to provide a method tool that designers can use to 
increase reflexivity in transboundary projects, giving practitioners a formal voice when 
reflecting upon the project retrospectively. The concept boundary object (Star & Griesemer, 
1989), is in this study translated into a conversation tool that is used to jointly discuss a 
participatory design project in the context of Global North-South collaboration. The case study 
describes how the collaboration unfolded involving multiple and diverse actors. The 
conversation occurs between a Swedish design researcher and a Kenyan Jua Kali practitioner, 
who are the key authors of this paper. The tool was developed as part of the co-writing process 
and is based on the online conversation between the two participants. We argue the tool 
provides space and scaffolding for joint reflection, making it possible to talk about cooperative 
complexities in a structured yet open way. It encourages participation and creates co-ownership 
since the project participants can bring forward their different voices and opinions. Since the 
tool is replicable and adjustable, it can be used in any transboundary project, thus implementing 
SDG 17 in practice. 

Keywords 

Participatory Design, Boundary Objects, Reflexive Practice, Global North-South Cooperation, 
Co-Writing, Sustainable global development 

Relevance to Design Practice 

The tool provides scaffolding for reflection and talking about cooperative complexities in a 
structured yet open way. It encourages participation and creates co-ownership since the 
participants can bring forward their voices and opinions. The tool is replicable and adjustable, 
suitable in any transboundary project, thus implementing SDG 17 in practice. 

 

Introduction  
Designers and design researchers based in the so-called Global North have since the turn of the 
millennium become increasingly involved in research and development activities in the Global 
South, with a particular interest in sustainable development (e.g., Oosterlaken, 2009; Jernsand, 
2016; Kraff, 2018). Such form of participatory design work is here being referred to as Global 
North-South cooperation. Since 2016, the common framework for sustainable development has 
been Agenda 2030, made operable through 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG 17). With 
those goals as a matrix, sustainability can be achieved through the “participation of all 
countries, all stakeholders, and all people” (SDG 17), like The United Nations, The Department 
of Economic and Social Affairs declares on their website: 

“We are determined to mobilize the means required to implement this Agenda through 
a revitalized Global Partnership for Sustainable Development, based on a spirit of 
strengthened global solidarity, focussed in particular on the needs of the poorest and 
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most vulnerable and with the participation of all countries, all stakeholders and all 
people.” (United Nations, n.d.) 
 

Participation focuses on people’s active engagement in development processes rather than 
being passive placeholders and receivers of aid. In that vein, the core of participatory design is 
to let people “have a say in the design process” (Björgvinsson et al., 2012, p.102). However, as 
simple as it may sound, participatory design based on the idea of Global Partnership is complex 
and may be difficult to realize. As Jernsand points out (2016), referring to Tosun (2000), 
“participation rarely goes further than paragraphs in planning documents” (p. 27), why an 
important part for designers is to strive for implementing sustainable development in practice.  
In this paper, we investigate participatory design in a North-South cooperation context. The 
binary ‘North-South’ has two main uses: geographically describing countries on either side of 
the equator and indicating a divide based on the spread of wealth. The idea of dividing the world 
in ‘North’ and ‘South’ emerged during the cold war in the 1960s’ (Dados & Connell, 2012). 
These terms are not discrete, though, and have been criticized for being geographically incorrect 
concerning Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) per capita. 
Moreover, globalization has largely displaced the North-South divide as a viable theoretical 
underpinning of the development efforts of international institutions. Lastly, the division can 
be stigmatizing by upholding a discourse of inadvertent victimization that impedes fresh 
outlooks context-driven sound development. Despite these problems, the term North-South 
continues to be viable in a third sense, namely in terms of power (Kotze & Dymitrow, 2021). 
As Mohanty reflects (2003), the North-South division points to a difference in countries’ socio-
economic and political backgrounds that create an unbalance of power. The challenge with 
many global partnership collaborations, thus, is the ‘lack of voice’ of the local communities in 
the Global South, which puts participation, as auspicated by the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals, at peril. An essential task for participatory designers is thus to work to balance these 
inequalities and power balances by giving practitioners a formal voice throughout the whole 
project. 
The case study we explore in this paper is a Swedish-Kenyan development project starting in 
2013. The project was based in the environs of the Kenyan city of Kisumu and aimed at 
providing an educational platform and establishing a market structure for producing high-
quality baskets made from the water hyacinth plant. The water hyacinth is one of the most 
invasive plants globally (Herfjord et al., 1994), and since the 1980s, it has been disturbing Lake 
Victoria’s local ecosystem, where Kisumu is situated on its eastern border. One goal of the 
project, hosted by a development aid organization, was to train 47 local project participants 
how to produce baskets from the weed for international markets, initially Sweden, to create new 
livelihood opportunities beside fishing.  
One of the collaborating partners in the project was representatives for Jua Kali, which is the 
local design practice in Kenya. Jua Kali means “under the hot sun” in Swahili (King, 1996). It 
reflects the outdoor nature of the work and the frugal work conditions. The Jua Kali work 
practice is characterized by several challenges, seen as aspects of frugality (Bhatti & Ventresca, 
2013). The frugal constraints both characterize the work of Jua Kali and the project as a whole. 
In the context of this study, frugality means, for instance, the lack of access to certain materials 
and equipment that are found needed to scale up, but also a ‘lack of voice’ in the project, since 
Jua Kali, belonging to the large informal sector/ economy (OECD/ILO, 2019), stands outside 
the formal system of government. Even if Jua Kali is identified as having a significant 
development potential (Kinyanjui (2008, 2010), such frugal constraints hinder Jua Kali 
members from participating in processes that concern themselves, scale-up, and develop 
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economically. We used a participatory design process to create a social transformation for this 
group, moving from institutional void to a formal voice in a design project. 
The kind of participatory work this paper represents has in previous research highlighted the 
need for identifying new types of design practices with a focus on method development. For 
example, design studies by Kraff (2018) and Jernsand (2016), also working with participatory 
design methods in Kisumu, Kenya, have identified a need for methods that can stimulate more 
reflexive practices. The researchers suggest that co-creation activities should also include joint 
reflection actions as the complexities encountering the participants from North and South are 
challenging to handle. The need for collective reflection – where design issues can be debated 
collectively – is also emphasized by Storni (2015), who takes an Actor-Network Theory (ANT) 
approach on co-design. However, as Jordan & Yamamuchi (2008) and Koskinen et al. (2011) 
emphasized, there is also a lack of theoretical frameworks that can help analyze and 
contextualize design, and by that provide new vocabularies. What we missed in previous 
research are studies that provide concrete method-tools for reflection in projects taking place in 
these kinds of Global North and South cooperation contexts. To meet this need and to 
emphasize the aspect of diversity, reflexivity, and context, we found the concept boundary 
object (BO), primarily as defined by Star & Griesemer (1989) and Seravalli (2014), valuable to 
analyze and jointly reflect on the work retrospectively.   
 

Aim and Structure of the Paper 
The paper aims to investigate how the concept BO can be translated into a reflexive tool to 
facilitate collaboration in participatory design projects in a Global North-South context, thereby 
creating a transformative change for a specific user group in target, in this case Jua Kali. 
However, the overarching goal is to provide a method tool that participatory designers can use 
to increase reflexivity in any transboundary project. Bringing multiple voices forward is a way 
to implement SDG 17 in design practice. 
The guiding research questions are: How can the concept BO be translated to a reflexive tool, 
aiming to increase reflexivity in participatory design projects? How can the development of 
this tool support a transformative change for the participants in a collaborative process? 
The continuation of this paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce the concept of 
boundary object (BO) in design research. Then, a method section describes the research 
process, including the making of the tool, followed by the story of the development project. 
Next, an analysis of the roles of objects formed in this collaboration is made with support from 
the tool, and finally, a conclusion ends the paper. 
 

Boundary Object in Design Research 
According to design researcher and ANT scholar Anna Seravalli (2014), BO is a concept that 
concerns diversity in collaborative development processes characterized by non-consensus. As 
Seravalli asserts, the BO concept acknowledges that people are different and have different 
ideas and approaches. Rather than speaking with one voice, it asserts that other voices ought to 
be heard, thus encouraging diversity and non-consensus. At the same time, BO provides 
suggestions for how to deal with these differences. The concept was initially developed by 
Susan Leigh Star and James R. Griesemer (1989) in a museum context and has since been used 
by various scholars in design research, especially participatory design (cf. Björgvinsson et al., 
2012; Seravalli, 2014), as well as in cross-disciplinary research (c.f. Montin et al., 2014). 
Seravalli (2014) defines a boundary as “a space of contact between actors with divergent 
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interests” (p. 172). It is not a line on a map but rather an unexplored territory where different 
people meet to negotiate their different views, which is done with support from the BO concept.  
Star (2010) views boundary objects as a set of ill-structured work arrangements, which she 
argues are material and processual. According to Star and Griesemer (1989), both the creation 
and management of BOs are “key in developing and maintaining coherence across intersecting 
social worlds.” Star and Griesemer define a BO as follows: 

Boundary objects are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and constraints of the 
several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across 
sites. They are weakly structured in common use and become strongly structured in 
individual-site use. They may be abstract or concrete. They have different meanings in 
different social worlds, but their structure is common enough to more than one world to make 
them recognizable, a means of translation. (p. 393 – our italics) 

As the definition above illustrates, different collaborative “attributes” must be considered when 
forming a BO (ibid, p. 404). For example, a BO must be recognizable by all actors involved but 
can be abstract and concrete. It should be open for adoption by each actor, and at the same time, 
it must be designed to be repeatable by individual actors, and it must be locally anchored. It is 
notable that a BO does not exist a priori but instead emerges from the process, and shaped by 
the actors involved. It must also be noted that the actors involved in forming a BO might not 
know that it is a BO until retrospectively. Star & Griesemer’s (1989) original idea of BO is to 
understand how something has become a BO by studying it retrospectively. One critique of 
BO, highlighted by Kimble et al. (2010), is that the use of Boundary Objects has often been too 
“technical in nature” and that most studies “simply look at the role of boundary objects” ( p 
443). To develop the concept, Kimble et al. (2010) stress the importance of further 
contextualization. They also call for research studies that investigate, more deeply, the role that 
specific actors play in selecting and forming the Boundary Objects. This last critique relates to 
their finding that a political interplay exists between individual concerns and the collective, 
which must be considered. We see an opportunity for designers to contextualize and use the 
concept of BO in design practice to get a grip on how a future design object can be shaped for 
it to be participatory and co-owned – for example, to think about how a process can be designed 
to be plastic, robust, and recognizable. We see a BO as a form of gathering components and a 
“process tool” to facilitate a collaborative process, something that acts in between actors and 
can help people to mobilize and coordinate their efforts with the goal of collectively “making 
some kind of difference to a state of affairs” (Latour 2005 p. 52). How other design scholars 
have used the concept of BO can be exemplified by Björgvinsson et al. (2012) who claim that 
performative design artifacts, such as prototypes, can act as BOs because they bring together 
different “language games” (p. 105). The plastic nature of prototypes makes it possible to have 
a conversation, even if a perfect translation is lacking. BO can thus be seen as a connective 
element that can facilitate a reflexive discussion, on which we elaborate further in the method 
section. 
 

Methodology 
The research process can be divided into a pre-study (Phase 0) and three active research phases 
(Phase 1-3), outlined in table 1 below. The pre-study was a two-week fieldwork period in 
Kisumu 2011, when a Swedish Doctoral student (the Design Researcher, DR, in this paper) and 
a Kenyan Jua Kali entrepreneur (The lead coordinator, LC, in this paper) working at Zingira, a 
Jua Kali crafts organization in Kisumu, met and started to discuss a collaboration (Phase 0). 
Zingira and the LC became formally involved in a development project linked to an 
international research platform. During the initial process (phase 1), the DR visited Kisumu 
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four times for 2-3 weeks. The main activities during this phase were fieldwork, meetings, and 
participatory design and prototype activities. From October 2013, the DR was in Sweden, thus 
acting from remote. E-mail conversations and social media platforms, Facebook and Messenger 
conversations, have served as crucial remote project spaces. Even if the external funding ended 
in Dec 2015, the project continued. One continuous activity was a CoW process in which the 
DR and the LC wrote a conference paper about their experience of the collaboration (author 1 
& author 2, 2017), which was jointly presented (phase 2). After the official end of the project 
in December 2017, the DR and the LC decided to continue the co-writing process and write 
another paper to learn from the project for future participatory design projects. Phase 3 thus 
started in 2018 with a new conversation and reflection of the project between the DR and the 
LC on social media. The conversation became a weaving process of inquiry to learn from the 
project. The development of a conversation tool based on the BO concept was initiated. The 
making of the tool is described below. 

 
Table 1. Timeline of the research phases 

Time period March 2011 Nov 2012 – Dec 2015 Aug – Dec 2017 Sep 2018 - 2021 

Phases Phase 0 Phase 1  Phase 2 Phase 3 

Activities Pre-study: identi-
fying potentials for 
cooperation and 
development. 

Active fieldwork 
around basket 
development. Co-
writing project 
reports. 

Summing up the 
experience of project 
and cooperation. Co-
Writing a conference 
paper. 

Exploring Boundary 
Objects as a 
theoretical frame-
work for partici-
patory design. Co-
writing a journal 
paper. 

 
Making a table - the conversation tool 
In August 2017 (phase 2), the DR and LC engaged in an online conversation around the 
practical learning experiences from the process. DR asked him to highlight a set of complexities 
related to the collaborative work. Based on this conversation, the case study was written by DR, 
where the narrative was formed around quotes articulated by LC.  During the writing process, 
DR observed that LC’s view of the process was closely connected to the concept of a Boundary 
object (BO). An idea was born to use Star and Griesemer’s (1989) definition of BO as a 
theoretical framework for the joint discussion. This initial exploration became the basis for the 
paper that was jointly presented at an international conference in November 2017. 
In 2018 a decision was made to develop the project further. A third research phase started with 
a new online conversation between the key authors and a joint reading of the theoretical 
framework of BO written by Star & Griesemer (1989). By translating the attributes that Star 
and Griesemer (1989) suggest, a boundary object (plastic, robust, weakly structured on common 
use, and strongly structured on individual site/use), and explaining them in our own words, a 
tool was created that helped us to analyze and structure the case. The concept of BO was thus 
transformed into a text-based conversation tool, which came to act as a boundary quasi-object. 
According to Czarniawska and Mouritsen (2009), a quasi-object can, for example, be an 
accounting system or a management technology that is designed to “make the world (i.e. 
organization, public agency, or firm) more ‘interventionable’ or manageable” (ibid p. 157). The 
intervention, in this case, was that the conversation tool facilitated a reflexive practice between 
the researcher (DR) and practitioner (LC). The dialogue pivoted around how to improve the 
work situation for the Jua Kali in Kenya. In this case, we came to use the concept of boundary 
object (BO) to discuss the basket project in the first place. During the co-writing process, a 
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section. 
 

Methodology 
The research process can be divided into a pre-study (Phase 0) and three active research phases 
(Phase 1-3), outlined in table 1 below. The pre-study was a two-week fieldwork period in 
Kisumu 2011, when a Swedish Doctoral student (the Design Researcher, DR, in this paper) and 
a Kenyan Jua Kali entrepreneur (The lead coordinator, LC, in this paper) working at Zingira, a 
Jua Kali crafts organization in Kisumu, met and started to discuss a collaboration (Phase 0). 
Zingira and the LC became formally involved in a development project linked to an 
international research platform. During the initial process (phase 1), the DR visited Kisumu 
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four times for 2-3 weeks. The main activities during this phase were fieldwork, meetings, and 
participatory design and prototype activities. From October 2013, the DR was in Sweden, thus 
acting from remote. E-mail conversations and social media platforms, Facebook and Messenger 
conversations, have served as crucial remote project spaces. Even if the external funding ended 
in Dec 2015, the project continued. One continuous activity was a CoW process in which the 
DR and the LC wrote a conference paper about their experience of the collaboration (author 1 
& author 2, 2017), which was jointly presented (phase 2). After the official end of the project 
in December 2017, the DR and the LC decided to continue the co-writing process and write 
another paper to learn from the project for future participatory design projects. Phase 3 thus 
started in 2018 with a new conversation and reflection of the project between the DR and the 
LC on social media. The conversation became a weaving process of inquiry to learn from the 
project. The development of a conversation tool based on the BO concept was initiated. The 
making of the tool is described below. 

 
Table 1. Timeline of the research phases 

Time period March 2011 Nov 2012 – Dec 2015 Aug – Dec 2017 Sep 2018 - 2021 

Phases Phase 0 Phase 1  Phase 2 Phase 3 

Activities Pre-study: identi-
fying potentials for 
cooperation and 
development. 

Active fieldwork 
around basket 
development. Co-
writing project 
reports. 

Summing up the 
experience of project 
and cooperation. Co-
Writing a conference 
paper. 

Exploring Boundary 
Objects as a 
theoretical frame-
work for partici-
patory design. Co-
writing a journal 
paper. 

 
Making a table - the conversation tool 
In August 2017 (phase 2), the DR and LC engaged in an online conversation around the 
practical learning experiences from the process. DR asked him to highlight a set of complexities 
related to the collaborative work. Based on this conversation, the case study was written by DR, 
where the narrative was formed around quotes articulated by LC.  During the writing process, 
DR observed that LC’s view of the process was closely connected to the concept of a Boundary 
object (BO). An idea was born to use Star and Griesemer’s (1989) definition of BO as a 
theoretical framework for the joint discussion. This initial exploration became the basis for the 
paper that was jointly presented at an international conference in November 2017. 
In 2018 a decision was made to develop the project further. A third research phase started with 
a new online conversation between the key authors and a joint reading of the theoretical 
framework of BO written by Star & Griesemer (1989). By translating the attributes that Star 
and Griesemer (1989) suggest, a boundary object (plastic, robust, weakly structured on common 
use, and strongly structured on individual site/use), and explaining them in our own words, a 
tool was created that helped us to analyze and structure the case. The concept of BO was thus 
transformed into a text-based conversation tool, which came to act as a boundary quasi-object. 
According to Czarniawska and Mouritsen (2009), a quasi-object can, for example, be an 
accounting system or a management technology that is designed to “make the world (i.e. 
organization, public agency, or firm) more ‘interventionable’ or manageable” (ibid p. 157). The 
intervention, in this case, was that the conversation tool facilitated a reflexive practice between 
the researcher (DR) and practitioner (LC). The dialogue pivoted around how to improve the 
work situation for the Jua Kali in Kenya. In this case, we came to use the concept of boundary 
object (BO) to discuss the basket project in the first place. During the co-writing process, a 
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translation process occurred, and a chain of boundary objects that translated the basket into new 
artifacts was created: the basket, the concept BO, the conversation tool, and the paper (Figure 
1). A shared foundation around boundary objects as framework for analyzing, in particular for 
reflection of the project, was then created. Three research colleagues further joined the co-
writing as part of discussing the theoretical framework. 

 
Figure 1. The chain of boundary objects which emerged during the process.  

 

Exploring co-writing as a participatory design method 
The tool development that became part of the co-writing process can be explained as a 
participatory design method tool. The co-writing (CoW) was not planned from the start but 
emerged since there was a need to create a space for joint reflection. Such a participatory 
method explores writing as “something more than reporting on what we already know” 
(Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005, pp: 971–972). This means CoW is not just a reporting exercise, 
a mechanical instrument for technical skills training. The writing should rather be seen as a 
text-based participatory practice that in this study takes place between researchers and 
practitioners. The aim was to give Jua Kali a voice in the PD project, and we could learn the 
value of CoW as a complementary method to design practice. CoW encourages a critical 
reflection among both researchers and practitioners. The practitioner is actively involved, 
whose reflections are not only in the text but highlighted in the quotes, strengthening the linkage 
between theory and practice. The CoW method addresses both design and reflexivity and design 
and diversity, identified as a problem and challenge in earlier Ph.D. projects (Kraff, 2018; 
Jernsand, 2016; Storni, 2015; Seravalli, 2014). The quotes in the empirical case report below 
were primarily articulated by the lead coordinator during Phase 2, while the quotes in the 
analysis were articulated during Phase 3.   

 
The Basket Project (Empirical study) 
In this section, the description of the basket project is accompanied by the voice of LC, 
reflecting on the project. The project was hosted and facilitated by an external management 
team that included a Swedish development aid organization, three local NGOs in Kenya, the 
Kenyan Jua Kali organization, and the design researcher, primarily via distance participation. 
In addition, a Swedish design company specialized in global crafts production was also 
involved as a sales and marketing channel. Over time more actors were recruited, for example, 
Swedish designers and crafts wo/men that integrated the experience from Kenya into its 
programs in Sweden.  
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Identifying the basket as a basis for collaboration 
In March 2011, the DR visited Kisumu to identify future potentialities for collaborations. She 
was introduced to the Jua Kali organization and discussed the situation with their lead 
coordinator, the LC. The challenge with the water hyacinth (image 1) was identified as an 
opportunity, as the organization already had skills in transforming the hyacinth into desirable 
crafts goods for the local market. A system for producing baskets for the local market was 
created, including training unemployed youth. As a result, hyacinth crafts production had 
become a livelihood opportunity for many in the region. A desire was to develop it further and 
scale up the production. In addition, the LC wanted to gain access to new markets and additional 
knowledge resources. There was, however, a lack of formal structural support for this. The LC 
and DR saw the potential to start a collaboration where the existing basket could act as the 
starting point for a design research project (Image 2). Since the basket was recognized by many, 
it would provide an opportunity to bring various actors together by using participatory design 
as a method. These opportunities were also identified by LC: 

“In the fishing communities, weaving techniques are often used to make fishing trading and storage tools. 
The hyacinth basket was already existing, but all that was lacking was how to bring these concepts together.” 
(The lead coordinator). 

 

The DR and the LC accepted an invitation to participate in an emerging development project 
(entrepreneurship training for women and youth). As the LC reflects, the cooperation also 
became an opportunity for the craft organization to develop on an individual site use. They 
could be part of changing existing perceived inequalities on a common site, which became an 
opportunity for Jua Kali to grow. 

“Since Kenya’s independence, Jua Kali has been seen as a job for the poor and less educated. This tendency 
has made most SMEs in the Jua Kali sector lack confidence to approach big offices to tap into opportunities. 
By engaging in the project, working together with like-minded partners felt like closing a first powerful 
punch ahead of all the glaring societal challenges. We saw an opportunity to grow the institutional pillars to 
enable the institution to anchor its organizational strategies and plans for future growth” (The lead 
coordinator). 
                                       

     
Image 1 -2. The invasive plant water hyacinth (1). The original basket design (2).  

Copyright © 2013: author 1. 
 

Acknowledging local voices 
After a first gathering session in Nairobi in April 2013, the process began to concretize the idea 
of entrepreneurship training. The first result was a curriculum for the training, which would 
start in September 2013. A participatory challenge was that the becoming participants in the 
training were missing in this emerging process. This lack of representation contributed to a 
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power imbalance. A process to change this started. The Jua Kali crafts organization Zingira, 
assigned by the development aid organization, arranged meetings and need assessment 
activities with the people affected by the change in their villages. Through this activity, people’s 
needs, and desires were recognized. One articulated need was to develop leadership capabilities. 
The training curriculum was adjusted, and the bottom-up perspective was thus acknowledged, 
which helped balance power imbalances. As the LC reflects, forming this process also formed 
them as actors, as it brought new perspectives that helped create new skills. Thus, new 
capabilities were created: 

“As we were shaping community skills, we were shaping our skills as well as iron sharpens iron. One learning 
outcome was the importance of conducting a gap analysis study as a way of bringing in the user perspective” 
(The lead coordinator). 
 

Coordinating different life-worlds  
During this time of the process, it was realized that, yet another key player was missing in the 
network: a business actor that could support access to an international market. DR recruited a 
design company in Sweden, specialized in global crafts production. This company was used to 
collaborate with local artisans in developing countries. Design has been a tool to create and 
market traditional crafts and contribute to the development of jobs and income. 
The idea was to re-design the original hyacinth basket and develop prototypes that could be 
used in training to teach basketry weaving skills and let the participants engage with the 
international market. The design process that followed was a balancing act, as it was necessary 
to consider local needs in Kenya and Sweden in terms of production, logistics, and sales. As a 
result, only more minor changes in the original design were made. According to the design 
company, such a design approach was essential for them from a sustainability perspective 
(Afroart, n.d.). 

 
A mismatch between different perspectives and expectations  
The re-designed basket was brought to Kenya in October 2013 by the DR, who introduced the 
prototypes to the participants in the entrepreneurship training as a possible learning object. 
Discussions arose among the user participants in the training about the possible value outcomes 
of engaging in the collaborative product development process (what’s in it for us?). Still, as the 
participants saw (economic) benefits of engaging in the cooperation, the invitation was 
accepted. This triggered a prototyping process in Kenya to start as part of the training. In late 
November 2013, the first samples of the baskets were sent to Sweden to be tested on the market 
(image 3). As these were well received by the Swedish company, the first-order placement of 
80 baskets was being made in late December 2013. However, 60 out of 80 baskets produced 
were rejected. The quality of the baskets did not match the Swedish expectations, and as the 
LC reflects, this was surprising, as the baskets were well accepted in the local market. The 
episode illustrates that different actors’ have different perspectives and expectations, depending 
on their socio-cultural background, which is mismatched. 

“The original basket was selling well in the local market, which was our yardstick for measuring quality. 
Our entire team was shocked when the order sent to Scandinavia in the same quality did not meet their 
standard. This sent a signal back to the producer that quality perception is pegged a lot more on 
societal/cultural background” (The lead-coordinator). 
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Image 3. The re-designed baskets at the company’s store in Stockholm. Copyright © 2014, author 1. 

 
Creating co-ownership  
Through joint efforts in Kenya, the quality issues were overcome, and in May 2014, the first 
order of baskets was delivered to Stockholm (image 4). As the company was happy with the 
results and, like the Kenyan actors, wanted to continue the process, a new order of 90 baskets 
was placed directly. To make the production process more sustainable, a reorganization started. 
The participants (community members) were given more responsibility, giving them more 
possibilities to influence the process. Group leaders were appointed by the communities on a 
rotating system. Their role was to identify and recruit new members, organize and coordinate 
education and production, plus provide training space and storage. When the process began to 
produce concrete results, change became real and tangible. As the LC reflects, this triggered 
motivation and led to a gradually increased interest in craft production among the community 
members, but also among those who were not directly part of the training program: 

“To ensure that the community attained some level of autonomy, we were training a few on leadership roles, 
but the only way to have members coming back to embrace craft as a source of livelihood was when they 
see practicing members having a change in their lives, witnessing people putting food on the table” (The 
lead-coordinator). 

 
When roles and relations were established, trust and confidence among the collaborating actors 
were also built. This was evident as hidden social issues were discussed during craft training 
sessions. For example, one such issue was the ‘Jaboya system,’ which meant that the female 
fishmongers (salespeople), because of economic constraints, felt forced to engage in sexual 
relationships with the fishermen to secure their daily supply of fish (jaboya means trade). Legal 
advice was requested from an organization of female lawyers linked to the development aid 
organization to meet these issues. They were invited to attend the training sessions to provide 
regular and valuable advice. That the basket produced new social values was, for example, 
articulated by a widow in one of the crafts communities, whose perspective was shared with 
the LC. 
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“It was not any easy to argue with the fishermen when it comes to purchasing fish from them. All we knew 
was to give sex and get fish, but now that I have alternative source of income, they wonder why I don’t play 
along” (A female fishmonger and participant in the development project).  
 

The challenge of project structures 
The new structure, formed around the basket, made it more attractive to attend the craft sessions 
regularly. Both men and women attended the sessions and shared knowledge (image 5-6). As 
routines were set, skills developed, and the timely and quality delivery of the basket could also 
be kept. After the second order was delivered to Sweden, a discussion started on how to develop 
the cooperation further. However, instead of further development, it was decided from ‘the top,’ 
i.e., the management of the development aid organization, that the program should close by 
December 2015. As articulated by the development aid organization in their project 
documentation, the work has had a significant impact. Still, they will now emphasize 
participatory work and slightly shift their strategy to highlight the issue of social justice instead 
of livelihood development, “empowering citizens to claim their rights.” (Diakonia, 2014). They 
write in their report:  

“Due to the above lessons learned the focus of future programmes in the Lake Victoria region will shift 
slightly from a focus on livelihoods to human rights. The objective of future work in the region will be: “A 
strengthened civil society contributing to democratization through increased realization of human rights 
among fishing communities of Lake Victoria.” (The Development Aid Organization). 
 

The termination of the project was hard to witness, especially for the LC, who had seen many 
projects start and stop over the years. When the development project ended, the cooperation 
between the craft organization Zingira and the Swedish company ceased, as it was not 
economically sustainable. The costs for material production (rope making) and shipping were 
too high to make the product financially viable. A long-term facilitation and coordination 
support would have been needed to stabilize and develop it further. Still, for now, the newly 
developed structure was found challenging to maintain, which the LC reflects on: 

“All the structures which were developed during the whole project time were at risk, and we could not 
discharge our role of coordination because of lack of financial resources which could help source for other 
project resources like materials. This led to the disintegration of some of the groups. To avoid the entire 
fallout, we used the little resources within our reach to ensure continuity of the good work.” (The lead-
coordinator). 
 

   
Image 4-5. Pictures from the craft sessions in Kenya. Copyright © 2013, author 2. 
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Building capabilities  
At the program’s closing ceremony in December 2015, the Jua Kali crafts organization received 
a prize for its work and leadership skills. However, an unwanted result was that the 
collaborative structure around the basket dissolved when the development project terminated.  
It was found impossible to maintain a socio-economic structure that could keep 47 community 
members from three communities together without long-term structural support. The last order 
placement was made in June 2016. In total, approximately 400 baskets were produced in Kenya 
and shipped to Sweden during 2014-2016. Based on the lead coordinator’s calculation, a craft 
wo/man needs to produce five baskets a day to sustain economically. For an organization like 
Zingira, which would have more of a training and coordinating role, a cluster of 20 crafts 
wo/men need to be involved in such a system in order for them to sustain as an organization. 
That means such a local crafts ecosystem needs to produce and coordinate 100 baskets a day. 
Creating such a system was not possible within this project. Still, the development project 
became a trigger for continuation, even if the funding stopped. One result was that the LC 
decided to take a BA course in project planning and management at Nairobi University to 
implement and further develop the gained knowledge. He graduated in December 2019. 
However, the collaboration between the LC and the DR continued, for example, in cooperation 
with universities in education programs. A continuation was made possible because the project 
had tapped into a more comprehensive network during the project time. Several new 
development processes emerged during 2016-2017 as a result, for example, in cooperation with 
the educational platform Reality studio1 and Swedish artists/craftswomen/men who are now 
part of the growing network around Zingira (image 7-8). An interesting observation can be 
made that many of these projects were now being initiated by the crafts organization instead of 
the other way around. As the LC reflects, this was because new capabilities had been built, 
which was done through collaborative work.  

“Being fully involved in the process helped to improve a lot, it shaped my leadership skills by helping me 
understand how to lead a team in the best way. The collaboration didn’t only result in the production of over 
400 quality baskets but has also produced great networks that have been of huge benefit both to us but also 
to the communities.” (The lead coordinator) 

 
After the basket project ended, the DR tried to find ways of reflecting upon what had happened 
and sustain the collaboration and proposed to LC to co-author a paper and introduced the 
concept of boundary object (BO) as defined by Star & Griesemer (1989) to the conversation. 
The following section shows how the tool is implemented in practice and used in a reflexive 
discussion about the work. 
 

 
1 Design students at Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden, having a semester long master 
course in collaboration with Maseno and JOOUST Universities  (Reality Studio, n.d.) 
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Image 6. Some of the continuous development activities that emerged as a result of the collaborative 

process. Crafts wo/men from Sweden and Kenya sharing knowledge and skills. Copyright © 2016, Jenny 
Palmborg. 

 

Analysis  
In this section we analyze the conversations between the DR and the LC according to the tool 
(Table 2) that was created, thus implementing the attributes of BO as defined by Star & 
Griesmer (1989). 
The first attribute, plasticity, i.e being modifiable by the actors involved, ensured that each 
group's various concerns could be taken into account in the re-design process. Furthermore, as 
a boundary object, the basket became an object for the designer to both consider and discuss 
the lack of access to material and quality equipment, in a context like the one in Kisumu. Design 
activities and material prototyping helped grasp the different value perspectives, making 
potentials, and problems, such as quality problems, visible. The local community and the 
designer started to share a language adapted to the local needs and constraints. 
The robustness lies in the possibility of repeating and continuing a change action over time and 
keeping the actors together. To reuse an existing element, such as the basket but then also the 
concept of BO as such, are examples of robustness. The real robust aspect seems to have been 
having an active say in the process throughout the translation and chain of BOs. The self-respect 
and confidence built are some reasons for why change processes could continue even beyond 
the project time, this time being managed locally from the start. However, one complexity 
evident in this case is that newly developed structures are vulnerable and difficult to maintain, 
even if there is a will to continue. As the LC reflects, project structures must also be designed 
to be economically robust. Otherwise, they risk dissolving, as happened in this case.  

“The hindrance to building capabilities is the economic imbalance in the south. Most actors would even, 
after identifying their capability, go back to the activity they are comfortable with because they are sure of 
earning a living even though not adequate to sustain their lives” (the lead-coordinator). 
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concept of BO as such, are examples of robustness. The real robust aspect seems to have been 
having an active say in the process throughout the translation and chain of BOs. The self-respect 
and confidence built are some reasons for why change processes could continue even beyond 
the project time, this time being managed locally from the start. However, one complexity 
evident in this case is that newly developed structures are vulnerable and difficult to maintain, 
even if there is a will to continue. As the LC reflects, project structures must also be designed 
to be economically robust. Otherwise, they risk dissolving, as happened in this case.  

“The hindrance to building capabilities is the economic imbalance in the south. Most actors would even, 
after identifying their capability, go back to the activity they are comfortable with because they are sure of 
earning a living even though not adequate to sustain their lives” (the lead-coordinator). 
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To make a boundary object strongly structured in individual-site use, a development structure 
to ensure co-ownership of the development project was a way to build local capabilities, to 
enhance local autonomy. The Jua Kali became actively involved as project partners and co-
creators already from the start. As the LC earlier reflected, the engagement in the cooperative 
work channeled and built new capabilities. Development processes are challenged, for instance, 
by frugal constraints but also power imbalances. For example, some of the key actors were 
missing from the start, in this case, the becoming participants in the entrepreneurship training. 
However, this power imbalance changed over time when the community members were given 
the possibility to influence the process. The new co-owned structure created local autonomy. It 
gave motivation and improved the production skills and speed, thereby also improving the 
quality of the basket, making it attractive for, as in this case, the Swedish market. 

“Such processes should be community driven because it is at the community level that people understand 
the deeper pinch of such issues. This is why the bottom up and capability approach must be emphasized.” 
(The lead-coordinator). 

A BO must also have an overall structure that is not too rigid, to keep the actors engaged and 
together, i.e it must be weakly structured on a common site to create commitment without being 
too controlling. The risk factor in many development projects is that they have a top-down 
structure, which risk creating hierarchies that exclude some people, and marginalize those who 
are already being marginalized. This is particularly challenging in a Global North-South 
cooperation context, where personal power exists despite assumed equality. Since participation 
is a key for implementing sustainable development, those affected by the design actions should 
have a voice, i.e., to influence the process already from the start. This was ensured by the 
continuation of the project and the CoW process.  
The advantage with the concrete basket was that it made the different problems and the progress 
visible to all those involved. With support from the abstract theories, i.e., the concept of BO, 
the collaborative complexities could be discussed, and future change imperatives could be 
identified. Since the basket was recognizable by those involved, it made it easy for all to 
understand and engage in the process. It became the least common denominator, a design object 
which brought people together with the common goal: to make use of the green threat, and by 
doing so, create new capabilities and livelihood opportunities for many. 

“By using the concept Boundary Object, we could discuss practical issues with support from theory. This 
gave new perspectives of the work and opened up for new joint actions to take place” (The lead-coordinator). 

Below we summarize the analysis of the BO concept in this project exemplifying how the 
theory-based attributes were contextualized with the project vocabulary (Table 2) making up 
the Conversation Tool.  
 
Table 2. The Conversation Tool   

BO attribute Explanation – theory-based Contextualized – project vocabulary 

Plastic A BO must be possible to modify by 
the actors involved to make sure that 
the various concerns of each group 
can be reflected, even if they are in 
conflict with each other.  

A BO must adapt to the local needs and 
constraints. A designer must be concerned if 
there is a lack of access to material and quality 
equipment but also that the value and quality 
perspectives differ.  

Robust A BO must include elements that are 
unchangeable (immutable) and 
therefore can be maintained over time 
and possible to repeat. A robust 

A BO must be anchored in the local 
innovation culture and context to concern the 
long-term development perspective.  

It must also be emphasized that newly 
developed structures need time to develop and 
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framing means the BO keeps the 
actors together. 

that the structure and activities must be 
economically viable over time.  

Weakly structured 
on common site 

A BO must have an overall structure 
that is not too rigid but is designed to 
have a vaguer identity. The aim is to 
keep the actors together without 
being too controlling, i.e providing a 
structure based on a fairly loose 
formulated framework. 

Many development projects have a top-down 
structure and hierarchies where people who 
should have a voice are excluded. This must 
be avoided since it risks increasing 
marginalization. Those affected by the design 
actions should have a say in the process, from 
the start to the evaluation and reflection phase. 

Strongly 
structured on 
individual site/use 

A BO must enhance local autonomy. 
This means power and agency must 
be distributed from top-down to 
bottom-up so the activities can be 
locally tailored. To have the freedom 
to act independently, still being part 
of a bigger common whole, have a 
“co-ownership.”    

A BO must be anchored from the bottom-up 
to be long-term sustainable. Since local actors 
are the ones who best know their situation, 
their voices must be considered already from 
the start and part of decisions made in the 
project.   

Concrete or 
abstract 

A concrete BO can e.g., be field 
notes, visualizations, reports, or 
material prototypes. The BO should 
be real and tangible for the actors 
involved. An abstract BO can, e.g., 
be a hypothesis or theory. To create a 
reflexive practice, a BO must be both 
abstract and concrete. Thereby a 
linkage is made between theory and 
practice. 

Concrete BO is a key since these make change 
real and tangible for people. The concrete BO 
triggers understanding and motivation and can 
help to recruit actors to the process.  

An abstract BO in terms of a theory brings in 
new perspectives to work – and to the 
concrete BO, creates a shared language, and 
helps to contextualize the practice. 

Recognizable A BO must be recognized by the 
actors involved. Identifying a “least 
common denominator” is critical. 
Still, a common denominator refers to 
a consensus-based process, which 
risks being “exclusionary” why the 
non-consensus aspects need to be 
considered when forming BOs.  

A BO must be recognized and understandable 
and found useful and meaningful by all actors 
involved in the project. It is important to focus 
the design actions on something that everyone 
feels engaged in and can benefit from.  

 

 

Conclusion 
This paper contributes to the area participatory design where co-writing is treated as a 
participatory prototyping method. The aim is to provide a method tool that designers can use to 
increase reflexivity in transboundary projects, giving practitioners a formal voice when 
reflecting upon the project retrospectively.  
The study shows the complexity of these kinds of participatory design project due to the 
diversity of expectations, related to the socio-historical background of the project’s participants, 
and due to the local frugal conditions. Projects in frugal contexts have different struggles and 
one was the imbalance of power and the lack of a formal voice of the practitioner in the project. 
Creating a space, but also a tool for joint reflection, is found key since it gives new perspectives 
on the practical work and new learning for those involved. It also gives a formal voice to the 
practitioner  throughout the collaboration, as stated above by the LC. In this case, such reflexive 
design practice was guided by the introduction of the theoretical notion of boundary objects 
and the succeeding construction of a conversation tool brought together the basket and the 
theoretical notion of BO (Figure 1).  
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By weaving together concrete prototypes and theoretical objects in a joint reflection process 
(co-writing) after the actual design and production phases turned into a translation process 
(Callon, 1986; Latour, 1984), which produced a chain of boundary objects that sustained the 
North-South cooperation over time (Figure 1). The hyacinth basket allowed different 
expectations to come to work around the production of the basket. Although the first samples 
of basket were rejected, they were adjusted to suit the market expectations and thus continued 
functioning as the object of collaboration between North and South. After the project ended, 
the basket production stopped and the action network formed around it dissolved. However, the 
collaboration continued in a new framing, and the basket continued to exist in conversations, 
reports and academic papers, translated into memories, images, words about the basket, and 
interwoven with the theoretical concept of BO. Transforming the concept into a conversation 
tool helped the co-writers to interpret the basket’s functions and a flexible interpretation of what 
happened around the basket. The reflexive design process highlighted certain aspects of 
collaboration, which were central to consider but hard to grasp, especially when access to theory 
was lacking. Discussing the theoretical aspects with support from the tool helped create a deeper 
understanding of the motivations and interests behind cooperative work and how these may 
differ – a crucial issue when working in transdisciplinary research processes involving hetero-
geneous actors. It for example highlighted the issue of robustness, which must be addressed 
already from the start. A robust framing will create better conditions for a design process to 
continue, even beyond a formal project time, and thus give different participants space for joint 
reflection, as well as evaluating and learning from the project.  
The study shows how the concept BO can be translated and contextualized, thus becoming a 
workable framework for participatory design work in line with the discussion by Jordan & 
Yamamuchi (2008); Storni (2015); Jernsand (2016); and Kraff (2018). The conversation tool 
in Table 2 acts as a tool for discussing collaborative complexities with a ‘local project 
vocabulary’. In the conversation, we interpreted the design activities, the collaboration, and 
participation to make it understandable, useful, meaningful, and travelable for future 
collaborations (Czarniawska and Sevón, 1996). One important knowledge contribution is that 
the tool can be adapted to various contexts and different kinds of actors, who have other voices 
and different views of collaborative issues. The tool can be used before, during, and after a 
project, both as an organizational means and as a framework for continuous reflection. In this 
case also writing this academic paper by enrolling new allies (Callon, 1986). Change 
imperatives for how to deal with more sustainable design processes were thus created. Our 
conclusions are hence that the conversational tool, implemented in a co-writing process, builds 
on existing knowledge, and helps to implement SDG 17 in design practice. 

• provides space and scaffolding for joint reflection, making it possible to talk about 
cooperative complexities in a structured yet open way. 

• encourages participation and creates co-ownership, since the project participants can 
bring forward their different voices and opinions 

• can be used in any transboundary project since the tool is replicable and adjustable  
• builds on existing knowledge contributes to implementing SDG 17 in practice 

A limitation with this study is that only a few voices and perspectives are brought into the 
conversation. The tool thus needs to be further tested in other kinds of design context, where 
more voices are being heard. Such experiments have already started. The tool has for example 
been implemented in an educational situation in Sweden where international design students 
used the tool to discuss complex organizational issues. However, the findings of these 
continuous experiments are outside the scope of this paper. 
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Processes in Site-Specific Sonic Practice. ArtMonitor, diss. Göteborg, 2018. ISBN: 978-91-
7833-213-7 (printed), 978-91-7833-214-4 (digital).

70. Frida Hållander (Crafts). Vems hand är det som gör? En systertext om konst/
hantverk, klass, feminism och om viljan att ta strid. ArtMonitor/Konstfack Collection, diss. 
Stockholm, 2019. ISBN: 978-91-85549-40-5 (printed), 978-91-85549-41-2 (digital). 
HDK – Academy of Design and Crafts, University of Gothenburg, in cooperation with 
Konstfack, University of Arts, Crafts and Design, Stockholm.

71. Thomas Nyström (Design). Adaptive Design for Circular Business Models in the 
Automotive Manufacturing Industry. ArtMonitor, licentiate thesis. Göteborg, 2019. 
ISBN: 978-91-985171-2-5 (printed), 978-91-985171-3-2 (digital).

72. Marina Cyrino (Musical Performance and Interpretation). An Inexplicable 
Hunger – flutist)body(flute (dis)encounters. ArtMonitor, diss. Göteborg, 2019. ISBN: 978-
91-7833-382-0 (printed), 978-91-7833-383-7 (digital).
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73. Imri Sandström (Literary Composition, Poetry and Prose). Tvärsöver otysta 
tider: Att skriva genom Västerbottens och New Englands historier och språk tillsammans med 
texter av Susan Howe / Across Unquiet Times: Writing Through the Histories and Languages 
of Västerbotten and New England in the Company of Works by Susan Howe. Autor, diss. 
Göteborg, 2019. ISBN: 978-91-984037-3-2 (printed), 978-91-984037-4-9 (digital).

74. Patrik Eriksson (Independent Filmmaking). Melankoliska fragment: om essäfilm 
och tänkande. ArtMonitor, diss. Göteborg, 2019. ISBN: 978-91-7833-566-4 (printed), 
978-91-7833-567-1 (digital).

75. Nicolas Cheng (Crafts). World Wide Workshop: The Craft of Noticing. ArtMonitor, 
diss. Göteborg, 2019. ISBN: 978-91-7833-610-4 (printed), 978-91-7833-611-1 (digital).

76. Magdalena Mayas (Musical Performance and Interpretation). Orchestrating 
timbre – Unfolding processes of timbre and memory in improvisational piano performance. 
ArtMonitor, diss. Göteborg, 2020. ISBN: 978-91-7833-722-4 (printed), 978-91-7833-
723-1 (digital).

77. Ingrid Hedin Wahlberg (Music Education). Att göra plats för traditioner. 
Antagonism och kunskapsproduktion inom folk- och världsmusik. ArtMonitor, diss. 
Göteborg, 2020. ISBN: 978-91-7833-830-6 (printed), 978-91-7833-831-3 (digital).

78. Cecilia Jeppsson (Research on Arts Education). “Rörlig och stabil, bred 
och spetsig”. Kulturell reproduktion och strategier för breddat deltagande i den svenska 
kulturskolan. ArtMonitor, diss. Göteborg, 2020. ISBN: 978-91-7833-832-0 (printed), 
978-91-7833-833-7 (digital).

79. Annelies Vaneycken (Design). Designing ‘for’ and ‘with’ ambiguity: actualising 
democratic processes in participatory design practices with children. ArtMonitor, diss. 
Göteborg, 2020. ISBN: 978-91-7833-858-0 (printed), 978-91-7833-859-7 (digital).

80. Niklas Rudbäck (Research on Arts Education). Circumscribing Tonality: Upper 
Secondary Music Students Learning the Circle of Fifths. ArtMonitor, diss. Göteborg, 2020. 
ISBN: 978-91-8009-028-5 (printed), 978-91-8009-029-2 (digital).

81. Eva Weinmayr (Artistic Practice). Noun to Verb: an investigation into the micro-
politics of publishing through artistic practice. ArtMonitor, diss. Göteborg, 2020. https://
cutt.ly/noun-to-verb. http://hdl.handle.net/2077/66644. No ISBN.

82. Khashayar Naderehvandi (Artistic Practice). Vem vittar för vittnet? Det litterära 
verket som vittnesmål och översättning. Autor, diss. Göteborg 2020. ISBN: 978-91-
984037-7-0 (printed), 978-91-984037-8-7 (digital).

83. Joakim Andersson (Research on Arts Education). Kommunikation i slöjd och 
hantverksbaserad undervisning. ArtMonitor, diss. Göteborg, 2021. ISBN: 978-91-8009-
194-7 (printed), 978-91-8009-195-4 (digital).

84. Andjeas Ejiksson (Artistic Practice). Television Without Frontiers. ArtMonitor, 
diss. Göteborg, 2021. ISBN: 978-91-8009-208-1 (printed), 978-91-8009-209-8 (digital).

85. Monica Frick Alexandersson (Research on Arts Education). Omsorg, välvilja och 
tystnadskultur – diskursiva dilemman och strategier i lärarutbildningens undervisningspraktik 
i musik mot yngre åldrar. ArtMonitor, diss. Göteborg, 2021. ISBN: 978-91-8009-276-0 
(printed), 978-91-8009-277-7 (digital).

86. Uwe Steinmetz (Musical Performance and Interpretation). Jazz in Worship 
and Worship in Jazz: The musical language of Liturgical, Sacred, and Spiritual Jazz in a 
Postsecular Age. ArtMonitor, diss. Göteborg, 2021. ISBN: 978-91-8009-386-6 (printed),  
978-91-8009-387-3 (digital).

87. Helena Hansson (Design). Designing Together: A Frugal Design Approach. 
Exploring Participatory Design in a Global North–South Cooperation Context (Sweden–
Kenya). ISBN: 978-91-8009-464-1 (printed), 978-91-8009-465-8 (digital).
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